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ABSTRACT
SUPERVISOR AND TRAINEE PERSPEC FIVES ON
CLINICAL REPORT WRITING AS NARRATIVE
SEPTEMBER 2002
GAIANA GERMANI, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERS T
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David M. Todd
This study investigated, as a primary focus, trainees and supervisors' perspectives
on writing clinical reports in a training environment for beginning therapists. Secondary
foci included an exploration of trainees' experiences of text measures used to score their
reports, and an examination of the possible influence of a previous immersion in literary
studies on some trainees' report writing. Three supervisors and nine trainees, four of
whom had literary backgrounds, participated in 60 to 90 minute, tape recorded,
unstructured interviews in which they described in detail, their thoughts on clinical report
writing. Additionally, the same nine trainees were asked to review four of their own
reports and to explore the scores they received using the following five text measures:
(1) Computerized Referential Activity; (2) Type Token Ratio; (3) Emotion Tone; (4)
Abstraction; and (5) Word Count. A qualitative analysis of verbatim interview
transcripts suggested that there are educative benefits and frustrations inherent in the task
of report writing, as well as conflicts and dilemmas resulting from the dynamic nature ot
the relationships between trainees, supervisors, the immediate environment of
the training
clinic itself, and the culture of the field of academic psychology as a
whole.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Although clinicians, and especially clinical trainees, spend a great deal of time
writing narrative reports about their clients in the interest of keeping a record of the
course of treatment, very little has been done to explore what these reports can tell us
about the authors or the cultures in which they write. When and if clinical reports are
addressed in the psychological or psychiatric literature the domain is typically in in-
patient settings and the focus has tended to remain on what the entire clinical record (all
text including assessment data and patient contact with all staff) can tell the researcher
about the quality of care given to patients (Perlman et al., 1982; Novello, 1973), or
therapeutic changes in the patient’s symptoms, social behaviors and interpersonal
relationships (Blatt, 1994). This work has tended to ignore the author of these reports
and treats reports as factual data.
However, historians have been drawn to the potential meaning to be derived from
clinical records and have viewed the analysis of archived medical records (including all
written materials about patients) as important sources of data reflecting the etiology of
mental or medical illness of the era, prescribing behavior of physicians, the
reconstruction of clinical decision making processes and treatment for certain sets of
symptoms (Risse & Warner 1992). In fact, Risse and Warner (1992) stated that “the
patient record as a document is a revealing indicator of the changing clinical mentality’
(p. 191). They also likened the patient record to:
A surviving artefact [sic] of the interaction between physicians and their
patients in which individual personality, cultural assumptions, social
status, bureaucratic expediency, and reality of power relationships are
expressed (p. 189).
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Risse and Warner (1992) also described the patient record as a narrative to
be interpreted much like a literary work whereby the
...text prompts questions of structure and technology, style and tone,
authorship and audience... from such analyses it is possible to retrieve the
cultural, institutional, and professional perceptions, values and power that
the case history reflects and encodes (p. 191).
Risse and Warner (1992) found linguistic shifts that reflected the movement of
psychologists' foci. For instance, they found that in the early 19**’ century, the term
“naturalness” was used to discuss the degree to which patients’ behavior was
idiosyncratic or typical for a sick patient. However, by the late 19**’ century the term was
“virtually entirely supplanted by ‘normal’” (p. 192) which they interpreted as a reflection
of “clinicians’ preoccupation with standardized norms” (p. 192).
While researchers are not readily drawn to reports as data that might illuminate
author characteristics or development, the literature does speak to the dangers inherent in
the process of documenting clinical treatments (CPACNewsletter, 1999; Slovenko,
1983). Articles entitled “The Hazards of Writing or Disclosing Information in
Psychiatry” (Slovenko, 1983) and “Walking the Documentation Tightrope”
(CPACNewsletter, 1999) are certainly emotionally evocative and speak to some of the
external pressures experienced by authors of reports in this era of litigation. While these
professionals offered warnings, they also discussed useful precautions to take while
writing reports such as eliminating defaming sentences that might be viewed as slander in
a courtroom (Slovenko, 1983) and recommended that the minimal textbook
information on standards of care should be supplied to protect patient confidentiality and
the authoring clinician’s license to practice. These writers also noted that while
there may
be personal or professional value writing clinical reports, often there are serious
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ramifications should this writing be subpoenaed (CPACNewsletter, 1999). In all, they
documented one aspect of the culture clinicians practice in today that limits what they
ought to be writing about.
While clinicians spend a great deal of time learning to write clinical reports, there
is little literature describing how this endeavor is best brought to fruition. There are
guidelines as to areas of inclusion such as a thorough history of presenting problems,
mental status, suicide risk and substance abuse assessment, and family history of mental
illness (CPACNewsletter, 1999); however the process of constructing these pieces of
history is for the most part left to the individual to discern. Because there is so little
literature describing methods of constructing clinical reports, one might assume that
professionals learn to write reports from their mentors who in turn learned from theirs.
While it is possible that authors of these reports have extrapolated methods of writing
from their understanding of how assessment reports are written, this learning takes place
within the context of a field where legal pressures are among many factors influencing
how authors construct reports. As Risse and Warner (1992) reminded us, authors exist
and write in a culture or context influenced by the research and theories guiding our
understanding of human psychopathology and development, managed care
reimbursement requirements, the dyadic or triadic interplay between supervisor, therapist
and patient, including the personal and demographic characteristics of each, the potential
audience for reports, institutional mores, and even the jargon constructed, at least initially
to augment communication between those providing treatment.
With the exception of Risse and Warner, very little has been done to
systematically analyze the language of clinical reports, or to gather data about the
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phenomenological experience or personal and professional demographics of their authors
within the context in which these documents are constructed. In fact, clinical reports
have been surprisingly ignored by psychology researchers despite their value as data that
may reflect the development and/or thinking of those who write them, the cultural context
of the institution or mores of the field, the progression or improvement of the client, or
the development of a highly specialized language to characterize the primary struggles of
clients.
It is possible that these data are not utilized in research due to their highly
unstandardized format and variability from one person to another, or from one institution
to another. Although there have been some attempts to systematize report writing for
research purposes (Meldman et al., 1977), little in the way of follow-up or research has
been reported on such attempts.
Because one of the goals of this study was to explore developments in therapists’
clinical report writing and the meaning of any changes that may take place in this context,
it is important now to briefly review some of the work examining different aspects of
therapist development that may pertain to the ways they conceptualize their clients and,
therefore, how they present this conceptualization in writing.
Therapist Development
Broadly speaking, research on therapist development has tended to focus on one
of two spheres. The first sphere has consisted of attempts to draw out correlations
between the personality or cognitive characteristics of the trainee and treatment
effectiveness, while the second has tended to be more descriptive and had as its focus
stages of development within the context of training. Interestingly, there is little support
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in the literature suggesting that therapists with higher levels of personality development
are more successful therapists or more capable of forming a complex understanding of
their clients (Borders, Fong &Neimeyer, 1986; Dawes, 1994). However, Benack ( 1988)
did find that trainees whose thinking was more relativistic in nature were better at
forming an “empathic” understanding of their clients.
Speaking to the latter sphere, Stoltenberg and Delworth (1987) provide a
comprehensive summary of supervisory developmental models, but also describe their
own developmental model consisting of three levels. Here, I will focus my description
on aspects of their theory that might pertain more directly to the process of report writing.
Level one is characterized by the trainee’s dependence on the supervisor. At this stage,
trainees are highly motivated and tend to view “learning as coming from an outside
source” (p. 53). Given Stoltenberg and Delworth’s description of trainees at this level,
one might expect that the trainee is also dependent upon the supervisor for a high degree
of input on report writing. This seems implicit in their description of the struggle trainees
endure at this stage while in the process of trying to conceptualize treatment goals and
plans. They stated that because trainees find it difficult to imagine the course of treatment
from beginning to end, “one may find that the objectives and long-term goals do not
translate well into specific interventions across time” (p. 58).
In their description of Level 2, Stoltenberg and Delworth suggest that trainees
experience a greater sense of autonomy and a decrease in their motivation as they come
to view the process of becoming a therapist as a long journey filled with both success and
failure. At this stage, trainees feel more at ease with diagnostic classifications, but may
use this tool in a “cold, detached, and inimical” manner that does not consider the
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sanctity of the individual” (p. 76). Stoltenberg and Delworth also characterized the
process of treatment planning at this point as one of “confusion resulting from vague or
conflicted conceptualizations often hinder[ing] the process of developing treatment
plans” (p.78). Given these descriptions, it would be interesting to see if trainees can
speak retrospectively to a greater reliance on diagnostic terminology in their report
writing and whether they felt more detached from their clients in this process.
And finally, in their conceptualization of Level 3, Stoltenberg and Delworth
stated that trainees are more firmly entrenched in their own autonomy and that their
motivation is stabilized. They also stated that treatment plans “become more focused and
coherent, and trainees learn to fine-tune them as therapy progresses” (p. 99). If this is the
case, one might find that trainees can speak to a greater ease in report writing or a general
increased level of confidence in their approach to the task.
Finally, John Huber’s (1995) dissertation explored therapists’ development of the
capacity to conceptualize psychodynamic formulations of clients in the context of a
training clinic. Here, he both immersed himself in formulations contained in trainee
reports, and interviewed trainees asking them to describe their experience of learning to
write psychodynamic formulations. Huber’s results spoke directly to the issue of the
development of therapists as it pertained to clinical report writing. He claimed that
research participants almost unanimously stated that writing formulations of their clients
helped to concretize their thinking, and that writing bolstered their “developing
‘professional ego functions,’ such as memory of therapy process and of the formulatory
ideas themselves” (p. 198). However, Huber noted that trainees struggled to find a forum
in which to learn how to write clear formulations as they harbored concerns about “legal
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and professional issues related to the ultimately public nature of clinic reports” (p 198)
Ultimately, Huber recommended that trainees be awarded a private forum for writing
formulations under the auspices of a training clinic providing for protected writing
samples that would not be subject to public view. According to Huber, this would free
trainees up in their thought processes allowing for an exploration of their formulatory
ideas in writing, thus aiding in the crystallization of their conceptualizations.
The following section should serve to orient the reader as to the philosophical
context in which clinical reports are conceptualized for the purposes of this study.
Narrative View of Clinical Reports
This postmodern era has brought with it a different conceptualization of reality.
While the dominant view of psychology tends toward a positivistic or objectivist stance
toward reality and research endeavors, social scientists in other disciplines as well as a
marginalized portion of the field of psychology have come to view reality as constructed.
Howard, (1991) stated the following;
All across the intellectual landscape, the forces of objectivism are yielding
to the entreaties of constructivist thought. But it is rather surprising that
even our notion of science has been radically altered by recent
constructivist thought. Briefly, objectivism believes in a free-standing
reality, the truth about which can eventually be discovered. The
constructivist assumes that all mental images are creations of people, and
thus speak of an invented reality....Watzlawick (1994) claimed that the
shift from objectivism to constructivism involves a growing awareness
that any so-called reality is—in the most immediate and concrete sense
—
the construction of those who believe they have discovered and
investigated it (p. 1 87).
Growing out of this shift in thinking is a large body of cross-disciplinary literature
describing narrative theory and analysis. While a full review of this literature or the
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literature describing constructivism is well beyond the scope of this project at this stage, 1
will briefly consider some of the implications of this literature for report writing.
While it was not clear at the outset of this investigation whether clinical reports
were best conceptualized as "narratives" or "rhetoric," definitions of what comprises a
narrative seemed to best fit my own conceptualization of reports prior to and after the
resulting collected data (described in the following chapters). Two leaders of the
narrative field of study, Schafer (1992) and Polkinghome (1988), both gave essentially
the same definition of the different constructs. Schafer stated that “Rhetoric is. . . every
way of speaking or writing...” (p. 150), while Polkinghome stated that the “most
inclusive definition of narrative refers to any spoken or written presentation” (p. 13). He
stated further that “in a written report, the narrative portion is that part written in essay
form, as distinguished from charts, graphs or tables” (p. 13). A quick reference to
Webster’s Unabridged Second Edition to broaden the matter revealed the following
definitions;
Narrative; 1 . a story; account; tale.
2. the art or practice of relating stories or accounts;
narration
Rhetoric; 1 . the art or science of using words effectively in speaking
or writing, so as to influence or persuade.
Given these definitions and my uncertainty at the beginning of this research venture, it
was not clear whether or not “persuasion” entered into the domain of clinical report
writing. The term "narrative" seemed to leave me in the most open position possible for
the purposes of a qualitative research project. Additionally, current trends in
psychotherapy theory conceptualize “psychopathology as instances of life
stories gone
awry; and psychotherapy as exercises in story repair” (Howard, 1991, p. 187).
Since
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clinical reports have as their subject the documentation of psychotherapy, it made sense
to think of clinical reports as narratives for the purposes of this project. (However, it is
important to keep in mind that when theorists of this field write about “reports” and
stories they are most often referring to research results [reports] constructed from the
analysis of research participant’s interview data [stories], not clinical reports or
psychotherapy transcripts). Further, narrative theorists tend to speak about the
construction of “texts in a particular context” or culture which speaks to one of the goals
of the study to look at reports in the context and culture of the training clinic and the field
as a whole.
According to Riessman (1993), narratives or stories are data and narrative
analysis “takes as its object of investigation the story itself’ (p. 1). However, she made
clear that narratives are not factual data. She described the process of organizing
interview data (or in this case, constructing reports describing dyadic or triadic
psychotherapy) as the construction of a “metastory” (p. 13). She stated;
. .
.the analyst creates a metastory about what happened by telling what the
interview narratives signify, editing and reshaping what was told, and
turning it into a hybrid story, a ‘false document’ (she cites Behar, 1993).
Values, politics, and theoretical commitments enter once again” (p. 13-
14).
Other authors state that “narrative is a way of organizing experience” and that
stories are “censored” by gender, social, and cultural institutions (Rosenwald & Ochberg,
1992, p. 1-8). Howard (1991) cited Levine’s 1984 definition of culture as “a shared
organization of ideas that includes the intellectual, moral and aesthetic standards
prevalent in a community and meanings of communicative actions” (p.l90). With this
definition in mind, Howard (1991) summarized nicely the issue of narratives as a product
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of the culture in which they are created. His statement has a direct bearing on clinical
reports as they are learned within a context, and to some extent clinical trainees
acculturate to their professional domain. In particular, this also speaks to the lack of
written material available to beginning clinicians on clinical report construction, and the
ways this skill or craft is likely to be passed down within the context of supervision.
Howard (1991) stated the following:
Thus, a culture can be thought of as a community of individuals who see
their world in a particular manner—who share particular interpretations as
central to the meaning of their lives and actions. From this perspective,
education can be understood as the initiation of the young into the
dominant meaning systems of that culture.
. . . the young learn to tell the
dominant stories of their cultural group—be those stories scientific, civic,
moral
,
mathematical, religious, historical, racial, or political in nature
(p.190).
Riessman (1993) echoed Howard’s understanding of culture and furthered this by stating
that “studying narratives is useful for what they reveal about social life—culture ‘speaks
itself through an individual story” (p. 5).
True to D. P. Spence’s (1982) general philosophical approach, he outlined nicely
the possible phenomenological experience of putting words to the story we have to tell.
He described a process where every word chosen “marks a specific decision by the
author. . .” and that the author is faced with several problems such as “how to express his
view of the world in a string of words that will convey the same representation” to a
reader. Spence also denoted several questions the author must ask him or herself in the
process of writing. For instance, (1) “what aspects of his experience he wishes to
transform into words;” (2) “where does he wish to focus his view;” (3) “how should it be
organized;” (4) “which words he needs and in what order to convey these impressions;”
and an over arching concern, (5) “what do I see and how shall I describe it? (p. 40-41).
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Spence concluded that “a finished piece of writing, because it controls the background
associations of the reader, will bring about a roughly similar series of reactions in all
readers, we say that it \s publicly accessible" (p. 41). This is particularly interesting in
relation to clinical report writing as it is conceived as a confidential document that could
at some point become more public. Also, reports are often used to communicate past
treatment of clients to future clinicians who encounter those clients.
In conclusion, a major objective of this study was to see how research participants
speak to the narrative issues raised above in the process of authoring clinical reports.
Rationale for Interviewing Participants with a Literary History
Because so much emphasis is placed on the cultural context of the author in
narrative theory, it would be interesting to know how cultures other than the professional
might influence the content and construction of reports. One aspect of training in clinical
psychology that appears to have lost its popularity is the study of art or the humanities in
an effort to broaden the student's understanding of human experience. Schneider (1998)
suggested that we have lost touch with the ideas of romanticism in psychology to meet
the demands of the economic marketplace and that that has been to the detriment of our
practice and our science. He recommended that graduate programs in clinical
psychology not only incorporate qualitative or descriptive empirical methods, but that
"philosophical and literary studies would be added as well" (p. 285). He stated fiirther
that courses should be added about “art, music, narrative psychology, existential
philosophy and post modernism alongside classes about diagnosis, psychophysiology,
and social psychology. The idea here would be to cultivate a sensitive and well-rounded
human being as a ground for that human being’s role as a therapist, researcher or teacher"
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(p. 285). Schneider reminded us that Freud (1959) argued in his essay On the Question of
Lay Analysis that the 'best preparation for psychological studies is immersion in the
study of art, culture
,
and the humanities" and that in 1991 Rollo May demonstrated the
"therapeutic value of such literary dimensions in his discussion of Dante's Divine Comedy
and Goethe's Faust." Further, Bruner (1986) stated that “classic works of art define and
illuminate inner experience. As we well know, some texts (e.g., Hamlet), are more
intense, complex and revealing than every day experience and thereby enrich and clarify
that experience” (p. 6). Additionally, German! (1998) found in her qualitative study on
the development of trainees' understanding of their clients that supervisors described the
importance of "reading everything in sight" including fiction as supervisors stated it
broadens or complements one's understanding of human experience (p.66).
While it is not made explicit by any of the above psychologists, their
recommendations are not empirically driven, but rather romantically driven. In other
words, they believe from their experience that exposure to or study of the arts may effect
the depth or complexity of therapists' understanding or conceptualizations of their clients.
One might suppose that if in fact a greater or more complex conceptualization is to be
gleaned from such an education, this might be reflected in reports which include a
conceptualization of the client. Even though these theorists recommend a broad
education in the arts and humanities, what seemed most pertinent for the purposes of this
study was the exposure to literature. What would trainees say about how their literary
education influenced their conceptualization of their clients' internal struggles and how
their literary backgrounds might be reflected in their writing of reports? The question
for
trainees was whether or not they felt that their education influenced their
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conceptualization of their clients, and if they thought this was also reflected in their
writing.
Because this study was largely descriptive and exploratory, the above review of
literature is abbreviated and focused on delineating the issues that are generally addressed
where clinical report writing is concerned. Aspects of these issues that were most
relevant to the results of this study will be discussed in more detail in the discussion.
Introduction to Text Analytic Measures
Another approach to the study of "clinical narratives" has been the application of
content analytic tools to examine linguistic of the text. These tools have mainly been
applied to therapy transcripts rather than reports. While the primary focus of this study
was on interviews with trainees and supervisors, the potential usefulness of content
analysis was also explored as a secondary focus.
In the study of psychotherapy transcripts, content analytic tools have been used to
detect points in treatment where psychotherapeutic change is likely to take place. Each
of the measures that have been developed focuses on aspects of therapist and client
language that were thought to be associated with change processes in psychotherapy. A
secondary goal of this study was to see if these measures might be meaningful to
clinicians in thinking about their reports, and the rationale for these measures will be
briefly reviewed here.
Type Token Ratio
One of the simplest linguistic measures that has been applied to clinical narratives
is the Type Token Ratio (TTR) which is a measure of “language complexity” or
“vocabulary richness.” TTR is “the number of different words as a ratio of the total
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number of running words” (Butler, 1985, p. 14). While the thinking behind the
development ofTTR is difficult to find in the literature, this measure has been around for
the greater part of this past century, and has been used in a wide variety of studies
analyzing anything from poetry (Martin, 1973, 1974; Butler, 1979), to the speech of
schizophrenics (Mann, 1944), the speech of children with various language or mental
deficits (Vandemark & Mann, 1965; Siegel & Donovan, 1964), and transcribed
psychiatric interviews (Jaffe, 1957). Researchers have found that TTR is a measure that
adequately differentiates written language samples. For instance, Mann (1944) was able
to detect differences in language complexity between schizophrenics and university
freshman, concluding that the language structure of the “normal” population was more
complex than that of the “abnormal” schizophrenics, (p. 41). This study proposed to
explore variations in TTR over the course of therapists report writing histories that may
be meaningfully interpreted in context.
Multiple Code Theory and Referential Activity
Focusing directly on psychotherapy, Wilma Bucci's "Multiple Code Theory"
(Bucci & Miller, 1993), formerly "Dual Code Theory," is an empirically driven model
arising out of neurophysiological and cognitive sciences postulating the mechanisms by
which mental information is processed and stored (Rosow, 1997). According to Bucci
and Miller (1993), there are verbal and nonverbal structures of the mind for which "all
information is registered" or represented (p. 388). Bucci described the verbal structure as
"symbolic" (Rosow, 1997) and "logical and hierarchical" in nature. While non-verbal
structures are "sensory, somatic, and motoric contents" (Bucci & Miller, 1993, p. 388)
governed primarily by emotions. However, the non-verbal structures can be both
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symbolic and subsymbolic in nature. Each of these systems of representation or "codes"
communicate by referential" links or "connections" (p.388). The function of these links
is to connect "nonverbal emotional experience” with "words" (Bucci, 1989, p. 1) or
symbols. Bucci believed that the presence of these referential links were visible/audible
during moments in psychotherapy when both the speech of the therapist and client is
notably clear, concrete, specific and particularly evocative of imagery. When these links
are present in psychotherapy, Bucci (1997) described what she called “referential
activity.” Referential activity is “the capacity to express all manner of non-verbal
material, particularly emotional material, in verbal form” (p. 185). The detection of
referential activity is one modern measure of the psychoanalytic belief that making the
link between unconscious and conscious life serves as a basis for long-term
characterological change (Bucci and Miller, 1993; Rosow, 1997). Bucci (1997) and her
colleagues have applied this measure to the speech of therapists as well as patients.
While this measure was derived from the analysis of psychotherapy transcripts, I
suspected it might be interesting to look at patterns of referential activity in reports
written by trziinees over the course of their training. This study hoped to discern changes
in referential activity from report to report that may reflect changes in supervisor,
theoretical orientation, the conceptualization of the client at the time the report was
written, the time constraints of the busy trainee meeting the demands of the environment
in which they work, or many other reasons left open to discovery over the course of the
interviews.
Emotional Tone and Abstraction
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Two dictionaries developed by Erhard Mergenthaler and his colleagues, the
Emotion Tone and Abstraction dictionaries, were also developed for the study of
psychotherapy transcripts, but Rosow (1997) has suggested they can be “used effectively
on a diverse spectrum of text” (p. 26). Merganthaler (1996) reasoned that emotion is
central to therapeutic process. However, he noted that emotion without insight does not
lead to change in psychotherapy. Based on Piaget’s work in 1977 on “abstraction as a
construct leading to the development of understanding and perception” (p. 1306) and
Schneider’s work in 1983 suggesting that abstraction is the “central mechanism leading
to the construction of new structures” (p. 1306), Merganthaler hypothesized that there
may be cycles of abstraction and emotion detectable in psychotherapy transcripts that
would point to moments or sessions that were “key” to the experience of psychological
change. These cycles consist of four “emotion-abstraction patterns” (p. 1307). Pattern
A, “Relaxing. Little Emotion Tone and Little Abstraction” he described as a period of
time in psychotherapy where the patient “talks about material that is not manifestly
connected to their central symptoms or issues” (p. 1307). Pattern B, he called
“Reflecting; Little Emotion Tone and Much Abstraction” whereby the patient’s speech is
characterized by a high degree of abstraction with little emotional content. He likened
this pattern to the defense called “intellectualization” (p.l307). The third pattern,
“Experiencing; Much Emotion and Little Abstraction he characterized as a state of
emotional experiencing” whereby conflictual themes arise that are experienced
primarily
with emotion. And finally, in Pattern D, “Connecting; Much Emotional Tone and Much
Abstraction” patients find “emotional access to conflictual themes and
they can reflect on
them” (p. 1307). Merganthaler found that in fact Pattern D was correlated
with what he
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conceptualized as “key moments” of psychotherapy that are widely held to be of clinical
importance.
While reports are very different from psychotherapy transcripts, this researcher
hoped to find varying patterns of emotion tone and abstraction that may be meaningfully
explored in this context. In fact, Merganthaler (1996) stated that the primary question of
the qualitative interpretation of a quantitative exploration is whether “the phenomena of
interest [are] in the text, and if so, where are they located?” (p. 1309). Words found in
the text that match terms of his dictionaries are viewed as markers suggesting the
presence of a thematic construct” (p. 1309). However, I proposed to rephrase the
question where are they located?” to when are these qualities found over the course of a
therapist report writing history and why?
As already noted, the use of these measures in the present study was exploratory,
to begin to evaluate their potential relevance for the study of case reports as narratives.
Statement of the Problem
This study was designed to explore in-depth, the process of report writing in the
context of a doctoral level psychotherapy-training clinic. Because we know so little about
clinical reports constructed in this context, it was deemed important to be as descriptive
as possible about trainees’ experiences of constructing reports within the context of a
training clinic where they received supervision. Questions addressed to both supervisors
and trainees were broadly constructed to illuminate their conceptualization of report
writing, how report writing may change over the course of training, and how past
exposure to the literary arts, and the culture of the field of psychology influenced the
process of constructing reports. Additionally, the potential relevance of selected content
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analytic dictionaries for describing reports, and characterizing the writing of reports
across cases, supervisors, and the development of the therapist, was also explored in the
interviews.
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD
The primary focus of this study was to explore in-depth, trainee and supervisor
perceptions of report writing within the context of a training clinic. As the possible
influence of a history of formal or informal studies in literature was also of interest here,
efforts were made to include some trainee participants who came to clinical training with
this background. However, not all trainee participants met this criterion. Interviews were
constructed to provide a forum for discussing participants’ report writing philosophies
and how they saw the development of their report writing take shape during training.
A secondary focus of this study was designed to explore clinical trainees'
responses to text measure scores on several of their own reports as they compared to a
larger sample of similar reports from the same training context. Once participants were
selected, a textual analysis of their reports resulted in the construction of graphic histories
for exploration and interpretation near the end of the interview.
Research Context
Psychological Services Center (PSC)
The PSC is a training facility primarily for clinical psychology graduate students
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Services rendered include psychotherapy
(individual, couples, family, child and group), assessment, and consultation to members
of the community with a diverse range of psychological problems. However, there is
some effort made during the process of initial intake to screen and refer out those who
may require more help than a beginning clinician is equipped to provide (e.g.,
someone in
need of frequent emergency care).
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The figure below summarizes demographics of only individual clients seen at the
PSC from 1986 at the initiation of the database created by David M. Todd, Ph D to
record reports written by therapists in training to the summer of 1999.
Figure I. Demographics of Individual Clients Seen In
Treatment at the PSC From 1986 to 1999 Recorded in
the PSC Database.
Number of Individual Cases in Treatment: 769.00
Male Clients: 271.00
Female Clients: 498.00
Mean Age of Clients: 26.44
Median Age: 24.00
Maximum Age: 76.00
Minimum Age: 7.00
Mean Weeks of Treatment: 43.45
Median Weeks: 24.00
Maximum Weeks: 467.00
Minimum Weeks: 1.00
Mean Number of Therapists for Each Case: 1.15
Median: 1.00
Maximum: 5.00
Mean Number of Supervisors for Each Case: 1.97
Median: 1.00
Maximum: 13.00
Each person or “case” was assigned to a therapist (or assessing/consulting
clinician) who received individual supervision from clinical or adjunct faculty members
and sometimes from fourth or fifth year students who served as associate clinical
supervisors supervised by senior clinical faculty. Early on in training, therapists were
assigned to a team consisting of a supervising leader, sometimes an associate clinical
supervisor and three to five of their peers. Therapists discussed their cases
within the
context of these teams and supervising dyads or triads at least one time
per week.
Supervision included attention to report writing. Each report was signed by
the therapist,
supervising clinician, and the student supervisor when one was assigned
to the case.
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This system provided support for the clinician and helped to ensure that the client’s care
and documentation of that care was adequate.
As stated earlier, most students providing services at the PSC are clinical doctoral
students. However, each year the clinic supports approximately 1 to 2 respecialization
students who and have committed 2 years of their time to re-train as clinical
psychologists. Additionally, although this practice has varied greatly over the years,
some students from the school psychology, counseling psychology and other
psychological departments have also received training, provided therapy and written
reports on assigned cases at the PSC. Because this practice has been so inconsistent over
the course of the PSC’s history of training, these students and their reports were excluded
from this study.
Clinical Reports in the PSC
Clinicians providing treatment at the Psychological Services Center were required
to construct several documents over the course of their work with a client. A short
description of the nature and characteristics of those documents that are recorded in the
database and available as research data is now in order.
Summary of Report Content
Intake Report. While intake reports were not included in this projects’ analysis, it
is important to understand their place in the context of referring potential clients to
therapists in training. Intake reports were constructed integrating data from several
different sources that have varied over the course of the history of the PSC. Since the
time of the construction of the PSC database in 1986, the data gathered on each case was
consistent at the time of this study proposal. Data gathered at intake were generated
from
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a semi-structured clinical interview including the client's description of the problem, the
nature of his or her request, mental status, personal presentation, current employment or
school situation, current living situation, history of mental health treatment, a history of
the problems presented and the client's psychosocial history. Also used to generate data
entered into the database were the Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R) and the
Personal History Questionnaire. At varying junctures, the PSC made decisions to
occasionally include various personality or diagnostic assessment instruments such as the
MMPI-2, the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems, the Personality Assessment Inventory,
and an Anxiety Screening Questionnaire, although this practice was not consistent.
Additional instruments were used when deemed appropriate to clinicians involved in
intake process for each client. However, again these measures were not a consistent part
of the core intake process or report writing procedures.
After gathering the above data, the intake clinician generally had 24 hours to
construct the intake report. The PSC manual (See Appendix A) does not elaborate a
description for the contents of this type of report, but does supply headings for each
section of the report that offer some guidance as to what information should be provided
at that point in the report. These heading are (1) Client's Description of the Problem, (2)
Nature of the Client's Request; (3) Mental Status and Personal Presentation; (4) Brief
History of Presenting Problem; (5) Brief Psychosocial History; (6) Current Employment
or School Status; (7) Client Living Situation and Nature ofFamily and
Social Contacts;
(8) Past Mental Health Treatment; (9) Initial Formulation;
and, (10) Recommendations
(for treatment or referral).
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This report was then reviewed and edited typically by the clinic's current director.
When the report was in its final version, it was then signed and entered into the database.
At the time of this study, ordinarily the intake worker was different from the assigned
therapist, but the report was available for the therapist's viewing if so desired.
Treatment Plan. PSC policy required that the therapist optimally construct a
Treatment Plan at the end of four sessions with a client; however, there was some
variability here due to therapist and/or client circumstances. For instance, the therapist
and client may take more time together to establish goals of treatment. In that case, the
therapist and supervisor might decide that it made sense to write a report when the
treatment goals were more solidified. The PSC manual offers a general description of
this report as well as an appended form that specifies the information that should be
found in each section of report. According to the appended form, Treatment Plan
documents should include the following; (1) Identification of Client; (2) Brief Summary
of Presenting Problem(s); (3) Psychosocial History; (4) Therapist Formulation of the
Problem; (5) Treatment Plan.
Progress Note. Psychotherapy Progress Notes were written at the end of each
semester and summer session, and varied in time span depending on when the case was
opened. The PSC manual described the contents of this report and then referred to the
appended form where there is a more detailed description of suggested topics to address
in this report. These topics are: (1) The course of symptoms; (2) Trends in the
therapeutic relationship; (3) Performance in significant areas; (4) Trends in
interpersonal
relations; (5) New historical material; (6) Restatement or reformulation of
treatment
goals; (7) Modality of treatment; (8) Current life situation; (9)
Medications-dosages,
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changes, and reasons for change; (10) Change in diagnostic formulation or prognosis
(reinstate if unchanged). Because this report does not require specific headings it is
typically written in several paragraphs.
Psychotherapy Summary. The Psychotherapy Summary was written either when
the client terminated treatment ("Termination Report"), or when the therapist left the
training environment and decided to refer the client to a new clinician ("Transfer
Report"). This report does have specific headings that mirror the Treatment Plan.
However, included in this report is a “Summary of Treatment Course” which according
to the PSC manual should include the following; Client’s response to therapy, brief
summary of process, status of treatment goals at termination (achieved or not). Changes
in modality/orientation of therapy. This report also includes a section describing the final
disposition of the case and recommendations for further treatment. One significant
contextual factor for these reports is that they are used as the basis for any reporting to
other professionals on the work that was done. Often, if a future therapist requests
information about a client, this report is sent as a summary of the treatment.
Additionally, since one interpretation of clients’ rights is that they should have access to
any information about their case that is given to others, these reports might also be seen
by clients.
While specific focus was given to Psychotherapy Summary (or "Termination
Reports") reports in the context of text measures, participants were invited to discuss
report types of their choosing for the majority of the interview process.
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Participants
Because this study addressed clinical report writing from several different angles,
a diverse group of clinical trainees and supervisors were selected for this study. The
participants were divided into three sub-populations. First, trainees who were currently
writing reports in the PSC were selected. Second, trainees past and present were selected
for their histories of previous immersion in literary studies. Third, supervisors who had
worked with this literary sub-group were sought out with attention also to gathering
participants who could speak to a variety of theoretical orientations from which they
supervised trainees writing reports. Elaborated below is a description of the selection
process of each sub-group and several demographic characteristics of each of the
participants. Because past literary trainees and current trainees were treated similarly in
the interview process and the analysis of data that followed, these two groups are
described below together.
Participant Group I; Clinical Trainees
This group consisted of nine participants. Six of the participants were writing
reports and training at the PSC during the interview process. Because only one of these
six participants came to the program with a literary background, three additional
participants who met this criterion, but had already completed their graduate training
were solicited. The process of soliciting the current trainees and former trainees with
literary histories was different.
The current trainees were solicited by letter (see Appendix B) in December of
1999. This letter informed clinical trainees of the nature of the project and
the details
involved in their participation if interested. Chosen among those who
responded
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expressing interest were six trainees at varying levels in their training, representing a
variety of theoretical orientations. Additionally, one of those six reported that she had a
literary background.
The three additional participants with literary histories were derived in the
following manner. Faculty members currently supervising at the PSC were delivered by
letter a list of trainees who had trained at the PSC from 1986 to 1999 (See Appendix C).
To the best of their memories, they were asked to note which trainees on that list came to
the clinical psychology program with previous studies in the literary arts. From that list,
supervisors indicated that approximately nine past and present clinical trainees met that
criterion. Selection from those nine potential participants proceeded in the following
manner. First, trainees who were still training at the PSC were solicited. Second,
possible participants who had recently graduated were considered. And third,
participants who could easily be reached by car were considered. Moving systematically
along those criteria for selection, once four participants were secured by phone,
solicitation for participation in this study ended.
These nine participants were given pseudonyms to protect their confidentiality.
However, they agreed to allow their theoretical orientations and level of training to be
known by the readers of this study. Because the pool of folks with literary backgrounds
training at the PSC was so small, only approximate level of training will be indicated for
current and former literary participants. These demographics are provided below
in
Figure 2. Other demographics were not represented, as they would compromise
confidentiality. Pseudonyms are accurate to the gender they suggest and the
theoretical
orientations are listed below in the exact manner they were described by
clinical trainees
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Because theoretical orientation tended to vary from report to report or supervisor to
supervisor, these participants were asked to describe the orientation with which they felt
most affiliated at the time they were writing reports. However, each participant recalled
writing reports from different theoretical perspectives. In particular, each of these
participants recalled writing reports from a cognitive behavioral orientation.
Figure 2. Current and Former Clinical Trainee Particioant Demogranhics.
Pseudonyms Years In or
Out of
Training at the
PSC
Theoretical Orientation Literary
Background
Beth One year of
report writing
experience
Undecided, but worked from a
cognitive behavioral orientation for
most of her reports at the time of the
interview.
No
Zina Two years of
report writing
experience
Interpersonal, relational,
integrative/eclectic with a
psychodynamic base
No
Katy Three years of
report writing
experience
Psychodynamic No
Paul Three years of
report writing
experience
Integrative and cognitive behavioral No
Frank Four years of
report writing
experience
Psychodynamic No
Anna Still training at
the PSC at the
time of
interviews
Psychodynamic and Feminist Yes
Steve Less than five
years out of
training
Psychodynamic Yes
Jill More than five
years out of
training
Cognitive Constructivist Yes
Andy More than five
years out of
training
Psychodynamic Yes
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Participant Group II; Clinical Supervisors
All clinical supervisors supervising clinicians at the PSC were solicited by letter
(see Appendix D) in December of 1999. This letter was designed to inform clinical
supervisors of the nature of the project and the details involved in their participation if
interested. Those interested in participating in the study responded to my request with the
expressed interest in being interviewed about their experiences supervising trainees who
wrote reports in the PSC training environment. Two of the supervisors expressing
interest in the project had also supervised those trainees with literary histories. Those
two supervisors were selected for the interview process. The third supervisor was
selected as a representative of a theoretical orientation that was different from the other
two supervisors selected. Each clinical supervisor was given a pseudonym to protect his
confidentiality. However, supervisors agreed to allow their theoretical orientation and
areas of expertise to be known by the readers of this study. These demographics are
provided below in Figure 3. Other demographics were not represented, as they would
compromise confidentiality. Pseudonyms are accurate to the gender they suggest and the
theoretical orientations are listed below in the exact manner they were described by
supervisors.
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t^igure 3. Clinical Supervisor Demographics
Pseudonym Theoretical
Orientation
Area of Expertise Supervised Literary
Sub-Population
Kevin Psycho-
analytic
Orientation
Knowledgeable about the interplay
between art and science in clinical
psychology.
Supervised more than
one trainee with
previous literary
immersion.
Nathan Integrative
Orientation
Knowledgeable about legal and ethical
issues of clinical psychology.
Supervised more than
one trainee with
previous literary
immersion.
Tony Cognitive
Behavioral
Orientation
Knowledgeable about empirically
supported treatments in clinical
psychology.
Did not supervise
trainees with previous
literary immersion.
Procedure
Participants from each group were interviewed using a semi-structured interview
developed for this project (See Appendices E and F). All participants were fully
informed of the purpose of the research and encouraged to be as accurate and thorough as
possible in describing their experiences of writing or supervising clinical reports. There
were 6 stages to this procedure. First, participants were solicited to participate either by
phone or letter as indicated in the section above describing the three sample populations.
Second, participants were interviewed individually, and audio-taped. Supervisors were
interviewed for approximately sixty minutes, while all other participants were
interviewed for at least ninety minutes. Each group was asked specific questions aimed
at eliciting their thoughts on the report writing process from each of their unique
perspectives. Although specific questions were developed, all of the questions
were not
systematically asked. The dialogue that ensued from the more open-ended
questions was
pursued at the expense of a rigid adherence to the questions in
order to set an atmosphere
of mutual exploration into participants' understanding of the
report wnting process.
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However, the aim was to address most, if not all, of the issues raised by the questions
whether or not they were each asked specifically.
Third, all interviews were transcribed verbatim by professional transcribers.
Fourth, I completely immersed myself in the data collected, and summarized each
participants' then current understanding of the clinical report writing process. This
entailed reading through each transcript at least twice, highlighting the text that
specifically addressed each question. These highlighted sections were then paraphrased,
or extracted from the text as direct quotations for their value as particularly original or
illuminating statements of concepts that were described by participants. At times these
quotations seemed to overlap with statements made by several participants, at other times
they seemed to present a view that was unique to the individual. These direct quotations
or paraphrased data selections were then placed back in the context of the questions in the
form of a summary for participants' review and confirmation (See Appendix G).
Fifth, each available participant' was sent a letter (See Appendix H) along with
the written summary for confirmation, clarification, the provision of additional data not
requested in the interview, or rejection of the researcher's interpretation of the interview.
Confirmation, additional data, and/or minor clarifications of the summaries were
provided with a written response from the participants. Some data was changed from the
original for the following reasons; (1) Participants required certain data to be changed or
deleted to protect their confidentiality; (2) Participants indicated times when they thought
the meaning of their statements were misunderstood in some fashion. At this juncture,
data were added or deleted to provide clarity as to their intended meaning.
However, for
' One supervisor was not available to review summary. Reasons for his
unavailability would severely
compromise his confidentiality and therefore m\\ not be provided.
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the most part, feedback received from participants was positive. Most participants
thought the summary was an "accurate" and "insightful" representation of our interview
together.
Sixth, when summaries were adjusted to more accurately reflect participants'
experiences with report writing in the PSC context, the data was categorized into sections
that broadly represented participant views on various aspects of the report writing
process. This was implemented separately for supervisors and trainee participants
including the literary sub-group. This process allowed me to draw from a summary of
data as I worked to present participants' often varying views on clinical report writing in a
manner that could be digested by a reader of these types of results. When common
themes could be discerned, they were described in the results section together. When
themes could not be discerned among participants, each response was presented
individually for its own value as data representing a unique perspective amongst these
participants. Unique perspectives were interpreted as simply one voice among many
describing an important and often very individual process.
Measures
Semi-structured Interviews
The semi-structured interview (See Appendices E and F) developed for use in this
study was piloted on one participant prior to other interviews for this project in order to
refine the instrument. During the pilot phase, attempts were made to assess the ease with
which a participant could comprehend questions, as well as the interviews ability to
foster an ease of communication between the researcher and participants. The
piloted
interview was included in this study with the participant's permission
as the data yielded
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significantly contributed to the results as a whole. For instance, this participant was
particularly well able to describe the difficulties that ensued when asked by supervisors to
omit portions of her reports she deemed important. Additionally, she was particularly
well able to describe difficulties related to switching from one supervisor to another
working from different theoretical orientations.
The interviews were designed to pose the most open-ended questions at the
beginning. For instance, both clinical trainee population participants were first asked the
question; "How do you conceptualize the process of report writing?" As the interview
progressed, more specific questions were asked to elicit factors the researcher thought
might be relevant to the process of clinical report writing. For instance, some trainee
participants were asked the question; "How do you experience requests for revision from
supervisors?" The literary sub-population was asked; "Did your past exposure to the
literary arts affect the way you constructed reports?"
Interviews for the three groups interviewed differed in several respects. First,
supervisors were asked to describe their "overall philosophy of report writing." They
were also asked to reflect on their work with trainees in this domain, and whether or not
they perceived differences in report writing among trainees who came to the program
with a background in the literary arts. Second, trainee participants, including the literary
sub-population, were given several of their reports to review prior to the interview.
These reports were accompanied by several questions to ponder that were related to the
text measures used to score their reports (See Appendix I). Reports were provided
to
ground trainees in their own work with greater immediacy and to use as a point of
reference during the interview process.
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Also different from the supervisor participants, at the end of each interview, all
trainees were shown a graphic representation of their CRA, TTR, ET, AB and Word
Count on each of the reports they reviewed (Appendix J). Means and standard deviations
were derived for each measure from a sample population of reports from the PSC
database that included all termination reports written by the then current trainee
population and trainees past and present who were implicated by supervisors as having a
literary history. Trainees were shown the mean score and standard deviation for each
measure from which they could evaluate their scores in whatever manner they deemed
appropriate. The manner in which measures were explained to trainee participants is
described in the results section describing participants' responses to them. Below is a
description of how each of these scores was derived.
Text Measures
Sample Of Termination Reports (Summary of Treatment^
The sample of termination reports were derived from those written by the nine
clinical trainees past and present from 1986 to 1999 with previous literary histories, in
addition to all the then current clinical trainees writing reports by the summer of 1999.
The total population included 27 clinicians. Within this population, 94 termination
reports had been entered in the PSC database which met the following criteria. These
termination reports each had only one client (no families or couples), one clinical trainee
author, and one supervisor. Each of these 94 termination reports were scored using
computerized text measures described below.
Description of Text Measures
As noted earlier, one aspect of interviews with trainees from both populations was
to explore the potential relevance of text measures to their histories of report writing.
The plan for this study was to construct graphic histories of reports written by clinical
trainee participants who agreed to be interviewed. These graphic histories were explored
with trainee participants near the end of the interview to try to detect whether or not these
text measures seemed meaningfully descriptive of their own reports. As I have already
briefly described some of the thinking behind these measures, I will turn now to an
abbreviated discussion of how these measures were constructed. Each of these measures
was calculated in the database, using word lists ("dictionaries") and/or formulas that were
available in the literature or provided by the researchers who developed the measures.
Word Count. Word Count was simply the number of words used in each report.
Some trainees were asked to consider whether or not report length was meaningful in this
context.
Type-Token Ratio (TTR). As earlier described, TTR is a simple measure of
“language complexity” or “vocabulary richness.” This is measured with a computer
program that simply counted “the number of different words as a ratio of the total
number of running words” (Butler, 1985, p. 14). One aim of this study was to explore
whether or not the simple notion of language complexity seems like a marker of
interest
in the context of report writing.
Computerized Referential Activity (CRA). As noted earlier, Bucci s (1990)
research has demonstrated that when the speech of therapist and/or patient is
characteristically more "concrete,” "specific," "clear" and presents us
with imagery that
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can be emotionally evocative, the presence of referential links connecting the symbolic
with the subsymbolic are more likely to be at work. Initially, her research relied on a
manualized (Bucci, 1987) method of hand scoring verbatim therapy transcripts to rate the
above four characteristics. With this system, independent judges consistently achieved
interrater reliabilities of .80 or higher using conservative measures such as the alpha
coefficient (Rosow, 1997). While this system of rating text is still used in research, Bucci
and her colleagues also have empirically developed computer-assisted measures of the
referential cycle. Rosow nicely summarizes the process of developing this computer
measure:
The CRA dictionary was constructed in a several-step empirical manner
based directly on RA ratings. First, expert raters scored a large and
diverse sample of 271 texts including TAT protocols and Early Memories.
These items were then rank-ordered from lowest to highest according to
their RA score. Speech segments that ranked either in the top or bottom
third of the sample were retained, while the middle third was discarded.
This created a "high RA" and a "low RA" sample. Next, all the words that
accounted for less than 1% of the word count as well as all domain
specific words were removed from the list. This created a characteristic
vocabulary designed to be generally applicable across a variety of texts...
(p.24-25).
Bucci claimed (as Rosow cited in 1997) that
The high CRA list includes the kind of words that people tend to use when
they describe images and events, such as prepositions and other words
representing spatial relations ('in', 'on', 'outside') and third person singular
pronouns, referring to specific individuals that figure in narrative episodes.
In contrast, the low CRA list includes words that reflect logical reflection
and rumination, including conjunctions and logical terms ('or', 'although
,
'but') and general nonspecific modifiers and terms ('more', 'most',
'something', 'sometimes'). (1994, p. 15-16).
Bucci (1989) stressed that the referential cycle is inherent in both the speech of
therapist and patient and the narrative they generate together and that "ultimately,
the
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words that are spoken by both participants must be linked back to the patient's emotional
structures, to bring about therapeutic change" (p. 1).
Given the above, one might expect to find variations in reports written by
different trainees with different supervisors that might be meaningful and/or illuminating
as to the process of constructing reports in context, or the development of the therapist.
While interpretations of variations in CRA are tentative at best, these variations can be
explored qualitatively in in-depth interviews with the authors of reports. Additionally,
while high CRA may not indicate that the trainee has given symbol to the subsymbolic
content of the client’s mind, it may show that some reports are more or less concrete,
specific, clear, or evocative in their capacity to elicit an image of the client. This study
aimed to see if trainees deemed this type of information meaningful in this context.
Emotion Tone Dictionary (ETT For Merganthaler (1996), “Emotional tone” is
measured by “the density of emotion words within a given text unit” (p. 1306). The
emotion words themselves that comprise the dictionary list were derived from the Ulm
text bank (a collection of verbatim transcripts from both brief and longer term
psychotherapies [Mergenthaler & Kachele, 1988]) and Martindale’s (1975) Regressive
Imagery Dictionary. Through a series of empirically and intuitively derived steps, the
dictionary was refined to include 2,305 words. Eliminated from his list of terms were
words that may be more abstract like “heart” or “warm,” and words with multiple
meanings like “like, mean, kind, well” (p.l309). He specified that he also used only
words that could be “classified into at least one of the following dimensions... pleasure-
displeasure, approval-disapproval, attachment-disattachment, and surprise
(p.l309).
From a sample of verbatim psychotherapy transcripts, he found that
emotion tone
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accounted for an average of “5.4% of the text, with a standard deviation of .62%”
(p.1309).
Ihe Abstraction Dictionary (AD) Merganthaler’s Abstraction Dictionary was
also denved through an analysis of the suffixes of words in the Ulm text bank. He stated
that Gillie’s 1957 study showed that abstract words typically have endings such as “-ity, -
ness,
-nee,
-ment,
-any, -ncy,
-ship,
-dom, -ing,
-ion and their plural forms” (p. 1309).
Because abstract words are found in less of the text (4.0% with a standard deviation of
.53%) than emotion tone words, overlapping words in the two dictionaries were
eliminated from the emotion tone dictionary and retained in the abstraction word
dictionary. The resulting analysis includes 3,900 entries in the present dictionary.
Descriptive Statistics of Text Measures on Termination Reports
The following descriptive statistics in Figure 4 were derived for each measure
using the 94 termination reports recorded in the PSC database. These descriptive
statistics were used to construct graphic histories to show trainee participants their own
scores in relation to this population.
Figure 4 . Descriptive Statistics of 94 Termination Reports Scored Using Five Text
Measures.
Word
Count
Type Token
Ratio
Computerized
Referential
Activity
Emotion
Tone
Dictionary
Abstraction
Dictionary
N of cases 94.000 94.000 94.000 94.000 94.000
Minimum 133.000 0.000 -1.946 3.008 5.729
Maximum 3896.00 0.587 17.559 13.009 13.980
Range 3763.000 0.587 19.505 10.002 8.252
Median 1402.500 0.511 12.242 9.665 9.269
Mean 1489.564 0.475 11.958 9.412 9.341
Standard
Deviation
760.859 0.129 2.813 1.683 1.480
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Trainee participants were shown their own scores on the termination reports they
reviewed prior to the interview and were able to compare them to the above mean scores
and standard deviations. For the most part, trainees were asked if their scores seemed
meaningful to them in this context. Often, they were also asked if seeing their scores
were helpful to them in any manner.
CHAPTER 3
RESULTS I; TRAINEE DESCRIPTIONS OF CLINICAL REPORT WRITING
Introduction
For the most part, there was a great deal of overlap between the responses of
trainees with and without literary backgrounds and most of this presentation will focus on
all of the trainee participants as a group. Near the end of these results, a specific section
will address the literary trainees' responses to questions designed to discern any impact
their histories might have had on their report writing process. As a reminder, Anna, Jill,
Steve and Andy were literary participants and Zina, Beth, Paul, Frank, and Katy were the
current trainees interviewed. For future reference, see Figure 2 in the section describing
these participants' demographics.
Throughout these results some trainees are more represented than others. These
trainees, more than others, seemed to be particularly well able to articulate their process.
These more articulate responses were the focus of these results. However, efforts were
made to be inclusive rather than exclusive of each participant along the way. The reader
will also find that some quotations are repeated in the text. While I worked to minimize
repetition, often looking at trainee statements a second time with a different context in
mind was fhiitful.
When trainees referred to specific clients by name, the client's name was deleted
from the response replaced by the letter "X." When trainees referred to specific
supervisors by name, the supervisor's name was deleted from the response replaced by
the letter "Y." Finally, while Termination Reports were the focus of text measures.
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trainees were invited to discuss any type of clinical report they wished in the more open-
ended portion of the interview.
Trainee Conceptualizations of Clinical Report Writin|L>
Below are trainee responses generated primarily from the first and most open-
ended question of the interview: "How do you conceptualize the process of report
writing?" The primary emerging themes suggested that report writing provided trainees
with a crucial time period in which to clarify their thinking and gain perspective on their
work. Additionally, report writing seemed to provide trainees with several opportunities
such as the acquisition of greater objectivity, or the chance to summarize their work with
a client. Trainees also described more concrete and idiosyncratic conceptualizations of
reports that will be addressed in the last segment of this section.
Clarification of Thought and Perspective Gaining
While trainee descriptions of their report writing experiences were variable, it was
clear that report writing was both a time to solidify or clarify their thinking, and to gain
perspective on various aspects of their experience, their clients, or the totality of the
treatment. In fact, report writing was implicated as instrumental to those two processes.
Of note were several common metaphors or phrases to encapsulate the process. Trainees
discussed the importance of "putting all of the pieces of the puzzle together," and "seeing
the forest for the trees," during the writing process. These themes were present
throughout the interview process, but were most often generated by questions concerning
their conceptualization of report writing and those aimed to elicit potential benefits of the
process.
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Anna
For Anna, report writing posed an opportunity to “take [herself] out of the session
by session flow," permitting a "longer view” of her clients, making connections between
new and old material. She recalled that those connections were difficult to see in her
session to session work with clients. She stated:
I often find, as I am going through my notes to write a report, things that
can be integrated or connected from different sessions that I would not
have necessarily noticed unless another event occurred that would help me
to make that connection in my mind.
Anna continued;
Sometimes I feel like I can get lost in each session. . .that there are times in
a session when I feel like it’s amazing how much I can remember and
connect to other sessions, and then there are other times when I feel really
isolated in a session.
She recalled that the busier her life, the more likely she was to forget information
from session to session. With her "longer view," she was more able to determine
whether or not she had been “wandering” or “following some path” with regard to
treatment goals and/or investigatory efforts. She noted that report writing was
more specifically a time to “conceptualize the case [by] reflecting, thinking and
integrating different parts of [the treatment] .”
Anna concluded that report writing was also useful to her as a way of giving her
“perspective” on the client and the work.
I think there is also something useful in just having that amount of time set
aside for that client that it takes to write a report. . . So sometimes it is not
the writing itself, but there’s an important quality to me of taking another
chunk of time out of a different part of your life and spending it on that
client.
q
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Beth
Beth initially described a shift in her conceptualization of report writing. She
stated that her first reports reflected the idea that report writing was a process of
clarifying the symptoms of the client.
It’s about clarifying the symptomatology of the client, and then focusing
in on the treatment. The emphasis of what the report writing was about
and what I was doing was clarifying what my client’s symptoms were
[and] how I was going to apply a treatment to fix that problem. I
originally conceptualized report writing [as] having less to do with the
client than had to do with me treating that client.
She continued:
Honestly, the clients become the symptoms and I become the [one]
applying the appropriate intervention... to treat that symptom and outlining
in detail, thoroughly elaborating every specific step, what would come
first, what would come next. Really putting the emphasis on that... I was
thinking about. . .the symptoms and how they can be fixed.
The shift she described moved her from a focus on operationalizing the symptoms
to a broader conceptualization ofwho the clients were as people. She described her new
viewpoint in the following manner;
I think now it’s about who is the client. Why are they having these
problems and what’s going on in the world of the client? How am I
thinking about the client? How do their symptoms make sense or how
does whatever’ s going on in their world right now, their presenting issues
or their current issues make sense as far as who they are? And just
thinking about the client more as a whole rather than just the symptoms
and treating the whole person.
After reviewing her reports, she believed that this shift was detectable in her
writing, although she noted that she had not yet written many reports since her
thinking
had changed. Nevertheless, Beth was able to describe her appreciation
of her shift and
the time allotted to think more about her clients' lives. She stated:
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I think it s invaluable... I think the initial formulation, all the formulations,
give myself the chance to sit down and actually write it out and to think
about it is very helpful to me.
Beth also articulated the most common metaphors used by these trainees
indicating the perspective and clarity gained from the writing process. She stated;
I think it gives me an opportunity to really formulate the whole case.
Where in supervision we're formulating a piece of the case... in my
reports, it is like I bring all of the pieces together.
. .1 really do think it is
one of the first times that you do get a chance to think about. .
.
[the] pieces
and how they relate to the overall picture. I'm really thinking about the
client.
While she noted the importance of taking a "step back," Beth also valued the opportunity
to "hone" in on her clients' struggles. She stated;
Even with the initial formulation, like you take a step back. I think you do
that once you leave the therapy session and when you are in supervision,
but I do think for me the experience of writing it helps me think about the
case. It helps my thinking.
. .It's like a honing in, not necessarily
solidifying everything but honing in on what you think is really going on
for the client.
Zina
Zina also illuminated the two major themes derived from questions pertaining to
her conceptualization of report writing. She stated;
It helps me. . .writing helps me to conceptualize clients. . .it can serve as a
marker in the therapy in the sense ofwe have been on this certain path or
paths and it is the end of the semester... it gives me time, at least a little bit
of time to think of, to re-conceptualize the person because it is easy to be
very much in the moment of a therapy which has its strength. But there is
also a strength in having an opportunity to pause and step back and think,
okay what is the trajectory then and where are we going, how do I
understand the client, do I need to reformulate who they are and what the
goals are here? I think it is really useful.
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Paul
Paul stated that writing reports "definitely facilitate[d] [his] conceptualization" of
clients. He noted that "the writing process itself helped him "understand what [was]
going on" in the treatment. Later in the interview he stated that report writing was
"useful to [him] to help conceptualize the case, to get a clearer picture of what is the most
important thing.
. .that's the best. That's the most important part." Here, Paul solidified
his stance with regard to the utility of report writing and its thought-clarifying properties.
Frank
Frank indicated that his thinking during report writing was different than at other
times over the course of a treatment. He stated;
I would say it’s probably more comprehensive thinking than I’m used to
doing in the semester because you’re taking a lot of different pieces
and. . .putting all the pieces together.
Here, he seemed to imply that there is a focus on detail while working directly with a
client. Report writing seemed to facilitate the organization of the details, allowing for
greater perspective on the work.
Katv
Katy also agreed that the time afforded in the writing of reports provided an
opportunity to think about her clients. As did Frank, Katy noted that the process of
writing required "a totally different kind of thinking." She continued.
More importantly. . .is just the sense that I’m looking at the whole person
at that point. . .1 can put all the different pieces together. . .that we may deal
with at different times. . .they connect somewhat but not as intensely as
when I put them all together and actually spend some time saying "oh, this
is how this might connect to this, and this is how". ..so it s really getting a
wholer [sjc] sense of the person. I think it's really important.
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Clearly, Katy noted that the time spent writing reports helped her to make connections
that are difFicult to generate during the actual therapy hour.
Andy
Andy also focused on the opportunities for thought presented by the task of report
writing. He stated;
I thought of it as an opportunity to think about the people with whom I
was working according to the particular set of guidelines or postulates
defined by the team on which I was.
He continued by describing the intersection between his experience of writing and
thinking;
My relationship to writing is very much like my relationship to my
thinking, meaning that I feel very fluent writing. I feel like I am most
clear in what I think when I write about it. So, I don’t feel like there is a
disparity, that I’ve got these ideas that I can’t articulate or that I have
misspoken in something that I conveyed in my writing. Quite the opposite
I think. That’s my best shot at being clear, and it is a very fluid medium
for me.
Andy also recalled that writing reports at the PSC worked first and foremost to
improve the "clarity" of his thinking, his capacity to "formulate" and "understand" his
clients. However, he added to the import of clarity gained through writing by noting the
capacity to gain perspective in the process as well. He stated;
It wasn't the only point of crystallization, but it was the summative
point. . .In my experience, there was so much [going on] in any given
session. I was trying to keep afloat and try to understand something at the
end of the session that might really connect with something they said at
the beginning of the session. I was also trying to keep in my mind the
sequence of events from movement to movement to movement that often I
would come out not knowing. I would have many, many, many trees and
not a sense of the forest, so these reports would help understand where we
were going and what we had gotten to.
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Nevertheless, Andy continued to recall that "what mattered most" was clarifying his
thinking about clients through the process of writing reports.
Jill
Like other participants, Jill noted the utility of gaining perspective during the
process of report writing. She stated:
[It is] useful to step back and try to see all of the pieces.
. .1 think a lot of
times it was a stepping back and an attempt to try to see them all [the
pieces]... and then you distill, you pick which ones you want to put
together for this snapshot in time.
However, Jill stated that "sometimes the pieces can't be put together so neatly." Here she
noted that the "snap-shot" may lead to an oversimplification in which the person
described is lost or glossed over. She stated;
Some times that works [writing about one’s understanding of a person]
and sometimes it doesn’t. . . Sometimes the pieces can’t be put together so
neatly.
On the one hand, Jill appreciated the opportunity to view the larger picture of her work
with a client, on the other, she noted unlike any other participant, that the nature of the
genre itself forced an artificial distillation in which complexity might be lost.
Removal of the Therapist
Closely related to the notion of “gaining perspective” was a struggle with the idea
that reports should be “objective” with the therapist largely removed from them. The
heart of this theme will be explored at greater depth in future sections which elaborate on
issues pertaining to point of view and the writer's "voice" in reports. However, it is worth
noting trainee descriptions of a process whereby they intellectually removed themselves
from the context of the treatment to write what they thought were efficacious
reports.
This practice appeared to be connected to a tension that arose out of the
cultural press to
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be objective. This press was cause for some ambivalence as trainees described feeling
as if they were required to extract themselves from a process with which they were
deeply engaged. Nevertheless, this process was described as an important aspect of their
overall conceptualization of report writing. Presented below are three trainees who were
particularly apt in their description of this process.
Jill
Jill recalled that while she could not remember specific instructions to extract
herself from reports, she experienced the press to do so as originating outside of herself
rather than from within. She stated:
You don’t put yourself in the report. There’s nothing that they give you
that’s written that says don’t put yourself in the report, it's part of kind of
the rules or the genre of the field. . .1 think that’s true in our research too. I
think it happens this way in therapy reports because it's related to the
whole idea of clinical psychology being part psychology and psychology
being part of science, and this whole idea that you can be objective
somehow, which since graduate school I think I have come farther and
farther from.
Jill seemed to describe a philosophy of science governing some of the cultural thinking
about report writing in this context.
Katv
Katy described a process that was similar to Jill's, however she experienced the
extraction of herself as a goal generated from within rather than from cultural norms.
The extraction was a necessary process in her efforts to think and write more clearly
about her clients. Katy also seemed less conflicted by the distinction between
objectivity
and subjectivity. In fact, these concepts appeared to serve her well in many
respects. She
stated;
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The complexity of people can really overwhelm me and I get sort of lost in
the complexity and have a hard time finding my way out of it. So it's
really important for me to sit down and almost depersonalize myself to a
certain extent from the situation, really remove myself and look at it
objectively. And then I can bring my subjective piece into it, but in order
to just get started, I have to sit back and remove myself or else it's totally
tangled and doesn’t make any sense.
When Katy was asked to clarify the process of removing herself, she responded by
stating;
In the therapy session and in our work itself, I’m very engaged and I’m
very connected and I’m really there and sometimes that makes it hard for
me to later step back and.
. .write about it because I have a more emotional
sense. I’ve struggled with writing in a major, major way throughout my
entire life, and so to translate a general sense and feeling of what’s going
on in the room into words and on paper especially, is really hard for me,
like, it's quite a struggle. So I have to sort of remove myself, look at it
objectively and then. ..later in the process bring myself back into it and
make sure that the emotional feel is there. There were often things, [with
the] lack of time, my reports may be more removed from how I actually
feel in a therapy room because of the writing struggle.
In an effort to encapsulate Katy's communication during the interview, I made the
following statement, which she then affirmed as a solid summary of her experience. I
stated:
It sounds like what you do is you step back, and writing reports is at first
kind of, you’re trying to intellectualize what’s happened. For instance,
with progress reports, at the end of the semester you’re writing a report
and you’re trying to intellectualize what was for you very experiential and
emotional over the course of the semester, and then given the time, then
you go back and you look at what you wrote intellectually, so you’re
thinking about the client, and you try to make sure that there is an
emotional world in the context of the your report that you try to infuse it,
your intellectualization or your thinking about the client with the
emotions. . . So then a big part of writing reports is thinking. It’s your time
and your opportunity to think about the client.
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Zina
Zina described the desire to incorporate more of herself in future reports. She
described a greater focus on developing an understanding of "ethical" and "legal" issues
governing report writing earlier in her training. She recalled over the course of our
discussion that she would like to "take more risks." This included, among other things,
the desire to assert her view. She stated;
I want to take a stand, or even try to get a more complete picture of the
client in a report. I want to fill the report more with who I understand the
client to be. . .1 want to put more of the client and my experience of the
client into the report.
. .It is hard for me though.
. .I’m not sure why, but I
feel like I would like to grow.
. .make it more alive in a way, rather
than. . . "Just the facts ma'am."
While Zina's recollections were less clear than some trainee descriptions of this process,
the inclusion of herself in reports seemed to impede writing in a manner she thought was
legally and ethically sound. Over the course of the interview, it seemed as though the
two goals were mutually exclusive. Later, she described this conflict as a source of
frustration.
Report Writing as Opportunity
Trainees described several more general opportunities presented by the process
that reflected their overall conceptualization of report writing. For instance, trainees
found "closure" in termination reports, satisfaction in noting changes from report to
report, and benefits inherent in summarizing a semester of work, or a whole treatment.
Andy
Andy stated that because PSC policy required that reports be written on a
semester by semester basis, he was afforded the "opportunity to kind of sum up
everything that had preceded it." He continued;
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So they were an opportunity to. . . sum up what [he had] been thinking and
the ground that [he and his clients] had covered according to different
categories.
He specifically defined three "categories." They were as follows;
The history of the client... What kind of work we'd been doing with the
themes of the treatment...What behavioral changes had resulted from
those themes [and] those themes could change from semester to semester,
in fact, one would hope that they would insofar as people came in with
issues of change.
Clearly, Andy valued the opportunity to discern his clients' progress toward change via
this activity.
Jill
Jill described the importance of the opportunity to acquire a sense of closure
while writing Termination Summaries. She stated:
There is something useful, a kind of feeling a sense of completion. There
is a ritualization of it that I think is important, that I think language serves
in a variety ofways to kind of ritualize our experiences... it was a way to
package it so one could move on. . .there is a sense of acknowledging the
completion of something you’ve done together...! see it in some ways as
my internal termination, my internal closure piece.
Steve
Steve described report writing as a process that presented him with several
opportunities. He noted that reviewing both the "information" gathered on the client and
his own "experiences" were "useful." He also mentioned that report writing “often
provided an opportunity to get valuable feedback from [his] supervisor in terms of the
way that [he] was thinking about the patient or the work that [he] had done.
Beth
Beth focused on report writing as an opportunity to draw conclusions about her
work and the client's problems. She stated:
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I ve got all these ideas about my client and 1 think some are true most of
the time, others are true at least some of the time, and 1 do think of it as a
process of really deciding "that's what's going on in my client's world"...!
think it's the first time I'm forced to reign it in, to stand behind my
conclusions and really make a decision.
Anna
Like other trainees, Anna described the value of reviewing each "chunk" of
writing (in reference to progress notes) from semester to semester, "comparing each
chunk.
. .to see what has changed." She noted that she could both observe changes in her
"treatment strategy" as well as "satisfying moments" in which she could appreciate
changes made by the client as a result of their work together. She stated that the
opportunity to see change was "like a moment of clarity, an epiphany particularly if [she
was hitherto] really clueless about the change."
Clearly, report writing served to provide opportunities for trainees that were
difficult to create outside of the context of the report writing process. Later, the reader
will note that some supervisors agreed that report writing offered trainees a unique
learning experience that was difficult to replicate in any other arena of clinical training.
Idiosyncratic Conceptualizations of Clinical Report Writing
Some trainee responses to questions regarding their conceptualizing of report
writing were idiosyncratic in nature. These idiosyncrasies merely add to and extend the
myriad ways of thinking about clinical reports and their utility. The following results, in
most cases, represent trainees' initial responses as they struggled to embrace the
enormous generality of the first question: "How do you conceptualize the process of
report writing?" The reader will note that these early responses are more concrete and
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abbreviated as participants got their feet wet in the deep pool of what report writing
meant to them.
Katv
Katy started the interview describing a more physical procedure that scratched the
surface on the complex nature of report writing. In response to the first interview
question, she asked: "I sit down . . .(long pause) Well I can tell you my process? The
process that I go through?" With a nod, she went on to state the following;
I sit down and I get all of the reports and all of the contact notes that I’ve
ever written on the client and I read through the progress notes and then I
read through the contact notes and I try to get a general sense, and then I
think about...and this is really much more true now than it was four years
ago, or three years ago. So now I would sit down and I would look for
some major themes and then write about the major themes. . . I’ve already
captured them [in other reports] and that’s so. I’ll do some cutting and
pasting.
Midway through her first response, Katy alluded to a more complex piece of report
writing when she mentioned the generation of themes, but returned to the more concrete
physical act of the process.
Paul
Early in the interview, like Katy, Paul was more concrete, interpreting the
question as one seeking to explore the main purpose of report writing. He stated.
Primarily, report writing serves the purpose of. ..getting information down
so that supervisors have as much information as they need to be good
supervisors [and] so that the clinic has the information it needs from a
legal perspective.
He also stated that while he thought reports served important functions, he tended not
to
refer to them after they were written. He stated:
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[Reports] provide a viable record that I don't use much, but I'm glad it's
there. It's important that it is there, and if 1 didn't have to write it, I would
do it anyway.
Steve
Similarly concrete was the response initially formed by Steve who stated;
I think I conceptualized them in terms of what my understanding of what I
was being asked to do, what areas I was being asked to cover and
comment upon.
Jill
Jill stated that "in the beginning, you have to learn what is expected of you as a
student. . .what should be included [and]
. . .the way one should frame things." She also
viewed report writing as a process with a specific function that served to "tell the next
clinician something about the client." She noted several pieces of information she
thought would be helpful to that end. They included "general themes" on which she and
the client elaborated, the manner in which the "person interacted with" her, and a
description of the "inter-relational dynamics."
As Jill's statements suggest, report writing served as a form of communication
about a client. Her response prepares the reader for the following section describing what
trainees thought should be conveyed in reports.
Report Conveyances
Just as trainee participants varied in their more general ideas about report writing,
there was a heterogeneity of responses in reference to their ideas about what they thought
ought to be conveyed in clinical reports. While responses were generally specific to
the
individual, some responses either clustered around one main idea, or were
otherwise
corroborated by other participants. Additionally, participants brought to the
fore several
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aspects of their internal and external lives that impacted their report writing. For
instance, participants discussed their supervisory experiences, ideas about audience,
internal concerns about how much of themselves to include in their reports, etc. At this
time, I will not elaborate on those varying facets, as most will be addressed in other
sections. I will make explicit connections and references in those later sections.
Andy
True to form, Andy's participation made for a more glamorous read. His capacity
to tell a good story was evident even in the way he responded to some of the questions,
and the exploration that followed. We are reminded here of his literary origins. Andy
seemed particularly well able to describe many salient issues faced by those writing
reports and for that reason, his responses will be described at greater length. For
instance, his initial description of what he tried to convey in reports was ornately
elaborated. He stated:
I have to think about how to convey the particular flavor of this person's
dilemma...! actually felt very much like an artist in the sense that, and I was
aware of this, I wanted to convey some of the drama.
.
.I’m trying to talk about the
salient issues and what I would choose would be the ones that were salient, the
ones that were most important. Which therefore, from another point of view,
could also be the ones that had the most drama in it. So when I was writing, I was
trying to convey what was so imaginatively enlivening about the work. That
these were really important issues. I’d try to present them in a way that indicated
the importance and would be clear to everybody. . .1 think in some instances I was
also disclosing my own emotional response.
Other participants described the desire to include their own emotional responses, but felt
they were uncertain of a good method to do so. Still others wished they had permission
to do so.
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Andy continued by providing an example of a client who was wildly out of
control sexually, proceeding to that end in very risky and dangerous domains. Andy
stated:
. . .While he was in Boston, he was out on the combat zone every night and
I felt like, you re going to get AIDS. No fooling. He never practiced any
safe sex. If he wasn’t going to get AIDS, he was just going to get beaten to
a pulp by picking up the wrong sailor. It was just very anxiety producing,
and I was trying to convey some of that in the report because part of the
real experience of being with this guy, it was - huh! [very hearty short
burst of laughter] - it was for a trainee, it was ride.
He continued:
I’m trying to be artful in the way I convey it, and I mean artful in a good
sense. Artful in a sense that I’m trying to recreate and use some of the
experience I have, that this is not just a matter of a text book that we’re
reading, that this is a person. That actually had a lot to do with why I left
literature to go into psychology to begin with, is if I just want to read a
text of a psyche, I can stay home with my books of poems.
He extended the reassurance that he was not trying to be artful in a manipulative sense.
He stated:
Not as an artifice.
. .but to reveal something about the experience of doing therapy
with this person. I would be interested in the emotional context and content as
well as the ideological content.
Andy also described the importance of conveying the “issues of the client” and
the “kinds of interpretations” he used to describe “defenses employed around those
issues.” In other words, his interpretations in reports deepened the plot, and revealed the
inner life of the client to which the reader heretofore had no access. He asserted that he
continually returned to the “notion of what it mean[t] to tell someone a story."
In fact, looking at Andy's report on this client, he does use metaphor artfully to
describe aspects of this client's world. He stated in his termination report:
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The treatment issues involved in his leaving at this time have to do with
the difficulty he has in sustaining interpersonal relationships. X seems to
be tethered to significant others by a sort of emotional rubber band: He
begins to vacillate, swinging first into an intimate proximity that threatens
to engulf him, and which therefore causes him to flee or to react angrily.
He distances himself until he feels rejected and the tension of his
loneliness builds sufficiently to pull him back into intimate proximity.
When the period of the swing is too great for the affective bond to hold, it
snaps.
In my view, the above is an excellent metaphor to describe this emotional bind. We have
evidence to suggest that Andy was quite good at artfully describing his clients' struggles.
Andy described the concern that written descriptions of clients, today and in the
past, are “dehumanizing.” He stated:
I have gotten so sensitive to the way in which our culture dehumanizes
these individuals. It is very painful for me. . .I’m not just treating a
problem.
He noted that we must “identify the problems according to a certain intellectual
understanding or orientation, and then convey our response to those problems [and that]
anything less would be unethical.” However, he qualified that while he met those
requirements, he “resist[ed]” the pull to end his work at that juncture. He stated that he
“resist[ed] that in the way in which he always [had],” which was to “try to recreate the
person, the experience.” He stated: "Now given my background, I call that art. . .Using
the imagination is a way of bringing the person to life with words." He stated further that
he used "all kinds of similes and metaphors all the time. .
.
" He noted from his work at the
time that “the increasing feedback has been just how helpful it is.”
Andy also conveyed the idea that his reports might renew or create a sense of
empathy and understanding for clients, in addition to generating reasons for their
behavior, thoughts, and feelings. He stated that while he noted this capacity of reports
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while training at the PSC, it took on greater importance later in his career. He stated that
settings other than an average training clinic were less charitable with their time and
energy with regard to client care. He stated that his current report writing worked to
“help the reader of the report to empathize with the person,” and hoped “that empathy
[would] be brought back to the person [the client] for whom the report was written.” He
agreed that his reports “act[ed] like fuel for the reader” enabling a sustained commitment
to the client, and his or her treatment needs. He assured he was not “trying to control the
audience,” but wanted to make clear that “there is a certain way that [he thought was] not
going to be appropriate to think of this person as.” He stated that this was often the
conscious goal in his current work at the time, but recalled that when he was writing
reports for the PSC, a piece of this process was not as conscious. He stated that while
training, he was driven by passion in his writing about clients. He found his passion had
a purpose only later in his career. He stated that “then there was more passion and I
didn’t know that there needed to be a purpose, you know? I was innocent.” He
reportedly became more aware outside of his training at the PSC of the ways in which
treatment centers dehumanize their clients. In summary he stated:
In those days I was I think doing it because that’s where I was coming
from. In other words, I had habits that I wasn’t understanding in the same
way that I understand now in part because I wasn’t in the context for me to
realize their value. The value I had for them at the time was I think valid,
but much more reduced than the value I find now.
He stated that one facet of his "passion" was derived from the certainty and strength in
knowing he could write well. Among all of the new things that he had to learn as a
trainee, writing was a resource from which he could draw.
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Jill
Without the same degree of elaboration, other participants spoke to the
importance of conveying knowledge about the person that would deepen the reader's
understanding of the complexities therein. For instance, Jill stated that she remembered
trying to paint a "picture of the person" and the person's "life" that was as "complex" as
one could given limited space and time. She continued;
You have to choose.
. .the things that have happened to people, or the
background information. Obviously you can’t include everything that
happened to that person or every aspect of their family or whatever. . . So I
think that there’s a choice process that has to do with trying to
contextualize the dynamics or the interpersonal aspects that you’re
presenting so that with one person you might present a lot more about
their family because you’re understanding of the person was that there
were family dynamics that were interacting with your relationship... The
only other thing would probably be some information about what my
understanding of what would be needed, especially if this person were
going on or ifwe were recommending that they see someone else at some
point. Well, like you ought to do this, and this is my perception ofwhat is
still outstanding or what hasn’t been resolved, or what still needs to be
worked on or what’s going on currently that might be carried over.
While Jill believed it was important to convey a picture of the client, she seemed to
emphasize more a deliberate presentation of how she understood the client, and how the
treatment should proceed on into the fiiture.
Jill also noted the importance of separating out "what is me and what is the client"
while in the process of report writing.
Katy
Echoing this sentiment, Katy described a similar process when asked to describe
what she thought was important to convey in reports. She recalled three
things.
One thing that I’m constantly thinking throughout the report is am I
conveying that I understand enough and [I try to make sure that it is] not
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about me, [that it is not] self-focused... and [third] am 1 conveying
something appropriate and good
. . is it going to be acceptable?
She stated that the above was an example of the “dialogue” she had with herself while
writing reports. I asked to whom she was referring when she mentioned the acceptability
of what she wrote. She responded; "To the supervisor, to anybody else who ever reads
it, a future therapist or a transfer therapist.
. . I hate writing reports."
Katy was a trainee who consistently reported feeling negatively evaluated either
from within, or from external sources. While I did not ask her to elaborate, her
proclamation, I hate writing reports," came at the moment she introduced the spectrum
(or specter) of possible audiences of her work. While Katy was not alone in this, she was
the participant who spoke most to her struggle to feel more secure in her work, and its
presentation in reports. Katy added that she wanted to convey the following in her
reports:
A pretty good sense of her client in as neutral a way as possible. . .1 don’t
want to be totally unemotional, but 1 have been taught to like. . be careful
what you say, make sure that you’re using the client’s words or make sure
that you’re not going too far in your elaboration. I feel like I’ve been
taught to just stay really concrete, especially [in] the initial assessment
class. And then a little bit less so as I’ve had supervisors throughout, but
really that first assessment class really kind of like, drives everything. . .
so I think that I try to stay away from emotional, sort of elaborated themes,
although I’m not sure that I think about it very consciously, but it's like I
don’t bring my intense emotional experience of the client in therapy
sessions into those sessions. If I do I convey it in a much more intellectual
way than I may have experienced.
Katy was asked if she could give an example of the above to clarify. In response, she
described treating another therapist in training that reportedly was very "angry." Katy
described how she handled this in the report. It was a report she reviewed for this
interview, so she referred to it in her response. Katy stated:
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I think that intense emotions often frighten me in my life in general, so the
level of. . . my own fear and her excitement and just the dynamics of the
therapeutic relationship were like really intense. 1 think I wrote a lot in this
report but I don’t think it comes across, the intensity. Like the intensity of
what it was really like to sit with her in the room.
. . There’s one session in
which she was really, really angry and practically out of her seat. Not
angry at me but angry at the world. And I don’t think that that comes
across here. In fact, it's interesting because the history piece is like 5 pages
and the rest is, the formulation is only a page... I think I never was able to
get back into what was really going on and write it into words... because it
is just not here [she is referring to the report in her hand]. 1 don’t think it’s
clear to the reader the intensity of this woman’s anger.
Because Katy earlier described the goal of separating her own experience from that of the
client, I asked if she communicated her own anger in the report. Reviewing the report at
hand, she responded;
No I don’t think I did. . this is the report that took me the longest to
write. . .1 didn’t want to confuse my own boundaries with what she was
experiencing. So if I wrote a more intellectual, professional, sterile report
then it's less provocative.
However, she noted a cost to omitting her own or her client's anger. She recalled she
"understated" the client's anger leaving the emotional import for the reader to discern.
Because Katy stated in the report that the client fired previous therapists because
she thought she (the client) surpassed them in skill, Katy was asked if that impacted her
in any way. She responded;
I think more than angry, I was a little bit frightened of her. Not in an
intellectual sense just a very gut level, like her anger frightened me a little
bit. Like the intensity of her affect was just so overwhelming to me.
In summary, unlike Andy, Katy struggled to express her own emotional
responses
of clients in reports. She seemed to think those responses were important,
but heeded
advice from supervisors and teachers who discouraged her from learning how
to
incorporate them into her reports.
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Beth
As with Beth s conceptualization of report writing in general, she described a shift
in her thinking with regard to report conveyances. For the most part, Beth focused on the
psychosocial history section of clinical reports to respond to this question. She recalled
that initially, while working from a cognitive behavioral theoretical perspective, she
focused on a portrayal of the "facts." She stated:
I was conveying just the facts. The chronological history of the person
without a sense of the person's interpretation of their experiences, it's
almost as if the person was missing.
. .1 was trying to convey all the major
life events in chronological order. . .In earlier reports you would just know
all the facts but would not have a sense of the intensity of the client's
emotional reaction to them.
Beth recalled that she was aware of what was "valued by [her] supervisor," and believed
the supervisor’s perspective influenced her desire to be "concise." She recalled that
supervisors required her to "take out" elaboration on the client's experience of his or her
world. She stated that "I think I was trying to write in a way that modeled the DSM-IV
criteria." She reportedly focused on describing the symptoms, not the person. She stated
In the past, my reports read as if "this is client X with this particular
disorder," and it sounds like client X can be anyone who has this disorder,
and she has this disorder, we’re going to treat this disorder and here's the
evidence and I'm proving it based on she has this symptom or that
symptom.
She recalled that working with a different supervisor who brought to bear a different
theoretical perspective, shifted her thoughts about what she wished to convey in reports.
She stated;
Now [second year writing reports], I am trying to convey my client's
experience of the past, what kind of impact emotionally this had on her
and what kind of impact it has had on her thinking, her world view...I'm
thinking more about the past and the patterns that have been repeated but
never explored.
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She also noted that as she became more descriptive of her client's experiences she
would be more inclined to use more of their language," conveying in reports exact
statements made by clients. She concluded that as a "goal," she would like to convey one
view of the client," noting her awareness of possible varying perspectives on the same
clinical phenomena.
Anna
Like, Jill, Katy, and Beth, Anna also described the importance she gave to her
clients’ voices as they told her their stories. She stated specifically that she wanted to
"convey the client's words to the audience as much as possible." She continued;
I’m trying to give voice to the client so that they can speak to someone
that they’ve never met, and I have this belief for better or worse that the
audience of my report will get something true out ofmy using the client’s
exact words or phrases at certain points, I mean not constantly, I pick and
choose them, but that sometimes there’s something that the client’s words
convey. And I say for better or worse because I think, I could totally be
imagining that and somebody else might be reading the words differently
than I heard them.
She stated that it was also important to summarize aspects of the treatment. When asked
more specifically what she would summarize, she stated:
Well, on the simplest level, just what has happened, what stories have
been told in the therapy, what has happened in the client’s life. And then
on more complex levels just how those things weave in with the clinical
plans, what directions they point towards for the future.
In response to a request to elaborate on what she meant by "stories," she stated;
I mean the client coming and relating what is happening in their life that
they want to bring into therapy. And of course there’s a level of meaning
the client interprets as happening in their life and makes a narrative or a
story out of it.
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She continued that these stories are not necessarily factual in nature. Instead they were
pieces of information clients' experienced as psychologically salient in the moment
While constructing a report, Anna recalled that she entered into the story by choosing
what seemed psychologically salient from her own perspective. She also chose
information that could be used as “supporting evidence for [her] clinical
conceptualization.”
Anna was also asked to describe her inclusion and exclusion criteria or process
while writing reports. She stated;
I think it has to do with what fits together neatly into a clinical
conceptualization for the most part. . but there might also be some pieces
in the report that don’t make sense but seem really significant or really
stand out or contradict your clinical picture. .
.
[in that case,] 1 would
probably make it sound like it’s informing my plans, that is, this is an area
for further exploration.
Anna was one of the only participants who described the ways in which her
reports work to co-construct her clients' problems and/or history.
Paul
Paul's approach was different and seemingly more clearly defined or delimited.
He stated that he tried to convey the "subjective" experience of the client, the "objective"
perspective of his experience of the client, and the "clinical" and "diagnostic" severity
of the client's problems. Further, like Beth, who noted a shift in her ideas about what she
would like to convey as it pertained loosely to the perspective from which she wrote, Paul
similarly described a different focus depending on the type of case on which he was
working. He stated;
When I do, for example, an anxiety case where I’m using a very structured
treatment. I’m very much focused on getting an accurate perception of the
symptoms and how they manifest themselves in different domains and
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their severity, and also how they might be impacted by other things going
on in the person s life or a past event. But more of a focus on symptoms.
He stated that when he is not specifically working from a cognitive behavioral
perspective, he was interested in focusing more on the following;
In all cases, when it s not specifically a contract for an anxiety disorder
case. I’m really more interested in the kind of relationships and what’s
going on now symptom wise but may be less directly and what might have
led up to that. What is important for the client in their mind as far as what
may be causing this or what are some of the relevant issues.
Zina
Zina, Frank, and Steve spoke more generally about what they wished to convey in
reports. Zina stated:
It. . .varies from client to client. And I thought about this a lot. Like, you
know there are certain clients who I felt more connected with or more
anxious with and.
. .for some reason I felt like that was more sort of in my
mind, like who is this client, what is my experience of them, how do I
convey that to someone else? And there are some clients who. . . I didn’t
gather as much, or whom I didn’t have as clear a picture, or had trouble
understanding and... I think in areas where I didn’t understand as much or
couldn’t volunteer as much of my experience, I wrote... more abstractly.
Here, Zina noted that her emotional experience of her clients sometimes led to greater
interest or focus on conveying more about the client as a person.
Frank
Frank and Steve made simple, unelaborated statements with regard to report
conveyances. Frank stated; "Clinically relevant issues that are a part of the client's
presenting problem and part of the treatment formulation in terms of addressing those
issues."
a
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Steve
And lastly, Steve stated; "Without being too simplistic, 1 wrote what ever the
particular categories [in the PSC manual] called for in terms of providing specific
information."
The following issues that arose from this portion of the interview that were not
elaborated on in this section were (1) trainees’ sense of their own voice in reports; (2) the
impact of supervisors and other audiences on report writing; (3) how shifts in theoretical
orientation affect the focus of reports; (4) trainees thoughts about whether they are
portraying "facts," in a report or a perspective or narrative that reflects the intersubjective
field between the client and the trainee; and (5) the potential empathic opportunity
presented by the process of report writing. These issues will be sorted through in more
depth in the sections following.
Theoretical Orientation
Interview conversations about theory in general addressed three primary domains.
Trainees discussed more general epistemological issues pertaining to problems associated
with being “objective” while writing reports. They also struggled with their ideas about
narrative and what does and does not constitute a “fact” with particular attention to
writing psychosocial history sections of reports. Additionally, they addressed the impact
of various theoretical orientations used to interpret and organize psychological material.
Many of their ideas about the above three theoretical spheres were inseparably woven
together in their responses. An artificial separation of their discussions at this juncture
might lead the reader to believe that their ideas on the matters at hand acquired a clarity
that simply did not exist. In fact, one of the major findings of this study suggests that
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trainees were more confused than oriented when considering the varying perspectives in
the above three domains. The following results are organized by participant Trainees
who seemed the clearest about their ideas will be presented first. Again, many participant
responses were inclusive of other topics that will be addressed at greater depth in up-
coming sections. For instance, the supervisor with whom a trainee was working oaen
governed one's choice of theoretical orientation. Additionally, trainees’ relative
confidence in the legitimacy of their claims related to issues pertaining to their
perceptions of the validity of their voice, and the audience for whom they are writing.
Andy
Andy seemed to have a particularly well articulated understanding of the plan and
purpose of one's theoretical orientation in the context of report writing. He recalled
writing from several perspectives while maintaining his idea that communicating
something important about the person was primary. Andy initially responded to
questions pertaining to theoretical orientation in the following manner:
In the clinic, what those reports were basically doing was having a student
being able to demonstrate that he or she could make an independent
application of academic principles to a situation in a coherent way. In the
same way that if I’m teaching the Odyssey and we’ve got some theories of
identity in Grecian culture, then I have someone go out and write an essay
for me, then I’m going to want to see an independent application of those
principles that we’ve been teaching in a different context. [However,] you
lose the sense ofwho the people are and I feel that the whole point of
these things is to create the sense of who the person is. That’s the mission
[of his training] which is exactly opposite of what I was trying to
accomplish.
While adhering to the task set forth by the PSC, Andy maintained the goal of writing
something important about the individual. He reported that in doing so, "no one
bothered" him, and he did not get lost in a rigid adherence to a theoretical perspective.
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Given Andy’s literary orientation to the work, he was asked if data he
generally described in psychosocial history sections seemed factual in nature from
his perspective. He responded;
By and large, yes. I thought of that as the place where I would try to get
as much factual information as feasible from which we would then, you
know, which would inform the other themes. So these are the parental
[and] the sibling relationships, the educational history, the medical
concerns, the different kinds of historical moments that probably wouldn’t
change that much. It would also include contemporary relationships
which clearly had more of an ability to change, [for instance, the] meaning
[of] a marital situation or a partner situation or living arrangements, things
of that sort [might change]. Legal entanglements. But that was a place for
all of that to occur.
Andy was asked if there were any exceptions to his above statement. Specifically, he
was asked the following question:
Where there any parts of the psychosocial history that while writing them
you thought were less than factual or you were uncertain about in meeting
the criteria of fact?
He clarified the interview question by providing examples differentiating between
different theoretical views of "facts." For example, he stated;
A young woman who is a professional singer who had stage fright, and so
history in this context largely meant, it was a kind of desensitization
paradigm. So we were taking history in terms of things that made her
more or less anxious, trying to get the gradient so that we would then do
some desensitization work with something that was less [anxiety
provoking] and so forth. Very different than the psychodynamic work I
was doing with one of the gentlemen. . where I was wanting much more to
understand family of origin, arrangements and relationships and things of
that nature.
Andy continued that “facticity” can not always be determined due to the
subjective realm of the reporter. He stated;
Factual insofar as that any fact can be determined since it's filtered
through somebody who is reporting. And that particular style of working,
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I think facticity was something that we [i.e. clinic team, supervisor and
himself] philosophically held in brackets.
Andy described the complexities inherent in the nature of what might be deemed as
factual. He stated. Things are much more fluid in their understanding, and part of what
we’re trying to do was multiply ways of understanding a fact."
Andy stated that factual data is not invulnerable or immutable. He recalled that
the meaning of a factual event changed via a deepening and/or broadening understanding
of said event. Andy seemed to put forth a view similar to that of social constructivists.
With this view in mind, he was asked to describe his method of indicating that he was
presenting "narrative truth" that was intersubjectively understood, as opposed to clinical
data construed as factual in reports. He responded:
Part of that was just understanding that we are living in a theoretical world
and so I’m already abstract. Another part of it was within that theoretical
world, I would then try to indicate these transitions and by showing those
transitions indicate the changes in understanding. . .Each theory I think
deals with that question in a different way. Behaviorists would say "who
cares, it's outside the problem? The problem is this woman has anxiety
when she sings and we’re going to do away with it." So if there are other
facts bearing upon this, they’re construed as irrelevant... With the
psychodynamic theory, that world is much more fluid anyway and so the
facticity of the thing is kind of . .construed as less than significant. Which
has gotten a lot of neo-Freudians in trouble. "What do you mean? I’m
actually molested?" that’s not as important as...this is actually a
conversation we’d have, that the actual fact of molestation would be less
important than, or is somewhat felt, or removed, or believed, he or she
was. So to a certain extreme, each theory and the relationship to facticity,
to truth if you will, can be pushed to troubling experience. The
reports. . .just didn’t deal with that basically. The reports, as I say, it's a
theoretical world, it was a largely therefore an unselfconscious acceptance
of the theory.
In large part, Andy ascribed to the notion that facts are socially constructed and
theoretical until a consensus is drawn. Even then, nothing factual remains immutable.
With this view in mind, Andy was asked the following questions:
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Did you ever imagine how any particular audience that you might have in
mind would interpret the nature of the factual or non-factual aspects of the
psychosocial history? And if so, how did you address that?
He responded;
How I addressed that was I think largely a strategy I still have, which is
basically to try to be as clear in expressing my understanding as possible.
It's always seemed a mistake to me to try to imagine another person and
then write for this other person. . . it just seems hopelessly muddled to try to
write for a person in the State Hospital system for example. I mean. I’ve
got no clue. To write for another guild, a psychiatrist, so what 1 would do
is simply publish my orientation and try to be as clear step by step by step
in the reasoning processes that would derive from my initial assumptions.
So that was my idea of an audience.
Andy also stated that if he were unsure about the "facticity" of clients' reports of their
history, he "would indicate it as such." He added;
I would [also] be trying to make sure to keep straight the sources of the
information I’m reporting. For example, "This is what X said his father
said." Or "it was reportedly this way." Or "it was understood that way,"
so what when I was coming to a conclusion, it would be fairly clear what
was mine and what was coming from somebody else’s understanding that
I was then reporting on.
Above, Andy brought forth the importance of accurate attribution.
He was asked if he would present information about the client as an
"understanding" rather than a "fact." Drawing a contrast between two theories, he
replied;
Yeah, I would say so. Less so with the behavioral report. . . just because of
the nature of the theory. . .the psychosocial history is much
abbreviated... life events are presented in a psychosocial history and that
those are considered fact in the context of that theory.
Independent of being asked, Andy then described a "distillation process" when
making decisions about what to put into a report. He stated.
There is a process of selectivity .. .we're stepping back even a
step
frirther. . .I'm with someone for a period of time and I
distill what has been
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said into a paragraph, maybe two. Well that process of distillation is a
theoretical process as well.
Also unsolicited, Andy stated that because of his background in literature, he
liked to tell people s stories. He stated; "I'm really trying to present the events, the
stories, I m big on stories.
. .1 like telling the person's story the way the person told it."
To draw upon Andy's facility with the distinctions between what is presented as
fact and what the report writer constructs, he was asked the following question; "Do you
ever find that the way the person tells the story interferes with the way you tell a story?"
He responded;
The answer is yes to different degrees and different times. I am not a good
behaviorist, so pre-imminently I have trouble writing good behavioral
reports because I felt like I was leaving everything out. Basically, the
person is a black box, but. . .from a scientist’s point of view, a black box is
not a good thing. We want to understand what’s inside the black box.
Part of my complaint with behaviorism is that. . they like it, "that’s fine,
it's in a black box, let’s leave it there because we don’t want to deal with
it," and yet by everything I can think of, avocation, vocation,
temperament, I’m interested in the people so I would be leaving out
everything that was most compelling. So then it was hard for me
to... squeeze their story into the particular backgrounds and the notion of
cause and effect that behaviorism as a theory required.
He later added; "The science of behaviorism is just preposterous. It's really speech-less."
Andy also stated that when working from a psychodynamic perspective, it was
sometimes important to purposely depart from the patient's story line, and that the
treatment depended on developing a diverging view. He stated;
There were times when with X whose technical diagnosis, which I think
was quite appropriate, was obsessive compulsive, that he would have just
so many, many details, parenthetical expressions, and subordinate clauses
off the parenthetical expressions because each thing he’d say would
require further qualification to be sure that I understood the exact light in
which to understand what he just said, and then the light in which I d have
to understand the qualifications, to the thing he said because, they were
just endless. So I would be doing some considerable editing. A lot of the
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therapy was that... one way to even think of his narration was as a very
elaborate defensive structure. The more he got absorbed in the details, the
less he had of an understanding of their importance. So a lot of what I was
doing was contradicting his narration. So in that instance it was by design.
In other words, Andy might agree that his narrative structure did not match the
patient's with the specific purpose of promoting change in the client.
In summary, different theories of human behavior and the construction of reality
therein came to bear on Andy's work, both facilitating and hindering his capacity to meet
the goal of describing something meaningful about his clients' experiences.
Jill
While Jill was asked many of the same questions as Andy, our interview was
more focused on issues pertaining to language, and the reality constructed therein. As
many participants described issues pertaining to the ways theory and language constructs
a view of reality, those results will be discussed in a future section with a focus on those
themes. Nevertheless, Jill was able to describe varying perspectives in psychology and
their impact on her report writing. Many of her ideas will acquire greater significance in
later sections depicting supervisor and audience influences on report writing.
Initially, Jill was asked to describe the influence of theoretical orientation on her
report writing. Jill responded by stating that “the theoretical orientation of [her]
supervisors figured into how [she] wrote a report.” She stated that she was not certain of
her own theoretical orientation at the beginning of her training, but that psychodynamic
ways of thinking resonated with many of her already established ways of understanding
people. She believed then that she used the language most associated with that
orientation, but stated that she could have described the same phenomenon using
language associated with cognitive behavioral theory.
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The theoretical orientation of my supervisor figured into how I wrote a
report, I found. The theoretical orientation of my supervisor figured into
how I thought about my clients a fair amount, which 1 see as a positive and
a negative. I see some value to kind of seeing clients when you’re in
training in a relatively narrow theoretical orientation, getting familiar with
the theoretical orientation. So that’s a plus.
. . A really good therapist
understands their theoretical orientation, which is almost never neatly
boxed. And if it is neatly boxed, it's frequently not fully thought out. It's
kind of foreclosed.
. . Almost all the clients I saw in the PSC were pretty
dynamic, and the treatment of them was pretty dynamic but like this client
again, X, asked for a cognitive behavioral intervention. Yet the report is
pretty psychodynamic in its understanding of transferential dynamics
causing her difficulty with therapy, which I think had to do with my
supervisor, but had also to do with me as the therapist in terms of that’s
what I understand to be happening. But the language that I used, I mean,
you could write that same thing from a cognitive behavioral stance, that
she had a fear of I don’t know, rejection, or a fear or belief that she had to
be loved by everyone that had been affected by her previous therapist and
reinforced in that way. But that wasn’t the language.
.
.Whereas later I
used more cognitive behavioral language because I was working in a
cognitive behavioral practice. You said, does my theoretical orientation, I
don’t think I really knew what my theoretical orientation was until much
later. Like, I had little pieces, things that excited me, but nobody ever
kind of said what do you believe about change, you know? And where
does that come from in you and how does it resonate in you? Nobody said
that until I was working with [a supervisor from an outside practicum
site]. And he said it, and then I began to articulate it. I say it in my first
quarter when I teach students. This isn’t set in stone, but, because you’re
enacting what you believe whether you articulate it or not. . .1 didn’t have a
theoretical orientation. . but that’s not true, 1 just didn’t have... I mean a
theoretical orientation is like this thought out language, verbalized thing,
and I didn’t have that, but I’m sure I had ways that I understood people,
but the language that I was using was really more language that was being
given to me.
Jill seemed to describe a process in which one sorts through one's understanding of
people, how one develops the language to describe human phenomena, and how then one
might ascribe to an already established theory of mind and change.
Jill was also asked to describe her conceptual framework with regard to
writing a
client's psychosocial history. She was asked if she thought it could best be
described as
literary or a reportage of historical facts. Immediately, Jill responded
by noting the
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retrospective nature of her responses to questions such as these. She stated that there
was a difference between the way she conceptualized then, and her current views. Given
her reminder, she was asked to explore her current and old views to the best of her
memory. She responded by describing her process of constructing a psychosocial
history, rejecting the offered options of literary, journalistic, or rhetorical ways of writing.
She replied:
I think there are some things that you do because you’re supposed to do
them. So and so is this race or ethnicity and this family. There are certain
things you put in because you’re supposed to put them in, family
constellation, you know if he doesn’t have a prior report kind of thing. I
don t think I thought about it as a story, like unfolding the story of their
life for instance. I think I did think about it more as, that I know I think
about it now, as... what is needed to contextualize what went on.
To help illuminate Jill's process, she was asked if the content of her psychosocial history
informed her formulations. She rejected this idea stating;
I think that, I wouldn’t use that language because that makes it sound like
it's very one-way, whereas I think its much more like a loop.
. .1 also
think.
. .therapy is something that’s done together, and even then I thought
that. So, which sounds really obvious, right? But I think at least now [I]
would.
. . not use that language because that language to me sounds like
it's...my conceptualization, my lofty up here... I mean, conceptualization or
psychodynamic formulation, those words are very jargony... [They] imply
a certain kind of power stance, and that I’m putting them together in a
particular way and then choosing from their life what supports my lofty
understanding of them. And that really rubs me the wrong way. I realize
that probably wasn’t your intention, but that’s what that language, if I
would use it, would mean to me. So I think I would probably say that I
would choose more of the things that seem particularly salient, not only to
my conceptualization, but to the issues that the client is bringing in, or the
issue that the client is identifying as important, or the themes that come up
again and again either for them or between us.
Speaking perhaps to the reasons she was chosen as an interview participant, she added;
This is an aside, but I think that one thing that both kind of where I’ve
gone in my intellectual development, but also in my literary background
is. . .you tend to think about language more than a lot of other folks do.
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Given her above statements, she was asked if she ever experienced frustration when and
if her own way of constructing stories did not match her clients'. She denied that
experience and responded by stating:
I think there were ways in which I felt frustrated that people were so
complex and the work that I did with them was so complex that I didn’t
know how to put it in five pages. But I think that that was more, I mean, I
think that s part of the issue with all trainees.
I tned to clarify with the question: "That you get overwhelmed by the complexity and
can’t figure out what to put down about the person?" To which she responded: "Right.
And.
. .1 think that s different than what you were asking me in terms of having an idea of
how [the story] ought to unfold.
.
.
"
Again, Jill stressed issues pertaining to language and how the words chosen
construct reality. These issues will be discussed at greater length in later sections. What
seemed clear was that Jill endured a struggle to discern which available psychological
theories matched her understanding of human behavior and change; in addition to
searching for a language that would best communicate this understanding in reports.
Beth
While still quite early in her career as a report writer at the time of the interview,
Beth was able to describe shifts in her reports that reflected her work with different
supervisors with different theoretical perspectives. Beth stated that earlier in her career,
while working from a cognitive behavioral perspective, her reports were driven by that
theory. She stated that later on, "in order for [reports] to be truly theory driven, there
would have to be some kind of agreement between [her] and [her] supervisor about a
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theory. She stated that she continued to try to negotiate her theoretical views with her
then current supervisor.
While Beth had not yet settled on any one particular theory, she was asked if she
had any particular conceptual frame from which she wrote her clients' psychosocial
histories. Specifically, she was asked if she conceived of the psychosocial history as
literary or reportage of historical facts. Beth responded from her most recent perspective
on reports and stated;
Yes, I think the words literary and narrative definitely fit. I mean, it is my
client's story and it is my client's voice, and so I'm hoping I'm conveying
my client's voice because it's their history. So I feel like now it should be
in their voice rather than a very factual recounting.
She agreed that after her change in supervisors, she was not a recorder of facts, but the
recorder of a history. She stated that she worked to report "their history and how they
interpret[ed] their history."
Given that she mentioned making an attempt to present her clients' stories in their
voice, she was asked her if her clients' stories were simpatico with her way of writing or
constructing a story. She stated again that her experience recently shifted;
I’m going to argue that in the past my client’s history wasn’t fitting [her
way of telling a story] just a true factual chronological order, but I was
making it fit because I was cutting out their voice in their story. So I think
yes, I think what I’m attempting to do now is be more accurate. . .more true
to their experience.
Beth stated that while working from a cognitive behavioral perspective, she
viewed the "facts" she described as objective pieces of data. She stated that historical
events were not necessarily of significance to that type of treatment, and that information
about how her client's "emotionally reacted to those experiences" was irrelevant. In
many respects this mirrored Andy's comment about the "science of behaviorism. Beth
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also experienced working to "omit" or "cut out" clients' experiences and her own when
writing within the context of a cognitive behavioral treatment.
Paul
Paul also described a shift in his report writing style that coincided with a shift in
theoretical orientation. While he expressed doubts about the meaning or implications of
the word "dynamic," he stated that he started writing reports from a psychodynamic
theoretical orientation. He stated that in those reports (primarily psychosocial history and
initial formulation sections) he felt:
More involved in the emotional experience and in the developmental
experience of the client and in viewing their world as constructed by a lot
of different experiences and perceptions of experiences that still have an
impact today. And seeing that historical perspective as the kind of starting
point for treatment.
Paul stated that reports written from a cognitive behavioral perspective were more
"concrete without a lot of linking or reflecting and the initial formulation [was] more
symptomatic."
Paul described a recent turning point whereby he hoped to integrate both ways of
writing reports he constructs in the future. He stated:
And that’s going to change again because I feel like 1 went from one
extreme to the other and I don’t like either extreme and I think 1 need to
integrate it. My reports need to have more of a psychosocial history. . .1
don’t like some of my more recent reports.
Paul also noted the supervisory impact influencing the theoretical lens from which
he chose to write his reports. For instance, Paul stated that he wrote an intake report on a
patient he decided to treat from a more dynamic perspective with a dynamic supervisor.
However, when he later wrote the termination report, he was working with a behaviorally
oriented supervisor. He stated the following with regard to that experience.
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I really felt this case was more of a dynamic case and felt like I tailored
rny initial formulation to a CBT [cognitive behavioral treatment] format a
little bit just to kind of appease [the behaviorally oriented supervisor's]
perception of the thing. But my perception was this is more of a dynamic
paper... What I changed was the initial formulation and the treatment plan
just a little bit. Basically, I included what I had had before which 1 still
thought was the predominantly important thing, and then added in more
CBT language some of the things that I actually did do. Like, 1 did
challenge some dysfunctional beliefs, but the core of what we did was
really kind of figuring out in a dynamic way why his marriage modeled
his history of relationships and why it wasn’t satisfactory for him. And
then later on how he could change that.
When asked to describe what framework Paul used to construct the psychosocial
history, Paul stated that his thinking was "in transition." Below is his description of that
transition:
I was trying to get their story down. Get a good sense of what had
happened throughout their lives. Again, I feel kind of split, like depending
on the case I will sometimes do a different type of history. I don’t know if
that’s good or bad but now I really I use the psychosocial history less. I
think I’m in transition a little bit... I feel like I started out being supervised
in a very dynamic way and I was very detailed about psychosocial history,
and then I switched over to cognitive behavioral therapy. I was more
focused on symptoms, describing symptoms, getting their severity, being
accurate, making sure they had a kind of diagnostic validity. And I started
relying less on the psychosocial history and I started making it more kind
of, you know, they went to this school, they moved to this town, rather
than trying to characterize what the experience was like.
Paul was asked to describe what he included in psychosocial history sections
earlier on in his development. He stated;
Earlier on I was trying to get as much information as possible. I was trying
to get information about family, background, schooling, experience in
school, you know, were they teased, what was it like, how did they feel
about themselves, what was going on, major critical incidents, drug use,
significant relationships, and I tried to put it in a coherent fashion. So I
would often ask questions, has that happened before this, or that
happened... so that I felt like when I was, because when I was wnting I
wanted to be able to say "in the first grade they began to experience a
great deal of teasing which didn’t end until the third grade," you know,
"which was the time they first felt attracted to girls or boys or the opposite
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sex," whatever, and try to get kind of a time line. I guess it’s kind of a
wide time line. It didn’t go right up the middle, 1 tried to get all of the
subjective experiences as I was going along.
As his description sounded rather chronological, he was asked if the text was
conceptualized as fact, or one version of a client's history. He replied:
I think I express it as a collaborative effort to kind of document the facts,
but when I write it I clearly, it’s so easy for me to recognize that what I’m
writing is probably one tenth, not necessarily one tenth accurate, but one
tenth of the full experience. I don’t trust what I’m writing more than I trust
just kind of the information that’s in that person’s head that I can’t get
access to in that period of time, or whatever. So I see it as a collaboration
but I recognize it as fallible.
Paul was encouraged to explore how he understood the relationship between his clients'
reported subjective experiences and factual information. He responded by stating that he
believed the client's subjective experience is factual.
While there was not a smooth segue at this point in the interview, I described my
own experience of trying to write psychosocial histories and the ensuing struggle to write
a client's story when what he or she reported was difficult to fit into the way I ordinarily
tell a story. He was then asked; "Was there ever a time when the story line of the patient
did not match your own style of writing?" He replied;
Yeah, I experienced that a lot because I think we’re taught to do less kind
of, I don’t know, impressionistic in our writing of the psychosocial
history, so I would find myself wanting to reflect on certain things that
happened and have to save that for another section like the initial
formulation section. And there were times that I struggled writing it
because it felt like choppy writing. Trying to change the sentence
structure a little bit but it’s hard. It got harder later on when I was trying to
focus more on symptoms and it became, it seemed like it became less
relevant.
I clarified my question by including that I experienced occasions where the history of the
client might be changed or altered in some way only because my way of construing
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events was different than the client's way of doing so. 1 asked if he resonated to that
experience. He replied:
Yeah, I think that s happened to me. I mean, every experience that’s
described is somewhat subjective... I’ve chosen words that would fit my
style more than others that naturally changed, possibly could change other
people s perceptions of what the event was. But I think to maybe, the flip
side is I think that when I do that, it’s because there’s no true way of
describing it accurately.
This last statement suggests that if Paul had been asked, he might have implicated a
constructivist view of report writing as he struggled to embrace or reject the notion that
one could portray an objective view of another's history.
Anna
Anna stated that psychodynamic and feminist theories informed her treatment and
report writing. She agreed that there should be a bridge between the psychosocial history
and her formulation of the client's problems. She noted that this bridge seemed less
relevant when working within a cognitive behavioral frame. She stated;
One thing that is important is to have a story in the psychosocial history
where the reader can see your connection between that history and the
formulation. So I can imagine that that would not be as important for
someone writing from a cognitive behavioral perspective. . . . Also with my
feminist orientation, I want to bring in as many relevant environmental
factors as possible. .
.
Perhaps because of Anna's earlier described desire to stay close to her client's
words, writing something that a reader would experience as "true," Anna stated that when
she reviewed her reports she thought they "came across more as journalism" to her.
However, because she experienced "epiphanies" during the writing process, she described
feeling as though "they're more literary" in nature.
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When asked in which genre she thought the psychosocial history fit, she stated
that it was "literary." She elaborated as follows;
It is literary in the sense that that's where there's going to tend to be the
most symbolism. Like where you're just going to hook on to something
that the person said about their childhood. Like 1 have a client who
described in her intake, and I think to me at some point... [was that she
was] one of three daughters, but the other two had their own room and she
was alone up in the attic room for months at a time, not going to
school... And it's just so symbolic, like you just can't, 1 think I'm more
likely to let that stand as a symbolic thing... then I would in any other part
of the report, and I think that 's largely because.
. .that is where the most
reconstruction and retrospective perspective is taking place, so I think that
sort of forces you into that position, a more literary position because
they've been telling this story their whole life and it is more of a story and
you do sort of, I think that I accept and convey in a report the symbols as
symbols without needing to dig for history or facts behind them...
Anna was the first person interviewed from the literary sub-population. Anxious that my
biases might have influenced her literary conclusions, I asked if she was aiming to please
with the above statement. She replied; "Well, I don't think I felt like I had to say it was
important." She did however recall that while reviewing her reports prior to our
interview, she focused more on questions pertaining to whether or not reports seemed
literary to her.
Nevertheless, in the beginning of the interview when Anna was asked more
generally about her conceptualization of reports, she comfortably initiated the concept of
"stories." She stated that due to the "level of meaning the client" imbued in his or her
narrative, it took on a story-like quality. When asked whether or not she viewed the
"stories" as factual, she responded by stating that the "stories" her clients told
her were
"not necessarily facts about the client's life." She continued.
Even if they are facts, their proportion to one another are very
likely
distorted. . .because of the psychological significance to them or
the level
of distress it caused that week or whatever.
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The discourse Anna generated with this line of questioning illuminated a struggle
in her mind about the content of her reports. On the one hand, she understood that she
supplied the reader with her version of her clients' stories, on the other, she rejected the
idea that she was present as the reporter of the stories. Anna was asked the following
question:
So when you write a report, you're relaying those stories... how much of
you is in those stories? Because you're sort of writing a report and you're
telling the story of a story. How do you manage yourself in relation to the
report writing?
She responded, noting the parallel process between her and her clients whereby each
worked to discern which aspects of the story to reveal. However, she denied that her
interpretation as the listener impacted the content of what she decided to write. She
stated:
I think I’m telling the story and trying to relate it to my clinical
conceptualization or sometimes use it as supporting evidence for a clinical
conceptualization, but I try to think that I’m not inserting myself into the
story or re-interpreting it, although I guess by using it in the way that I
described. I’m sort of doing the same thing with proportions that I
described the client might be doing.
With further exploration, Anna conceded that her reports, as journalistic as they
seemed to her, were in fact a re-interpretation of her client's stories. When asked whether
or not her clients' story telling matched her own style of writing, she replied: "I don't
think so, but I want to talk and see if I think of anything."
As we discussed this, it became apparent to her that she did not believe she altered
reports when her clients' stories did not fit into her ordinary narrative frame. She stated
that her first time writing a report was "a big experience" and continued:
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I basically stayed in my pajamas all weekend and wrote that report...!
wasn t interested in anything else. I was so intensely drawn into it and
involved with it, and I loved it, but the intensity came for me from it being
a real person to whom I had a responsibility. So it seems that in a way,
right off the bat that would separate them for me from.
. .writing a story the
way that I want to write it, because I remember weighing so heavily was
my responsibility to this live person and how different that is from what
I ve done before.
. .1 think I felt privileged to be the sort of messenger of
this person's story.
We concluded that Anna felt very committed to staying as close to the bare bones of what
the person communicated to her without altering it as one might if one were constructing
a piece of fiction.
With Anna's responses, we are still left somewhat with the mystery of several
conflicts. On the one hand, upon her review of her reports, they read to her more like
journalism, and on the other, in the writing of them they were experienced by her as more
literary. Also, while she would like for her readers to come away with something "true"
about her clients, she is reluctant to think of her client's stories as factual. Additionally,
she struggled with the idea that she may be present in the stories as their narrator, stating
that she purposefully separated herself from the story at hand, yet she understood that her
writing was a reconstruction.
Other participants were either not as prolific in their responses, or did not have the
opportunity to answer questions that were only generated after subsequent interviews.
Below are briefer responses to questions concerning theory and conceptual frameworks
of reports.
Zina
Zina described feeling insecure about writing from her own theoretical
perspective and wondered aloud if she had an “inferiority complex.” She described
her
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theoretical orientation as interpersonal, relational, psychodynamic... integrative.” She
expressed the fear that while writing from a “psychodynamic base,” her perspective was
more interpretive, and therefore less valid. She reported feeling certain that her own
countertransferential experiences were significant data, but that without the support to
understand those phenomena in this context she felt insecure. Zina stated:
I am more interpersonal, relational, psychodynamic.
. . although in a limited
way I hate to say. .
.
[psychodynamic work] is very alive to me when you
think about what is going on in the room and asking the clients about their
relationships, what is going on with their partners and their family, and to
me it is really alive. But I also, I don't know if I have an inferiority
complex, but I know that a lot of it is interpretive and that I'm going out on
a limb at times, or I feel like I am at least, when I make interpretations, I
find that a lot of it is based on intuitions and not just like well, "1 felt really
angry at the patient and I wonder if this person is doing this in defense or
is provocative," or whatever it might be. I think it is a lot harder to
substantiate and concretize [interpretations of behavior] than it is to state
this person’s behavior or cognitions are XYZ and need to be addressed. . .1
feel like the report is something you can hold onto where as in my work
I’m thinking of interpersonal therapy, well I can write it in terms of
hypotheses, I can write about this in terms of an interpretation, but I feel
like I’m so cautious, or I don’t know if it is a matter of my being more
confident about it, or I’m not quite sure if it’s bad, or if I’m afraid of how
it is perceived, but I think I don’t always put that into a report. .1 might
generate some important hypotheses if I feel something is really important
I will put it in, but I’m cautious about it.
To clarify, Zina was asked the following question; "If you’re in an environment where
psychodynamic ideas were more valid, can you imagine feeling more confident in your
hypotheses?" She responded by stating, “I think so. . .1 wish there was more space for it.
I do.” She also described a supervisor who promoted writing that was "very descriptive.
She recalled that he recommended that she consider the following;
Who is this person? You know, and what do you think is going on here?
When you just described this pattern of relationships, what is your
understanding here? And it was great, it was like "wow," I can go into
this and flush it out and it is okay to say. . . it is okay to write about
this,
and. . .1 enjoyed that a lot. . .1 can recognize the possibility .. .what is
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interesting is that... I have been writing assessment reports which are very
mil... they are a very different kind of report, but I think that... if I don't
have any projectives, that makes it a lot harder to [make interpretations].
She described that in different work environments where specific projective testing
instmments were used, her psychodynamic voice was more acceptable. Missing from her
discussion was the idea that a therapist is somewhat of a projective or instmment from
which she could begin to interpret experiences such as the feeling of being "angry" with
one's client.
Zina was also asked from which conceptual frame she worked. Specifically, she
was asked if her frame was "literary, a reportage of historical facts gathered, or
something else?" Her first response was the following;
Historical facts.
. .1 think it would be groovy if I were to do a more literary
based or a narrative based psychosocial history.
. .I've never tried it.
.
.1
don't know how my supervisors would respond.
Again, anxious that Zina knew of my biases, she was asked what she thought I meant
when I used the word "literary." She responded by stating;
Well like I usually write like the family stmcture... comes from a nuclear
family, or grew up in such and such a place and I’m thinking of like, sort
of a more artfril weaving of the facts rather than just sort of like, um trying
to paint a more coherent picture of a whole. Placing things in context and
having a stream. Or, having like a flow. I don’t know how else to call
it.
.
.and I think sometimes I am able to do that and sometimes um, pressed
you know whether forced to do it at the end, and I don’t have as much
time to be of as kind of integrative I’ll just go "structure of the family,
relationship with the father, relationship with mother, relationship with
brother, you know sibling, etc. Work history, school history, any medical
problems." And, it’s a lot simpler to do that and I don’t have to sit down
and say "wait, rather than sort of coming up these simple headings, what
about kind of integrating them into a whole and talking about you know
the person’s development and what were they like as a child, what was
their milieu, what was their environment, but then you know as they got
older what was there." You know, it is kind of like you’re weaving the
threads in, whereas, you know when you report the facts it is more isolated
and I think compartmentalized. Given that you mostly do termination
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reports like at the end of a semester and you are in a time crunch, I think I
just sort of went with the easier structure, although.
. .1 haven’t tried to do a
more of a fluid narrative. 1 don’t know if I’m scared to (laughter) or if I’m
apprehensive ofhow someone might react to it. I’m not sure... It doesn’t
necessarily have to be that, factual, I can see how it can be different, but I
tend to do it that way.
Zina seems to struggle with both the short period of time allotted to write reports and
what she felt permitted to write in this context.
Katy
Katy also stated that she worked from a psychodynamic perspective, but that
theory was reflected primarily in the formulation. She stated the following;
I really think a lot about the client’s internal state, their family history,
how their family history has affected their internal self-concept, and what
they carry around with them from day to day and how they relate to other
people and how they connect with other people. . . And patterns that they
carry around with them.
. .1 think about how it affects the work that we’re
doing in the room, how those patterns are being played out in the room
and how you can get stuck in them and then maybe climb out of them
together. So when I’m conceptualizing a case, those are all the things that
I’m thinking about. Do they come across perfectly clear in the report? I
don’t think so, because I think I write a little less dynamically than when I
conceptualize, but I definitely, in my formulation, my formulations are
very, family history, patterns and my self-concept.
When asked if Katy experienced reports as non-factual narrative, or as a
representation of the facts she stated ;
It’s much more based on [the] facts given. It’s very factual. It’s sterile.
Which I think is unfortunate, but that’s what it is nonetheless at this point
in my training.
Steve
Steve agreed that his theoretical orientation guided how he wrote reports. He also
stated that his reports, particularly the construction of his formulations, depended on
who
was supervising. He described working on a cognitive behavioral team, writing
reports
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using th© language of that theory. Like Paul and Jill, Steve stated that even while
working from a behavioral perspective, his thinking might be also grounded in
psychodynamic theory. He stated; "1 would probably in my report writing, talk more in
those terms [cognitive behavioral language]."
In response to questions regarding the conceptual framework in which Steve
wrote reports, he described thinking about reports as both factual and narrative in nature.
He stated:
I think I would think of it in terms of reportage of facts along some sort of
narrative trajectory. But how much was included there and how much a
narrative was embodied was determined by probably space constraints and
sort of meeting the requirements of the reports.
Steve also stated:
. . .
At that level of my training as a beginning psychologist and a beginning
beginning therapist, my greatest interest and goal was doing a good job
based on whatever, other models I was able to kind of look at and then try
to copy but obviously infusing with the unique characteristics of whatever
I’m talking about. . . but I don’t think that the way that I went about my
report writing or conceptualization or whatever, was particularly
sophisticated or creative or unique. . .but for me. . . I want[ed] to do the job,
so what are the kinds of basic information and basic kinds of statements
do I need to make to do a good job, not to kind of . .
.
publish this as a case
study if that makes sense.
Frank
And finally, while Frank stated that he worked from a psychodynamic
perspective, when asked about his conceptual framework, his emphasis was on the a
"developmental model" whereby he tried to "get a snap-shot of their [the clients] earlier
life." He continued:
I usually start at adolescence and then depending on how old the client is,
then young adult, adult and so I kind of start using sort of a chronological
framework in terms of how I write... [because] usually there is a
developmental context to their difficulties and so I find it’s helpful to chart
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in some ways relevant history in that way because then it helps to
understand the developmental difTiculties.
It seemed clear that trainees juggled many spheres of theory while learning to
write reports. They described fears about performing well at the task, in impact of
individual supervisors conceptualizations of reports, and the wish for greater freedom in
their thinking and writing. Clearly, report writing was both a time to think and to utilize
their understanding of theory particularly as it worked to organize their experiences and
their clients' reported life histories and problems.
Audience
As noted earlier, trainees focused on their supervisors as the primary audience of
their reports. However, they also described considering audiences such as their clients,
their clients' family members, other therapists, the legal system, and themselves. One
trainee noted a rather obvious audience surprisingly not articulated in the construction of
this project. This audience consisted of researchers using the PSC database. The impact
of the researcher as audience will be noted in the results describing trainees' exploration
of the quantification of their report. Trainees stated that, for the most part, their
supervisors brought these other audiences to their attention in the process of writing and
editing reports. Additionally, they mentioned that the consideration of their audiences led
them to write more tentatively about clinical and client activity. Other themes of note
were trainees' intent to communicate to their audience their understanding of clients so
that another could know their clients in some "true" sense. Trainees also recalled that
considering their audiences motivated them to articulate their more private experiences of
their clients. This articulation then allowed them to consider the degree to which they
might want to communicate this experience, or exclude it from the clinical record. Along
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those same lines, trainees described developing criteria for the inclusion or exclusion of
clinical data from report.
Because each individual participant spoke to these issues from varying
perspectives, I will present the data in segments separated by person rather than idea or
theme. I will work to make connections and contrasts when they exist.
Anna
While Anna stated that the audience of supervisors most influenced her report
writing, she described several additional audiences that played a role in her process. The
reader will note that there is some overlap with data presented here in other sections.
First, Anna stated that she wanted to “convey the client’s words to the audience as
much as possible.” She stated that she used a lot of quotations to this end. She continued;
For the audience. I’m trying to give voice to the client so that they can
speak to someone that they’ve never met, and I have this belief for better
or worse that the audience of my report will get something true out of my
using the client’s exact words or phrases at certain points, I mean not
constantly, I pick and choose them, but that sometimes there’s something
that the client’s words convey. And I say for better or worse because I
think, I could totally be imagining that and somebody else might be
reading the words differently than I heard them.
She added:
Another audience that I would think of, and it's probably more in contact
notes than in full reports, is myself in the future. Like, I write to highlight
things that I think I’ll want to remember or have highlighted when I’m
looking back. Cues for directions to go in or threads to follow so that I
can go back to old reports and go, oh, we never went with that, and is it
still relevant and do I need to pick it up again now. So there’s like a
journal of my experience of the patient.
She also recalled that her introductory assessment professor recommended that
she imagine her client sitting on her shoulder while writing the report. She stated
however;
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I don’t think I stop and think about it, about the client reading it a lot
while I’m writing it. 1 think probably in a final read through after its
written to bring the client back in a little bit more, adjust or change things
according to the client as an audience. .1 don’t think any of the others are
ones that I would bring in for the final check.
She continued;
And then the other audiences are kind of the same. Supervisor, clients,
myself, court systems, the future therapists. No, I don’t think any of the
others are ones that I would like bring in for final check. . .The judicial
system probably really doesn’t ordinarily.
Despite the latter claim, Anna noted that an additional metaphor to consider while
writing reports was conveyed to her at a practicum site. The supervisor there suggested
that she "imagine [she was] on the stand in the courtroom." To which she reported
thinking at the time; "I’m sure that influenced me, but I think it just comes in and out
when I feel like I need it."
Anna described several audiences and metaphors coming into play while writing
reports. However, she also noted that each audience motivated her report conveyances in
the same manner. Anna seemed to focus most on communicating something "true" about
the nature of her clients' experiences.
Zina
Zina started our interview evoking various audience members. When asked the
most general initial question of the interview, she stated that her audience was the
first
piece of the process that came to her mind. She described asking herself the following
questions from the outset;
Well, the first thing that comes to my mind. . when I think of report
writing, I. . .think of the audience. Who is this report for? What is it
about? Why am I writing this? Is it for myself, is it for other people, is it
for my supervisor, or for other therapists [or anyone else that] might [be]
allowed to see these clients?
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While Zina asked herself the above questions, she also wondered how to include herself
in reports. She described understanding that she was not only describing her client to a
public audience, but she was describing her work as well. She noted the subtle self-
disclosures inherent in the task. She stated:
I see it as a mixture of both the public and the private. Sort of integrating
what was my private experience with the client.
. .in a way that is
therapeutic and helpful ... although it is a struggle to convey my private
experience into a public realm.
Zina described a process of trying to articulate her personal experiences in the context of
the therapeutic dyad; her gut reactions, the excitement, the horror, the difficulties and the
rewards. She stated that by articulating this process, she was more able to make
judgements about self-disclosures in reports. In a sense, Zina appeared to advocate
making her process more conscious. With this greater awareness she could make
decisions about the inclusion or exclusion of material. She recalled. "These are private
notes that I try to keep to myself. . . it is what I make note of but don’t actually write out."
She stated that this process helped her to discern what was "clinically" relevant so that
she could decide with greater clarity what to include in her reports. The nature of her
response aroused curiosity with regard to her report exclusions. She was asked to
describe information she was likely to leave out of reports. She stated, well things like
‘I really disliked this client.’"
She was asked to elaborate with the following question;
So in that case, would you be sorting through whether or not disliking
them is just your idiosyncratic perspective of is this client likely to be
disliked in a variety of contexts?
She responded;
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If it is just me, 1 leave it out... if I think it is a personal quirk, or personal
soft spot I won’t write about it. I will acknowledge it to myself. I might
even talk about it with my supervisor if I feel comfortable doing that, but
it won’t go into the report. If it’s a difficulty I think the client brings with
him or her everywhere across their relationships, I will write it into the
report.
Zina was asked to describe how she would write about the latter. She stated;
I would never write something like "I didn’t like her" ... I think 1 really
tried to place her, she actually called herself a bitch, and to a certain extent
I think recognized that she acted in a way that pushed other people away
or other people didn’t take to her. . .1 interpreted this as a defense against
closeness and intimacy.
. .1 wrote about how she feels really
vulnerable.
. .and that it is hard for her to be connected and close with
someone. She feels really vulnerable and I described her having two ways
of dealing with her vulnerability.
. .one was to distance herself from
people, the other was to act like a "bitch" (in quotes) where she’s hostile,
demanding, and controlling with other people...! described it in her words
and tried to explain it from her point of view because she would talk about
how badly she felt about herself, she talked about how ugly she was and
fat and how she looked like a cow. . .When I saw the bitch (the bitchy
behavior), I also saw the real tender side of her, so that is how I tried to
frame it. Sometimes it was easier than others, but at least in the report I
really felt like those different aspects of her personality should be
described.
In response to Zina, I tried to communicate a summary understanding of her statements.
She confirmed the accuracy of the following:
So you really tried to communicate in your report the underlying reasons
for her bitchy behavior. You understood that this was something that was
protective for her and that was what you tried to communicate. You did
that because you thought it’s not just you reading the report, this isn’t a
personal document, you’ve got your supervisor who. . .is going to try and
help you to communicate how difficult this person was to work with
sometimes, and you did that because the future therapist was in your head,
and some legal or public concerns.
While Zina agreed with the above re-framing, she qualified it by stating;
I mention all these pieces because they are floating, but they are not
central. I think when I write a report. . . [my belief is that the report] has
got to represent solid, clinical thinking, [because] this is going to
be the
client's legacy. So while there are different players [audiences],
they are
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all part of the legacy. The client is going to walk out of the clinic and this
is what we have. And so to me it is very important that it be clinically
relevant and a rounded picture that takes this cast of characters into
account (various audiences). It is very tricky, it’s really tricky, I find it
really tricky business. And 1 find myself, if I find something that is even
like really like tender or could be iffy, I will fall on the side of
conservatism and get really descriptive, and actually I’ve been told that
before, just describe if you can’t.
. .be that sure of your interpretations, so
just describe.
As we learned earlier, her supervisors recommended that she be more descriptive
when her interpretations did not carry the weight of sufficient data. There is a way that
Zina's qualification above returned our attention to the importance of the historical nature
of the document, and the inherent desire to tell a story that would be experienced as
"true" (as Anna noted) by anyone who might read it in the future. However, Zina seemed
to retract her more noble ideal when she called it a "tricky business." Perhaps this belied
her conflict with her own inclusion and exclusion criteria, which required her to delete
herself from the telling of the history.
Zina also stated that while attending to the audience during the report writing
process could be "constraining," she described the belief that it encouraged more thought
about her clients. She stated:
I also think "what if a client were to read this?" I feel somewhat
constrained by that. . .on the other hand it still pushes you to think
clinically. If the client were to read this, they could read it and still be
okay with it. It’s constraining, but I really think also it makes you think
about the client’s perspective.
Here, Zina gave the first indication that report writing might serve an empathic
function
which will be described in later sections.
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Paul
Paul, like Anna and Zina, expressed the desire to communicate something "true"
about his clients to an audience. However, he used different language to make this point
Additionally, he stated that he thought about several different audiences while writing
reports. He stated:
I m really thinking about accuracy with supervisors, but I’m also thinking
about accuracy if this report ever goes to another clinician, if this report is
ever used in court, if this report is ever read by the client’s themselves. I
want to be accurate and I want, like for example, my client is reading the
report. I want them to feel like it’s accurate and respectful. So I’m
conscious of that.
When asked how he managed each audience in his mind while writing reports he
responded by stating that "they [were] all the same."
To provide an example, Paul described a client who was a cross dresser. He
explained the reasoning behind using particular phrases and words to describe his client's
behavior, and his own exclusion/inclusion criteria. He reported;
I have one client who cross dresses and is extremely frightened that other
people would know, that it would get out somehow. I felt that it was
important to put that in there (the report) but I try to not make it, try not to
over-sexualize it, I try to just kind of report it because I’m trying to make
sure that if my client reads it from there, if my client’s lavs^er reads it
someday, that it will seem like part of the picture but not dramatized by
me.
Paul described how he managed this tension. He stated;
I would just be very careful with the language, you know, "so and so
mentioned that at times he cross dresses for his own pleasure, but at this
point is uncertain whether or not that behavior he wishes to continue,"
rather than getting into. . .whether or not he uses that to masturbate or
whether that is something that has to be part of his relationship with a
partner. I could get into that but I don’t think that’s necessary, because the
report is more for other people than it is for me. Like, I know what might
be the reasons why he’s a cross dresser, but I don’t think the next person
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that reads it needs to know that unless they ask me and they have
permission to ask me.
Here, Paul alluded to another idea that was considered only after his data was reviewed
several times. His last statement implied an on-going relationship between therapists and
their clients well beyond the actual treatment. Reports tie the therapist to the client by
what Zina most appropriately described as a "legacy."
Paul was asked if the term "hedging" fit his experience of writing about sensitive
clinical material. He replied that he definitely "hedged" or excluded some information
from reports. Paul described that the impetus to hedge lay in his work to strike a balance
between what is ethical and what is legal. He stated;
If it’s written down somewhere, it could be subpoenaed. Since my writing
is primarily for other people in my mind, I do that [hedge] often. And the
decisions I make are; what is essential for this person to know, and what
information is potentially dangerous legally for the client? For a person
who has a young kid who is smoking pot, is it dangerous for me to talk
about how often she’s smoking pot knowing that one day she could get
divorced, and one day there could be a child custody trial, and one day that
could be a reason why she might lose custody. So is it important that it’s
in the report that she smokes, yes. But do I say she smokes it every day?
Do I say that? No, I don’t need to. So I think I kind of make those
choices, knowing that if I really was subpoenaed, then they can ask me,
well did she smoke everyday and then you’d say "yes." But you don’t
have to give that information out in advance in the report. So yeah, I
definitely hedge and the decision rules I use are what is essential for the
person reading it to know, and what is really the business of me and my
client, so I will preserve the space between me and my client, my client
and I, but it’s still important, but at some point, I don’t have memory
problems yet so I know I’ll remember that. Like I’m sure later on I’ll be
writing more stuff down. . .The flip side is, I think if I worked not to put
that my client smokes pot in a report, and then later on they say well, were
you aware that your client smoked pot? Well, why didn’t you put that in
the report? Ethically, I couldn’t justify not putting something like that in
my report, so it’s important that I think ethically. I can justify not putting
it in great detail.
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Both above and below, Paul began to articulate his inclusion/exclusion criteria Paul
described his management of a client's extramarital affair;
I had the same experience with a client who was thinking of having an
extramarital affair ...in my head I know there’s a possibility that they’re
going to get divorced. It’s very hard to write that in the report knowing
that for all we know this could be some part of court transcript. But 1
didn t feel I could leave it out.
. . I guess I just thought it was extremely
important clinically because it represented the first... autonomous act he
had taken in this marriage... While I didn’t want him to have the
extramarital affair, I was pleased that he was thinking that autonomously.
So it was important for him to be able to have access to somebody that
would be in a relationship with him and then decide not to do it, was very
much a turning point for him. Instead of being a loser that’s stuck in a
marriage, he s the loser that has other options and he’s deciding to make
his marriage work. There’s a profound difference.
Paul was asked how he wrote about the dilemma described above. He seemed to strike a
difference between clinical reality which is included, and the manifest details, which
were excluded. He stated:
I think I would write more about the autonomy... If I write so and so met a
person at his work and they’ve been flirting a great deal in the last few
weeks and they’re considering having a relationship and their language
has become very sexual and they’re both very attracted to each other. Yes
that’s what’s happening, but that’s not really what’s happening. What’s
really happening is here is somebody who is struggling in a marriage who
has no control, they’re dominated and it’s not necessarily just their
partner, it’s their own kind ofway of being... In my writing for example,
"so and so recently had the opportunity to engage in an extramarital affair,
though he decided not to do it. We both felt that his ability to make that
choice was a sign of his growing autonomy." And that’s how I wrote
about it. I don’t need to write they were sexually attracted to each other.
They told dirty jokes to each other. I don’t need to write that. And that
was less important than the subjective experience about what I thought
was going on, or what we thought was going on. Clinically speaking, that
was less important.
Paul solidified his point by stating the following:
So whenever I’m... hedging. I’m writing with clinical importance, and
even if it’s something that’s potentially [legally risky] later on, I wnte it if
it’s clinically important.
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Along with developing criteria for inclusion, Paul described a careful course of
thinking whereby he seemed able to find clinical meaningfulness in the process of
considering the potential audiences of his reports. This was different in many respects
from other trainees who often found considering other audiences restrictive in one way or
another.
Jill
Jill stated that the impact of her perceived potential audiences tended to vary in
intensity and by situation. Generally speaking, she reported holding her supervisor, her
client and the next therapist in mind while writing reports. She also offered that she had
not considered the fact that reports were recorded in a database. Ironically enough, as a
researcher looking at reports from the database, I heretofore had not considered myself as
an audience. The implications of the researcher as audience, as stated earlier, will be
illuminated in the presentation of results derived from exploring text measures with
trainees.
Nevertheless, Jill was asked to describe the impact of her perceived audiences on
the construction of her reports. She stated that when she considered her client as
audience, the words “do no harm. . .even after termination, do no harm came to her
mind. With this, she thought she might use more tentative language. She noted that she
“wouldn’t want to put something in a report that a client might read and find really
hurtful.”
She recalled that when she considered a future therapist as audience, she used
herself as a symbol of the next therapist. In other words, she included information
about
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the client she would want to know if she were the next therapist in question. She asked
herself, “What would I want to know?"
Katy
While in the previous section we learned that Katy's supervisors loomed large, the
next therapist was more central for her as a possible audience. She stated that this
audience drove her desire to communicate an understanding of the client that would be
both clear and not over inclusive. Katy described leaving things out of reports when she
thought the next therapist might misunderstand what she meant to communicate. She
stated:
There are things that I’ve chosen to leave out of reports. . .It’s all about
who I’m writing the report for really. I’m coming to realize. If something
can be construed inappropriately, then I leave it out.
Katy gave the following example:
I have this client who is almost psychotically paranoid, but she’s not, but
the way she talks sometimes it is quite almost over the edge. I chose to
de-pathologize her and talk about it rather than laying it all out as it were
because it could be misconstrued as psychotic.
Katy described her audience as burdensome. She described potential readers as
“a huge limiting factor, or changing factor” for her when she wrote reports. She clarified
stating:
I think about the client reading it, I think about the ethics and I think about
other therapist reading. So I position myself through the eyes of all three
of those situations, which then causes me to write in a stiffer manner.
She stated that when she took the perspectives of the tripartite audience, she was more
critical of herself, which changed what she conveyed. She stated that it is more clinical
than I actually feel about the client, it’s more removed.” While on the surface, her
process was similar to Paul's desire to sift through what was clinically important,
Katy
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did not derive the same satisfaction. Rather than gaining something from her efforts, as
was the case with Paul, she appeared to experience it as something lost.
Frank
Frank stated that supervisors encouraged him to primarily consider his clients as
potential audiences. However, Frank did not seem particularly concerned about this
potentiality coming to pass.
He stated:
Although I don’t do it that often, sometimes I think of a client reading the
report, not that often. But I do do that occasionally, and I’ve had
supervisors comment on that. That, "oh write it as if your client sees it" or
"the client’s relative" or something like that, so occasionally 1 think about
that.
Interestingly, the legal system seemed to have a much larger effect on his reports when
and if he thought that system might be involved. He stated that if concerns about a
possible legal audience arose, he would be less likely to make theory driven statements to
describe his understanding of the client. He stated that he would shift into a descriptive
mode, including a detailed account of what had transpired over the course of the
treatment. He stated further that he would be less likely to make statements that were
based solely on his interpretations;
I think I was just aware of statements that I could back up in some ways
with data. You know, like not making big general claims. Making
statements that I felt confident in saying that were particular kind of
statements, avoiding sort of more abstract things. I think I was more
attentive to that as well.
In response to supervisor data (described in the next chapter) suggesting that
psychodynamic interpretations should be excluded from reports, Frank was asked
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specifically if he would be less likely to make statements grounded in psychodynamic
formulations. He responded by stating;
I would probably say that’s true. More... behavioral, but I don’t mean
behavioral as the theoretical orientation, but more as in the client’s
behavior. What they said, what they didn’t say, what they did and what
they didn’t do. More focused on that stuff.
Frank noted however, that while he was aware of a shift in his writing when concerned
about a legal audience, he did not throw the baby out with the bath water so to speak. He
stated;
I even sensed it was a huge change for me in writing the report, but I was
conscious of it and tried to do that. But I don’t think I jettisoned all my
theoretical ideas and just talked about just the facts. I think I leaned more
toward that, but I’m not sure that I did throughout the whole thing.
Steve
Steve stated that while he thought of his supervisors as the primary audience of
his reports, he considered other audiences as well. He stated;
Probably my supervisor was my biggest initial concern and the possibility
of the client would read it would be second, and then farther down the list
would be. . .the person who might take the patient but often the patient was
terminated, that wasn’t usually an issue. Like I knew that he or she was
being transferred. . . and then further down the line would be the possibility
of some sort of legal arena. So those things did influence me.
When asked how those audiences influenced his writing, he stated that it changed the
way he would present clinical material. For example, he stated that he was taught to
write empathically and non-judgmentally, describing “what the patient revealed to” him
“rather than what [he thought] about the patient.” Steve and I did not explore the
meaning of this difference to him.
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Andy
Andy s reported concerns about report audiences demonstrated nicely the ways in
which changes in our environment influence the way we think, feel, and behave. Having
trained at the PSC at least five years prior to this project, Andy noted that he felt
comfortable communicating his own experiences with clients in reports. Trainees from
more recent years described working to limit a noticeable presence of themselves in their
reports. When Andy was asked if he considered other audiences when he wrote reports,
he responded that he was primarily concerned with the next therapist and the legal
system. He stated;
I re-read that report (the same report on the gay man who was reportedly
sexually out of control) and it still struck me this way. I was aware of
trying to communicate my distress, the way I felt like what was going to
be pertinent to somebody who might work with this gentleman is to know
the emotions that he creates in therapeutic situations. Just the chaos and
the distress one has around that chaos. So I was openly talking about that.
So I’m going to settle for the mercy of the court so to speak.
Interestingly, I heard Andy's statement differently. I heard his last sentence as, "I'm
going to settle for the merciless court." Because I heard the sentence that way, my next
question was the following;
So, was that frightening? I mean the idea of throwing yourself on the
merciless court. The way that it is presented to beginning psychologists in
some respects is really cloaked in fear?
Neither Andy nor I noticed (at least not that we spoke of) that I changed the word from
"mercy" to "merciless," though Andy responded appropriately to my misunderstanding.
He stated that he was trained in a "different world." In the context of his training
experience, there was not a hyper-focus on the legal risks of report writing. Instead, he
was encouraged to be thoughtful about what he did and why he did it, and to
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communicate that thinking in his reports. He described providing a solid clinical
rationale so that if a legal audience were to be called upon in the future, he would feel
comfortable with his communication.
In contrast to other participants, Andy stated that he did not hold potential future
audiences in his mind while writing reports. Instead, he described trying to be as clear as
he could about his ideas with regard to the treatment. He stated:
How I addressed that was I think largely a strategy I still have, which is
basically to try to be as clear in expressing my understanding as possible.
It's always seemed a mistake to me to try to imagine another person and
then write for this other person. . .it just seems hopelessly muddled to try to
write for a person in the State Hospital system for example. I mean, I’ve
got no clue. To write for another guild, a psychiatrist, so what I would do
is simply publish my orientation and try to be as clear step by step by step
in the reasoning processes that would derive from my initial assumptions.
So that was my idea of an audience.
In conclusion, trainees generally tended to consider several audiences other than
their supervisors while writing reports. This consideration influenced how they
understood their own experiences in the therapy with the client, and the criteria they
developed for inclusion and exclusion. Trainees differed in their experience of the
usefulness of that process. While trainees might have experienced their supervisors as
hyper-focused on the legal system as the primary audience, trainees may have interpreted
this advice a little too literally. As Andy noted, no one can determine how another reader
will interpret what is written. In fact, some might say that writing is one of the worst
ways to communicate if one wants something understood clearly. Perhaps trainees
sometimes experienced the consideration of their audiences as burdensome, because
they
had an unbalanced view of what can actually be achieved in this mode of
communication
with any degree of certainty. What seemed to indicate this most was the
unrealistic
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desire to write something about a client that would be read as historically "true" by any
audience in any tangible manner.
Language
Trainees were asked to explore their ideas about language used in clinical reports.
In particular, they were asked if their use of language changed over the course of their
training. They were also asked to discuss their use or avoidance ofjargon. While
discussions about language were related to trainees' sense of their own "voice" in reports,
the latter will be discussed at greater length in the next section.
Trainees varied in their responses to questions about language. Some, more than
others, were able to speak to the issue with greater clarity or depth of thought. Responses
reflecting greater complexity of thought with regard to the language used in clinical
reports will be presented first.
Conflicts and Power Inherent in Language
Jill
Jill was particularly well equipped to discuss issues pertaining to language as she
reported giving this subject a considerable amount ofthought over the course of her
training and beyond. It was also clear that she thought about language throughout the
interview process. For instance, while I tried to learn more about her thinking, Jill
worked around my language to create linguistic space for her own perspective. She noted
the biases reflected in the language I used to ask questions. Below, I would like to share
a piece of our dialogue so that the reader might see how this worked in our discussion.
Jill stressed the word "process" as one that was formative for her, so in the spirit of her
development, I would like to share some of our "process" below.
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Her approach to the critique of language throughout the interview was similar to
my own. As it seemed I had found a kindred spirit, 1 hoped she might be able to relate to
one of my own internal battles that had been difficult to articulate up to that point. Our
conversation began with the following interview question; "Is there a way that your
conceptualization of the client or formulation guided what you said in the psychosocial
history?" She responded:
I think that, I wouldn’t use that language because that makes it sound like
its very one-way, whereas I think it's much more like a loop... I think
therapy is something that’s done together, and even then I thought that.
So, which sounds really obvious, right? But I think, at least now, [it]
would lead me to not use that language because that language to me
sounds like it's... (pause).
I offered a word to complete her sentence during her pause; "Rhetoric?" She replied;
Not that it's rhetoric so much, but that it's my conceptualization, my lofty
up here... I mean, conceptualization or psychodynamic formulation, those
words are very jargony [sic] . .
.
[They] kind of imply a certain kind of
power stance and that I’m putting [the client] together in a particular way,
and then choosing from their life what supports my lofty understanding of
them. And that really rubs me the wrong way. I realize that probably
wasn’t your intention, but that’s what that language, if I would use it,
would mean to me. So I think I would probably say that I would choose
more of the things that seem particularly salient, not only to my
conceptualization, but to the issues that the client is bringing in, or the
issue that the client is identifying as important, or the themes that come up
again and again either for them or between us.
She continued (as noted earlier);
This is an aside, but I think that one thing that. . .where I’ve gone in my
intellectual development, but also in my literary background is... you tend
to think about language more than a lot of other folks do.
Jill was preaching to the converted. She inspired the disclosure of my own experience. I
hoped to feel less isolated by sharing my experience. I stated;
Yeah, well it's interesting as you speak... I’ve been thinking a lot about
language lately... as it pertains to this project... Coming to the field with a
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strong background in humanities, I realize that I really experience sort of a
anguage clash and that that was difficult to reconcile in the context of
report writing. In particular, difficult to reconcile in the context of hearing
other people talk about their "OCD" client, or just sort of the way people
were conceptualized, was really antithetical to the language that I had to
conceptualize. And in some ways not just antithetical, but offensive. So it
was sort of a real... professionalization process...! was really resistant to
that. The language, that indoctrination, being a part of the
professionalization process. So that’s what I’m beginning to realize that
needs to be described as a part of this project which is that there are
languages to be learned, and sometimes when you come to the program
with a strong language from another area that...conceptualize[s] human
beings and their experiences [differently]... there’s a struggle, there’s a
conflict involved in figuring out what to do with this new language.
Whether you like it, whether you want to use it, and whether it makes
sense to you in terms of describing people. And what does the language
do to your understanding of the people that you’re seeing? So I’m really
getting into that. So the more that you could actually talk about that, the
more that would have a voice in my project.
Jill responded;
I totally agree with everything you just said. I think I was probably less
aware of it and I think.
. .that now I have the language to describe kind of
how I felt then, and I think there was a way in which the content, the kinds
ofwords that people were using and diagnoses and those kinds of things
were disturbing to me in terms of the language itself, similar to what you
were saying just now. I think that also there are ways in which the
structure of the language which kind of goes back to this whole idea of
being objective and taking yourself out, never writing from the first
person, you’re told to use the active voice but the fact that you always
have to take yourself out really in some ways encourages a passive voice
and a certain time construction. Making kind of generalizations in the
language that you use. Like a diagnosis is a generalization. So those are
things that I think are the next level up from the actual vocabulary but are
related.
Next, Jill specifically addressed the ways in which language influences thought and vice
versa. Here, she referred to social construct!vi Stic thinking. She stated:
And then the level above that is how does it affect your thinking which
since then I’ve kind of had the language like the social constructivists'
language and Gergen’s writings about kind of how language creates reality
and how we socially construct reality together through the language that
we use, and that it's a continual feedback. The language that we use
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creates how we understand and that how we understand feeds back into
the language. And I think I resisted that. I don’t think that 1 was aware
that that’s what I was resisting, but I think I tended to resist it at that top
level. At that level of "I don’t like the way we’re talking or thinking about
people," as opposed to "1 don’t like the way that we’re really talking, the
language." I don’t think I kind of saw it in the language in the same way.
Below, Jill described how her experience was different from my own. With greater ease,
she resolved her conflicts with the language. She stated.
Yet I think that the language I used, you know, I got kind of good
feedback from folks about the fact that I was particularly able to
colloquially describe the things that I was exploring, or I was much less
prone to jargon than a lot of my other fellows. And I didn’t see that as
something that I was particularly working on, it was just how I understood
my clients, my world, my research, you know. It didn’t make sense to me
to put it in this other way. The things that I objected to the most were
things that created a distance through the language and understanding. I
remember there was an incident where there was a discussion about
"patients" versus "clients" at state hospitals, and the way it was presented
was like these were "weird folks," they were "people out there," they were
people who you ought to be scared of in some way. You had to be
particularly careful. It was such this distance. And I got really angry
about that, it wasn’t a great thing.
She described feeling concern for the state hospital patients she interviewed as a part of
her introduction to assessment class training. She also ached for herself and her
colleagues who might have had family members or friends who were more troubled
psychologically.
So not only was it kind of like to me disrespectful to the folks that we
were going to be interviewing, and that we were asking to do something
for us, but it was disrespectful to us. So there’s that.
Jill added (to my glee), a reference to the language of literature, contrasting it to
the formal language of clinical psychology. She stated;
I think that that kind of language in literature leads to an
understanding
that there are multiple ways of looking at things and that’s what
makes
literature rich, you know? That’s what makes Shakespeare great. Ifma
Shakespearean play you have different characters who seem to be going
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through the same thing but are clearly carrying a totally different context
with them and therefore interpreting what is happening in a totally
different way. And while I think that understanding and that richness is
what makes one a good therapist, in the room, I don’t think its reflected in
the way that we structure and talk about and formalize what we do and
how we communicate.
Again, unlike my own struggle to find adequate words to describe my clients that felt
comfortable, Jill described a greater ease, less struggle, and more specific feed-back from
those reading her reports. She stated;
It was something that was seen as positive, and I think it was done at the
level of language. In other words, at the level of vocabulary. If you think
about like the influence of language as... multi-layered, there’s vocabulary,
there’s kind of structure, there’s kind of the interaction of the self in the
language in kind of the larger communication issues within what is written
and then there’s that thinking, how that interacts with how you think about
the people...! was reacting in the system of learning at those higher levels
and I don’t think I explicitly made the connection between those then.
My self-disclosure, in my opinion, helped develop this conversation and my own
thinking about language in the context of reports. Jill and I continued our conversation
about language as we worked to try to understand the ways her use of language might
have changed over the course of her training. She responded by stating that it was likely
that her language endured changes. She stated:
I’m sure it did. I don’t think it was a conscious thing, but I’m sure it did
because I think it shows up in my every day language now. So I know
that it happens that way. But it wasn’t like, "oh I have this great language,
let’s throw it in," you know what I mean?
She also recalled, as noted earlier, that one word in particular figured largely in her
development. She noted that word by stating:
"Process," but I didn’t put that in reports a lot. Like process in like
Yalom’s idea of what process is, what happens in the space between two
people. My mentor used to say, "it's all process" ... and that shaped my
life. Like the psychological understanding of the word process changed
my life as a psychologist, as a therapist, as a person... So the language
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changed my thinking, and I’m sure that some of the language came out in
my reports, but it wasn’t like a deliberate kind of thing, and a lot of the
words that I favor again and again and again are not psych words, or at
least they’re not words that I see as psych words, like "invested." I use the
word invested a lot. "He/she is really invested in that."
When asked to specify whether or not she used jargon, she stated: "It has never made
sense to me to write things that people can’t understand, or to write things that most
people can’t understand." I commented that it seemed "ironic" that most of the people
thinking and writing about language in academia are writing in a language that is almost
impossible to understand. She responded;
It doesn’t make sense to me to write something where somebody needs to
have a dictionary next to them to get. . .so I think some of the common
words like probably like "bind" or "invested" or "process" worked their
way into things, but they tended to be words that had particular meanings
in psychology but they weren’t like huge words. Like "process" for
instance.
In concluding the description of Jill's responses, it is worth returning to the notion
of audience. While Jill did not explicitly address this in our conversation at this juncture,
it is clear that Jill was impacted as an audience of language, and that she anticipated
others would be as well. In response, she developed a sense of responsibility to the
audience and client, presenting something that would be easily understood, direct, and to
the point.
Katv
Like Jill, Katy also described an awareness of the power and impact of words,
making specific reference to several audiences. She described using language to
facilitate an accurate portrait of a client and the treatment. She stated.
I think I’m much more aware of my words now than I used to be. Like I
didn’t used to be aware as much of the impact of individual words in my
writing, and now I’m aware of the power behind some of the language
that
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I can use, I mean the assumptions that go with the words that get used...l
may use less psychological terms now because I understand the fact that
they re very powerful. That they can conjure up a whole image for the
reader, especially if it’s another therapist.
Katy also described using her clients' own words and less diagnostic language. She
stated:
[My words] may not accurately represent what’s going on for the client,
so... [audiences] are left with their own image of what [for example,]
"socially avoidant" means rather than the actual client. So even above and
beyond the diagnostic meaning of what that is, or like whatever internal
sense of what that means to that therapist, which may be actually quite the
same thing, but when I want to say something, I’ll usually put it in the
client’s words and put it in quotes.
Katy added that she would not write using language that would exceed her clients'
understanding of their experiences. She stated;
If there’s something that’s going to be powerful... like, this client was
struggling with having had an unwanted sexual experience, possibly
having been raped, couldn’t decide what it was, so I wasn’t going to say
that this client was raped because she wasn’t there yet. She wasn’t at the
point yet where she was saying that she was raped, and so what I said was
"an unwanted sexual experience" in quotes, because that’s what we had
begun to frame it as. I guess am pretty careful about. . .not using phrases
that can just sort of conjure up all different things.
Again, Katy alluded to language as a powerful instrument, bringing to bear a reader's
imagination in a manner that is appropriate for the circumstances at hand.
Jargon
Katy
When Katy was asked more specifically about using jargon in reports, she
recalled that earlier in her development, she might have used jargon, to cloak her inability
to understand something about a client in a shroud of words. However, she stated that
currently, her language "is a little bit less jargony." She explained.
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Its less jargony because I feel like I really understand what I’m saying
when I use the jargon. Like I’m not using jargon to cover up the fact
that.
.
I’m trying to make it more complex. If anything, 1 use jargon here
appropriately.
Frank
Unlike Katy, Frank stated of his development, "I try not to use a lot ofjargon. 1
think I had that idea from the very beginning." He also recalled being advised by a
supervisor outside of the PSC to describe phenomena with greater specificity rather than
with jargon. He stated that this supervisor "explained.
. .that a lot of non-psychologically
trained people are going to be reading the report." Calling his attention to the audience,
she advised him to consider what he meant if he were to describe someone's lack of "ego
strength." He reported;
It’s kind of a fuzzy idea in the context especially if you’re not more,
whatever, psychodynamic or ego psychological bent, and so she... asked
me what I meant by that, and in the process of doing that she sort of told
me to write about what that means as opposed to that word.
Frank stated that rather than writing that the "patient does not have enough ego strength"
he might write something like the following; "In situations where he needs to make a
decision, he has difficulty." The words "ego strength" are not nearly as evocative of the
specific struggle of Frank's client. Frank illuminated the import of greater specificity in
language used to describe human phenomenon.
Zina
Zina also believed her language experienced little change over the course of her
training at the PSC. She recalled avoiding the use of "clinical" language. She stated that
words like "narcissistic," "borderline tendencies," and "social avoidance," might be useful
"shorthand," but that they do not evoke the experience of the client. She stated;
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When I try and convey my experience or what 1 think is the client’s
experience or a pattern...! try and stay away from clinical [phrases]
because I feel like that can be limiting too. As much as it is shorthand,
social avoidance" can mean different things to different people or are
different in different ways. And I think I try and stick to a description of
their feelings, and what they’ve said to me rather than... using terms like
that. I think they can be useful
. . . but I try not to use it too much.
She agreed that jargon such as "social avoidance" obscured specific individual
experience.
Andy
Andy also described the limitations ofjargon. He stated that he liked to help the
audience see a "person" in his text, "not a diagnosis." He described using language as a
tool to highlight the individuality of the client. He stated;
I would be trying to recreate something individual about a person and
therefore to be unique could be attracting attention in a way that otherwise
you’d just be doing rote experience, "well, yet another depressed man."
Well, no. I won’t let you think that. . . So to be unique, that’s what I mean
by the artistry of it. Again, not like I’m trying to be a virtuoso, but in a
sense that I’m trying to do something that’s going to make a person pay
particular attention to a particular person and not a diagnosis.
He stated that while he was less likely to use jargon, he had been criticized for
using "big" words, and that his vocabulary was "too rich." He seemed flabbergasted by
this feedback.
Other trainees described the relative usefulness ofjargon. For instance, Anna
stated that her use ofjargon primarily depended on the client and the context. She stated
she would not hesitate to use jargon if it matched her experience of the client, or the
client's own reported experience. Paul also recalled that while he does not necessarily
use a lot ofjargon, he does use terms that are not ordinarily used by people outside of the
field of clinical psychology. He stated;
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I certainly started using more diagnostic language, but 1 also used more
just kind of general psychological, nor jargon per se, but just language that
just kind of gets used that people outside of psychology probably wouldn’t
use. I started using it more, but 1 still, 1 don’t think my reports are overly
jargonized Fsicj...
Language Imitation
Paul succinctly described a process of imitation and the accumulation of words
and phrases used by others. Anna alluded to this process when she stated that she
"hoarded" the ideas of her supervisors to write formulations of her clients' problems.
Additionally, Katy stated that her earlier reports reflected her supervisor's "words," rather
than her own. Paul elaborated;
And of course you learn like your favorite sentences to describe certain
things... "Appropriate eye contact" is like a catch phrase... certain words
like "disheveled" become an important word in mental status because it's
very descriptive of certain types of clients. It’s a better descriptive word
for that type of person than "slob" is, because it’s not necessarily
derogatory, it’s "disheveled," but it characterizes the feeling you have for
somebody that has papers everywhere and things like that. So there are
certain words that you come to use more often. If you find a good word
that’s descriptive but not derogatory in particular then you kind of stick to
those.
The Language of Theory
Beth
Beth described changes in her use of language that corresponded to her work with
different theories and supervisors. She stated that while working from a cognitive
behavioral perspective her language was "more technical" and "symptom oriented. She
recalled that shifting from one supervisor and theory to the next, her language developed
an orientation to "affect" and "mood." She stated that "only recently [she] started
to use
more terms. . .to explain the affective experiences of [her] clients." She
agreed that she
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appeared to have "traded" one language for another, each better suiting one theory or
supervisor.
Steve
Steve echoed Beth's experience stating that while on a cognitive behavioral
clinical team, he would "probably, in [his] report writing, talk more in those terms."
However, when I asked Steve directly if his language changed in any way over the course
of his training at the PSC, he stated without elaboration, "Not that I am aware of."
Nevertheless, later in the interview, Steve indicated that his language had developed,
making reports easier to write. He stated;
The more kind of grounded you are in a particular theory, you know,
theoretical background, and able to talk about your patient in that way and
with the right language and with a certain level of sophistication, the better
off you were. . . Starting out, that was particularly hard and it got easier as I
went along.
In conclusion, it seemed clear that trainees were quite thoughtful about their use
of language. Each had clear reasoning for using or not using jargon, and most seemed to
acknowledge the power words have on audiences and our own thoughts.
Voice
Closely related to trainee descriptions of their language in clinical reports were
their experiences of their own "voice." Participants described a process of initial
discomfort or lack of confidence not only with their language, but with what they had to
say using those words. Their struggle encompassed the problem of objectivity, the use of
the first person narrative, and the validity of their own perspective on the work of
psychotherapy.
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To Be or Not to Be...“The Therapist” or “Me?”
Trainees described fearing that covert references to themselves interfered with the
objective claims they wished to make about their clients and the treatment. Competing
with this fear was the idea that excluding themselves from reports also obscured
objectivity in this context. Trainees viewed themselves as equal partners with their
clients in the therapeutic endeavor which clinical reports professed to describe. Recently,
I had the opportunity to see this decision making process in action in the context of my
current training environment. Two of the milieu counselors with whom I work were
writing notes about their contact with clients. Each looked up when I came into the room
and asked; "How do I refer to myself in the notes? Do I say 'I,' 'me,' 'myself,' 'the
therapist,' 'this report writer'?" Deeply immersed in my dissertation data and excited to
hear the question asked, I replied; "That is a very good question! How will you decide?"
One counselor generally presented, in my view, as one with greater confidence than the
other. He stated, "Well, it is me, I mean, I am the one writing the note, and I am the one
who had the interaction with the client that I am describing here." He concluded that
writing anything other than "I" would be obscuring the "truth," rendering the note less
"authentic." He stated triumphantly in conclusion, "I'm going to use 'I.' I'm the one
writing it, so it is me!" The other counselor who seemed less confident threw up her
hands with a shrug and simply stated, "I don't know. I'm just gonna use 'this writer.'"
(The dialogue above was generated from my memory of these events. I wrote down what
I remembered moments after the interaction.) Because they were not interview subjects
and I did not want to intrude on their process, they were not asked to think more about
their decisions. Nevertheless, they presented me with some interesting thoughts around
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the connection between greater confidence and comfort with one's own voice that
mirrored the responses of my research participants. Trainees participating in this project
initiated conversations about the use of the first person prior to its inclusion as a more or
less official interview question in and of itself Hence, participants spoke to this issue at
varying depth and breadth. Below is a representation of some of the discussions that
evolved around this topic.
Jill
Jill stated that while she had been instructed by supervisors "never to use the first
person," she found after reviewing her reports that she did in fact use the word "I" most
often if she were describing an "interaction" between her and the client. She stated that
"once the decision was made that this particularly salient incident had to go in... there
was no other way to do it" than to use the first person pronoun. She also recalled and
noted in the reports she read for our interview that when she felt more uncertain about her
understanding or interpretation of a client in a report, she used the phrase "in this
therapist's opinion." This seemed to create distance between the trainee and the opinion.
However, if she felt certain about an interpretation or recommendation she stated that she
would write, "In my opinion. . . " She also noted from her reports that she did not say "I
felt. .
.
" or "I thought. .
.
" because she did not feel confident enough to put more of her own
experience in the context of a report. Jill's description of her experience with the first
person narrative was a bit confusing. While it seemed that on the one hand she felt
comfortable with using the first person narrative, she reserved it for times when she felt
more certain about her thinking. When asked if anything had changed about her writing
style since she left her training experience at the PSC, she stated with an emphasis on the
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word I," that her report writing "began to come out more like how / understand folks
from like how / put things together."
Steve
Steve responded to my question about using the first person narrative in reports
by stating, "I think I would use 'we' and T when necessary, but try not to overdo that."
He explained;
Most good report writing, or like if you are doing a study, even if it’s a
qualitative study, research study, if you can help using "I" or "we,"
stylistically that s better. And while I don’t think that applies to clinical
reports, in the same way at all, I still think that to not overdo it is a nice
middle ground.
I wondered if Steve was referring to the desirability of a sense of objectivity
communicated by a language that is unencumbered by the first person as is typical in
most research. I offered the following interpretation of his responses and he stated that 1
had indeed captured what he meant;
So there is.
. . a style of writing in a lot of different genres as a
psychologist, and for the most part they call for.
. .not using words like "I"
and "we." While in a clinical report you really are talking about the work
you’re doing with a client, and you really are there, so you feel like it’s
hard to avoid not putting the word "I" or "me" in the report, but you just
want to make sure that it’s not all the time.
.
.
He continued;
I just think it’s better, as long as you don’t lose what you’re trying to
communicate about a patient or anything you’re writing about by taking
out the "I" or the "we" or the "me", I think that if you can do it without it,
it’s always, well I don’t want to say always, but my sense is that in terms
of writing style, it’s better. That’s my thinking... when it’s possible to
avoid the "I", "we" and "me" business, too much, I think it’s also nice to
add it occasionally, you know. You know, work together, or we discussed
it, but do not overdo it.
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It was difficult to get a clear sense of Steve's reasons for using the first person
narrative only in moderation other than it seemed to conflict with his internal sense of
how psychologists should be describing their research and work with clients.
At the end of our discussion about how audiences impacted his report writing, he
stated that he would be more inclined to write empathically and non-judgmentally. To
this end, he stated that he would describe "what the patient revealed" to him "rather than
what [he thought] about the patient." So, while it still remains unclear, Steve's use of the
first person narrative seemed at least partially related to the audience as it is implied in
his expressed desire to write without offense.
Zina
Zina also implicated the supervisory audience as the factor most influencing her
choice of self-referents in reports. She stated, as I cited earlier, that her supervisors
instructed her not to use the word "we" in reports stating, according to Zina, "No, it is not
about 'you' or 'we,' it's about the client." She stated that this advice left her with the
concern that her presence in reports was too great. She concluded that her use of self-
referents depended on with whom she was working even if she would like to write
otherwise:
I guess it depends on the supervisor and how the supervisor conceptualizes
case reports. Sometimes I want to write, "In my experience of blah, blah,
blah, this is what happened."
In her last statement, Zina alluded to a wish to assert her view of therapeutic
events. Interestingly, a glance at her reports raised some interesting questions. In one of
Zina's first termination reports she referred to herself only once in the third person using
the phrase, "this therapist." However, when she reached the section entitled "Summary of
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Treatment Course" in the same report, she used the words "me" and "I" repeatedly. The
content of this section focused on Zina's experience of the client's abrupt decision to
terminate the treatment in the last ten minutes of a session. Once she completed her
description of those events and how she handled the news, in the same section of the
report, Zina returned to the third person using the referent "this woman therapist." In her
recommendations at the end of the same report, Zina referred to herself as "a former
provider" as if to solidify the termination between her and the client. Over the following
year and a half, Zina tended to use the first person much less. On average, she used the
word "I" or "we" one to three times per report with no other self-referents. It would be
interesting to know how this shift developed over the course of that 1 8 months of
training. Perhaps, as she suggested, her change was related to changes in supervisors.
Paul
Paul described solving the problem of the first person referent by using the word
"we." He stated that he viewed all psychotherapies as "collaborative" in nature,
therefore, he tried to communicate the spirit of that collaboration with his language. Paul
added that when he described his conceptualization of the client's problems in reports, he
tended to use phrases such as "What the conceptualization is that we have both arrived at
is. .
.
" instead of communicating his individual thoughts. True to his word, a review of
four termination reports written over the course of eighteen months turned up only six
uses of the word "we," three referent phrases "[the client] and I," one use of the first
person "I" and one "this writer." His use of the word "I" and "this writer" in the latter two
instances reflected specific and more independent activities such as having called the
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client or having video-taped the client. Additionally, he used these referents almost
exclusively in the Summary of Treatment Course sub-section of his reports.
Katv
Katy also described using the word "'we' most of the time." She described some
of her reasons as follows:
It’s just that I don’t want to bring myself in too much... there’s really an
attempt to remove myself from the process which is stupid because like,
you know, you’re half there. It’s so important, but, yeah, I think I’ve been
taught to not say, you know, "I". I wouldn’t even say like "I utilized this
intervention." I think I’d definitely remove "I." I say "I" every now and
then in contact notes, but I think very rarely do I say "I" in a final report. .
.
A brief look at the four termination reports Katy was asked to review for this
project, revealed that in fact, she did use the words "we" and "our" as primary referents.
However, she did use the word "I" at least 12 times over the course of these four reports
written within an eighteen month period. Compared to these trainee peers, that is
probably higher than she might have predicted.
Even though Katy used the word "I" more that she might have realized, one
explanation might lie in her reported feelings of inauthenticity in relation to the events of
psychotherapy when the first person pronoun was excluded. She agreed with the
following statement I made in summary of her responses; "When I start saying 'we' when
it really was just me, I feel like I'm lying, but then. . .1 feel like I have to say we. She
replied; "Right, totally.
"
Anna
Anna was the first participant to be interviewed. She might also be the participant
who spurred my interest in how trainees feel about using the first person in their reports.
Again, I had not thought of discussing this topic with participants, so I did
not ask Anna
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to elaborate on one of her statements. I had asked her about using jargon in the context
of her reports. While she glanced at one report exploring the topic of jargon, she was
interrupted mid-stream noticing that she had written something that surprised her. She
stated;
One time I wrote... "this therapist"...Whew! 1 don’t know where that came
from. I’ve never, I’ve always been against that. I don’t know, there must
have been some pressure that I felt to write it that way. But I wouldn’t do
that.
While we did not explore this topic together, over the course of the data analysis,
I decided to go back to her reports and examine her use of language to indicate her
presence in the therapeutic relationship. In the earliest report of hers that we reviewed,
she referred to herself only one time. She used the word "our" referring to ". . .our first
session..." In her second report, written in the same month as the first, she also only
referred to herself one time. In this case, she used the word "we." Three months later
and with a change in supervisors (perhaps the pressure she was referring to) she referred
to herself as "this therapist" two times in the report, and did not refer to herself more
directly at any other time in that report. Yet, another eight months later, with the same
supervisor, she wrote a report in which she used the word "I" several times. She stated:
"I intend to. . .
",
"I will provide. .
.
",
"I will support. .
.
",
"I have already explained to
her...", "I would also want...", "...my role will...", and finally she wrote, "I anticipate
that." There are interesting ways in which this use of the first person might be related to
the particulars of the case. Anna described the client in this report as one who had strong
"dependency" needs. She reported that the client stated she did not "feel whole" if she
was not involved with a man, and that she felt "empty" when alone. Anna also
reported
that this client stated "I need another person to feel like I'm a person.
By myself I'm
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absolutely nothing." Anna also described working to help her client make important
decisions about her life. One wonders if Anna's greater presence in this report reflected
something about the emptiness and dependency needs of this client, or the way Anna
coped or worked with such a presentation. While it could simply be that Anna was
growing more confident in her report writing, her next report (a full page longer than the
last with the same supervisor) harbored only four references to herself She used both "1"
and "we" on two separate occasions. In any case, the plot thickens here and it would be
worth sorting out in the future how trainee relationships with their clients, and their
clients' difficulties in life impact the way they write reports.
While it was not always easy to get a sense ofwhy participants thought using first
person referents were less desirable than the third person or the collaborative "we," one
reason may be found in academic psychology's propensity toward the goal of objectivity
as an ideal. While some participants noted that this ideal was a likely culprit, they
simultaneously found it an unrealistic or unhelpful goal in the context of report writing.
For instance, Jill expressed her skepticism by disagreeing with “the whole idea of being
objective and taking yourself out of the reports, never writing from the first person.”
When Katy was asked why she tried not to use the word "I" in reports, she replied
with greater clarity:
It makes it more subjective maybe. If I were to use "I," it would sound
more subjective... it's supposed to be an objective sense of what's going on
with the client. . .1 think we're taught that the therapist shouldn't [use the
first person]. It's like supposed to be an objective report, but it's
impossible really. When you really think about it, it's totally impossible.
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Voice Validity
Participants also discussed a way in which they were concerned about the validity
of their own voices. This concern revealed itself in several ways. For instance,
participants described using old reports as a model from which to write their own. Also
relevant here is the idea of "hoarding" the ideas of supervisors for fear that they might not
have enough to say, or the tools from which they might draw their own conclusions.
Additionally, participants described a struggle to make a separation between their own
possibly idiosyncratic experience of the client and a view that might be more grounded in
some kind of invisible consensus. And finally, participants described simply benefiting
from greater experience as therapists and as report writers. The accumulation of wisdom
therein boosted their confidence. Their contribution to the voices describing the client
population gained validity in their view.
Beth
For instance, while Beth described learning to "omit things" from her reports, she
also learned to omit her "voice" while writing from a cognitive behavioral perspective.
She stated that she learned to oblige the audience in this realm "just by not putting [her]
voice into it." However, she described moving away from that mode of writing. This
shift coincided with "being more comfortable as a therapist," "developing greater
confidence and more knowledge about how to do psychotherapy." She stated that these
gains "helped [her] to develop a 'voice' in [her] writing [she] believe[d] [was] more
confident or authoritative." In fact, one report writing facet she enjoyed was developing
the capacity to "stand behind [her] conclusions and really make a decision."
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Anna
While Anna initially "hoarded the ideas" of her supervisor for fear she would not
find her own voice, she made several statements over the course of our interview
suggesting that her report writing had benefited from developing more confidence in her
thinking and how she puts that thinking into words. She focused primarily on feeling
greater confidence in her formulations. She stated that "now [she] trust[s] that [she'll]
have some things to say and feels confident putting in things that maybe [she] hadn't
previously discussed with the supervisor." She agreed that there is "more of her" in
reports. She also replied "yes" to the following question: "And that comes with feeling
more confident about your capacity to understand and conceptualize your client and then
write about it?" She continued:
1 do feel if any part of the report writing has changed, it's definitely the
formulation. Like [it] has gone from being really sort of bare bones and
tentative to being more confident. Muscular, confident, assured,
definitely. I do remember 1 could go racing through the whole report and
then the formulation was like, "ugh, this is the hard part." And it feels
more, less like that, more like a continuation, a natural flowing from the
rest of the report, less like, "ugh, I just hit the hard part." I think 1
remember even saying like, "oh yeah. I’m almost done with this report but
it's the hardest part that’s left." And it is the hard part, it is the part that
takes the most of your own thinking, so confidence in your own thinking
and the most inference where 1 like to stay close to the client and being
asked to make inferences and step away, step back from the client. But it
seems much more connected to the report than it used to.
JiU
Parallel with Anna's description of "hoarding ideas" was a conflict Jill described
while writing reports early on in her training. She stated that she had been advised
throughout the process of getting her degree that she and her peers were the "elite," the
"cream of the crop," etc. She described what she believed was in fact an initial false
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sense of the validity of her voice. She noted that she often found herself, like Anna,
including most often, what her supervisor had advised her to write. She stated that in
retrospect, this behavior begged the question; "Whose voice is it anyway?" She stated
that she explored issues pertaining to the validity of her voice at greater depth outside of
the context of graduate training.
The Validity of Self as Therapeutic Instrument
Along with greater confidence, participants described learning to value their own
experience of the client as an instrument for understanding. Some described feeling
confident that they could find a way to share those experiences, contributing something
of importance about the client or the work in reports. Others described a continued
struggle to answer the question; "What is me and what is the client?" They recalled not
quite moving into a place where they understood the value of the intersubjective field.
Frank
For instance, Frank described greater confidence in his voice and its validity in
the context of his work. However, he recalled initially struggling with the validity of his
own experience in the therapy, and its importance in the treatment as a whole.
Eventually, he developed the notion that his reactions to the client were important pieces
of data for the treatment. This included noticing that he used the first person narrative
more only later in his report writing career. He stated;
I used the first person in some of the recommendations. And I didn’t do
that in the beginning, and I think that I was thinking about how that
happened, and I think that reflected an increased confidence in my clinical
skills to be able to make specific recommendations and to feel like, you
know, that I have a pretty good sense of what has happened in therapy,
what the client needs, what they don’t need, how they’re doing in the
future and so I think that changed.
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Further, he described including his own "personal reactions" and "feelings in the therapy"
in his later reports. In particular, he recalled a client who talked "abstractly, and in a lot
of language that didn't really invite [him] into the dialogue in the therapy." He stated that
he felt more comfortable with that experience as an important part of the client's
difficulties, allowing himself permission to use "those words in the report."
The reasons he was more hesitant to include aspects of his own experience in
reports earlier on were twofold. First, he stated; "I probably didn't get the sense
that.
. .that's an important part of the treatment and her development." And second:
I was maybe more unsure of my own reactions... like [I doubt myself] "Is
that true? Is she really not inviting?"
. .
.
Questioning yourself and your own
perspective on what's going on, and I think that through time, I've been
able and felt more comfortable with my own reactions and as a result of
that included those more in the report.
Frank also continued to describe in other portions of our interview a growing
confidence that his own reactions in the therapy were report worthy. He stated;
For instance, my own reactions to it, like I wouldn't include that in the
beginning, but that became another piece of information that I got used to
doing in the treatment, so that would be included in the report.
So, in other words, the more he could discern the value of his experience to the work of
therapy, the more confident he felt about including that in his reports.
Zina
While Zina reported that she had not yet begun to put more of her own
experiences in reports, she described the desire to embark on that venture with continued
concern about the validity or factual nature of her experience. She stated.
I want to take more risks again. . .1 want to take a stand, or even try to get a
more complete picture of the client in a report. I want to fill the report
more with who I understand the client to be. . .1 want to put more of the
client and my experience of the client into the report. . .It is hard for me
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though... I m not sure why, but I feel like 1 would like to grow... make it
more alive in a way, rather than.
. . "Just the facts ma'am."
Katy
Katy stated that her report writing changed over the course of her development in
the sense that she felt more comfortable with her own voice. She stated about report
writing;
I think it’s a lot less painful... I’m more confident with my own words and
my own conceptualizations and I feel better about the way that I... have
the capacity to understand clients on a more complex level than 1 did when
I first started, so I feel like I do have something to share and whereas
before I think I felt like... I don’t know what.
Clearly, trainee perceptions of their own "voice" in reports was impacted by their
sense of competence, a struggle with the concept of objectivity, and their relationships
with their supervisors, clients and theory. This section, as in most sections, represented
another scene in the play of report writing. Issues pertaining to voice connected to the
relational theatre inherent in the report writing endeavor. Trainees described the impact
of audience members on their capacity to claim their own voice. The whispering
butterflies of stage fright appeared to be followed by enough dress rehearsals inspiring
greater confidence and projection, some of their voices heard in the back row.
Frustrations With Clinical Report Writing
As planned, trainees were asked to describe frustrations with report writing.
However, the moment the interview process for this project commenced, the PSC
instituted an "irreversible F policy." Since there appeared to be considerable frustration
with the policy at the time, I wanted to know if this colored responses to my questions
about report writing. Therefore, trainees were asked more specifically if this
policy was a
source of frustration first, followed by more general inquiries with regard to
report
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writing frustrations. Below is a description of the policy, trainee participants' reactions to
the policy, and descriptions of other frustrations these trainees recalled.
The Irreversible F Policy
The "irreversible F policy" required that trainees complete their reports by a
specific date at the end of each semester. The consequence for non-compliance was the
grade of "F" for the semester that would not be changed even if reports were completed
past due. This policy was designed, as I understood it at the time, to ensure that clinical
reports were completed in a timely manner. Late reports left the PSC with an incomplete
record beyond a time with which administrators felt comfortable. Trainees were to
describe their thoughts and feelings about the policy as it pertained to their report writing
process. The results suggested that the policy itself seemed to have little impact on
trainees' process.
Anna
Anna stated that reports were her first priority at the end of the semester. Given
her orientation to the timing of her reports, she stated that the irreversible F policy did not
impact her process. She responded;
There have been times when I have chosen to do the report writing last
because I just can’t do everything, but it goes against my natural tendency.
My natural tendency would be to do that first, like something small to get
out of the way, it's something I enjoy. I’m pretty much attracted to doing
that. So, I don’t feel the irreversible F policy is a big deal.
Zina
Zina however, seemed more distressed by the policy. She described working
to
complete reports on time, but her compliance with the policy was costly.
She stated.
I think when that irreversible F policy came in it was like "oh God I have
to get this done"... and "God wouldn’t it be great if I had an extra
week
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and I didn’t feel as pressured...! could really sit down and rethink
things.
. . but I felt like I needed to get this done.
. .I’m getting people
around me telling me, I’m getting memo’s, I’m getting the staff telling me
It needs to be in on such and such a date.
. .Well guess what, you guys will
get It, but I don’t think it is going to be as thoughtail"
. . . 1 kind of miss [the
thoughtfulness].
Zina also stated that with the "time crunch" she would be less likely to experiment
with different ways of writing even if she wanted to do so.
Katy stated that the policy did not change the way she wrote. She reported
generally completing reports on time even without the policy in place. She felt that the
Irreversible F policy was more “annoying” than anything else. She described her own
internal pressures for getting things in on time:
It didn’t really [affect me] because I don’t really turn things in late ever.
But it's like my own internal date that I set for things that is a pressure for
me, like in and of itself The irreversible F thing is just annoying.
Frank
While Frank stated that report writing was a crucial time for him to think more
deeply about his clients, like Katy and Anna, he too reported that the irreversible F policy
did not impact his report writing. However, later on in the interview when asked to
describe fhistrations with reports "other than time constraints," he stated that time
pressures had in fact been a source of frustration. He stated:
It has been fhistrating, yeah, I do them at the last minute most of the time.
Ajid I usually come through at the end with them being on time but it's a
push at the end, so meeting those is a challenge.
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General Frustrations
Beth
While Beth was not asked specifically about the irreversible F policy, as noted
earlier, she persistently described feeling rushed through the report writing process. She
complained that there was not enough time to review her conceptualizations with her
supervisors. She stated:
My biggest fhistration probably is feeling initially that I would have liked
a little bit more guidance on how to write a report. I can remember my
first report and treatment plan that was written, all were done in a very
short period of time over the summer, and I remember just like being
"okay, you have to go do it. You’ve got the yellow book and you do it."
And my supervisor, she gave it back to you the day before it was due, and
she writes some correction, and you would just in the process of making
those corrections really quick and getting them to the person. So you
didn’t really get a chance to think about the corrections, talk to her about
why she wanted those corrections, talk about if she agreed with my case
conceptualization, like there’s no knowing until some point after... And
just not knowing. I’ve never had a discussion about case
conceptualization with any of my supervisors.
It was clear that Beth's wishes for more time to discuss her conceptualizations of clients
were fhistrated. In particular, Beth described feeling alone in the process with the
"yellow book" published by the PSC to guide trainees through much of the administrative
affairs of the clinic (See APPENDIX B). She stated;
You get the yellow book, you read about what's supposed to go into each
section, and then the feedback is more along the lines of what to
omit. . . what to take out, "change this sentence" here, there.. .there have
never been like major revisions. If anything, the major revisions are about
taking out. "Take this out, it doesn’t go." You just think like there s got
to be something more to it. .. it would be nice if there was a guide book,
something you could read, something you could have a fifty minute
session about. . .There isn’t a class on report writing.
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Beth added that what she learned in her introduction to assessment class did not
transfer to clinical report writing to help her with the process. This was contrary to
supervisor assumptions described in later result sections. She stated:
I feel like [the assessment professor's] reports, I don’t even remember
what they were, the assessment, but it’s like they have nothing to do with
the types of reports you write on your client at the PSC, or very
little... really a different kind of report.
Jill
Jill echoed Beth s concerns when she described the belief that little attention was
allotted to teaching trainees about the report writing process. She stated that she didn't
remember anyone really talking to [trainees] much about... the purpose of report
writing." She recalled feeling frustrated by faculty's focus on the "legal/ethical issues and
responsible practice, and passing on information to the next therapist" aspects of report
writing.
Zina
Zina also described feeling frustrated and constricted by the focus on legal issues
surrounding the process of report writing. She stated:
Thinking about the legal [issues] and about who is going to see the
report... It could be the client... technically it’s theirs... it’s almost like I
feel kind of like I have to be really really careful and as a result, I don’t
feel like there is as much room to. . throw all these ideas out. . that’s
frustrating. . . in supervision I had space where I could just go "oh what
about this and what about that. . . " But in reports I can’t do that as
frequently or as much as I would like to.
Fears of Evaluation
Several trainees also described fears of being evaluated via the supervisory review
process of reports. Katy in particular described feeling "judged" and "anxious" about
writing in the context of the PSC. She attributed the development of these concerns to
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the introduction to assessment class where she reported worrying about negative
criticism. She stated;
I think it s just also frustrating to me that 1 feel so judged about it, and I’m
so anxious about it. It's not necessarily about the PSC or about anybody
else, but it kind of is. Introduction to [assessment] report writing was very
judgmental and critiqued, and like "this is the right way to write a report
and this is the way I want you to do it." So now I’m sort of frightened
whenever I sit down to write a report like I won’t do it the right way
instead of it being about the client. I’m not loose enough and comfortable
enough yet with just sort of sharing my experience about the client.
Maybe it’s good to start structured and then loosen up as you go. It’s the
fear aspect that’s kind of a bummer.
She continued;
I realize that the anxiety that comes up in that class (introduction to
assessment) may really set people up and get them really anxious about
report writing.
. .People just get so anxious. And some of them really get
slaughtered.
Katy was asked about concerns she might have about her confidentiality at this
point in the interview. She stated the belief that this faculty member was already aware
that there was “a lot of fear induced in that class.” She stated in particular that she feared
others would think she was a “bad writer.”
Frank also alluded to some of the above concerns when he agreed that he worked
hard to sort out what his supervisors would want to see in his reports. He hoped that in
doing so, he could "stave off criticism" by being sufficiently inclusive.
Jill noted that while report writing was relatively easy for her, "the process
leading up to it was fnistrating." She referred to a lack of safety and feeling over-
evaluated in the context of the PSC and supervision. Trainees' evaluation anxiety will be
further described as it arose out of the process of exploring text measures in the second
to
last section of these trainee results.
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Idiosyncratic Frustrations
Participants also described general complaints that were more idiosyncratic in
nature. For instance, two trainees described feeling frustrated by reports simply because
they did not like to write. Katy stated; "I hate writing so much. So, to think that I would
actually impose that upon myself if I were in private practice is hard to imagine..."
Steve shared a similar frustration;
For the most part, I don’t enjoy writing per se...more often than not,
writing is burdensome for me, and yet I understand why reports need to be
written and the value in terms of my own learning process and sort of
ability to do my job. . .whenever I had to do a report it was like well, that’s
something I gotta do, that’s part of my job, part ofmy training, I’ll sit
down and do it... and I always took a lot of pride in my work so that when I
sit down to do some things. . .1 usually put a lot into it, but it’s not really a
process I look forward to or physically enjoy. . . it’s burdensome. . . it feels
like a lot of work...
Steve also recalled feeling developmentally frustrated. He struggled with what he
described as an inadequate grasp of the language used to describe how clinicians
understand their clients. However, Steve described maintaining perspective on his own
learning process. He stated;
To go back to the case conceptualization piece, I think that that was
frustrating because I don’t feel like I had the language or. . .developed the
skills yet internally or educationally to do a good job at that. So in that
way, it was frustrating because I can’t, no matter how much work I put
into it. I’m still not going to feel like, it looks really good or it meets the
requirement, then it’s fhistrating. I remember feeling that way. . .1 would
limit that piece more to the case conceptualization because the other
pieces I felt I could do fine. And I also understood the process, the
learning process, so in that way while it’s fhistrating, I didn t, I wasn t
holding myself up to some unrealistic standard. And I also knew that
relative to my peers in graduate school, I was pretty good at what I was
doing. So those things mediated the desire to write a really great report
because I sort of had it in those perspectives.
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Additional frustrating elements of report writing focused on issues of structure
Steve and Paul complained that the intervals in which trainees were required to write
reports did not match the needs of the treatment. Steve stated that writing Progress Notes
at the end of each semester was "sort of a pain in the ass," because it seemed like an
"arbitrary time frame," rather than one guided by the time frame of the treatment itself
Paul offered the same complaint at greater length. However, he included the one
condition under which writing reports at the end of each semester might be of help to
him. He stated:
One of the things that frustrates me.
. .
it’s reports that are written because
that’s what the rule says, not because that’s what’s useful. So we have a
rule that you write a treatment plan after the 4^ session, we have a rule
that you write a progress note at the end of each semester, and I don’t
think, the only thing I have a dogmatic belief about is that you shouldn’t
be too dogmatic... Very often I’ll get assigned a client and for some
reason, 4^ session, we’re not ready... What fhistrates me is not having the
flexibility to put it off a few more sessions. . .Most ofthe time I can bully
myself around the system but I don’t like having to bully. I wish I could
just be like, look, it’s not time to write the treatment plan. . .The only thing
that doesn’t help me is the end of the semester progress notes...Because
they’re useless. It's just a summary of contact notes. I’ve already written
the contact notes. It’s a summary of contact notes. Now, if at the end of
each semester I re-evaluated my treatment plan. . .or my formulation, that
would be helpful. . . a progress note at the end of the semester is worthless
to me because it is viewed and I view it as a summary ofmy contact notes,
a quick ditty that a supervisor can read if my client has a crisis while I’m
out of town. And as far as I’m concerned, they should be able to look at
the last two sessions, or skim over the contact notes, it’s just a worthless
document for me. . .unless you’re re-evaluating the treatment plan, might
be a good idea. And I wouldn’t necessarily do that on my own, but if I’m
asked to, I think it would be helpful.
Andy presented an argument to the contrary when he stated that reports written on
a semester by semester basis "formed an opportunity to kind of sum up everything that
had preceded it. . . and the ground that [he and the client] had covered. . . over the course
of those months.
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Lastly, Katy stated that she found the sub-sections of reports frustrating. She
stated that she would like to combine different sections, or design sections that are
generated by the needs of her client and the report. She recalled that she and her first
supervisor did not "conceptualize [the report structure] exactly the way the [PSC] did "
Trainees clearly found some aspects of report writing helpful as noted in earlier
sections. However, they described their share of fmstrations as well. While not in a
position to evaluate the relative importance of trainee frustrations, it seemed as if the
most important complaint pertained to the inadequate amount of time to conceptualize
their clients with their supervisors' guidance in the context of report writing. This seemed
relatively more significant as the majority of trainees looked to report writing as one of
the most productive venues to develop their thinking about their clients. Perhaps greater
communicative strides would also work toward reducing trainees' anxieties about their
writing.
Changes In Report Writin2
Thus far, trainees have cited changes in their language, voice, theory, supervisors
and audience potential as major influences on their clinical report writing. Many of the
above changes were noted in the context of asking more general questions about their
experiences writing clinical reports. However, trainees were also asked more direct
questions pertaining to their clinical report writing development. Those questions were
as follows; (1) Did it get easier to write reports over time? (2) Has your
view of report
writing changed in any way over the course of your development? (3) What did you
learn
about report writing that most affected the way you wrote reports for the
PSC? While
many trainees noted that report writing was less difficult with practice,
trainee stones of
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development varied such that presenting their full responses separately rather than
thematically are warranted in this section. Some trainee stories of change were exhausted
in other sections, therefore most previously cited results have been excluded from this
section.
Jill
Jill described several factors that made report writing less difficult as she
progressed in her training. Many of the things she earlier described as a source of
frustration seemed to ease. For instance:
Well, there’s this [greater] knowledge level that made it easier.
Getting.
. . acculturated to what is expected and what typically goes in, so
not having to like scrutinize that [in reports] in the same way. Getting
more sophisticated about my thinking and being able to put together the
things that were important to the context or those kinds of things, so just
experience in general. Learning some of the language and the meaning of
the language, no, it's not so much learning the language as learning the
concepts, because I still didn’t use huge amounts of language.
Jill also described the impact of writing reports for other training sites. In those
environments, where she reportedly felt less "judged" and more "supported," she was
able to develop greater skill, which she then transferred to her PSC reports. She stated;
It also got. . .easier in some ways when I got out of the PSC, when I was
experiencing different environments that were not kind of programmed in
the same way. Within myself it got easier in terms of the experience and
the practice and those kinds of things. . . And then there’s the kind of, it got
easier because I became exposed to different. . .levels of supportiveness or
judgment or these kinds of things so that I was nurtured in different ways
in this process.
Jill stated that her reports and her supervision seemed too closely linked to her
overall graduate school performance. Environments that were not tied to the psychology
department seemed more conducive to the self-exploration she desired, which ultimately
impacted her report writing positively. She stated that at other practicum sites,
she
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developed greater trust in her supervisors which allowed her to explore questions such as
What is me and what is the client?" without the concern that information might "filter up
or down."
Jill also indicated that she developed greater facility with reports as she
was "socialized" to the culture of the field. She stated:
There’s the level within myself and interaction with the field or the
expectations as a whole, it got easier because I got socialized to the
expectation[s].
Frank
Frank described early difficulties writing reports without a full grasp of theory to
organize the information he gathered about his clients. He recalled that developing
"some type of theoretical framework" helped him create a more coherent picture of the
client. He stated;
It's kind of a general way of understanding clients. . .1 didn't have that in
the beginning, so you're sort of swimming in a lot of information and
you're trying to make sense of it and it's more difficult in the beginning
and I think that changed through time. . .1 think it got easier because I
developed more refined conceptualization skills, more refined writing
skills, and I think also more developed therapeutic skills which I think also
helps writing the reports.
He added that "report writing is kind of a snap-shot of your development as a therapist."
He recalled noting that this was true of the trainees he supervised as a peer supervisor in
his fourth year of training. (As the reader will note in future results sections, one
interviewed supervisor endorsed this view as well.). Frank continued:
Well, there’s a lot of, like you said before, your therapeutic skills, your
case conceptualization skills are, they develop through time and your
clinical writing skills do too, but that’s from supervision, that’s from doing
treatment and that is evident, at least for me in the reports too, where
they’re more clearly written, more sophisticated I think in terms of
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different details of making sense of the whole picture, and also reflect
more different parts of the therapy and of the treatment.
Anna
Anna also agreed that with practice, report writing became less difficult.
Although she noted a significant change in her behavior that impacted her report writing
more. Anna stated that earlier in her training, she transcribed her therapy sessions.
However, as a consequence of time, she quit this routine. She stated about this loss:
The main thing.
. .that has changed for me is that I used to listen to every
tape of every session and make an abridged transcript by hand... when I
wrote my reports I had a notebook full of all the sessions, where 1 could
pick out phrases that I might have forgotten and really get down to a level
of detail and. . .there just simply stopped being time. So now I rarely listen
to a tape. . .1 have those contact notes that 1 wrote when I was trying to
catch the bus to go on in my head, so I’m sure that my reports have taken
on a much more abstract and less detail-oriented quality...! don’t see how
it could be otherwise.
When asked what she missed about her transcribed sessions, she replied;
I think there was something literary about being able to pick out phrases. I
mean, the phrases are gone now. I can’t go to that level, and that’s what I,
and I had been saying before, the importance of the client’s words to me,
that I have this belief that a certain phrase will convey something to
someone else. And convey the same truth to someone else.
Given that she earlier purported the importance of using her clients' words, she
was asked how she remembered them without her transcripts. She stated;
Well, I guess the examples that I think of are often self-critical phrases
that people use and apply to themselves. For some reason those stand out.
The way that a client will call herself a "spoiled princess," and how many
different ways there would be to say that. . .Maybe sometimes the way that
people describe other people as being there and not being there for them.
Like, the kinds of disappointments that people express about other people.
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As a result of less virtual clinical material, she reported a reliance on her memory in
addition to thinking with broader strokes without access to the level of detail with which
she had grown accustomed. She stated:
I think it probably has gotten easier and quicker, but there’s a sense in
which its harder for me because I don’t have all that detail and it has
become more cognitive and reconstructive, and less sort of mechanical. I
don t get to flip pages [of transcribed sessions] and highlight things, and
now I have to sit and think instead of flipping and highlighting.
Anna agreed to the following summary statement:
So in the beginning, the reports were a little bit easier to write just because
you had so much material to work from, it took longer, seemed like a little
bit more work, but there was a greater ease because you had more access
to all of the material.
Anna added that she "was a lot less likely to lose [her] focus and walk away from the
computer. And that was more intense.”
Like Frank, Anna reported a burgeoning facility with report writing related to
increased "confidence in [her] formulations," and knowledge of the client. Additionally,
the development of her "voice" coincided with the realization that her writing had
achieved greater fluidity. She stated:
I think I’m literally less likely to like sit and work on one section and then
read and go to something else and then come back and work on another
section. Like, I’m more likely to do the report as a whole rather than
break it up into little tasks, and to just know where I’m going, earlier in
the report, to know where I’m going later in the report rather than do it
section by section. To have a more whole picture and want to just kind of
sit down and bang out that whole thing... It's not as fluid as when I would
be stopping and thinking [without] my notes to refer to.
Beth
As earlier described, Beth wrote with greater dexterity as a result of feeling more
broadly confident in her work. We also noted the manner in which her report writing
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changed as she shifted from supervisor to supervisor. However, Beth had more to say on
the subject of change. She stated;
The more you do the report writing, the better you get at it. I think also
the faster, the quicker, although it doesn't always have to be fast and
quick, but I think the easier it comes.
Beth also stated that her outside practicum work writing assessment reports
helped her write reports at the PSC. This was contrasted to her earlier claims that reports
written in her introduction to assessment class were too different to transfer her skills to
clinical reports for the PSC. Nevertheless, she stated that her assessment practicum
helped her "express [her] formulations with writing."
Steve
Steve did not recall “any radical changes.” However, he speculated that he was
likely to have improved on a “variety of levels.” He recalled that the “hardest part” was
the “case conceptualization and trying to come up with some sort of formulation ofwhy
the person is experiencing what ever they’re experiencing when they come into therapy,
and who they are. . . " As others described, feeling more "grounded" in theory aided Steve
to that end. Additionally, with more experience, he assumed he was a "better" report
writer. He stated:
I assume that I would be better at it now than I was then and that my case
conceptualization skills would be more sophisticated and less a source of
fhistration...rm relatively certain that my growth as a therapist would
allow me to assess or understand my patients more accurately or with
greater understanding than I did in graduate school and that would have an
impact on the report writing itself.
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Andy
Andy s understanding of his development as a report writer was quite different
than other trainee claims. In retrospect, he recalled that his writing probably did not
change significantly while training at the PSC. He offered the following reason:
I had thought a lot about writing and how to convey ideas and had done a
lot of it coming into the program, so in some ways 1 had already done all
that kind ofwork at least sufficiently enough so that my... sense of the
writerly [sic] mission was established and didn’t really evolve because
other things were what I was trying to become proficient in, trying to
master.
When asked to explain the phrase, “writerly [sic] mission” he stated;
In other words, my idea of what I wanted to use words for, the practice
that I had in using words to convey ideas, even sentence structure,
paragraph structure, tone of voice, vocabulary, all that stuff was already
honed from years of writing. It has changed since but at the time it was
both too brief a span I think to change (two years), and also since I was
dealing with something else that was wholly new, I think I was mostly
focused on what was wholly new, and this was the tried and true, the style
was tried and true.
Even though Andy was already an established writer when he started writing reports at
the PSC, he recalled that writing reports, in many respects, did not become easier. He
stated;
The issue isn’t that it gets easier as you get more experience. What
happens I think is you get more experience, you simply write better
reports given the intensity and clarity that you try to come to with each
person. They don’t get easier.
For Andy, this was a task that required a depth of thought that was never less
intense. He entered the PSC training program equipped to write well. In fact, that was
his most comfortable medium of expression. Yet, the work of describing an individual as
one who is greater than the sum of his symptoms was always time consuming. He
continued;
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It's an articulation of your relationship and it would be just like saying,
well because I've had one good friend, it's easier for me to have another
good friend. Well, probably not. In order to develop a friendship, you're
going to have something, again, individual and unique. One doesn't think
of it being easier to find best friends.
In conclusion, trainees described greater facility writing reports as they
developed, with Andy as the exception. For the most part, this development was
achieved with increased knowledge of theory, therapeutic skills, an exploration of self,
and practice. Trainees also noted that supervision and assessment report writing at
outside practicum sites positively transferred onto their clinical reports at the PSC.
Supervisor Impact
The reported impact of supervisors on the process of report writing was
enormous. Trainees discussed this impact in the context of questions designed to elicit
experiences of supervisors as well as questions without that specific intent. In particular,
trainees mentioned their supervisory experiences when asked to describe frustrations with
report writing, and what they learned that most affected the way in which they wrote
reports at the PSC. Interestingly, when trainees were asked to describe factors
contributing to their development, most implicated supervisory input on reports as a
major determinant. Other participants noted that greater supervisory input on report
writing helped them to clarify or deepen their thinking about their clients which, if the
reader will recall, was one of the most important gains trainees ascribed to the process of
report writing. Trainees also recalled "hoarding" or holding fast to the ideas expressed by
supervisors describing their clients. Trainees described carving out a greater degree of
safety for themselves in the initial stages of writing reports by imitating the thoughts
expressed by their supervisors. They feared they would have little to write about without
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their supervisors thoughts at hand. Conversations with supervisors about report writing
were deemed by trainees as the most worthwhile part of their work within that dyadic
context.
However, several conflicts emerged that might make facilitating this type of
conversation more difficult than trainee enthusiasm suggested. First, while trainees
believed that conversations about reports were facilitative, they also described feeling
vulnerable to criticism. In turn, they recalled a paucity of productive and/or educative
conversations with their supervisors. One wonders if supervisors responded only to one
side of trainees' ambivalence, deterred by fears of hurting trainees' burgeoning sense of
their own competence. Unfortunately, the cost of this relational struggle was that
supervisors were then perceived by trainees as having a "laissez-faire" attitude with
regard to reports. However, trainees were equipped to recognize that they were new to
this genre and were unlikely to be good at it early on. The "laissez-faire" attitude and the
lack of feedback worked to confuse some trainees with regard to their own evaluation of
their performance in this arena. In my own experience in training I recall specifically
asking one supervisor to focus on helping me write reports as a part of our working
agreement. While I asked for his guidance, my feelings were divided. In part, I
appreciated the fulfillment of his promise, but I also dreaded the process. I dreaded it not
because I felt criticized, he was particularly aware of my areas of fragility and acted
accordingly, but because I really hated writing reports. So, while I knew learning how to
write better reports would be good for me, like exercise and quitting smoking, I dreaded
the process, but felt happy with the results.
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Secondly, according to trainees, their supervisors worked to alert them to the
possible legal ramifications of clinical documentation. However, trainees' statements
seemed to imply a hyper-focus on this issue. While one can only speculate, perhaps
supervisors felt trepidation giving other types of feedback to trainees, yet more compelled
to set aside trainee fragility to ensure the legal protection of the clinic. I would also
speculate that supervisors' hyper-focus on this issue suggested that they harbored anxiety
with regard to the legal implications of their work as the clinicians holding the licenses
under which trainees practice. These anxieties might work to detract from the potential
for deeper and broader conversations about report writing. Third, trainees began to
allude to struggling to understand how they might construe their opinions of their clients
in the context of reports. Many trainees reported supervisors who suggested they write
more tentatively. Still others described feeling as though supervisor input interfered with
their own sense of what clinical material was relevant to reports in this context. Like
fledglings from a nest, trainees worked to fly straight on their own, but were greeted by
the shock waves of supervisors' reluctance to relinquish the protection offered by their
hard earned clinical experience, all of which worked to create several bumpy first flights.
Again, these experiences speak only to the idea that greater conversation is needed in this
arena.
Of course, there is only so much this dyad can accomplish together one hour per
week with more pressing and urgent issues to attend. Nevertheless, these results suggest
that greater communication either between the specific trainee and supervisor, or in a
larger didactic forum, would benefit both parties in the long haul of their work
together as
dyadic partners and members of the training community.
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With the above stated, interestingly, supervisors were described by trainees more
simply as just one more "audience" member in the theatre of clinical reports. However,
this section will focus on supervisors as an audience unto themselves for several reasons.
First, the immediacy and intensity of the supervisory dyad is qualitatively and
quantitatively different from an imagined potential audience. Second, supervisors more
directly contribute to the document itself by nature of their required additional signature
as a part of the legal record of treatment provided at the PSC. Third, while other people
and systems are potential audience members, supervisors are unique in that they are
required to read reports written by trainees. Lastly, while often psychotherapy is
described as a collaborative effort between the client and the therapist, clinical reports are
necessarily a collaborative effort between the trainee and his or her supervisor in a
training clinic. In the discussion that follows, there will be some over-lap in the
presentation of results here with other result segments. However the data has been
arranged to make every effort against repetition.
Congruent with my experience, many participants described more mutative report
writing experiences with at least one supervisor in the history of their training at the PSC.
What they learned from these supervisors was generally carried over into future
supervisory relationships.
Katy
For instance, Katy stated that when she was “brand spanking new, her first
supervisor focused “a lot on report writing." However, Katy and her supervisor
noted the
following:
My report writing. . . she made less and less comments, like it really
^
improved in my formulation. . . So, yeah she focused a lot on it but I don t
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know if that had to do with her or where I was. But then you come to like
[my next supervisor], she definitely didn’t focus on it at all. It was like,
whatever, just get it out there.
In fact, Katy stated that the former experience fostered her development as a therapist.
She stated;
So one of the ways that I’ve grown as a report writer and as a person who
conceptualizes cases in a complex way, is through writing, my first
supervisor... she would give me lots and lots of comments and questions,
and we would sit together and rework them and conceptualize the case
together. In fact, in my first reports I really, most of the reports I feel like
I’ve written have been for her. The first report I ever wrote which is this
one (referring to a report she re-read for this project), I hear her voice so
much coming through this report. The complexity of her thinking is here
more than the complexity of mine. But by the time you get to this report
which is the most recent report. . it is my report, this is what I wrote and
it’s my conceptualization. I think it’s good, I think it’s really okay.
While Katy's description of her second supervisor seemed to suggest a dismissive
attitude, the voice and guidance ofKaty's first supervisor remained in her mind as she
approached each new report in different supervisory context. She stated;
The way she taught me to write it is in my head. Her words and the way
she words things, the minutia of her writing is not as much, because I
don’t write the same way she does. Like I could tell, when I was reading
alone what sentences were hers and what sentences were mine. .
.
With this experience well solidified for Katy and her first supervisor sufficiently
internalized, Katy stated that she continued to improve on her capacity to understand her
clients through the process of report writing. She stated;
The more clients I have seen the better I am at putting together the pieces,
like looking for the right pieces rather than just sort of being overwhelmed
with all those different things and trying to put together the 1,000 pieces to
the puzzle. When I see people now I hold hunks, like the pieces are
bigger.
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In spite of Katy's positive experiences with her first supervisor, she described
feeling quite unsure of herselfwhen bringing reports to supervisors for review. She
stated;
It's always a blow. I always turn things in expecting there to be tons of
revisions and really internally expecting it to be chewed to pieces. .1 have
a very strong inner critic. I fear [that they’ll] discover that I’m really a bad
writer and I’ve just been faking it all along. I worry that I’m being
fraudulent. It's a little bit upsetting but. . .then I make the changes that they
suggest and think "yeah, this is much better." I never question those
comments. I never think, "oh, I don’t like this suggestion" actually. That
doesn’t occur to me, although I think it might more now than it did when I
first started out.
When asked what kind of revisions she was typically asked to make, she stated
that she usually received ordinary editing comments pertaining to grammar and
punctuation. However, in her forth year, she found supervisors focused more on the
structure and content of her writing. She stated that she was likely to receive comments
such as "this is a better way to word that," or "this is a little awkward," or "maybe you
should say this..."
She also stated that supervisors were more likely to take issue with report
statements suggesting a causal relationship between two events. She stated that typically,
supervisors purported the view that one's interpretations should be construed as a
hypothesis, demonstrating a degree of uncertainty. She stated that supervisors made
statements such as, "well, we can’t really say that,'' or, "you need to sort of back off
[from] that direct relationship because we don’t really know why this client is
depressed.” When I asked Katy how she coped with this advice in her writing she stated
that she might phrase the relationship between the client’s symptom and his
or her life
like so: "The treatment has been conceptualized around the idea that. . .
[these events and
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symptoms are related]." However she stated that supervisors continued to remind her
that she couldn t create a direct link between two events in her writing. She stated that
when she did so in the past, one supervisor responded by stating; "Well, that’s probably
true, but we can t say this is the result of. . . we should probably say
. .
"
Katy did not go on to describe precisely how the supervisor would re-word her
ideas about possible causal relations. Nevertheless, Katy's reported experience is a good
first look at several of the facets of supervisor impact on reports described above. Katy
noted fears about being evaluated, one formative supervisory experience early on in her
training, and a process of sorting through what types of interpretive statements about her
clients are appropriate report conveyances.
Anna
Anna described a significant shift in her writing when she changed from one
supervisor to the next. This shift seemed to reflect her own development as a report
writer, in addition to the teaching styles of her supervisors. Her first supervisor was
described as one who made explicit his expectations with regard to appropriate report
content. She described holding fast to his formulations of her clients “because [she]
wasn’t sure how much else [she] was going to have to work with from what [she] had
generated [on her own].” She stated that as she moved to the next supervisor, she was
“less likely to hoard those ideas [the ideas of the supervisor] and more likely to trust that
[she would] have some things to say and feel confident putting in things that [she] hadn t
previously discussed with the supervisor.” The fledgling took flight.
She agreed that reports written under the auspices of her second supervisor were
more a reflection of her own style and thinking about her clients. She also agreed that her
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capacity to make this shift was related to feeling more confident about her capacity to
understand and conceptualize her clients, and then to write about those ideas. She also
ascribed this shift to her supervisor's recommendation that she elaborate on her own
interpretations of her clients. She recalled that initially, she was "too factual ... and not
interpretive.
.
.
" in her reports. In this case, her supervisor seemed to facilitate her flight
into more independent thinking.
While Anna described the impact supervisors had on her report writing, she also
found that supervisors did not appear to pay close attention to her reports. Anna stated
that initially she was uncertain about what kind of feedback to expect, and therefore felt
more nervous. However, she described getting "more relaxed... because [she] realized
that supervisors by and large, didn't make a lot of changes or suggestions." She described
"a culture of minimal attention" to reports and further stated:
In general.
.
.the level of criticalness of report writing is not high. Like, it's
pretty much, crank out something reasonable and it flies... with most
faculty members... it was just like a rubber stamp, like, "yeah that's good,"
or "here's a couple of editing changes, but I have nothing substantial to
say.
"
Anna's responses were similar to other trainees'. Many participants described a general
lack of feedback, leaving trainees feeling uncertain about how they were doing. They
seemed left to evaluate and sort through the following dilemma that I have dramatized
below. No participants made this exact statement. However, in Anna's interview
summary, I provided the below interpretation to which, in writing, Anna replied; "Yes!"
I am a beginning trainee. There is a lot to learn. I am in a stage where
there is likely to be room for improvement in every area. However,
despite the fact that I struggle to write good reports, I seem to need no
further improvement in this area. This feels both good and uncertain as it
is probably an unlikely conclusion. Am I good? Or do they just not care
too much about this part of my education?
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Rather than stating the above, Anna's next comments seemed to embrace the above
dilemma. She stated with a nervous edge toward the end:
I’m trying to think of one substantial piece of feedback that was really
meaningful and I just really (pause) my experience is more of a rubber
stamp. Unless I am already perfect.
Anna was asked how she thought she developed in this context. She replied partly in
jest; "I think practice and confidence. Those rubber stamps will just give you a lot of
confidence." However, Anna stated that when she received feedback, she appreciated
constructive comments and suggested corrections. She recalled:
That’s usually been fine. I mean, you know, sometimes it’ll be something
that I’ll be like, "oh, yeah, that just sort of slipped out of my mind. I know
I should have included that." Or I think I’ve often felt like I appreciated
the help in developing some idea that I had in the report that is not flushed
out or is not woven in with the rest of the formulation. I think that’s
generally been positive.
She added that she "appreciated the longer approach" to supervision on reports. She
described valuing more time to discuss with her supervisors how her reports were taking
shape over the course of a few weeks. She experienced the declaration, "reports are due
next week" as abrupt, leaving her without time to "think ahead and discuss things that
[she] would want to be in the report, or that the supervisor would thing would want to be
in the report."
Anna also stated that she received more feedback from other training sites. She
stated;
I feel like I've gotten more feedback/criticism in other settings about
report
writing about "how you have to include this the next time," or
" where did
you get this information" and so on.
Despite some disappointment in the culture of minimal attention, like other
participants Anna described discomfort when a student supervisor ignored the norms of
this culture. In fact, when I asked what were her most frustrating experiences with report
writing at the PSC, she responded by stating:
Probably my most frustrating experience with report writing was with a
supervisor, well, it was a student supervisor who just kept nipping. That’s
probably the most frustrating thing I’ve ever experienced where it was like
"you have to go print this out again," and signed by the deadline. "Like,
are you sure we can’t just sign this now?" I have to go redo those and
reprint it because of this.
. . So maybe being edited at that level. I didn’t
necessarily think that the supervisor, I really mean the supervisor edited
my writing a lot. And that’s not to say that I’ve never had other
supervisors make editing changes and that’s fine, because I expect there to
be at least one round, but when it's on my second round of changes and
they’re still making little editing things? I don’t know, that was part of the
frustration. I think it's also frustrating because it was a student supervisor
and they were being more picky than any staff supervisor I’ve ever had.
So it's not that I can’t take some editing, but I do remember feeling at that
point like I don’t really need you to edit this for me now. We’ve done the
clinical part and I can write the sentences. That’s definitely the most
fhistrating thing.
Later, the reader will note similar stories with regard to peer supervision from
several other participants. Nevertheless, in our dialogue about supervisor impact on
reports, Anna began to hang some flesh on the bones of some of the hypotheses described
in the introduction to this section. Trainees seemed to feel somewhat adrift with
understanding the kind of feedback they received from supervisors. They described a
shifting back and forth between feeling as though they have done good work, and fearing
that they have been neglected. Anna also felt concerned by criticism from supervisors,
and felt overwhelmed by the critical behavior or her peer supervisor.
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Beth
In many respects, there was a large overlap in Beth's reported experiences with
supervisors, and her concerns about voice and the point of view put forth by various
theoretical orientations to the work. Early on in Beth's training she recalled a process of
learned omission. She painted a picture of supervisors working to shape her ideas about
what to write in reports by indicating what to "omit." She stated that she learned most
essentially to "omit" her own "voice" and her ideas about how to conceptualize her
clients' problems. When asked to describe this learning process she stated;
Just by not putting my voice into it. Not giving my description or
conceptualization of it. You just reported it as the facts. I don't know if
they told me to do it or if they just started taking things out. . . So I
extrapolated from what they were asking me to omit, and came to
understand, whether it was conscious or not, this stuffjust doesn't go into
the report.
The "stuff she referred to here was twofold. They were the descriptions supervisors
thought would be interpreted negatively by the client, and Beth's own "voice." She
described rather mechanical instructions early on in her career writing reports. Just
"report the facts" she recalled was a common refrain.
Beth also described a case where she recalled being asked by her supervisor to
think very carefully about the reports' potential audiences. Typically, these concerns
were heightened when fears that the client may be litigious in the future were raised.
Beth described feeling conflicted when she recalled being advised to omit her sense that
the client's symptoms were tied to an important relationship in his life. According to
Beth, the client himself did not correlate his symptoms with difficulties in his
relationships. Thus, she was discouraged from offering her differing view in the
report.
She was encouraged to write only what the client would recognize as
something they had
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discussed in the treatment. Beth also described contending with her own negative
feelings about the client. She stated that she struggled with "how to write without
bashing the client." This included finding ways to eliminate language that could be
perceived by the client as evaluative. For instance, Beth felt that the client's life was
"disorganized" and "chaotic" and was encouraged not to write that in the report.
However she stated that she believed that if one were to read the report one would derive
an understanding that the client was difficult, particularly if the reader was another
clinician. (Of note, one supervisor interviewed for this project reported similar
sentiments. His views will be presented in the last chapter of these results.)
Beth also made distinctions between theory driven recommended omissions and
audience driven omissions, the above fitting the latter description. Theory driven
omissions pertained more to interpretive comments in the context of reports that were not
congruent with her supervisor’s theoretical orientation.
When Beth was asked to describe her experience of the above and other types of
revisions, she responded by describing helpful and non-helpful supervisor suggestions.
She stated that minor editing and recommended omissions for which she had no
understanding, were not helpful. However, when supervisors approached revisions with
collaboration in mind, regardless of the change, it felt more helpful to Beth. She stated
that the following questions were most appreciated: "Do you think that’s a big change to
make? Do you feel comfortable with making that change?"
She stated that she;
. .
.half thinks, okay, well they know how to write a report better than I do,
and I still believe that, but now I’m like well, its nice to have [her ideas]
considered and have a dialogue about the report that I m writing.
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Beth agreed that some editing and suggested omissions were fine provided they
were made in the context of a collaborative consideration of mutual or diverging
conceptualizations of the client. She stated that when she wrote reports it was a time
when she would like to think in the most clear and concise way about her clients. She
also noted that without this type of discussion about the client via the process of report
writing, "you can feel really alone in that process of solidifying one's thinking about a
client."
As mentioned earlier, when Beth was asked about report writing frustrations, she
responded with the concern both that she had little guidance when she started writing
reports, and that there was not enough time to discuss the actual reports with her
supervisors. If you will recall, Beth gave high currency to the benefits of thinking in a
more systematic way about her clients with her supervisors. She agreed that writing the
first report required that she be resourceful, feeling left to her own devices. She
elaborated on earlier statements with regard to learning what to omit, rather than how to
think about report writing as a whole. She stated;
You get the yellow book, you read about what's supposed to go into each
section, and then the feedback is more along the lines of what to
omit... what to take out, change this sentence here, there. ..there have never
been like major revisions. If anything, the major revisions are about
taking out. "Take this out, it doesn’t go." You just think like there’s got
to be something more to it.
Beth stated that the introduction to assessment class did not help her to write
reports because the reports required for the PSC were much different. Other participants
reported similar experiences yet, as the reader will note later, one supervisor reported a
dependence on the assessment class to teach students basic report vmting skills. Beth
stated:
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I feel like Z’s reports [Z was her introduction to assessment professor], I
don t even remember what they were, the assessment, but it’s like they
ha\^ nothing to do with the types of reports you write on your client at the
PSC, or very little... really a different kind of report.
Clearly, Beth yearned for more guidance and support in her thinking about and
construction of reports.
Beth complained of the following when I asked her what she learned at the PSC
that most affected her report writing;
Unfortunately, up until now, the thing I learned the most is you have to be
very careful about legal issues... which isn't about learning about my
clients, or conceptualizing my clients.
By "legal issues," Beth explained that she meant learning how to be "diligent about
documenting everything," describing what she did in the treatment and what to "omit" to
protect herself and her clients from future legal entanglements.
Frank
Frank also recalled that he did not get very much supervision on report writing.
He stated:
I put what I thought was important in the report and then I'd get some
feedback and then I'd change it, but the changes weren't really big
changes... they were more like "you should probably included that she
started on medication" sort of details that were not included and should be.
However, with further exploration over the course of our interview, Frank recalled that
his reports were impacted by the conversations he had with his supervisors. He stated
that depending on the supervisor, he or she might "influence" the way he wrote reports.
His description was reminiscent of Anna's experiences of "hoarding" the ideas of her
supervisor. He stated;
Certain ideas that were discussed in the supervision, that were from that
supervisor's particular way of understanding clients, like I'll internalize
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that, 1 11 take that in, and then that'll become sort of part of my repertoire, a
way of understanding clients. Then that will be reflected in the
report... some supervisors are more particular on certain things. Like I'll
know that a certain phrase or something, he'll want clarification on that or
something, so then I'll think about that and then add more detail.
Frank also recalled that when working with a new supervisor, the first report
written in that context would typically be more "thorough and detailed." Frank was
asked if his greater attention to detail was one way he hoped to "stave off criticism,
particularly about things [he] knew, and did not want supervisors telling [him] things that
he already knew." He replied that "yes" that was a likely factor influencing this behavior.
Frank recalled that his experiences of requests for revisions depended often on the
individual from whom he was receiving supervision. He recalled two good experiences
from senior supervisors and a difficult, but ultimately productive experience with a
student supervisor. Of the former he stated;
I think it depended on the supervisor and it depended on the comments. I
think I’m thinking of Y, my supervisor now, and the comments and the
revisions that he has are usually very informative. I really, like it adds to
my report writing. It’s usually important and I usually recognize it as
important and I think that it’s great that he’s doing that because then I’m
more attentive to maybe something that I wasn’t before. So that’s been
helpful.
Frank also recalled that his last supervisor at the PSC in his final year focused
more on "detail and rephrasing" things. He also was a supervisor who, by way of report
writing suggestions, "made [Frank] think more deeply about the client... or more broadly,
or add[ed] something to [his] thinking about [his] client, or helped [him] to solidify [his]
thinking about this client." Again, it is important to note here that Frank's supervisor
worked to help him develop the very skill most trainees indicated as the single most
important benefit of report writing, "clarity of thought."
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However, like Anna he had a different experience with a peer supervisor. Here,
Frank was both courageous and generous with his description of the difficulties
associated with being supervised by his peer and the way he worked this out with her. He
stated:
Actually I had one negative experience with a supervisor with comments
and that was with a student supervisor... She obviously spent a ton of time
thinking about it and making revisions, and I guess I experienced it more
as, and I don’t know how much she was doing this, but I experienced it as
more her trying to kind of assert her supervisory role or something like
that. It’s not that I’m not open to suggestions, but she had like a million of
them and some ofthem I thought were kind of picky, that weren’t even
really that important at all. And then I was kind of wondering like "what’s
going on here?" And I just felt like she was sort of trying to, sort of like,
"I’m the supervisor and I’m going to tell you how to write reports" and
everything, and I think it was...
Frank paused here and was offered the following possible completion to his sentence:
"Like a power trip?" Frank responded:
A little bit, yeah. And actually that kind of reaction went away a little bit
because some of the suggestions were good, and so I took those and put
them in and I sort ofjust tried to bite my lip and just do it. And I think in
the process of doing it I learned kind of something from it, I think from
her comments, learned more about her suggestions and how, well maybe,
like instead of saying, she’s just trying this power trip and she really
doesn’t know anything and blah, blah, blah. Doesn’t she know that I’ve
been doing this for 3 years instead of sort of getting into like feeling my
ego was massively bruised, which I think it was. I just tried to say, "okay,
so what can I learn from this?" And so I had to sort of shift, but it was
kind of a conscious shift that I had to make to do it and I sort ofjust did it.
But my first reaction when she got that thing, when she handed me that
back I wasn’t very happy about that. .
.
Over the course of his retrospection, Frank made two recommendations for future
peer supervisors. He stated that one should not overwhelm the student with too many
corrections on any one version of the report. He stated aptly, "don't make it like an
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excavation project. Secondly, he stated that trainees needed to hear what was good
about their report in addition to constructive criticism.
In conclusion, when Frank was asked what most affected his report writing at the
PSC, he stated that discussions with supervisors and their suggested revisions were a part
of a greater accumulation of experiences that shaped the way he wrote reports. Frank
fortified the need for greater communication about reports in this dyad.
Paul
Paul also described many of the same themes other participants addressed. He
recalled that one or two supervisors focused more on report writing than others, and that
as he developed, he had less and less requests for changes. He also stated that he was
asked to be more specific in some sections of reports, in addition to taking care with
regard to the attribution of his statements. He recalled that early on in his training
requests for changes in reports were "really fine." He explained;
Because I didn't necessarily feel like 1 knew. I liked what 1 was doing so
much and I was really excited to get feedback because I felt like it was
pure 100 % learning.
He described two supervisors who focused more on particular report wnting issues;
[They] tended to have more editing and questions like, "who is saying
this?" "Whose facts are these?" "Where did this come from?" Whereas,
my other supervisors were, they wouldn't push me to put more. I always
felt with [these two supervisors] that I had to push to put more in the
psychosocial history than 1 would on my own, or that I felt was necessary
and I had to struggle to get more in there because I knew they were going
to want more. That hasn't happened to me as often any more.
Like Frank, Paul described working to figure out what his supervisors wanted to see in
reports so he could include those aspects before being asked to do so. Paul
concluded our
discussion by describing a point in his development at which he felt he needed
to rely on
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his own judgement about what to include in reports. Supervisory requests for revisions at
those times felt much less helpful. Here, he described his experience with a peer
supervisor and the ways in which he struggled to achieve greater autonomy of voice. He
stated:
After a while, it started to conflict with my own clinical sense, particularly
with [the peer supervisor] there’d be times when I just really had a good
sense of the case and I think he was challenging me in the way that
. . . didn’t work for me because it was getting to the point where what I had
on paper was what I really meant. So asking me to get at more was no
longer as helpful, because I had already written what I felt was important,
and everything else that I was asked to put in was stuff that I didn’t think
was relevant, important or useful. So that was frustrating. . .Now my
feedback is almost always a typo or a change this word, nothing kind of, I
don’t get any more feedback about content that I can think of.
The above response suggested that Paul had reached a point in his development where his
sense of "100% learning" decreased, leaving him feeling that supervisor input was a
source of interference rather than a help.
Zina
Echoing Anna, Zina stated the following with regard to her experiences with
supervisors and report writing;
Mostly I’ve had supervisors who have been laissez-faire. . .not in a bad
way, but just in the sense of very supportive with what I wrote and thought
it was clear and with some minor editing felt like it was a fair description
of the therapy. Maybe I’ve been fortunate in that I’ve been on the same
kind ofwave length as my supervisors and when it comes down to report
writing you know I feel like it is sort of, you know there are no surprises
because you know my supervisors and I have really discussed it before it
actually went into the report writing. So I’ve actually gone into
supervision meetings and said you know, "well I’d really like to talk about
report writing today because it is helpful for me to talk about how I
conceptualize this client and for you to see that, or for you to provide
some feedback around that so that we both know it is going to go into this
report." So, that is the way I’ve done it. So, it is usually not a bit
surprise.
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Zina presented herself as one who was more verbally active, soliciting input from her
supervisors. However, her focus was more specifically directed at sorting out her
conceptualization of her clients' problems.
Zina also mentioned one piece of advice she received from a supervisor early on
in her career as a clinical report writer. Zina stated that her first supervisor told her that
since she could not be sure of her interpretations, she should just "describe." According
to Zina, this supervisor also stated that her interpretations were “great things to take with
you into the therapy room and into supervision, but when you are talking about a report,
you're talking about her record.” (This quote represents a paraphrased version of her first
supervisor's advice to her as she remembered it. The reader will note later on in these
results that a supervisor interviewed for this project stated something similar, although
Zina did not indicate her source here.) Zina reported that she “carried" the above advice
"with [her]” until she met her next supervisor. This supervisor encouraged her to include
her interpretations with the caveat that she should make it clear when she launched into
interpretations. It was in the context of this supervision that Zina stated that she “grew in
[her] awareness of what was interpretation and what is descriptive.”
When asked how she experienced requests for revision, Zina described somewhat
fearfully, her internal self-dialogue. Her statement was reminiscent of the Katy s
responses. Zina stated;
Initially, I’m like "what did I do wrong?". ..But then I say "well it is nice
to have another pair of eyes." I put my fears aside and say well actually
this can be really beneficial because it gives us an opportunity to think
about how do we both conceptualize this. Are my supervisors' ideas
different from mine? What could they contribute? What could they
suggest? Could they provide alternative perspectives?"
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Zma also stated that “in some cases” revisions were very useful. She qualified by stating,
“I haven’t had situations where supervisors make major revisions.”
When Zina was asked to describe typical supervisor requests for revision, she
stated that initially, she was asked to make corrections related to errors of attribution.
She noted that later on in her development, as she struggled to include herself in reports,
she experienced conflicts with supervisors. She stated:
There was a way in which I write about therapy.
. .1 used the word "we."
[For example,] "When the client feels safe and comfortable, we can
explore issues regarding her father."
As earlier mentioned, she noted with a nervous and/or defensive laugh; "...Frequently I
am corrected.
. .They say, ‘No, it’s not about or we, it’s about the client.’" Zina stated
that in response to this type of correction, she felt concerned that she “put [herself] in
there too much.”
Because of Zina's apparent discomfort around this issue, she was alerted to the
fact that she was not the only participant to describe the above phenomenon. My tone at
this point suggests to me now that I was trying to sooth Zina's discomfort, i.e., sending
her the message, "you are not alone in this struggle." With this, Zina added;
I guess it depends on the supervisor and how the supervisor
conceptualizes case reports. Sometimes I want to write, "In my
experience of blah, blah, blah, this is what happened."
While Zina described this concern as it more directly related to supervisor input, many
trainees described struggling with their voice and their presence in their reports as an
accurate reflection of the dyadic nature of the psychotherapeutic effort.
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Andy
Approaching the task of learning to write reports was a less difficult task for Andy
who was already an accomplished writer. He could recall only few suggested revisions.
He stated:
I never had any requests to change anything... I didn't think anyone paid
that close attention to the reports.
. .However, I think the heading under
which changes would be requested though I know of none actually, but
what we did discuss would be basically legal issues.
.
.
Andy noted, as did others, that while there was "a lot of discussion about what should be
in reports, how to keep good notes, what our legal liabilities are, [he] never got, in [his]
experience, to apply [it] to anything [he] ever wrote."
He also recalled that changes in supervisors did not amount to any significant
changes in his writing. He stated; "I mean there were topical changes, you know and
format changes, but in terms of what I felt the task of report writing was, it did not
change."
However, Andy recalled that one supervisor focused more on everything,
including report writing. He stated that this was the supervisor from whom he learned the
most. In his experience, there was a "large overlap" in their thinking about the work and
the importance of language. His response was characteristically in tune with the way he
described thinking more generally about the work of report writing and psychotherapy.
He stated:
Y was somebody who was very much concerned about the particular
language used, the choice of vocabulary...just that kind of intimate detail
because it reflected something about the intimacies of internal life.
In general, Andy seemed markedly less in conflict than other trainees. Either, in
retrospect, he did not carry this conflict with him, or his relationship to wnting and
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purporting his views were less of a struggle. He had found and solidified his voice earlier
in his first career.
Steve
Steve had less to say about the impact his supervisors had on his report writing
process. Yet, what he did report echoed statements made by other participants. He
described most generally that he did not recollect very much input from those who
supervised the construction of his reports. He stated, "I don't recall ever being asked to
make a lot of changes."
He suggested that the quantity and quality of suggested revisions "depended on
the supervisor." For instance, he recalled that some supervisors were more "predisposed"
to making "specific grammatical" changes. He stated, "I don't remember the revision
process being a big issue or something that I had to do much of"
In conclusion, what seemed most clear from my exploration of trainee
experiences of supervision was that there was an acute ambivalence. On the one hand,
trainees looked to supervisors for guidance and appreciated the time to discuss their
conceptualizations of their clients. On the other, they were vulnerable both to feeling
hurt by criticism, and as they developed, less welcoming of suggested revisions. The
development of greater confidence in their perspective on their work with clients made
supervisor input more intrusive than helpful for trainees. Nevertheless, trainees
continued to indicate the importance of discussions about report writing as discrete from
specific revisions on actual reports. They also continued to note that discussions about
the legalities of report writing were frequent. The following paragraphs indicate that
trainees appreciated the interview process itself as one way to aid in the development of
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their thinking about reports. Trainees seemed to long for conversation more than
revisions and legal advice.
Three trainees offered their appreciation of the interview process in their closing
comments when asked if they had any additional thoughts to add at the end of the
interview process. Beth stated;
I think [the interview] is really helpful. I feel like this is a learning kind of
experience for me, just to think about my reports, a few of them together,
and then talk about them.
. .It helps me think about what I might be doing
or not doing.
Zina added in her closing comments;
1 feel like I’m learning a lot just talking about [reports]...! mean, some of
the things I’m saying I really like, "wow, I was thinking that?" Like, the
next time I write a report I’m really like going to think about this. . .
She added that she would "recommend" this interview process as a way of learning more
about report writing.
Katy concluded our interview with the following statement;
I just think this is a really neat process to do this. It made me appreciate
more of my own. . .the fact that it is important to write more things out and
to really sit down, or even like to spend some time conceptualizing.
And finally, Jill stated at the end of our interview;
I don’t remember anyone really talking to us much about kind of the
purpose of report writing ...Legal/ethical issues and responsible practice
and passing on information to the next therapist and those kinds of things
[were communicated]... But I think it could be possible that writing about
a client could contribute to your understanding of yourself as a therapist
and the work that you do in a very different kind of way. And that maybe
putting it in a more literary understanding in terms of how you understand
a character and what makes this person rich in their story, and how do they
relate to other people, and how do you as the reader understand them and
how might that be different for a different reader, and what does that
mean, there are ways that can be used to really teach people kind of
insight into their own process and to become a better therapist. But that s
not articulated.
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These results clearly demonstrate that at least some trainees would like to talk
more about the process of report writing. Perhaps there needs to be a larger forum in
which trainees could discuss broader issues in addition to revision and potential
additional audiences privy to the reports they construa.
Imitation
While learning to write clinical reports, trainees recalled an initial reliance on the
PSC manual, in which the prescribed content of each report section is illustrated.
However, this was not a sufficient resource from which to draw an awareness of the
vicissitudes of language used to construe an understanding of clients and treatment. One
trainee poignantly described this dilemma and the importance of imitation throughout the
process of a psychotherapist's training. Anna stated;
[It's] funny, when you think about teaching, about doing psychotherapy, I
always think about how being in psychotherapy is left out of that most of
the time. This is a place where there isn’t that, like, you don’t learn how
to write reports from being in psychotherapy. . .unless your therapist has no
boundaries.
Anna then drew a parallel between learning to be a psychotherapist by imitating
one's own, and reading reports written by her predecessors to learn the technicalities and
art of report writing. She stated;
I think that I did go through, not a fully developed process, but a process
of looking back at other student clinician’s reports. I think not
indiscriminately, like I think I went through a process of sort of looking
for ones that looked good to me and then using them as a model. I don’t
think it was a really formal process, but I did go find the one that I
ultimately settled on, but I did a little bit of that looking and making notes.
i Several other trainees stated that imitation found a home in this domain as well.
I
I For instance, Jill described using Transfer Reports to shape her
own writing. She noted
I
I
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that report writing styles are "passed on" from one trainee to the next. She learned to
write reports "...through modeling." She continued: "Like I said, a lot of my clients
were transfer clients, and so I read [those reports], so you go back to a model... it kind of
gets passed on."
Steve stated that he relied both on the PSC manual and his predecessors' reports to
learn basic report writing skills. He stated retrospectively;
I don’t remember, but knowing me and my style of like, you know, doing
reports, I think it would be very likely that I would have looked at other
people’s reports first to get a sense.
Steve stated that as an English major, he was able to discern "good writing." This
strength helped him find, amongst the reports he had to emulate, those he thought
represented solid writing. He also recalled that he "parroted" old reports until he
internalized a template from which he could write reports without further reference. He
stated:
Well, I think that I can judge what good writing is. . .1 think I’m able to
sort ofjudge on multiple dimensions what a good report is and...was able
to map that onto myself in terms of. . .the reports from the PSC. . .1
mean.
. .by looking at a couple [reports]. . .1 think I sort of would end up
parroting from someone else’s. . .1 would have sort of a template in my
head of what a good report should look like, or even if it’s an unconscious
template in terms of what my writing style is, and I would tend to
duplicate that as much as possible, or would end up duplicating that
whether I was trying to or not regardless of my work with the patient. . .1
just know what good writing is and strive to emulate that in the best way I
can.
And finally, Frank indirectly cited the use of other trainees' reports as a part of his
own writing process. However, he complained that there was no way to "cut and paste
the psychosocial histories" of clients transferred to him from previous therapists. He
recalled wishing he had a "copy on disk" so that he could then simply "add the new
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material he learned from the client at the "end," or "weave" it into the body of the text.
He stated that he learned from senior trainees that copying the psychosocial history from
other reports was the norm in the PSC. He recalled learning by word of mouth how one
could simply recycle psychosocial histories written by other trainees;
I guess I wasn’t sure, but then some people said, "oh, but all you have to
do is the formulation and treatment plan because the rest of it you copy
from the other report." "Oh, okay! That’s like, so you can use that, so I’ll
go ahead and do that."
So, even in the minutia, imitation worked to help trainees learn to write their
reports. By hook or by crook, through hoarding, referencing or copying, trainees found a
way to gamer the support required to describe their clients in their first reports.
Qualitative Responses to Text Measures
Discussion of the text measures will be presented in terms of the following issues:
(1) Emotional responses to measures; (2) Participants interest in measures as potentially
useful tools; (3) Degree of meaningfulness participants awarded measures; and (4)
Hypotheses participants developed as a preliminary explanation for the scores they
received on their reports. There is some overlap in the above categories, so the following
may at times feel like an artificial categorization of experience.
As a reminder, prior to the interview, participants were instmcted to consider
which of their reports were more evocative, emotional in tone, abstract, or complex. A
description of each measure was provided only after participants revealed their responses
to this instmction.
In an effort to bring the reader as close to the experience of the interview as
possible, I have included descriptions of the measures below. Each description was
drawn from several different interviews representing the general manner in which
they
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were presented to trainees. You will note that a minimum of information was provided to
permit trainees the opportunity to generate their own experience of the measures with
regard to their report \vriting. Trainees were also notified that the measures were not
developed on clinical reports. Therefore, other than the suggestion inherent in the task,
participants had no empirical reason to suppose that the measures would be meaningful in
this context. Again, to view an example ofhow the measures' scores were presented to
participants see APPENDIX J.
CRA
Computerized Referential Activity is a measure ofhow concrete, specific,
clear, and evocative of imagery is the language. It was empirically derived
from psychotherapy transcripts not clinical reports. Very simply, CRA
denotes text (psychotherapy dialogue and/or monologue) that may be
evocative, where the language between the client and the therapist is more
concrete, specific, or clear.
.
.When CRA is high, one might expect that
readers would experience the text, feeling that they have a picture of what
was described in their mind, that there’s an image evoked. . I’m trying to
figure out whether this is meaningful in any way when applied to report.
ET
Emotion tone is a linguistic measure comprised of a dictionary containing
3900 emotion words like "sad", "happy", "mad", etc. The words
themselves were derived from a psychotherapy transcript text bank in
Germany. The computerized Emotion Tone dictionary counts all words in
a text that match words in its dictionary. We measured only the middle
400 words of every report, so we were able to measure reports equally,
even when report size varied.
AB
Abstraction is a linguistic measure comprised of a dictionary containing
suffixes like, -idy, -ity, or ness. According to the fellow who developed
the dictionary, these suffixes tend to connote abstraction. Like the
emotion tone dictionary, the abstraction dictionary counts the words in a
text with suffixes matching those in the dictionary.
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TTR
Type Token Ratio is a simple measure of language complexity. This
measure counts the number of words that appear only once in a body of
text. The more words that appear only once the more complex the text is
thought to be.
Participants often asked questions regarding research hypotheses or biases they
suspected were part of the research project. Below is a typical example of a question
asked by trainees and the response that followed. The participant asked;
So are you assuming that the amount of emotion tone and abstraction in
the report reflects how much emotion tone and abstraction there was over
the semester?
To which I responded in the following manner;
No. All I’m assuming is that they’re counting how many emotion words
or abstraction words there are in the reports that match the dictionaries.
What the goal of looking at this stuff is, is to see if this, if you feel like
you could learn anything from looking at this data, does it seem
meaningful to you knowing that you just read your report and now you’re
looking at some data on the report. Does it feel unhelpful or helpful in any
way to consider the outcomes of these measures?
Below are results exploring the emotional impact of scores derived from the
measures.
Emotional Response to Measures
The most palpable result of exploring these measures was their capacity to elicit
an emotional response in the participants. They seemed to experience either a reduction
or increase in anxiety, negative self-talk, disappointment and questions about self-
efficacy even on the heals of prior positive self-evaluation. The measures themselves
seemed to serve as a screen onto which trainees projected their worries and fears about
their work or themselves. For instance, after Anna noted which reports met the earlier
stated criteria, the measures were introduced. However, before the
exploration could take
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place, Anna interrupted stating: "Now I feel like you're going to have some analysis
that's going to prove that I was all wrong."
As the process of examining her scores commenced, she found self-critical ways
to explain scores she determined were poor. She stated in response to a TTR score; "I'm
just boring. ..I'll let you know if I have any dreams with this graph in it." Given the
worry conveyed in her tone of voice, I wondered if she meant nightmares.
When Anna observed that she scored higher on AB and TTR than on ET and
CRA, she stated; "I'm definitely disturbed about thinking that I'm more adept at technical
writing than at emotional writing."
Anna also expressed reliefwhen her scores were within the norm. She asked
several questions about the sample population used to derive mean scores to locate
herself in this context. For instance, she asked; "Were other people just generally the
same though all their reports?"
Feeling more at home in relation to the sample population described, she stated;
"It's a little disconcerting that I'm below the mean on one and above the mean on the
other." Finally, with some relief, she reacted to one measure stating; “This one is much
less alarming. It gets my attention a lot less because I’m clustered around the mean...I’m
normal.”
Katy also more explicitly described her emotional reactions to the measures. Her
responses also demonstrated the way in which the introduction of this form of evaluation
threatened trainees' sense of their own competency. For instance, Katy predicted that the
report in which she received the most supervisory input would be the most evocative,
emotional in tone, and complex. According to the measures, her predictions were
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inaccurate. In fact, the report she wrote independently with the least supervisory input
scored higher on some of the text measures. She stated with relief
It is sort of validating, like this is all okay. I'm doing okay. Because I
think I do have this sort of sense that I'm doing everything wrong and
somebody is going to find me out.
.
.
However, Katy was unable to hold onto this positive sense of her work. As she
looked more closely at her scores, she found that she fell below the mean on CRA. She
stated: "I think I do probably struggle to incorporate evocative stuff."
Even though Katy could not make much sense of her scores and the measures, the
significance she placed on them left her feeling at a loss. The numbers seemed to combat
her more positive self-evaluation above. She stated:
I don't really quite understand what it explains, but it seems pretty
accurate... I'm sure I'm putting a judgement on that, like I should be
higher... I'm trying to battle with it internally.
When there was time in the interview, trainees also looked at the length of their
reports relative to the sample population. The downward trend in Katy's esteem extended
into concerns that she was not "adding enough" in her reports. She noted that the shorter
length indicated that she had not managed to "put all of the pieces together." She stated
that her reports were not "encompassing enough."
Given lower scores on any one report along any one measure, Zina too responded
with self-doubt that expanded beyond the report writing task. She stated:
Well I wonder how connected was I to this client? How much was I, did I
feel connected and were they invested and was I invested in the therapy
and what was the sort of bond, and to a certain extent what was the
emotional pitch of therapy and how strong was the bond? And I think
with [this one client] like I said was a difficult therapy, we really
developed... maybe that is why I slipped, I just felt like as difficult as it
was, we developed a really strong working bond...
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When Zina s report scores fell short of the norm, like other participants, Zina grew
uncomfortable with her work. She stated that she would have to go so far as to "rethink"
her reports, and her beliefs about her work in the psychotherapy. She stated; "It really
makes me wonder how I am judging my report writing or my therapy." More briefly,
when Beth noted scores that were lower than the norm, she exclaimed disparagingly;
"When I see these low scores. I’m like oh no! What did I do?"
Although, just as trainees were disappointed when scores were lower than they
had hoped, some trainees gleefully responded to higher scores or accurate predictions
about the quality of their report. For instance, when Frank learned that he had accurately
predicted which report was the most complex, he stated with verve; "Oh my God!"
Scores on any one measure seemed at times to elicit in general a sense of failure
or success. Putting it most succinctly, Andy stated in reference to his thoughts about
CRA;
I would have said that that was my goal in all four and not insofar as I was
trying equally hard in all four (reports). I'm not able to differentiate any
one success or failure.
In conclusion, it was difficult to describe the general atmosphere of the interviews
during the exploration of these text measures. In an effort to provide the reader with
additional evidence in support of the above description of results, what follows are some
of my reactions to trainees' concerns in the interview context. The reader will note my
efforts to assuage the internal discomfort of trainees that I perceived.
Researcher Emotional Response to Participants
While reviewing this data, trying to demonstrate the emotional impact of the
measures, it is clear that one could also interpret many of the responses above
as simple
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statements of curiosity voiced by trainees with regard to their own development. In
support of the former interpretation of results, it might be helpful to present some of my
responses to participants over the course of this portion of the interview. Noteworthy is
the way I devalued the measures, or tried to put scores in some perspective for
participants. I seemed to be searching for ways to reduce the sting of the numbers, and
the power they had on participants' sense of self-efficacy. The reader might interpret my
responses as one indication of the degree of anxiety participants seemed to experience
when the numbers were not kind with regard to the meaning they invested in them.
Below are researcher sample responses that suggest the existence of trainee anxiety with
regard to their scores;
As Beth labored through creating an explanation for ET and CRA scores she
thought were too low, I reminded her of statements she made earlier in the interview with
regard to supervisor input. In particular, I noted the omissions she made as suggested by
her supervisors. I stated:
But it's interesting because you wrote these reports in the context of
somebody taking out a lot of things. So really you wrote a report that isn’t
here, and I wonder if a lot of the things that you took out might be
meaningfully measured by these measures. Like, did you take out things
that were more emotional? Did you take out things that might be both
more of a picture of the client? Like in writing about X, if you were to
actually sit down and write a report about the client, and that nobody else
was going to see, it might be very emotional and you might really have a
picture of the client. And there’s a way that, there’s some censors to your
report writing.
Also, in response to Beth's distressed exclamation regarding TTR scores she
thought were too low ("Oh no! What did I do?"), I stated:
Well, I mean technically what you’re really doing there is that you don’t
use many words. . . only once. . . So maybe you’re just a person who doesn t
use sort of big technical terms.
I
When Anna described feeling "disturbed" by some of her scores, I responded by
stating;
That may really not be helpful to you at all, because this measure may be
completely meaningless in report writing. So for you, it might not be helpful to
look at this measure. It might just make you feel bad.
Anna responded: "Right." My response was noteworthy because at the time, I was
invested in the idea that the measures might in fact be meaningful. However, during this
portion of the interview, the investment did not seem worth the cost of trainee anxiety.
Lastly, when Zina seemed to place her work with her clients in doubt as a result
of scores she thought were too low, I stated:
I’m just thinking now that it wouldn’t be fair to even look at reports that
you wrote under the irreversible F context with these measures. The time
constraint was really on your mind and you stated yourself that you
sacrificed the thinking part of report writing.
The above reassurance is remarkable because it is simply not true. Measures were
applied only to reports that pre-dated the irreversible F policy instituted by the PSC.
The impact of numbers generated by the text measures was surprising. As much
as I wished to present as an unbiased researcher who was merely curious about the utility
of linguistic measures, I seemed to discredit the measures to alleviate participant
anxieties.
Participant Interest in Measures as a Useful Tool
Despite the fact that trainees seemed to suffer through this portion of the
interview, they maintained an interest in the measures. Sometimes their responses
seemed vague while at other times participants were able to be specific about how
measures might serve to improve their work as therapists or report writing skills.
For
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instance, despite the fact that Anna seemed defeated at times by her scores, she stated;
How often do you get to see anything graphed in relation to your actual clients that
you’re working with now? There’s a hunger for data there."
Frank noted that ET might be a useful measure for trainees who write reports that
are more technical or abstract. If their goal was to include more of the emotional life of
the client in their reports, they might be able to measure their progress to this end with ET
scores. He stated: "I think it could be helpful to see your progression and how much you
use emotion terms. Yeah, I think it's useful."
In response to an inquiry regarding perceived usefulness ofCRA as a report
measure, Frank responded;
Yeah, I think it’s important. I would be interested to know how... what did
I say or how did I say it that made this. .
.
[report] so high [on CRA] versus
these [which were] so low, and whether or not that makes it for a better
report.
. .1 mean the idea of getting a clear picture of the client I think is
important.
Beth also noted the point of view that CRA in particular was a "useful tool." She
stated that she would like to model her future report writing on those reports scoring
higher on that measure. She further stated that she would ask herself the following
questions in the event that she scored low on CRA:
Why didn't I do it? Do I have a good picture of this person in my
mind?. . .What was it about my supervision relationship?. . .The way I was
doing therapy? ...Why couldn't I write it on the paper?. . .What was going
on?
Paul described how he thought the measure(s) might be useful in addition to how
the scores might impact the treatment itself. He stated:
Well, I think if I understood what the reason behind using the emotional
tone measure was, then I think if I were writing a report and I could see
that it was below average on emotional terms, I might be able to go back
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and look at why and think whether or not 1 wanted to change that. I
probably wouldn’t use it as something, the emotional tone should always
be 50, but if it was two standard deviations below the mean, I might say, 1
wonder why that’s that case? And then if 1 see that’s because it’s purely
symptomatic and that’s how it should be in this case, then 1 would just
leave it. But if it was a case that was more dynamic, it might cause me to
go back and say, you know, I feel like to the client, maybe we should talk
a little bit more about your experience with such and such because I want
to make sure I have a good clear picture. And then see if I walk away with
more information... yeah, it would cause me to question how much I knew
about them and whether or not I was writing accurately. I wouldn’t just
assume that I don’t know much about them. I would also question whether
or not I was writing as much as I could. For example, I wouldn’t be
surprised that if I had a short amount of time to write a report, that it
would be lower in emotional tone, that wouldn’t surprise me. I think that
would be, if you assume that emotional tone is kind of reflective of an
understanding of the case, I think it would take more energy to write more
emotion words, more energy and lots more time.
Participants also responded more generally with regard to their interest in the
measures. For instance, Zina stated; "I'm intrigued, I want to understand." Katy cried
out; "...This is so cool! Oh my God!" And Andy stated;
I’m not familiar with the measures that you’re using. In other words. I’m
finding that your approach to this is very novel, it's just not something that
I have much experience with and so I’m interested in it.
While their interest in the measures was clearly articulated, participants also
seemed to give higher currency to the measures connoting some emotional
understanding. This stood in contrast to many trainees' earlier reports of working to
extract emotion from reports. In the following section, results demonstrating the meaning
with which trainees imbued the measures will be presented.
Creation ofMeaning
While participants had a very limited understanding of the text measures,
they
developed several hypotheses to explain their scores often by
correlating them with their
experience with the report, the client, or their supervisors.
However, their responses
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seem to reflect their internal value system with regard to report writing more than
anything else. One participant said as much with regard to CRA when she explained: "1
feel like I can project more meaning onto this one than the other one.
.
.
"
While participants developed hypotheses to explain their scores on various
measures, they were rather vague. Often they concluded that without more information
about the measures they could say very little. This stood in contrast to both their
experiences of the numbers as powerful and their continued interest.
The following paragraphs will summarize the meaning and hypotheses generated
by participants to explain their scores. Particularly cogent examples were selected to
demonstrate this process. Typically, the examples chosen are representative in theme of
at least one other participant.
Type Token Ratio Hypotheses
Zina's prediction about which reports were more complex (higher TTR) was
inaccurate. However, once she learned which reports did in fact score higher in TTR, she
recalled that each of the two highest scoring reports described clients who were
"enigmatic." She stated that the client whose report was highest in TTR was "really
elusive to [her]." Zina continued; "She was the one who kind of faded into the
background." The report receiving the second highest TTR score represented a client
who was also "an enigma" for reasons Zina did not elaborate. While it is not clear how
she generated this idea, she stated that clients for whom she had the most difficulty
understanding inspired reports that scored highest on TTR. However, she was unable to
consider why that might be the case.
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Frank interpreted his TTR scores differently. When asked which report he thought
might be the most complex he asked! "Complexity. Detail?" His question was not
answered to facilitate his own associative process. When he learned which report scored
highest on this measure, he exclaimed with joy: "Oh my God!" And continued:
Yeah. I struggled with that case. Well, near the end.
. .there were a lot of
things that were unclear at the end. He. . .was becoming more suicidal
near the end of the treatment it was right near the end of the semester, and
I did a couple phone calls, crisis phone calls with him and he wasn’t sure
about whether he was going to continue treatment in the fall. There was
just a lot of chaos near the end and 1 think was I confused about what was
happening and what to do. I’m not sure how [that] is reflected in that, but
it was a difficult case and it ended in a funny way where I felt like he was
really in moderate to pronounced need of treatment but he left. . .1 was just
thinking, the only thought that came to my mind about this one and being
as high as it is, is this was my first report with Y a new supervisor who I
thought was great. He was a fantastic supervisor. . .he supervised for a
short period of time in the summer. And I’ve talked before about, if it's
the first report I think I’m extra special, and have extra care in the details.
That may be a part of it, and also I think it may be part of the fruitful
supervision that I had too where maybe more ideas were generated, more
ways of understanding and that may have been reflected in that too. I’m
not sure.
In summary, Frank postulated that several aspects of the process of report writing
might be at work here. First, he indicated that a chaotic end might have led him to be
careful to focus on the details of the work. This might have served both to soothe the
anxiety of ending in this manner and to document the treatment in a way that was
descriptive and careful to consider the legal and ethical implications of a client with
suicidal ideation refusing treatment. Frank also recalled that developing "more ways of
understanding" this client in the context of working with a new supervisor, although he
reportedly was not "sure" that increased understanding would lead to greater complexity
in the language. Frank's conclusions were contrary to Zina's hypothesis
described above.
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The usefulness of these measures is reflected in the projection of the trainee's
values or their sense of themselves as report writers. For instance, Katy thought that the
most complex report would be the one that was most saturated with the voice of her
supervisor (herJirst clinical report). She reported thinking this because she believed
complexity was something to strive for in one's development and that her supervisor
would be better than she. Nevertheless, the highest TTR scoring report was one she
wrote more independently. Given this information, she altered the meaning she made of
this measure. She had originally thought that greater language complexity would suggest
a more sophisticated report. Upon hearing that her own report scored highest on TTR she
shifted the positive meaning originally attributed, to the explanation that the high score
must reflect her inadequacy. She bemoaned:
I was pretty blocked while writing that report...! didn't quite know how to
get it all across and sort things out and so it is probably just like
straightforward. . .just the facts.
Andy's understanding ofTTR also nicely demonstrated how the interpretations of
measures are a reflection of the writer's values. As we learned earlier, he took seriously
the notion of portraying the person and the experience of being with the person in reports.
He believed that report writers ought to work to individualize reports in a manner that
would bring the client to life for the reader as a person, not as a diagnosis. His idea was
that unique words (as measured by TTR) were used to describe unique experiences.
Andy's TTR scores were all above average to which he responded:
Now see this would correspond actually to my theory. . . I would be trying
to recreate something individual about a person and therefore to be
unique
could be attracting attention in a way that otherwise you d just be doing
rote experience, well yet another depressed man. Well, no. I
won’t let
you think that. Yet another guy with a stroke, well, no, it's
like
dancing. . . So to be unique, that’s what I mean by the artistry of it.
Again,
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not like I’m trying to be a virtuoso, but in a sense that I’m trying to do
something that’s going to make a person pay particular attention to a
particular person and not a diagnosis.
To clarify, I summarized his response with the question; "So... you feel that your choice
of words and the variety that you use in some senses points to the individually of the
person?" He responded; "Yeah, exactly."
Computerized Referential Activity Hypotheses
CRA generally seemed more meaningful and valued to participants than any other
measure, although they were less responsive as to why this might be the case. In
general, while it is hard to depict the tenor of their reactions in any reliable way, high
CRA scores seemed to generate pleasure while low CRA scores generated dismay. Like
TTR, each participant described vai*ying hypotheses to explain CRA that tended to center
around the same theme. CRA was most often equated, on the simplest level, with
degrees of knowing, understanding or empathizing.
Frank accurately predicted which report he thought was most evocative. In fact,
his CRA score on this report was higher than most of the 94 reports scored. Frank stated
that this particular report was the highest for the following reason; "If someone reads the
report, [the client's] interpersonal style is going to come right out."
Interestingly, the peer supervisor who Frank initially found quite frustrating
supervised this report. He earlier recalled that once he finished this report under her
supervision, he believed he had learned something valuable. It is interesting to note that
this was the report he accurately (in terms ofCRA) chose to be the one he thought was
the most evocative.
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Paul also accurately predicted which report was more evocative according to
CRA scoring. He reasoned that the report exuded an understanding of the client that was
"more than just skin deep." Paul stated that learning his CRA scores on all of his reports
would be helpful to indicate whether or not he had accurately represented a detailed
assessment of the client's symptoms. Unfortunately, we did not explore this further.
Beth also initially equated CRA with greater understanding. She recalled the
following in regard to the question asked in the introductory letter (APPENDIX I) to the
reports;
It's funny, but when I read your question on it.
. .1 felt like for this client
you'd have the best understanding of what my client is going
through.
. . right now. And do I have a full understanding of the
client.
. .but.
.
.1 felt like all my reports are limited in like a clear picture of
the client because I don't think you're getting the whole picture of any of
my clients.
Here she referred to her struggle to cope with how much her supervisors asked her to
"omit" from reports. Nevertheless, she was able to pick the two reports that scored the
highest CRA. Those were reports she described liking the most. She described thinking
that the highest scoring CRA report was one where a reader would come away from the
report with a "good picture" of her "symptoms, not necessarily ofwho she was as a
person." Beth seemed to be equating high CRA with greater understanding, but was
dismayed that her scores would not reflect the actual effort she put in to convey a sense
ofwho the person is when much of that text was cut by her supervisors.
When asked which report Andy thought might be the most evocative, he stated;
Well, actually I would have said that that was my goal for all four and not
insofar as I was trying equally hard in all four, I am not able to
differentiate any one success or failure.
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Nevertheless, when pressed, Andy stated that the clients with whom he felt the most
connected were the most evocatively described. His prediction was accurately made with
this hypothesis. He stated;
The clients that I felt in terminating most moved by, and moved is such an
inadequate word, that my feelings were most deeply engaged... would
have been...X and X.
Interviews progressed at a much faster pace as we approached the exploration of
ET and AB due to time constraints. Word Count (report length) was left virtually
unexplored for the same reason. Nevertheless, below are summaries of the meaning
participants derived from the remaining measures.
Emotion Tone Hypotheses
Andy accurately predicted which report would be highest in ET. He reasoned;
What I was trying to do was really convey his affect. . .he was just so out
of control in so many different ways and causing such havoc everywhere.
It was just amazing. . .1 mean the take home message was not so much a
theoretical understanding, but something prior to that that here we have a
soul in acute distress with virtually no resting point, if not literally, no
resting point. He had no home, no friends, no car, no job, no city in which
he lived, I mean he had nothing. It was just amazing. He had nothing.
Katy predicted that the report written about a client whose treatment had "more
emotional content" would score the highest on ET. Her prediction was incorrect, in fact
it scored the lowest on ET. However, the client whose report was above the mean was a
client she described as particularly "angry." She exclaimed when she discovered her
scores; "This is the angry client. Oh wow! . . .1 still carry the emotionality of that case.
While it is impossible to discern, perhaps Katy used more emotion words in the presence
of her own and/or her clients' strong emotions.
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Zina predicted that the report representing the client who voiced "a high intensity
of emotions" would be the highest ET. Her prediction was wrong. Together we recalled
that the report scoring highest on ET described the client she consistently felt was the
most known to her.
Abstraction Hypotheses
The measure for abstraction was the least popular measure. Trainees seemed the
least interested in making sense of this measure, and reports that scored high were
thought to be lacking in some quality that was of value, or a reflection of how hard it was
to understand the client in general.
Frank stated that he was not able to pick a report reflecting greater levels of
abstraction. However, before his scores were revealed, he stated; "When they're high.
I'm just thinking that that may not be good to be abstract. I'm not sure."
Paul was probably best able to speak to what other participants might have been
working to communicate more clearly. His highest AB score reflected a report written on
a client who was reportedly difficult to get to know. Primarily, Paul communicated that
he understood the AB score as a reflection of the following experience he had with this
client. He stated;
Basically . . . she said she had problems with self-esteem and that she was
indecisive... two intake clinicians, a regular intake clinician and an [an
additional] clinician could not pin down what she was getting at. In fact,
some of her biggest problems were with communication, she couldn’t
express herself verbally and I think that’s why she had
problems. . .building relationships. She was kind of isolated. But on the
surface she didn’t describe many problems... there’s no depression, no
problems with sleeping, you know, there’s nothing kind of wrong. But it
was clear that something was wrong with her that she could feel but
couldn’t verbalize, so rather than kind of saying, well it seems like
everything’s going okay, why don’t we wrap up, we stuck at it long
enough [for me to] learn her language. I learned a little bit more about
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what’s going, but I couldn’t help feeling that subjectively her experience
was much different than her external world... Well my first write-up was
very vague, because she was very vague and 1 constantly referred to the
fact that one of the major aspects of my formulation was that she had a
great deal of difficulty describing her experience verbally, and I consider
that to be a large part of the problem and it impacted on her social world
which I think was the personification or the manifestation of most of her
difficulties.
While these results are preliminary at best, they may serve to alert other
researchers to the ways trainees are likely to interpret and react to measures that are
applied to their reports.
Literary Participants
Interviews with literary participants were less distinctive than expected. However
some of those participants were particularly well able to articulate themselves, producing
responses that were frequently more elaborated than their trainee counterparts. However,
factors such as age or post-doctoral development might be better explanations for the
depth and breadth of their thinking and capacity to describe more complex internal
experiences of the writing process. Nevertheless, the section below represents these
participants' responses when asked questions specifically related to their literary histories.
These results are likely to have been presented in other result sections, but they are worth
examining again with their literary histories more in focus.
Anna
Anna stated that while she focused on trying to sort out for herself the possible
impact resulting from studying literature on her report writing, she remained uncertain
coming into the interview asking if we could take some time to think together. Because I
wanted to know what her thinking was independent of mine, I did not contribute to her
exploration other than to emphasize the desire for her begin to respond. She stated:
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Okay, so what did the context of studying literature have on report
writing? I don’t know, I don’t know that I would have said in the
beginning that it did... [but] I do think of [report writing] as being a teller
of stories and I think sometimes about how it would be different to have
my own characters and get them to do whatever I want them to do versus
writing a report where we’ve got the person and you can’t make them do
things that work. And it's obviously very constraining to some degree,
literature, and I would say that in my mind I try to link the two. 1 enjoy
writing the reports and I think that’s because what I want to do is tell
people stories, tell them truth about experience in some way, but it is
disappointing to read the report and you try to find that connection.
In Anna's review of her summary, she nicely clarified the above by stating that
she held a "secret desire" to be a fiction writer. She additionally stating the following:
I think of report writing as storytelling, and I have always wanted to tell
people's stories in writing. Being an avid reader and an English literature
major, I have often thought of this as wanting to be a novelist, but writing
reports and doing qualitative research has broadened how I think about
that aspiration. Comparing report writing and fiction writing, I think about
the difference between being constrained by the subject's real life vs.
having your own characters you can control. Nonetheless, both are
opportunities to create narrative, and to tell some sort of generalizable
"truth" about experience, whether it's literal, interpretive, or fiction.
Because Anna mentioned during the interview a conflict between writing her
own characters and feeling constricted by the actual person she has before her mind's eye
while writing reports, I asked her the following question:
One of the things that I found when I first started writing reports coming
in with a literary history was that it was really difficult to fit my clients
into my way of telling a story, and that my way of telling the story was
very literary. And it was fmstrating. I would sit in front of the computer,
like, you’re not going to fit into my style. Have you ever had any
experiences like that at all?
The reader might recall from the previous section describing the impact of theoretical
orientation on clinical reports, in which Anna described a deep engagement with her
clients’ “stories,” experiencing herself as a “privileged” “messenger.”
While she
considered the above question thoughtfully, she felt that the role of
messenger was
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enough of [a] role” such that “shaping a story” was not considered in her own process of
writing. However, Anna did state that the psychosocial history section was where she
was most likely to find the "most symbolism," thereby making it a more "literary"
venture for her. The reader may wish to refer back to Anna's description of her client
who lived in an attic during childhood. Anna pointed to this case as one good example of
the manner in which a client's history is more symbolic and therefore more literary in
nature.
Jill
The below represents Jill's response to questions pertaining to her literary history
and its impact on her clinical report writing. She was particularly well able to connect
her understanding of the difficulties inherent in working to construct an “objective”
document about clients with whom she worked to her literary knowledge. She noted as
an example, Shakespeare’s capacity to describe his characters’ incongruent subjective
interpretations of reality. She paralleled Shakespeare's grasp of subjective relativity with
a therapist's endeavor toward participating in a client's being. She stated:
If in a Shakespearean play you have different characters who seem to be
going through the same thing but are clearly carrying a totally different
context with them and therefore interpreting what is happening in a totally
different way. And while I think that understanding and that richness is
what makes one a good therapist, in the room, I don’t think it's reflected in
the way that we structure and talk about and formalize what we do and
how we communicate.
She noted that while some therapists might tout intersubjectivity as a goal in the
therapeutic endeavor, this phenomenon is not reflected in our writing. This was
particularly cogent as many trainees described a process of separating their own
experience from their clients'. This occurred psychologically as well as with language. If
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you recall, some trainees noted that supervisors recommended that they not use words
like I, or even we," in reports. One trainee noted of such advice that she worried that
she had included "too much" of herself in the report.
Jill was also asked to comment on metaphors that other trainees used to describe
their writing process. In particular, I cited trainees who believed that writing reports was
a "distillation process." I also told her that trainees viewed writing reports as an
opportunity to put "the pieces of the puzzle together," defining those pieces as
representative of aspects of a client's life. Jill described the limitations of these
metaphors and of language in general. She stated that the language psychologists use to
describe their clients, and the metaphors used to describe the report writing process are
useful "shorthand." However, she cautioned against a view of reality unaware of our
choice to implement "shorthand" to describe a much "messier" reality not encapsulated
by our words.
As an aside, Berger and Luckmann (1966) might have agreed with Jill. However,
they described language as a system of symbols and signs that "objectify" subjective
experience. When taken to extremes, language can "construct immense edifices of
symbolic representations that appear to tower over the reality of everyday life like
gigantic presences from another world (p. 40)."
Perhaps Jill construed "shorthand" and "metaphor" as language that served to
distance her from the "messier" subjective experience of the writing process, or of her
clients' subjectivity. She stated:
I wasn’t willing to just say it was the "distillation, because I think that
you take certain pieces and you treat them as a core. I think it s taught as a
distillation but I’m not sure it really is because it seems to me that. . .it's
not helpful because you kind of distill it and put the pieces together
so that
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it makes this nice whole picture, but a lot of times it's much messier than
that, and I think the more we think about something and say "this is a
distillation," the more likely we are to believe that it really is a distillation
and forget that it's really messy. So, like I don’t think for instance with X
who I saw for 86 sessions, that’s a really long time, I don’t think there’s
any way that I can in, what is it, 5 pages or something, convey the essence
of him and of my relationship with him. So I think there’s a tension there
I don’t mean to be saying that reports aren’t a good thing, because I think
we have to communicate about things and reports are like diagnoses, I
have a lot of problems with diagnoses because they categorize people and
they stick them into boxes and they pay attention to some things and not
attention to other things. And because we treat them like they’re real, you
know, like I hear people talk about borderlines, like as if that’s the essence
of the person is that they’re a borderline.
. .But that person is like so much
more than this list of characteristics. And even this list of characteristics
exists in a context that changes the meaning of all of those things. So even
the things that you put in, if you don’t have the full context, they’re going
to be seen in a particular way. So those are the drawbacks.
Nevertheless, Jill was not naive to the impossibility of communicating much more
than "shorthand" in reports and the utility of diagnostic categorization a form of
communication. She stated:
But the positives are that I can say to you "borderline" [borderline
personality disorder] or "OCD" [obsessive compulsive disorder], and we
have a common reference, there’s an understanding there. It's a
communication process that I think is really important. But if you had to
spend the time to say everything that you’re seeing that would lead to say
an OCD diagnosis or a borderline diagnosis, communication would take
up so much time that you couldn’t get anything done. So, there’s
definitely a tension there that I think could be more explicitly
acknowledged.
Above, Jill described the benefits of diagnostic categorization. However, she
recommended that we be careful not to confuse these communications with the totality of
a client's existence. While she alluded to the fact that we are not likely to do so,
she
reported the belief that there ought to be more discussion around these ideas.
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Finally, when Jill was asked if she wished to add anything at the end of the
interview, she concluded by offering the idea that using literary ideas might aid in the
teaching of writing reports. She stated ;
But I think it could be possible that writing about a client could contribute
to your understanding of yourself as a therapist and the work that you do
in a very different kind of way. And that maybe putting it in a more
literary understanding in terms of how you understand a character and
what makes this person rich in their story, and how do they relate to other
people, and how do you as the reader understand them and how might that
be different for a different reader, and what does that mean, there are ways
that can be used to really teach people kind of insight into their own
process and to become a better therapist. But that’s not articulated.
The above is a tripartite response that deserved dissection. First, she stated that
writing reports might help trainees understand themselves. Second, she seemed to say
that literature might be a tool with which trainees could understand which aspects of a
client's life illuminates his or her character. And third, she seemed to create a new
learning paradigm in which trainees could read literature and then study the manner in
which their interpretations of the same material differed. She seemed to suggest that in
doing so, trainees would gain insight into the solipsistic nature of clients' experiences of
their own real worlds. Perhaps the next step in her paradigm would include reflections on
the intersubjective processes of psychotherapy.
Steve
Of the four literary participants interviewed, Steve seemed the least interested in
exploring the possible impact his literary history might have had on his report writing.
He struggled to find meaningful relationships between his literary immersion and his
approach to or experiences of report writing. However, he made one exception. Steve
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attributed learning how to write and discern good writing from bad to his studies as an
English major.
In the context of our interview, his focus was more on doing a "good job." In
fact, I left the interview with such a strong impression about his desire to do a "good job,"
I performed a reality check on my experience using my word processing program to
search for the word "good" in the transcription of our interview. Over the course of our
one hour interview, he used the word "good" at least twenty-one times. The word "good"
was used either by itself (4 times) in reference to some aspect of his own report writing,
or in the phrases "good job" (5), "good report" (7), "good writing" (3) and "good
formulation" (2). For comparison sake, I looked at all other trainee transcripts using the
same method. The other eight trainees only mentioned the word "good" in relation to
reports a total of twelve times combined. Some trainees never used the above phrases,
and on average, trainees used the word "good" to refer to reports or their writing only 1.5
times. While his focus on the theme of "good" report writing will remain a mystery,
there may be ways that this underlying focus worked to protect him from concerns about
the quality of his writing similar to those described overtly by other trainees. The focus
on "good" might also have worked to defend against other feelings he had about report
writing, the interview itself, or the focus on his literary background. The above are only
possible interpretations derived from my own speculation.
Nevertheless, Steve's mode of responding also seemed concrete with a focus on
compliance. For example, when asked how he conceptualized the process of report
writing he said;
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I think I conceptualized them in terms of what my understanding of what I
was being asked to do, what areas I was being asked to cover and
comment upon.
When asked what he thought was important to convey in reports he stated, "...without
being too simplistic, I wrote whatever the particular categories called for in terms of
providing specific information." When asked how his literary education might have
impacted his report writing, he concluded his broader comments (to be noted later) with
the following annotation: "It wasn't like I had as an English major, written my senior
thesis or something on the life stories of mentally ill people." When asked how he was
able to discern a good report from other reports he stated among other things, "I mean, it's
not rocket science!"
While conclusions cannot be drawn from his responses, the above suggested a
posture that was puzzling. Steve was not asked over the course of the interview, or in
any other communication, to note whether or not his posture was defensive, nor was he
asked to propose alternate interpretations.
Nevertheless, Steve did describe how he separated "good reports" from bad ones
so that he could choose which predecessors were worthy of emulating in his own report
writing. He stated;
I can judge what good writing is. . .1 think I am able to sort ofjudge on
multiple dimensions what a good report is and can then map that onto
myself and my own writing. . .It wasn’t that hard to understand what the
requirements were, and then I knew intuitively what good writing is in
terms of capturing a patient in terms of their psychosocial background . . .1
felt much less certain about writing formulation... which was often a
struggle. . .1 could read a formulation and know that it was really good and
sophisticated...but it was much harder to map that on from where I was at
the time. . .The art really is in the formulation because that is where you’re
beginning in your theoretical understanding and a more broad and deep
sort of consideration of the patient... I’m still learning.
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He added that while he had brought his "general education and writing skills" to the task
of writing reports, he did not bring to bear what he referred to as a "conscious transfer
"
In other words, the skills he learned as an English major might have infused the process
of report writing, but it was not a "conscious or premeditated kind of process..."
Andy
In contrast to Steve, Andy's responses were riddled with literary or artistic facets.
From the start, he conceptualized his general experience of reports as a literary venture.
Therefore, many of the citations to follow are repetitious. There was very little to
present here that had not already found an important and formative place in other sections
of these results, but they are worth a second look in this context as a reminder.
For instance, like Anna, he too described the desire to tell a client's story in the
report. He stated;
I'm really trying to present the events, the stories, I'm big on stories. . .1 like
telling the person's story the way the person told it... actually [I] felt very
much like an artist in the sense that, and I was aware of this, I wanted to
convey some of the drama.
.
.I’m trying to talk about the salient issues and
what I would choose would be the ones that were salient, the ones that
were most important. Which therefore, from another point of view, could
also be the ones that had the most drama in it. So when I was writing, I
was trying to convey what was so imaginatively enlivening about the
work. .
.
Ajidy described the "art" of report writing stating;
I’m trying to be artful in the way I convey it, and I mean artful in a good
sense. Artful in a sense that I’m trying to recreate and use some of the
experience I have, that this is not just a matter of a text book that we’re
reading, that this is a person. That actually had a lot to do with why I left
literature to go into psychology to begin with, is if I just want to read a
text of a psyche, I can stay home with my books of poems. . .not as an
artifice., .but to reveal something about the experience of doing therapy
with this person.
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He added that his writing worked "to recreate the person, the experience.” Of
this, he stated:
Now given my background, 1 call that art... Using the imagination is a way
of bringing the person to life with words.. .I’m using all kinds of similes
and metaphors all the time.
.
.
Andy agreed that his own writing process sometimes rejuvenated his empathy for
his clients. However, he seemed to stress more the importance of “the artistic joy of
writing.” He stated that he enjoys “writing the reports for the creativity of it.” He
continued:
And I think ultimately when it's all said and done, if I didn’t have that joy,
I wouldn’t do it. I mean, you couldn’t persist in writing things you don’t
like to do just because you would improve your empathy. . .It just wouldn’t
happen.
When asked about his conceptual framework for reports he stated:
Oh, it was always literary. I don’t think I could do anything different if I
tried. So, I would shape the literary according to the new contexts that I
was trying to learn, but it was always literary. I was very much aware of
the artistry of what I was doing. I’ll leave that. I’ve probably explained
that enough.
Clearly, diversity reigned in this group of participants. Their responses ranged
from fantasies of writing fiction, the realm of the concrete and the compliant, to an
increased awareness of the power of language and the artistic joy that can be found
therein.
What follows is a chapter describing results obtained from the clinical supervisor
participants.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS II: SUPERVISOR DESCRIPTIONS OF CLINICAL REPORT WRITING
Introduction
As mentioned earlier, supervisors were asked a series of questions designed to
explore their thoughts on the process of report writing in a training clinic, as well as
important features of their guidance as trainees construct documents about their work.
These questions were not always asked in the same order. However, the first, more open-
ended questions were always asked in the beginning, followed by more specific questions
that sometimes varied from participant to participant depending on their responses to
initial questions, expertise, or time constraints. The following results will be presented in
the typical order of questions posed to supervisors in interviews. The order, however,
was sometimes sacrificed so that related topics could be clustered together.
Diverse Nature of Supervisors' Views on Report Writing
Perhaps the most interesting finding from these results was the diverse nature of
supervisors' views on report writing and supervising the process. In fact, two supervisors
seemed to consistently promote contradictory opinions, while the other remained more
neutral in his approach to report writing. Supervisors at the PSC take part in creating the
culture in which trainees learn to become psychotherapists, thus the recommendations
and views of these three participants reverberate earlier results describing trainees'
experiences writing reports in this environment. The nature of these results determined
decisions regarding their presentation below. Supervisors' responses will be presented in
the same order in each of the following sections with few exceptions. That will allow the
reader to follow the consistent contrasts between their responses over the course of this
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presentation of results. Additionally, as supervisor responses resonated with trainee
responses, attention will be called to these resonant moments by reminding the reader of
specific and/or general trainee responses and themes. For the most part, each supervisor
was asked the same questions with little variability. Supervisors tended to be more
succinct than trainees were in their responses, resulting in shorter descriptions of their
experience of clinical report wnting and how they supervised this venture.
The Nature of Clinical Report Writing
As stated earlier, supervisors initially were asked the same general, more open-
ended question as trainees with the hope that it would generate responses independent of
my own biases, fostering an exploration of their experience. Their responses to the
question "What is your overall philosophy about report writing?" follow.
Nathan
While Nathan's response was prefaced with a disclaimer with regard to the extent
of his thinking about this topic, he focused on reports as primarily serving to
communicate. He responded:
I haven’t thought about that. But I do have a somewhat clear philosophy
and that is simple, that is I see report writing as a communication, not a
place to think out loud. So very often I’m someone who really makes
folks pare it down. And jargon is one of the most hated parts of the report.
I want my reports that are going out that I supervise to be communicative
to people who may not be in the field or may use a different language.
Frankly, I find jargon often communicates kind of projectively, it's what
that person may mean but somebody else might not. So I ask people to be
descriptive, but then also to be succinct. So those two things would be
probably the thing that would define my reports.
Nathan's focus here clearly was on clinical reports as a communication. In his response,
he brought to the fore issues pertaining both to potential audiences, and the power and
meaning of words. In particular, Nathan's dislike of "jargon" seemed fueled by the fact
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that it served to sabotage his primary goal to construct a document unlikely to be
misunderstood by any given audience. Trainees also spoke to limiting jargon,
considering their audience as well as to their efforts to be "descriptive" and "succinct" in
their writing.
Kevin
Just as Nathan described, Kevin noted that reports were “supposedly designed for
the transmission of information of your clients to other clinicians.” However, because he
reportedly believed that “not too many people tend to read reports” that report writing
presented trainees with an opportunity. He stated:
I look at it more as an opportunity for the individual therapist to play with
her/his ideas, to begin to let loose some theoretical notions, or to just be
with him or herself to think and get out of the rat race of being a clinical
student.
. .1 want students to get something out of [report writing] rather
than to have a finished product for that client or particular agency.
He continued;
I like to give them the opportunity which they often don’t have in their
schooling very much, to go into the inner world of the client and of
themselves. So I do encourage some use of their own fantasy and feelings
and countertransference to some extent. And I think of it less as a piece of
work that has to be completed than of a creative effort. As more of an art
work in a way. The ones that I like best are the ones where I see the
person as playful, and coming up with interesting ways of saying or doing
things. It’s a chance for them to just be with their own inner world.
However, with his next sentence, it was clear that he experienced his view as somewhat
subversive. He stated: “I wouldn’t say that to the APA [American Psychological
Association] but. . . " This seemed to indicate that he was not "oblivious" of his
environment and ordinary professional practice.
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Tony
Tony interpreted the opening question as one that asked him what should be
conveyed in reports, which is discussed as a separate topic in the next section.
Report Conveyances
Supervisors were asked to consider what they thought would be important to
convey in reports. As stated earlier, responses are quite diverse and often represented
seemingly polar opposite views. What follows is a presentation of each supervisor's view
of important report communications.
Nathan
Nathan responded by pointing to a variety of factors with regard to what should
be conveyed in reports. He stated initially that one should consider the following prior to
writing;
Well, I always want the question to come in from whoever is asking for a
referral or for information. I don’t respond to "please send me a report" on
so and so. We need to know. . . what is this report for, and what is it in
regard to and who are you? Do you have a release?. . .Then by forcing
them to be specific about. . . what they’re asking, and what you’ve been
given a release to answer.
Given the above considerations, Nathan was asked to speak more generally about writing
reports in the PSC. Typically those reports are not the result of a specific request from
outside sources. He was asked, for example, to consider the content of a treatment plan.
He stated:
That actually is still a communication. The communication there is both
to the clinic, more importantly to any transfer and outside source that will
be their next treatment source. So again. I’m mostly [focused on]
communication rather than the educative function that [reports] also serve.
But I try to convince my students that together we might talk about how
they’re conceptualizing the case, but wandering around in your
conceptualization of a report has a way of adding information to the
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person s life that you don’t control. So even though we like to think our
reports inside [the PSC] are within our control, I know they’re not. They
could be subpoenaed, they could be read [by] the client. The client should
never see anything in there that you wouldn’t have said to the client.
While it is not clear, there appears to be some way in which Nathan both encouraged and
cautioned trainees with regard to considering their conceptualization of their clients.
Nathan might agree that one's conceptualization should remain close to the client's own
understanding of themselves at the time. Nevertheless, Nathan was asked to describe the
factors he thought would be important to communicate about a client in a report. He
responded;
Well it depends very much on the client. It's going to be highly
individualistic. Assuming, we see lots of different things happening. We
might see the client for two sessions, just to keep him functioning as we
get him through [the] finals week that we just had. There might be a lot of
information that would come out about their background, and their
personality and so on, but we don’t get into that. We only get into what is
happening, so the progress note for a client like that is the most important
thing. Why they came in, what we did, what happened, what was the
result, and that’s the end of it.
Here, he elaborated on earlier statements with regard to limiting one's conceptualization
of a client, with a focus on answering the above set of questions. He extended his
response noting what should not be in a report. He stated:
A good clinician is going to pick up all kinds of information along the
way, but why would you be putting that in the report?. . .We’re not given
permission just to wander around in people’s psyches. We have a kind of
pointed task at hand. . . .And whether it's the progress note which is
indicating "where did you get to at this point?" or the termination note,
this is "where did the whole therapy go?", again, you want to be fairly
blunt. My reports tend to be fairly small, short.
In an attempt to explore Nathan's responses, he was asked to consider if he would
communicate something about the client as a person in the context of a transfer
report. He responded by stating, "Only as it's related to the treatment."
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To explore this topic at greater depth, Nathan was asked what he would or would
not state about the client as a person. For instance, how would he write about a client he
experienced as "difficult?" He responded;
So once you said "difficult" to work with, that’s in the eye of the beholder
kind of comment and obviously it has no place in the report, that’s a
subjective response. You can be descriptive about the behaviors, and I
think you could say that in a way that’s both objective and non-
'
judgmental.
Because Nathan seemed to be describing aspects of report writing that trainees
generally seemed perplexed by or concerned with, I presented an example of a client with
whom I had worked, who in my experience was "difficult." I described further that the
client was "profoundly devaluing of the treatment and of the therapist." The object of this
disclosure was to work toward understanding how Nathan might communicate this
phenomenon in a report. He stated:
Again, devaluing, it's because value it and she seems to be questioning
it, but I think you could in some very positive way. .. communicate it
as. .
.
you just want them to be aware of it so that it might help their
treatment. You might want to say that "this is a person who is very careful
about what is happening to them and questions what kind of treatment
they’re getting." That would be descriptive, objective. It doesn’t say that
they devalue what you’re doing. And there’s another reason you want to
do that. The interaction with the clinician is not just the other person, it's
an interaction. The next person may have a very different way of
responding and getting responses back, but might be different. It might
not necessarily be more positive, and might be going in a different
direction. It's my way of saying I’m always a little suspicious of
characterological statements that are built on human interactions in the
therapy session because this is a very interesting environment, an unusual
environment, a very intense environment, and the person may not be that
way outside, but more importantly, may not be that way with a different
clinician who responds differently. So you don’t want to create an affect
that may not be there. You really want the next clinician to really have
their own objective stance, yet you want to perhaps enhance the possibility
that the therapy would work by making the person aware ofhow that
person functioned behaviorally with you. But I would avoid any
terms... like "devaluing."
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Nathan was asked to elaborate. He stated:
Well, devaluing again is something that has a judgmental kind of quality.
You value it so here’s the value in it. If I go to a doctor and he tells me he
wants to operate on me and I say well wait a minute, what are the other
options, he might see me as devaluing his opinion. I see that as very good
consumer behavior and self-protective. So what you want to do is be
descriptive that client X really looks carefully at everything the therapist is
trying to do and seems to make assessments about that as to how they will
impact that person. It's a way of saying something that the client could
look at and say, "yeah, I do that." You could probably put a positive spin
on it. The next clinician would hear what you’re saying which is that
there’s a kind of walking on eggs kind of quality there... without putting
any kind of a spin on it.
Here, Nathan spoke to the importance of being objective, descriptive, and non-
judgmental while describing a client and the treatment. While Nathan presented a good
argument here, trainees reported a struggle to sort out for themselves the meaning and/or
impossibility of being objective, and how to work toward developing a language to
describe their clients non-judgmentally. Perhaps this points to the need for greater
communication between the trainee and supervisor while constructing reports. This
might include a discussion focusing on the nuances of the term "objectivity."
Kevin
On a much shorter note, Kevin focused on the importance of the writer's
experience, rather than what is actually conveyed in the report. He stated;
For me it's less important what’s conveyed than what’s the experience that
the writer has. . .that they really enjoy the opportunity to use in a fairly free
form way with their thoughts, associations and ideas and feelings and so
on. And interesting things emerge. So I’m looking more to their
experience than to what’s conveyed.
While it is not clear here whether or not Kevin would condone the exploration of
clients' psyches, Kevin does encourage trainees to explore their own. However,
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like Nathan, Kevin too spoke to the importance of being sensitive to derogatory
language. When I asked him about his editing tactics while reviewing reports
written by trainees he stated:
If they clearly put something in there which would be offensive to a client,
they might know the clients will ask for the records, and so I just remind
them to try and maintain that awareness, that you need that sort of
unfortunately double or triple fold awareness of what you’re writing. I’ve
had people sometimes write for me two reports, one that is for public
consumption, and one that’s for their own notes. . .1 would try to be
reading it as though I were the public with some sensitivity towards the
client's perception of the material should he or she want to read it.
. . So I
would certainly catch things that the client would hear as derogatory...!
would also find that to be antithetical to the way I have been trying to
work with the student and hoped that the student would work with the
client, and that is to not be demeaning, to not objectify the client, to not
categorize.
Because of the currency Kevin placed on freedom of thought, he
entertained the possibility of writing more than one report to allow trainees the
opportunity to explore their internal experience with the hope of generating new
ideas about their clients and their work. However, like Nathan, Kevin noted the
importance of omitting derogatory language.
Tony
Tony described at much greater depth what he thought should be conveyed in
several different types of reports. He included his reasoning at each point and noted that
this may be specific to reports written in the context of an empirically supported
cognitive behavioral treatment paradigm for anxiety disorders. Our conversation
proceeded as follows when he stated;
I guess the things that are of most importance to me in reports, the
things I
need to find in a report are things, and it depends on when the report is
written, if it's an intake report of course it's different than a
progress note.
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Below he described what he thought ought to be in an intake report and why ;
Intake report, the things that I look for are symptomatology and enough
specific detail so that we can come to some kind of diagnostic conclusion
about the person. It's particularly important for anxiety disorder cases
because the nature of the symptomatology we need to know in order to
know exactly what to put together in terms of the truth.
Tony's notion of "truth" will be presented later in this chapter. Secondly, he noted;
The second thing I would be interested in would be antecedent events
related to those symptoms. That is, information about when these
symptoms happen, if it's anxiety for instance. Exactly when the anxiety
symptoms occur, under what circumstances and in what context, with
what people. Then I would like to know something about what happens
during the anxiety episodes.
Next, Tony focused on the need to understand and describe the phenomenological
experience of the client. He stated;
Anxiety is what we’ve dealt with mostly so that’s what I’ll concentrate on,
but that is what is the phenomenology for the individual of the
symptomatology? It's not enough to say the person is anxious or nervous.
They have to figure out on three different domains, what is the emotional
aspect of the anxiety that they’re talking about? What is it that they
experience? Is it fear? Is it dread? Is it panic? Is it apprehension? What
exactly is that subjective, qualitative component of the experience?
When asked to describe his reasons for placing importance on the client's subjective
experience in a report, he stated:
Well because if the report’s going to be useful, okay, if an intake report is
going to be useful from this standpoint for setting up cognitive behavioral
therapy, you want to have a broad brush outline of the nature of the
symptoms so you know exactly where to start looking for how these things
are related to each other.
Above, Tony seemed to point to the importance of exploring with purpose, the internal
experience of the client. While this sounds contrary to what Nathan stated, I would
wager that he would agree with Tony in this case, but that Nathan did not believe an
exploration of a person's psyche from a psychoanalytic perspective was useful or
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permissible in the context of report vsriting. However, a psychoanalytic thinker is likely
to see the utility of Tony's approach as well.
Nevertheless, Tony stated that the intake report is a document that initiates the
process of conceptualizing a client's problems from a cognitive behavioral perspective.
He stated:
[The intake report is written] to construct the conceptualization of the
case. So one feature of it would be this phenomenological or the
subjective experience. Another is the behavior that is associated, what do
they do when this happens? And most of the time with anxiety disorders it
is some kind of behavior designed to avoid or escape something. So that’s
what we’re looking for. And the third feature are the thoughts and
assumptions and beliefs the person has about the nature of their
experience, because those thoughts tie together the behaviors and the
affect, and it's those thoughts that are the thing that we focus on quite a bit
in CBT. In the intake report, its pretty hard to get very far into those
thoughts, but they usually at some surface level, those thoughts are
available during the intake and we can at least start to generate them and
in the next couple of sessions what will have to happen is identifying more
of those thoughts. .
.
From Tony's perspective, after the first few weeks of the treatment,
trainees should have acquired the following;
An outline for case conceptualization. That is, how do the thoughts,
feelings and behaviors manifest themselves in this problem? And some
beginning conceptualization of how they interact with each other.
He added;
[So by the time the trainee gets to the treatment plan], these things should
be in place and they can be plugged into the treatment plans so you can
figure out what it is you need to do. We tend to use manualized
treatments, but the manuals are only as good, I think, as the case
conceptualization of the person. So if someone tries to apply a manual
without really conceptualizing the case ahead of time, they may hit upon a
case that happens to fit the manual, but they may also be unable to figure
out how to apply the manual for a particular individual. Because each
person has a different constellation of symptoms and they look a little
bit
different. The conceptualization is what’s common for anxiety disorders
among different people. But you can’t translate the conceptualization
into
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one mode of approach. Now the manuals will do that in a sense, but they
are more of a rough guide in my view, and you have to understand the
conceptualization before you can really apply the manual in a useful way
for the most part, over the broad sweep of patients that we have seen.
Tony s responses indicated that the trainee's conceptualization of the case should
be complete prior to writing a report. Because most other respondents suggested
that report time was the time to think about conceptualization, he was asked the
following questions;
So would it be the case that the time for report writing for trainees at the
PSC is a time for conceptualizing? Or it sounds like you do the
conceptualizing over the course of that four weeks and then when the
person, the trainee gets to the treatment plan point, it's already, all that
thinking has already been done?
He responded;
That’s the goal in my view. I mean, that’s what I would hope happens.
Now that’s different I think than a model I would probably adopt if I were
somewhere else, because it's a training clinic and what happens is the
people don’t know how to do the conceptualization. It's really a part of
the process of learning how to conceptualize a case. And hopefully the
report writing should be an integral part of that. What you do is you try to
pull all that stuff together to conceptualize it.
Tony clarified that conceptualization prior to report writing was the ideal. However, he
noted that in a training environment, that ideal is often not achieved.
Tony stated that his ideas about psychotherapy summaries written at the end of
treatment might also be different than others' conceptualizations. He stated;
[The psychotherapy summary] will focus on the specific kinds of
strategies that were used, identification of the different kinds of thoughts
that are associated with cognitions there are, how those are restructured
and so forth. . . Well, I think the major purpose is to be able to
communicate this to someone else who may happen to see this person. To
give them a sense of how the problems were conceptualized, and what was
done and what the outcome was... At that point, conceptualization is really
what has happened. I mean, it's all sort of past tense. I guess it s possible
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to put in new hypotheses about things going on but it's probably less
important in psychotherapy.
Here, Tony is in agreement with Nathan when he stated that psychotherapy summary
reports are a communication with a focus on the reasoning and information that led to
specific interventions or diagnostic conclusions. Also, just as Nathan described, Tony
stated that regardless of what one conveys in a report, he tried to remind trainees that the
document is not truly confidential.” He added that a "subpoena of records" would be
more successful in a training clinic than in a private practice with a licensed clinician. He
cautioned trainees to protect both the patient and themselves when writing reports.
Audience
Again, the perspectives ofNathan and Kevin stood in stark contrast to one another
with regard to the potential audiences of reports.
Nathan
Nathan's first response to questions pertaining to the consideration of audiences
focused both on the public nature of reports and damage done by psychoanalytic
hypotheses in this realm. He stated the following;
When you’re writing that kind of a record, my point with my clinicians is
that [it] could go anywhere. There is no privacy when you’re kind of
writing for the record... the audience is everybody including the client, so
that’s what they should be thinking about. It’s important to be
communicative but it's more important to protect the client just as you
would in the session. So wonderings about their Oedipal complexes or
some sort of sexual tendency that they didn’t know about [is]...harmful,
it's wondering out loud about something you have no business wondering
out loud.
Given his response, Nathan was asked to consider a scenario where one might
struggle to sort through what might be relevant to mention in a report if the
material was controversial in nature. The scenario described was that of a mother
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in therapy working to cope with the news that her son (who was not involved in
the treatment) is gay. In response, Nathan stated;
That’s an objective issue. I’m more concerned about this latent
homosexuality. That was sort of a famous one in the 60's was that you’d
recognize a tendency in a Rorschach and put that in a report. That was
very damaging to people if in fact they had strong feelings about that. We
don’t do that anymore. I think we learned a lesson then. Is it something
the client doesn’t know about or would not be aware of There, it's not so
important to communicate to the next therapist as it is to protect the client
from information that might be harmful.
Nathan's focus on the perceived damaging affects of psychoanalytic
interpretations disclosed in reports of old, perhaps did not allow him to respond to
the implications of my question and proposed scenario. Nevertheless, he stated
that one must make “ethical choices” about what to communicate to the next
therapist or other audiences. He stated that "we always judge what we
communicate as relative degree of harm to gain.”
Nathan was asked to clarify his reasons for excluding hypotheses regarding the
nature of the clients' problems when they are not fully aware of, or in agreement with said
hypotheses. Nathan described two reasons supporting his belief that communicating
hypothesized information is harmful. He stated:
Harmful in two ways: One, that information may not be useftil, but more
importantly, harmful in that resistance would build up to the point that the
next clinician wouldn’t be able to use that information anyway. So it s
safer to hold off on that information.
However, Nathan stated that if a possibly inflammatory piece of information is crucial to
the treatment, you might be able to find a way to write about it such that if the client
were
to read it, he/she would find it understandable and not damaging. He stated.
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If you find some way to work it in, that’s great that would be appropriate.
And could be read by the client and understood in a way that would be not
damaging.
Nathan's responses underscored Paul's (trainee participant) described experiences
of sorting out how to write about a client's thoughts of an extramarital affair in a
way that would not be damaging if the report were to be subpoenaed, or read by
the client.
Kevin
Kevin spoke to the issue of audience much more generally than Nathan. He
recalled what he had been told by a colleague;
Well, as the former chair of the ethics committee once told me, he said,
"don’t tell anybody this, but you kind of write for two audiences and you
think about the audiences." I’m not oblivious of managed care officials
and ethics boards [but]... most students don’t need a reminder of that, I
think they’re overly concerned about that.
Later in the interview, Kevin stated that he thought concerns about audience
might interfere with gaining some of the positive experiences of report writing. He
stated:
I feel that there’s a possibility that report writing could be a much more
authentic, a much richer, much more satisfying experience for the clinician
and the supervisor ifwe got away from the feeling that there’s a lawyer
standing over us and all that.
Certainly some trainees echoed Kevin's perspective here. For example, Zina mentioned
that with a focus on legal and ethical audiences, she experienced herself as "far more"
"cautious" and "conservative" in her "thinking" while writing reports. Kevin might have
encouraged her to think more radically or freely to permit greater insight into her clients
problems.
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Supervisor Input
Supervisors were asked a number of questions to explore the quality and quantity
of their input on reports when trainees submitted them for review. Nathan and Kevin's
responses, for various reasons, might explain why trainees experienced their supervisors
as having a laissez-faire attitude" toward reports. Nathan described experiencing reports
as generally well written stating that they often required only a few changes. Kevin noted
that because of time pressures, he was often more interested in getting students through
the process quickly so that they could meet their deadlines.
Nathan
Nathan stated that while he generally required students to make few corrections,
when he did, he stated that his requests tended to focus on how to pare the report down or
change a few words. Nathan described a cultural shift in the PSC over the past decade
that he attributed to ethics in the field and the assessment teacher in the clinical
psychology department. He stated:
More and more, and I give [the assessment teacher] credit and the
supervisors gone before me, more and more I’m seeing great reports.
Well-balanced, cautious about what they say. I rarely have to make many
changes. I think we’re all more on the same page than I remember in years
past. . .Years past I think we had some colleagues [who] were more into
the old style, you’re writing a psychological report which was this
compendium of information of everything you’ve learned about a person.
I think...the ethical guidelines have helped us tighten it [what we write in
reports] down, and our lack of ego about what we really know. . .When we
were into very heavy psychoanalytic thinking, I think we viewed ourselves
as detectives who were way ahead of the person. Now we’re more realistic
about what we’re doing.
If the reader will recall, however, some trainees reported that their introduction to
assessment course work did not transfer to their clinical report writing.
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Nathan was asked to consider what happens when and if trainees present him with
a report supporting a view of the client that was different from his own. He stated;
I don’t think that has ever happened... formulation is a collaborative
process.
. . so it is hard to remember a time when over the course of a
semester we end with a conflict of perspectives that is a surprise to me...
Nathan described the reasons he believed the above to be a rarity. He stated;
I think the students are really good at picking up the style of the
supervisor, so that by the time it's gotten to the reports they know [that I
believe] less is more.
. . So it rarely has come up that people have gotten
way off base. And again, I think [the assessment teacher] gets a lot of
credit. He pulls people down quite a bit.
The above statement resonated with responses from trainees who recalled working to
figure out what each new supervisor would like to see in the reports they supervise.
When Nathan reviewed a summary of what was likely to be presented in these results, he
neither denied nor supported the following paragraph I wrote offering a possible
interpretation of the latter portion of the above quote. Below is what was written for his
review;
In that last sentence he is (I suspect) at least partially referring to an earlier
mentioned process of "reigning in" trainees who take an "old traditional
psychoanalytic" position where they think; "I’m way ahead of the client."
The tone of our interview suggested that he might agree with the following
stance; Wild psychoanalytic interpretations have no place in reports.
Nathan continued by stressing in his responses that he would not sign a report with which
he was not sufficiently comfortable. He recalled;
I mean. I’m signing it too, and frankly I’m the licensed one signing it so
we have to get to some place that we both could live with. I ve never had
that happen though.
He elaborated on his reasons for negotiating with a trainee's view if he thought the
client was inappropriately construed in a report. He stated;
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[Although] ... it rarely ends up to be logger-head sort of thing, if it were to
happened, I would assert myself at that point... [I would try to
communicate to the trainee that I] see how they are getting to that.
. .
I just
don t feel it has that level of validity.
.
.
[1 would not] be willing to send
future clinicians down that path, nor would I want the client to perceive
that we were thinking of them that way. And again, I would try to make
the arguments around the therapeutic gains and losses and the therapeutic
loss there is that the resistance would [promote], hearing it that way, like
making an interpretation too soon not only does not help, but it hinders
future development, it slows things down if not ends them.
Here, Nathan seemed to conclude by reiterating his earlier claim that trainees
should consider the "relative degree of harm to gain."
Kevin
Kevin offered a different perspective with regard to his input on reports. He
recalled focusing more on the work necessary to facilitate trainees' thinking. He stated;
I try to get something interesting going on, because I can't stand reading
reports that are dull. . .1 see my input more is to stimulate deeper thinking
and more playful thinking and more creative thinking.
When Kevin was asked to describe times when the trainee's and his own thinking
about a client were disparate, he recalled several factors he believed contributed to those
differences. He stated that often the "time crunch" at the PSC "interfered" with trainees'
capacity to write reports that satisfactorily represented their thoughts let alone his own.
He stated;
So in a sense, my interest is often in getting the person through the
paperwork. . .that goal rises above the match or mismatch with what we
thought our understanding was.
However, further on in the interview, it appeared he might have been more disappointed
by trainees' lack of more elaborated thinking than he let on earlier in the interview. He
stated;
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But my experience has been usually that where there has been mismatch,
most often it’s, my sense is that the student is very rushed and just wants to
get the report out and resorts to more simplistic thinking instead of really
working with it and having it become something more interesting, that
they just put out the more common ways of thinking about these things.
He also described wondering if he "failed" to have an authentic dialogue with his trainees
when a mismatch in their thinking was reflected in their reports. He stated:
If there were a lot of mismatches at the end, then I’d wonder about, had I
failed to really have a true dialogue, and honest and open dialogue with
the therapist? At least what I’m thinking. I’m thinking if they knew what 1
wanted to hear.
. .that kind of thing.
It appeared that Kevin wondered if trainees were working to write what they thought he
wanted to read. This is an interesting twist on trainees and Nathan's comments with
regard to their congruous understanding that trainees work to psyche out their supervisors
report writing preferences. Kevin seemed to believe that that was problematic.
Kevin concluded this portion of the interview by noting the following;
[There is] a tremendous variance in [the] abilities of students to create and
write something that has more meaning, or to have a style that really tells
the story.
.
.and that for some students the thinking process seems to stop
while they're writing.
. . Sometimes the person I experience in the
supervisory room seems quite different than the person writing the report.
Some of it is just their awkwardness with the language and their fear of
not having come up with the vocabulary which they feel confident enough
to really use.
Here, he made reference to trainees' development of their own voice, which was
described by trainees and will be explored at greater depth later in this section. However,
Kevin seemed to notice that there was a distinct difference between what trainees
presented as their thinking in the supervisory room and what they actually wrote in their
reports. One wonders if this is not partially a result of previous training in the context of
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the PSC that encouraged trainees to "just be descriptive," and steer clear of interpretive
statements as it was described both by Nathan and the trainees themselves.
Tony
When Tony was asked if there were common themes pertaining to the type of
advice he ordinarily gave his trainees, he recalled that while most of his students were
very good writers, he frequently asked trainees to provide greater "specificity" and
detail" when describing their clients' problems. He stated for example;
If you say that the person engages in avoidance behaviors because of their
anxiety, well exactly what does that mean? What are they avoiding and
when? I want to see that kind of level of detail.
This recommendation echoed trainees' discussions of the importance of avoiding jargon
and working to be more descriptive, rather than diagnostic.
Tony also stated that reports he has reviewed varied in terms ofhow much editing
or revisions they required. He recalled receiving reports that did not require any changes,
in addition to reports needing three to four revision episodes. The types of reports that
required revisions were too general, or lacked the specificity and the detail necessary to
generate a solid conceptualization of the case. He recalled that when reports were too
general, it was often an indication to him that a trainee was struggling to apply a theory
he or she was learning. He added;
There is a learning process of being able to figure out. . .how to take the
model and overlay the client’s life onto this model and then describe it and
understand it.
With Frank's responses in mind, Tony was asked if reports might be a "snap-shot of his
trainees' "development" and thinking, he responded affirmatively and added;
Now that’s not to say I always do it that way, but I mean it does make
sense, and thinking back to the reports that come in and the reports that are
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most impressive, the people who have developed into really good report
writers are the people who really developed the ability to conceptualize
the case.
Tony spoke to the importance of helping trainees develop the capacity to
conceptualize their cases through the process of report writing. Further educative
functions of report writing will be described next, but it should be noted that trainees
described the wish that supervisors would spend more time on their reports with them so
that they could better conceptualize their cases.
Educative Functions ofReport Writing
As Tony and trainees mention in the previous sections, they believed that report
writing served to hone their conceptualizations of cases and worked to clarify their
thinking. What does not seem particularly present are the supervisors' notions that they
play an integral part in this process. This was congruent with trainees' descriptions of
feeling alone while working to conceptualize their cases.
Nathan
When asked directly if the report writing process was educative for trainees,
Nathan responded;
We like to think we’re conceptualizing all the time, but when you sit down
to write, that’s when you really want to conceptualize. Your mind is not
just allowed to flow everywhere it wants to go. And I think that’s a
wonderful opportunity to clarify your thinking. It’s one of the reasons we
have progress notes here. [Report writing] helps the conceptual scheme
more than probably just the communicative functions or the educative
functions. So that kind of conceptualizing periodically is very, very
useful. In my view it is the clarity of your thinking and communicating
that is important. Not so much your ability to spin off wonderful
notions. . . so this is the time to look at what you’ve actually tested and sort
of work them back into the fabric of what you re thinking about this
person. So that’s the educative part.
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Kevin
When Kevin responded to the same question, he noted the difference between the
ideal and the reality of writing reports in today's climate. He stated:
There is a wide gulf [between] what function it could serve and what
function it tends to serve... I feel that there's a possibility that report
writing could be a much more authentic, a much richer, much more
satisfying experience for the clinician and the supervisor ifwe got away
from the feeling that there's a lawyer standing over us and all that.
Here, Kevin alluded to a common teaching metaphor designed to help people writing
reports consider the possibility that it may be interpreted by audiences other than the
therapist and/or supervisor. Trainees mentioned hearing this metaphor working to sort
out how to consider their audiences while writing reports at the beginning of their
training.
Just as Anna noted that she herself might be a future audience, Kevin discussed
the idea that reports serve as one mode of "self-supervision." He stated;
I think one of the major functions of report writing is to develop the ability
to be able to recreate through memory, the feelings, the words, the
intonations, and so on that were there [in the therapy and/or supervision]
and to respond to it outside of that space, that is to create your own
supervisory milieu in your head.
The possibilities for self-supervision were tri-fold for Kevin. He stated that while writing
reports trainees "reflect upon [their] own thoughts, behaviors, and the experience in the
room with the client." Second, he reported that while writing reports, trainees could
"entertain different perspectives." And third, while thinking about wnting a report, a
trainee might "permit any thoughts to come into one's mind and pursue them as important
potential ways of understanding or conceptualizing a problem or phenomenon."
Q
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When asked if he believed that writing reports offered trainees the opportunity to
concretize their thinking about their clients, he responded by stating;
No, report writing is a time for exploration.
. . it is helpful as a mode of
expression, like a painting...! see the whole process as opening more and
more rather than closing.
This was a curious perspective not mentioned by any other respondent. However,
somehow it does not seem as though each perspective is mutually exclusive. This
does serve however, as a poignant example of the diverse nature of views of
report writing expressed by the three supervisor participants.
Tony
Early in the interview, independent of being asked, Tony offered his ideas on the
educative nature of report writing as described in the previous section. Therefore, he
was asked if report writing was a unique learning paradigm, where the benefits are
difficult to replicate in other circumstances. He responded;
I think so. I think writing a report is probably going to make it a lot
clearer.
. .because you have to be able to put all the pieces together for the
client in a way that can’t be done on a test. . .Tm not sure I could imagine a
situation where taking a test would give you the same experience in terms
of pulling together a conceptualization of the case... [integrating] all of the
details of an individual’s life. . .Even reading a case study and trying to do
a conceptualization, you still don’t have the myriad of nuance, detail or
affect, or posture... [I added and Tony affirmed "or the interpersonal
experience, what it's like to be with the person"].
Tony added the following;
I mean it is not as though we understand the client and then we write about
them. It is a process that goes on for a long time and in part that
development is reflected in the writing so that by writing about it gives us
another opportunity to think about it and maybe come up with new ideas
for how things fit together and how they go together and we check those
out with the client and so forth.
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Here Tony spoke to the "putting all the pieces of the puzzle together" metaphor described
by trainees, adding that our understanding of a client might grow out of (among other
things) the process of report writing.
Regardless of varying points of view, supervisors and trainees alike seemed to
suggest that they would benefit from greater focus and cooperation around the process of
report writing to take full advantage of its educative possibilities particularly with regard
to clarity or freedom of thought and the application of theory.
Report Writing As One Venue Inspiring Empathy
Questions regarding connections between report writing and empathy were not
planned. However, Andy mentioned in his interview that it was one venue to restore or
create empathy in a reader. Because my curiosity was piqued, supervisors were asked to
speak to the empathic possibilities of report writing.
Nathan
When Nathan was asked if reports were capable of inspiring empathy in the
reader, or if one should aspire to that goal in report writing, he responded by stating;
That’s the old style. . . You don’t know the story of that person. You know
your experience in the room, and the fact is, you’d better get down to what
needs to be communicated in as clear a way as possible without the
descriptions of what the sunsets were like...because while, again, it's so
nice to read a good writer when I write this stuff, that’s not what’s going
on here.
When asked what he meant by "the old style," Nathan responded by implying that the old
style was equivalent to a "case study." He stated simply that "we’ve got to separate off
the notion of writing a case study from writing a report.”
In the next breath, Nathan made a cogent point regarding another aspect of today's
report audience. He stated:
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And the other part of this, and we haven’t talked about this much, is the
reality of the reader. The reader in modern day psychology is going to
read quick, they’re going to scan, and anything you put in the way that’s
junk is possibly going to hide the message rather than help with it. So
again, you want to be succinct, you want to be clear, you want to be to the
point, you want to get the right information you’re trying to get across and
across clearly.
Nathan s statements suggest that the inspiration of empathy should not be a goal of report
writing.
Kevin
Kevin's response to this question was perplexing. It seemed as though he referred
more to the power of clinical reality and the therapist's own inspiration in that domain.
He stated;
I would have a bad conscience if [the report] didn’t live up to the reality
of what was going on in the therapy to some extent.. .the report should
hopefully reflect what goes on in the session, not as an inspired piece of
writing to get everybody going again. . but, to be connected with your own
inspiration and to write about that, that could be contagious.
Kevin's response is difficult to decipher. Perhaps he suggested with his comments
that writing from a clear and straightforward perception of clinical reality could
be inspiring in and of itself. He seemed to reject the idea that one could alter the
sympathies of a reader with anything less than a strong grasp of the clinical
reality.
Tony
In other contexts, Tony proved in my experience, to be an astute teacher of the
phenomenology of mental illness. Listening to him speak about mental illness was in
itself inspiring of empathy. When asked questions about empathy and report writing, he
stated that he hitherto had not given it much thought. However he recalled one
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consultation in which he tried to help treaters regain their empathic stance. With his
report, he hoped to alter the course of the client's treatment by generating in the treatment
community a deeper understanding of the client's difficulties. Tony stated;
I very pointedly made an attempt to write it so that the outcome would be
a change in their perspective on this client, because they were frustrated
with him and mad at him for not getting better. And so what I wanted to
do was to have them think about his behaviors in a different way because
they were thinking about his behaviors as resistance, as some kind of
hostile act toward them, and that was causing them to be fhistrated.
. . So I
guess on that occasion, I quite pointedly tried to do something in the report
to make them be more empathetic with him. .
.
Tony also agreed that the phenomenological and theoretical knowledge that is
achieved through the process of report writing could significantly increase a trainee ’s
empathy and capacity to work with a patient. Tony recalled a particularly difficult case
he supervised at the PSC. Because this was the first client of one of his trainees, he
recalled that she was unprepared to cope with his negative behaviors. This trainee spoke
to this patient’s previous therapist who was able to report similar experiences. This
enabled the trainee to “take a step back” and begin to see how she might apply her
burgeoning sense of the theoretical framework she was trying to use (cognitive
behaviorism). In doing so, she was both capable of understanding the phenomenology of
the patient, and as a result, took his behavior less personally. Tony stated that "without
hostility one should try to communicate the nature of the interpersonal reaction because
that would be important information for the next therapist who might see that report."
This echoed my own experience working with a patient in Boston. I felt more able to
provide adequate treatment by learning from the Boston psychiatrist s notes that the
patient "inspired rage in the therapist." Tony concluded by stating:
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So I think that has a function in report writing, to convey that kind of
information so the next therapist will have a leg up and will maybe be able
to break through that in some way.
Theoretical Orientation and Report Writing
All three supervisors described contrasting perspectives on the function of
trainees theoretical orientations while learning the process of report writing. Below is a
representation of the manner in which they responded to questions such as: "Do you
encourage your trainees to construct reports that are driven by a theoretical orientation?"
Nathan
Some ofNathan's responses to our exploration of the use of theoretical orientation
in reports were surprising. Included are some of my responses to his statements so that
the reader might see some of the ways his responses were processed. Nathan initially
responded to questions regarding the function of theoretical orientation by stating the
following:
A theoretical orientation. . .is a way of handling that buzzing confusion,
and it leads you to the testable hypotheses. . .those are the ones you tested
in the room, and now you can make some statement.
He also metaphorically described the value of reports from which a theoretical
orientation can not be discerned. He stated:
The theoretical orientation is all background. It’s like in a stage play. If
you can see the lighting, there’s something wrong with it. If you’re
listening to a symphony and you can hear the structure, there is something
wrong with it. That’s the stuff to hang the content on. That’s what you
are doing. You’re communicating the content, not the way you got the
content.
After further probing, Nathan clarified the above statement by elaborating on what he
thought should go into a report. He stated:
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What you found using your method [based on theoretical orientation].
That’s what you want to communicate, not what you think, not what the
method says might be there, but what you end up concluding [after careful
hypothesis testing],
Nathan was also asked how a trainee might write about psychological
phenomenon repeatedly observed and interpreted from his or her theoretical perspective,
which the client persistently denies. Given his previous responses, I had predicted that
he might state something to the effect that regardless of the trainee's perception, it should
not go into the report until the client is able to speak to the legitimacy of the
phenomenon. While he did advocate this perspective, his reasons were a surprise. He
stated;
No matter how convinced you are [it] is only an apparition. . .Until the
client sees it, [it’s] not reality, it's your conception. [You may] feel it is
important to communicate it, but unless you can really get down to some
level that you’re comfortable with the client hearing about it, and it
reaches some level of veracity that you are comfortable communicating to
another clinician, you’ve got to treat it as projection.
I responded with doubt to clarify “Well not as projection...'", thinking he might have
used the wrong word. However, he made it clear that he meant projection with his next
response.
Well, I think you do. I can’t tell you how often, when you do enough
supervision you’re going to see that, how convinced people are about their
ideas and how they see client after client with that same problem.
Nathan went on to state that even if there is a shared and acknowledged subjective reality
between the client and the therapist, this reality may not be shared by any one else in the
world; and therefore should not be disclosed in the report. He summarized; In other
words, if that cannot be pinned to anything in the real world, [it has no place in a report ]
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I responded: “So clinical reality needs to stay out of reports?” To which he
stated: “Unfortunately that is true.”
When Nathan reviewed a summary of our interview, in reference to his use of the
word projection, he wrote: "I was talking about countertransferential-type thinking.
Projection is too strong a word for that." However, in his clarification, the difference
between his understanding of the two terms remained unclear.
One wonders if trainees who reported struggling to come to grips with the validity
of their perspective, were working to try to understand messages in the PSC that might
have been similar to Nathan's points above. Trainees also reported working to sort out
questions such as: "What is me and what is the client?" Those questions echo Nathan's
perspective on the importance of acquiring the client's affirmation of interpretations that
are driven by the trainee's theoretical orientation prior to documentation in a report.
Kevin
Kevin did not elaborate on his thoughts about theoretical orientation. He
responded to my question by stating:
Theoretical orientation seems to imply a somewhat coherent cognitive set
of constructs that then forms and guides your work. I am more interested
in allowing and encouraging supervisees to go beyond cognitive thinking,
not to have an orientation in any way.
While this was not further explored in the context ofthe interview, he recalled
encouraging trainees to write from a more phenomenological perspective and to be as
descriptive as possible about what one discovers in the context of remaining as open and
responsive as possible.”
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Tony
Similar to Nathan's initial responses to questions pertaining to the import of
theoretical orientation on reports, Tony stated;
In.
. .virtually every case... the client has so many things going on that it is
difficult to see straight... But if you have a theoretical perspective, you
have a framework from which to ask questions, develop hypotheses about
the person [and their problem] that you can check out subsequently...
Summarizing, Tony reported that the theoretical framework helps one to be more
systematic in one’s approach and guides your interventions. He further stated:
It doesn’t matter what theoretical perspective it is. You develop these
hypotheses, you check them out and you either find yeah it was true, or no
it wasn’t, and then it leads you in another direction.
Tony then described the “dangers” of not having a theoretical framework. He
described a process of trainees floundering in interventions that have no clear direction or
“progression.” As a therapist in training, there is a danger of “walking into the room and
talking without really having a clear idea of where you are going.” With theoretical
ground to stand on, as it is developed in part in the report writing process, “you’re better
able to think, to make forays in different directions and still be able to keep progress
going and keep a tie to an overall conceptualization.” Tony believed that without an
initial grounding in theory, the beginning therapist can feel “lost.” Trainees reported
similar feelings to those described by Tony.
In response to Tony's statements, I noted from my own experience as a trainee (in
addition to Anna's reported experiences) that adhering to any one theoretical perspective
is generally not recommended in the context of the PSC. Tony agreed, noting that he too
had heard that message. He commented;
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I think that’s a problem... Even if you come out in the end and don’t
subscribe to a theory, to have, beginning in therapy I think is the most
important time to be tied to a theory because that is when you really can
start to see relationships among constructs, among the things going on in
therapy and you could tie it all together.
His statement resembled trainees' reported desire to learn how to "bring all of the pieces
together" while writing reports.
Validity of Voice
Trainees provided data suggesting that they struggled to imbue their views of their
clients with conviction or confidence in their reports. Given the concerns raised by
Nathan with regard to trainees' "projection[s]," and the importance of excluding clinical
reality and untested hypotheses, supervisors were asked the following question; "How do
trainees develop the sense that their perspective on the client holds some validity?"
Nathan
Nathan interpreted the question with more scientific import than was intended.
Nevertheless, in doing so, he stumbled upon a new way to describe to himself and others
how one might decide what to include in reports. His spontaneous response was as
follows;
That’s exactly right, and that’s the word, "some validity," and a good way
to think about what you’ve got to say about somebody is okay, what
number would you put on that. . .Would you say it’s .8 or .5? "Some
validity" should equal about you know, .7 and above, you want to be able
to say, as long as it's not harmful, below that you might want to say that’s
an interesting hypothesis. I wish I had more time to test that with the
person, but below that [ 7] I’m not secure in communicating that because
it's going to send the clinician in a direction we’re not quite sure of yet.
That’s not a bad way to think of it. "Some validity."
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Working to dsccrtsin an answer that would speak more to trainees'
phenomenological sense that their view is valid, he was then asked the following
questions:
So how do you see trainees developing the capacity to feel as if they have
enough validity to write about what they think about the client? How do
they know when their opinion is solid enough to write about?
Nathan responded by describing his own understanding of the work of psychotherapy.
He described a process of hypothesis generating and testing over the course
psychotherapy. He stated:
You generate ideas and you generate them from the seat of your pants,
kind of gut stuff. I want my clinicians to really trust themselves and you
have some impulses coming through, but that’s not the end of the
information. That’s the beginning and then as the work continues they
look for ways to test that, to try out that hypothesis, to share it with the
client in a way that they can accept, and together they start to formulate
some thinking around that area. At the point they’re writing a report, if it's
achieved some level of validity that they’re happy with, and again that
would mean the client would probably be aware of it and be open to it,
then they could share it [in the context of a report].
While Nathan stated above that he would like trainees to trust themselves in the
context of the therapy room, it seems harder to discern how trainees go about the
business of trusting themselves in the context of report wnting.
Kevin
Kevin presented a view of training at the PSC that was not favorable with regard
to questions of voice and validity. He spoke to his experience of the PSC training staff in
general as unfriendly to varying perspectives and discouraging of independent thought.
He stated that he worked to maintain the "confidentiality" of the report writing in the
sense that he believed that "political entities within the PSC. ..pushed. ..modes of
thought
that aren't congenial to [those of different trainees]." He stated that his job required
that
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he maintain a "boundary" between the "expectations of the clinic," and the students who
were "impacted negatively by those expectations." He gave as an example, an alleged
administrative request that he supervise reports reflecting an emphasis on shorter-term
treatment modalities. He stated that he resisted this request because he wanted to
facilitate trainees' development of their own thoughts. He described the goal of providing
a space to do so without external pressure. Kevin also spoke to varying perspectives on
reality in the context of the PSC and the larger culture of the field as a whole. He stated;
I feel largely these days that the setting of the PSC doesn’t seem to readily
take an interest or encourage the reality that many of us enjoy, the
internal/extemal reality of the client and the place that you get into where
things come out of you, and you start saying things that you didn’t plan at
all. It comes from our spontaneous play and I see the whole kind of fun
and engagement, this just isn't recognized very much at the
PSC... Whenever you get a critical mass of people to have an organization,
the reality regresses to the lowest common denominator. . .It’s very
confining. It’s narrowing. It’s name-calling. It doesn’t lead to an
opening. It usually leads to closings, to endings, to judgements and so on.
So what is reality? There are so many different kinds of reality and
realities are relative.
Kevin seemed to describe how difficult it is as a trainee to feel certain about one’s sense
of reality in some environments. In particular, it would be difficult for a trainee to assert
his or her sense of "clinical reality" in a context where some supervisors believe it has no
place in reports. So, one is left with the question, how does one speak to one s
experience in reports, if one’s experience on some level is unacceptable?
Kevin ended this discussion by stating that the trainee's interactions with the
client are a co-construction of reality that is meaningful in the context of
the dyad. He
asserted that this dyadic reality should offer the "strength and confidence"
needed to
assert one’s sense of clinical reality in a report. "Validity is found
in the therapy room."
However, Kevin noted of the training environment, “you’ll present
a point ofview which
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they [supervisors] would find so offensive and so unacceptable that... you’re caught in a
terrible bind.”
Kevin also described his own concerns about maintaining his own belief system
in the context of the PSC. He stated;
I get these paranoid fears and turn so paranoid sometimes that some of the
students in my seminar are going to rat on me for not teaching a more
focused behavioral approach.
Kevin's anxieties might point to some of the difficulties trainees described
experiencing while in the process of securing a sense of the validity of their own
perspective. Kevin and Nathan's responses might also reflect an interface between the
two philosophical foundations of logical positivism and social constructivism under-
riding the work of psychotherapy. While this interface will be examined further in the
discussion section as it pertains to trainees struggles with their own voice, below are
Nathan's closing statements in which he was asked to add anything he felt had not been
addressed in the interview. Upon this request, he spoke to philosophical shifts in the field
and the ways in which this movement impacted how psychologists write about or
document their work.
Nathan
Nathan stated:
Well I think you got to the essence of what I think is, and they re
interesting issues and even talking with you is kind of interesting to think
about them again. Because report writing goes through a historical
transfer, and I’m not sure there’s sort of a nice linear direction to it, this is
the best way. The moment where we feel that, the pressures on us are
such that we’re concerned about the client first... that we communicate
clearly to lots of different people, and that we reach for more tested
methods of doing things. That we have a certain responsibility not to just
go off in any direction just because we think it might be the right
thing to
do. And I think our report writing is starting to reflect that. That we re in
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much more control of what we say than we used to be. That we don’t go
for narrative just because it’s ftin to write that way. That we’re not as
descriptive and investigatory as we used to be. And those sort of reflect
pressures. Now they’re ones I like at the moment because they sort of fit
the way I think about a client. I would imagine, one of our retired very
psychoanalytic colleagues, he would be horrified that that’s all we’re
saying in a report and the report might be as little as a page or two. How
could we possibly describe a person? But I think the more current deal is,
that’s not our business to describe a person, any more than it's our
business as it would have been in his day no matter what the client came
in with, you treat the whole person. You have some allowance to really
think about that whole person’s personality and what change are we going
to send out. Are we going to send out a remade person, and we don’t
think that way anymore. So our reports I think are appropriately targeted.
Nathan's above statement stood in direct contrast to most trainee participants' expressed
desire to describe a "person" in their clinical reports. (Tony was not asked questions
pertaining to the above subject as the question evolved from interviews subsequent to our
interview together.)
Conceptual Framework of Reports
I asked only two supervisors for their thoughts about how best to conceptualize
the nature of reports as a piece of writing. They were asked whether or not such words as
"narrative," "rhetoric," "literary," or "factual," fit as good descriptors of report writing.
Nathan
Nathan responded quite generally in the following manner. He asked;
Where would you put communication? Because that’s what it is to me.
It’s a communication device. It’s not a telling of the story and it s not the
client’s narrative, it’s a communication about the process of some kind of
treatment.
Nathan mentioned "expository writing" in a different section of our interview.
He
recalled a student with whom he had worked, knowing her myself, I noted that she was a
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journalism major as an undergraduate He stated: "Okay, well that's expository writing
She's very good."
I asked Nathan in the summary he reviewed if he would call report writing
expository according to the following dictionary definition of the term: "Writing or
speaking that sets forth or explains... Distinguished from description, narrative or
argumentation. He responded affirmatively in the margin of the summary adding;
Yes, but add that it explains from supportive data or information, science writing,
articles, etc." His view was supported by trainee claims purporting that reports should
contain only "the facts ma'am."
Tony
Tony was asked if reports were factual in nature. He responded by stating the
following:
I don’t know if I can answer that very easily. There are parts of it that are
more fact-based than other parts at least, but I think everyone is pretty
aware of the limitations that we have on establishing fact. What we have
is an account and that account is all we have to go by. And we may or
may not believe parts of the account but we sort of take it on some level as
the person’s experience they have as in some sense a fact that this is their
experience. Whether or not the history they describe to us is accurate or
not.
Tony was asked to describe how he typically handled the nuances of the way he
understood "facts" with language. He responded by stating that he encouraged students
to describe the history of the client using a language that placed the reporting in the
client’s hands. For example, rather than saying that Suzy’s “father was an abusive
individual” he would encourage trainees to write, “Suzy reported her father to be...
In these cases, Tony found that he made corrections in reports that indicated to the
trainee that he or she has made an "assumption" about the truth or factual basis of client s
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reports. In this case, he would encourage trainees not to assume that clients' reports are
factual. While it might be factual, without corroborating evidence, it is just a report of
history, not a fact.
Supervisor Perspectives on Trainees with Literary Backgrounds
Both Kevin and Nathan recalled working with trainees with literary histories.
Tony did not. Therefore, only the above two supervisors were asked general questions
with regard to their experience of literary trainees as report writers in the context of the
PSC. Because Kevin's interview facilitated the development of more specific questions
that were then asked ofNathan, Kevin's responses will be presented first in this section.
Kevin
In particular, Kevin described a conflict with which literary trainees sometimes
struggled. The articulation of this conflict impacted my own understanding ofwhy I (as
one with a literary background) was interested in interviewing other literary trainees. I
had assumed that literary trainees likely had an easier time writing reports. This
assumption was antithetical to my own experience of reports as frustrating and
unpleasant. Although at the time, I did not question my assumption given my own
experience. Kevin's articulation of the conflict led me to feel surprisingly less alone with
my experience of report writing. He stated the following;
The non-literary folks tend to have less sensitivity to the word and to the
quality of what’s being conveyed. . .1 see literary people go through,
especially a lot of conflict around feeling they’re being disingenuous [in
the language of the field]. . .Many of the literary people I know said they
felt that they had a way of saying things, a style, but that they weren t able
to bring that into the clinical work and it's been a tremendous
dissatisfaction for them. It's been very difficult because part of themselves
have to be left out. So you get these reports where they have learned to
keep themselves out of the report, and. . . there’s a lot of pain for them I
think and for me around that. And a lot about rage for me around that
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because it s some of those very qualities that literary people tend to have
which are so helpful often in the therapy. A kind of understanding of the
metaphor and just ways, sensitivity to certain themes and so on. So they
shut down.
Here, Kevin spoke not only to the experiences of literary trainees. Earlier, the reader will
recall that several trainees described feeling "inauthentic" in their language, a
"sensitivity" to the meanings of words, the requirement that they "keep themselves out
of reports, and feeling "shut down" in the sense that they experienced a loss of their
voice. His response begged the question of whether or not literary trainees are actually
worse report writers than other trainees. He responded:
Not necessarily. People are different. It depends on the skill of the person
and their fluency and mastery and how they thought of themselves in
terms of writing, some literary people come in and every word is an
agony. . . Some people were able to pick up the idea that they are not going
to get any real satisfaction out of this type of writing, that there is no
answer really to writing a report that they could feel good about, so they
very tightly and coherently and with some very smooth phrasing, put
together some very nice tight reports. But they learned to adapt, they had
developed that skill.
Kevin was also asked to describe any differences he perceived between literary
trainees and those without a literary background. He described both differences and
similarities. First, he described trainees generally working to manage their confusion
about how to write reports. He stated; "There is some similarity in the sense that they re
both confused. They're in some states of confusion. They experience confusion." He
also stated that trainees came to the program at different levels of the development of
their writing skills. He noted;
There were people who could write coherent sentences easily... then there
were people that just couldn't use words very well, whether they were
literary or not, they didn't have any sense of mastery with language. So
many people, I think more often with non-literary people, I was surprised
that they had graduated from high school, you know, some of them,
in
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their use of language. It was amazing how little feeling and understanding
they had for a sentence, so that did stand out. There were good writers
too. But a lot of them, it seemed like they were, that that part of them had
never been developed. They really seemed like they were back in
grammar school or something, they were having really literally trouble
putting a sentence together.
While Kevin attributed this to writing skills, it could also reflect trainees' reported
struggle to feel confident in expressing their understanding of their clients. Nevertheless,
Kevin continued noting that "literary people tended to be able to [write coherently] much
better."
Nathan
In response to initial inquires with regard to differences and similarities between
literary and non-literary trainees, and the conflicts with language trainees and Kevin
described, Nathan stated;
You know, expository writing and literature are not necessarily the same
thing. And telling the story is different than giving the facts ma’am.
Nathan went on to describe his experience of one literary trainee’s reports he
supervised. He stated;
I must say, [that trainee's] stuffwas much more interesting to read but not
by the time we were both finished with it. He is a good writer. . .It’s like
reading Yalom, it's wonderful reading, but it's not what I want in a
report. . . So, sometimes there is a negative transfer effect. You have to
take the skills you learned in one field and now move it to a very different
goal, and that could be tricky. Sometimes it's easier if you haven’t been
over here (pointing to one side), that’s what I mean by negative transfer.
Here, Nathan continued to make the distinction between case studies and clinical reports
implying that they used to be much more similar.
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Conclusion
Clearly, supervisors differed tremendously in their responses to most interview
questions. The illumination of the diverse nature of supervisory style of facilitating the
construction of trainees' reports suggests that trainees might benefit from greater
discussion with regard to the broad approaches one might take while learning to write
reports. Trainee responses suggest that the lack of unity among supervisors might work
to confuse rather than help trainees learn this important skill. If disharmony is the desired
state to promote the broadest range of experiences for trainees, this discordance should be
more fully elaborated over the course of their education.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Introduction
While learning to silversmith, I often endured the frustrating experience of not
fully understanding the way silver moves, shapes and molds. Ultimately, the silver itself,
by its very nature, asserted its independence from my careful designs on paper, leading to
an end product that was often quite different from what I had envisioned. At times I felt
ambivalent about the end product, lamenting the demise of my imagined design.
However, I ultimately learned to respect the silver’s autonomy and the surprises that were
inevitable in working with it. These data were reminiscent of the autonomous nature of
the metal silver. The reader has probably noted that some of the results deviated
significantly from my planned design. Nevertheless, just like silver, one has to accept the
limitations and surprises inherent in a qualitative study such as this one. As luck would
have it, qualitative research, even in the minds of ardent quantitative researchers, is
believed to acquire greater legitimacy when a priori beliefs or theories are disconfirmed
(Campbell, 1979).
Several broad topics evolved from the results that warrant further discussion and
elaboration. First, I will provide a review of some of the most uniform results depicting
the various opportunities trainees and supervisors described that were afforded by the
process of clinical report writing. Second, despite these opportunities, trainees seemed to
struggle under the weight of implicit epistemological views inherent in the culture
of
academic psychology. Third, trainees noted a palpable struggle with narrative
forms and
an acute awareness of the power of language in general. Fourth,
supervision appeared to
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be a cornerstone of report writing, yet a source of frustration and dilemma. Fifth, it is
worth reviewing some of the changes trainees noted as they developed and the
implications of these changes for training. Lastly, the two sub-foci, trainees with literary
histories and the text measures, will be discussed.
Much of the data derived from the study could be located only tangentially or not
at all in the psychological literature at large. When supporting literature is available, I
will provide links that may ground the data and its discussion in the existing body of
literature. Additionally, there were several philosophical issues brought to bear whose
full exploration is well beyond the scope of this project. I have offered footnotes to
define some of these concepts in the most basic way, so as not to interrupt the flow of the
discussion. However, it should be noted that many of the concepts' definitions vary in the
literature and are currently in a stage of philosophical exploration and debate.
Opportunities Afforded Bv Writing Clinical Reports
Almost uniformly, as Huber's (1995) study found, trainees indicated that report
writing facilitated greater clarity of thought and perspective that were difficult to access
at any other point while working with their clients. In fact, when asked most generally
how they conceptualized report writing, these trainees reported that it was a specific time
period in which they were able to "put all of the pieces together" and see the forest for
the trees," two metaphors most commonly used over the course of interviews. Trainees
were able to step outside of the confusion generated in the context of individual therapy
sessions to make connections and deepen their understanding of the therapeutic process.
The crucial element along side the actual act of writing seemed to be the
physical space
and time allotted to this task.
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While results were more uniform among the trainees who were interviewed, the
supervisors differed in their thinking about reports with respect to the process of
clarification and perspective. Of the three supervisors interviewed, only one agreed that
report writing was a time for trainees to gain clarity and perspective on their work. One
supervisor stated that thinking and perspective should be complete before reports are
written, and still another thought that report writing was a time to keep one's thoughts
open, avoiding premature conclusions that might end the exploration of ideas.
Trainees yearned for more time from their supervisors to help them make sense of
their clinical data while writing reports. Their frustrated desires in this realm might be
accounted for by supervisors varied opinions on the matter. Again, while trainees might
have located the work of clarification and perspective-taking in the context of report
writing, what seemed primary was the desire for conversation with supervisors to help
ground their experience with clients intellectually and emotionally. This of course could
take place in the context of report writing, but with a supervisor's administrative focus in
this realm, trainees might negotiate other times to stand back from their work with their
supervisors, exploring their ideas with an effort to acquire greater clarity and perspective.
Along with offering trainees the time to clarify their thinking and gain perspective
on their work, participants noted several other opportunities afforded by the process of
writing reports. Broadly speaking, report writing served to organize their orientation to
the work. They described the importance of summarizing and reviewing the work,
generating major themes and gaining closure on the work in which trainees could put into
words their construal of their clients, making these understandings less
ephemeral and
more concrete. Trainees also indicated that writing reports was
instructive to their
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capacity to formulate their clients' problems, it afforded them the opportunity to assert
and draw conclusions about their work, and for some, writing served as an empathic
vehicle, learning to understand the "why" of their clients' struggles. They also noted that
reports were an opportunity to acquire more concrete feedback about their work from
their supervisors. What seemed most important with regard to these results was the fact
that trainees and supervisors could think of few additional arenas in which these
opportunities existed.
Interestingly, these opportunities, while seemingly important, stood in contrast to
trainees' views as to the purpose of writing reports. For instance, with the exception of a
few trainees who believed that writing reports served to generate themes that might be
used as a reference to measure change from report to report, the majority of trainees cited
administrative functions as the primary reason for writing. These trainees most
commonly stated that they wrote reports to communicate with other therapists, construct
a document about treatment that would be acceptable to a myriad of audiences, provide a
record of the treatment, legally protect the clinic, and provide a written summary of their
work that would help their supervisors "do their job." Nevertheless, as the following
discussion suggests, trainees clearly struggled with alternative goals and wanted more
from their supervisors and the process of report writing than the above goals suggest.
Epistemology
Stoltenberg and Delworth (1988) noted the importance of understanding the
environment in which a beginning therapist trains. They stated that supervisors need to
be aware that [they] do not constitute the total environment" particularly in "fields in
which an intrapsychic focus is basic (p. 151)." They also noted that supervisors can be of
"most help... by facilitating [trainees'] understanding of the total context...
[Supervisors
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and trainees] can then, in Sarason's (1972, p. xiii) words, 'venture forth with a sensitive
grasp of social realities (p. 151)"'
One might add to Stoltenberg and Delworth (1987), Risse and Warner's (1992)
earlier described claim about the importance of understanding the culture of the field as a
whole as it works to shape aspects of any one particular training environment. For
example, trainees were acutely aware of their broader audience outside of the PSC for
reports including the legal system, ethics boards, future therapists, clients and their family
members. While trainees and supervisors explicitly addressed the importance of report
audiences, what remained implicit were trainees and supervisors' epistemological
viewpoints within this context. Nevertheless epistemological issues poignantly
proliferated many of the struggles with report writing described by trainees. For instance,
these trainees described struggling with the vicissitudes of objectivity and subjectivity,
their choice of narrative form, the import of their emotional experiences, their
conceptualizations of report writing as a genre, and the implications of the theory of
psychotherapy from which they chose to work and write reports. In my view, without a
dialectical exchange regarding theories of knowledge and the interpretation of reality,
trainees appeared to feel isolated and confused when faced with the work of
communicating as complex a phenomenon as the therapeutic endeavor. Drawing on
trainee statements, what follows is an attempt to articulate the manner in which implicit
epistemological views worked to make report writing a more difficult process than one
might expect.
With Stoltenberg and Delworth's (1987) recommendations in mind, it might be
helpful to begin this discussion by placing in sharper focus the epistemological
views of
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the broader field of psychology influencing clinical psychology training, at least in
academic psychology departments. Although it should be noted that many of the
concepts described below remain a matter of debate for epistemologists, and are in no
way a full exploration of these views. In the context of my own exploration, 1 worked to
draw from the literature general definitions of the concepts discussed to ground the reader
in some of the thinking of the field.
Despite postmodern^ trends in the social sciences, the field of academic
psychology continues to focus its research efforts primarily from the viewpoint of the
modern era^ grounded in 17‘*', 18**' and 19**' century thinking. The modem era held to a
largely logical positivistic'* orientation to the acquisition of knowledge. While Yu (2001)
and Feldman (1998) disagreed with the prevailing view, they noted that others continue
to believe that research method textbooks, which ground quantitative methods in logical
positivistic thinking, support the sustained cultural orientation to modem era
epistemology.
Even though modem epistemology appears to prevail in academic psychology,
the fall of this philosophical era has been located by some in the advent of the atomic
^
"Postmodern pliilosophy emphasizes contextual construction of meamng and the validity of multiple
perspectives. Key ideas include;
“Knowledge is constructed by people and groups of people;
“Reality is multiperspectival;
—Truth is grounded in everyday life and social relations.
—Life is a text; tliinking is an interpretive act.
—Facts and values are inseparable;
—Science and all other human activities are value-laden" (Dill and Romiszowski, 1997).
^
" . . .Human beings (1) could understand the world tlirough objective, scientific knowledge
which would
reveal the world 'as it really exists' and (2) tliat such knowledge would lead to a rationally-grounded
future
of abundance, justice, and universal peace. This was tlie age of 'tlie modem'" (Hevem 200 1 p. 1-2).
"
"Logical positivism attempted to bring 'scientific standards' to bear on tlie resolution
of issues. In other
words, logical positivists assumed tliat scientific language most accurately represented
reality and Uius
offered the only means to make meaningful statements about reality. They asserted
tliat statements tliat
cannot be scientifically verified are meaningless. Tlius. all value claims
(someUimg is good or bad. wong
or right, better or worse) are, at base, meaningless. Tlie only meaningful
statements in language arc Uiose
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bomb. For example, the Minister's Professional Resource Group (MPRG, 2000) stated
the following;
If science could create cars, planes, a means to visit other planets, greater
physical comfort and protections, surely scientific rationalism [logical
positivism] was the best means of understanding our universe. However,
when science s ultimate creation, the atom bomb, was recognized as the
ultimate means to humanity's self-destruction, scientific rationalism
[logical positivism] and modernity began to fall into intellectual disfavor.
If scientific rationalism [logical positivism] ultimately led to the most
efficient means for destroying ourselves, it could hardly be 'rational' (p 3-
4).
Trainees appeared to grapple with both modem and postmodern views in
the context of report writing. Their stmggle may be a direct reflection of the
tension inherent in the philosophies of social sciences as they are represented or
under-represented in clinical psychology departments in general, and the UMCPP
in particular. While trainees' views on research and the influence of these views
on report writing were often not explicitly explored, trainees clearly worked to
sort out what it meant to be "objective" or "subjective" while writing reports, and
thinking about their clients. They also wondered about the degree of authority
with which they could assert their understanding of clients. Trainees struggled to
discern the most appropriate narrative form in which to write, and whether or not
an expression of their emotional experience would draw away from the objective
stance some worked to hold. What follows is an elaboration on trainees' stmggle
in this context.
that can be empirically verified (e.g., 'The wall is made of stone.' One can verify or deny this statement by
examining and testing the wall)" (MPRG 2000 p. 2-3).
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Objectivity vs. Subjectivity and the Narrative Voice
Encouraged by their supervisors, trainees described working to "extract
themselves from the reports," rendering them invisible in the third person
narrative in the name of objectivity. Trainees described anxieties about "putting
too much of themselves "in reports," fears of bringing their subjective
experiences to bear, and a discomfort and avoidance of using the word "I."
Trainees also noted that they felt "criticized" when their "presence" could be
"detected" in reports. However, some trainees recalled that when using the third
person narrative, they felt "removed" from a process in which they felt an integral
part. They also noted that some of the meaning of the client's story was lost in the
third person and that that narrative form felt "inauthentic." While my association
might be a stretch of the imagination, the process leading to "objectivity," as
trainees described it, seemed to include a kind of self-destruction similar to
MPRG's (2000) description of the impact of the atomic bomb on scientific
rationalism.
Inside this epistemological struggle, narrative form choices may relate to both
supervisors' and trainees' relative comfort with the degrees of separation from the subject
matter, i.e., the client. Narrative form indicates the narrator's position in relation to the
client and "may be anywhere along the continuum from objectively distant to closely
involved (Pearce, 1999, p. 1)." Pearce (1999) described in detail the relationship a writer
has to the subject matter while writing from the third person omniscient narrative. He
stated:
The third person narrator is the most distant. . . Standing above and beyond
the world of his or her story, the omniscient narrator is objective, not
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personally involved in what happens... S/he speaks in the third person
—
says she and he, but never l...The omniscient narrator is therefore
trustworthy, reliable and (because s/he knows everything) is basically
reassuring. Even if things turn out badly in the story, there is some
comfort in knowing that the omniscient narrator can explain what
happened (p. 2).
This stance is in line with trainees' and supervisors' expressed desires to provide an
objective view of the client that is uninfluenced by trainees' experiences of themselves in
relation to the client. However, the third person omniscient is also at odds with trainees'
descriptions of supervisors' careful instructions to question the validity and authority
from which they asserted their views. Third person assertions seemed to connote an
authority that some supervisors did not attribute to trainee views in the beginning of their
training. This placed the trainee in the precarious position of both writing from an
objective stance even when they did not experience their view as objective, and writing
as an authority when both their supervisors and they felt uncertain about the validity of
their perspective. In fact, one supervisor noted his concern that trainee assertions may be
the product of their own "projection." He reported the belief that trainees should not
write anything in a report about a client that has not been directly discussed in the
psychotherapy and essentially accepted by the client. Contrary to the preferred exclusion
of the first person narrative, direct discussions with clients communicated in reports seem
to call for the first person narrative "we."
However, Pearce (1999) went on to explain the implications of using the first
person narrative. His description mirrored the concerns raised by trainees and
supervisors with regard to the subjective quality inherent in this narrative form. He
stated;
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Th© first p6rson narrator is a character in the world of the story, speaking
in the first person—saying 1—and is therefore the most involved. Being
involved with other characters in the story, the first person narrator is not
necessarily reliable, indeed often unreliable. But the loss in reliability
results in a gain in immediacy; what happened to him or her mattered, and
is reflected in the narrative tone and style (p. 2).
It appeared that trainees and supervisors would like more than the third person
omniscient narrative provides. While they were drawn to the objectivity inherent in the
form, they were also concerned by the authoritative stance it conveyed.
Perhaps trainee efforts to manage the tension between the first and third person
narrative is a reflection of their struggle to understand and communicate their role in the
dyadic exchange of the psychotherapy. While trainees did not refer directly to the
concept of intersubjectivity or socially constructed realities under the rubric of
postmodernism, some solved the problem of narrative form by being inclusive. Some
chose the first person "we" to connote the collaborative nature of their work. Donna
Orange (1995) might endorse this resolution of the narrative conflict. She and other
postmodern thinkers regard the therapeutic exchange as one in which realities are co-
constructed and the "life story is viewed as a product of current conversation (Orange,
1995, p. 26)" between the therapist and the client.
I would argue that those trainees vying for a more collaborative approach
to treatment using the word "we" in reports are implicitly ascribing to a
postmodern epistemology in which "the origin of knowledge is held to be socially
constructed,'" relying on "the socially-crafted tool of language (Hevern, 2001, p.
2)." In these instances, trainees appeared to embrace a social constructivist^
^ Constructivism and social constructivism come out of a postmodern tradition.
Simply put
"construcUvism is used in two senses; the first and more general embraces
the perspecUve *at our
understanding of reality is not a one-for-one representation of what is 'out
there but the result of bo
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viewpoint inclusive of Hans Georg Gadamer's suggestion that "as we interact with
and begin to understand other's ideas, our horizon fuses with their horizon
(MPRG 2000, p. 4)." Gadamer's "fusion" is represented here by the use of the
first person "we."
While trainees' thinking on the matter was not elaborated, issues they described of
value alongside the struggle to be "objective" were "telling the stories" of their clients.
They described their inclination to write something about the "person" rather than the
symptoms. They also carefully acknowledged the power of language to evoke images
in the minds of readers, and the desire to say something "true" about their clients.
Additionally, contrary to many of their supervisors' recommendations, trainees expressed
the desire to include themselves as participants in the venture, and the realization that
their reports are for the most part not factual, but a reported construal of experience that
is only temporally true, and not immutable. All of these acknowledgements fall in line
with postmodern thinking in general and narrative theory^ in particular.
Also pointing toward narrative dimensions were statements depicting reports as a
"thematic representation of the client's struggle," or temporally bound descriptions of
individual and social processes, mediated by way of language, which alter, select, and transform our
experience (Hevem 2001 p. 2)."
® Succinct definitions of narrative theory are difficult to find. What follows is Roy Schafer's (1992) notion
of what constitutes narrative that seemed to most aptly fit the needs of this discussion. "In the context of
narrative theory... it would be emphasized that actions are always told by someone and that each telling
presents one possible version of the action in question...Using the term broadly, 1 designate as narration
what ever qualifies as a telling or as the presenting of a version of an action; also, whatever qualifies as a
version of a happening or an event or scene of any kind, as each of these, too, is always presented under
one or another description... narratives are not made-up stories (fictitious in the established sense) with
beginnings, middles and endings. Narrating, giving an account, presenting a version, developing a story-
like, telling: These terms and others like them make up the core vocabulary of the narrational approach... It
is especially important to emphasize that narrative is not an alternative truth or reality; rather, it is the mode
in which, inevitably, truth and reality are presented. We have on versions of the truth and the real.
Narratively unmediated, definitive access to truth and reality caimot be demonstrated (Schafer, 1992, p.
xiv-xv)."
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frozen moments in time. Reports were additionally conceptualized as a "representation
of a life along a developmental continuum" that was less concerned with whether or not
data gathered about a client was "fact or fiction."
However, some trainees seemed confused by the nature of "fact" embedded in the
positivist culture. In particular, some experienced clinical material as approximations to
fact or "factual along some narrative trajectory." Some trainees seemed to work to
accommodate both views, ending in premature conclusions about the nature of their
work, its facticity, and their role in its construction. Trainees' myriad views on the matter
of fact were somewhat difficult to understand, perhaps demonstrating their own
confusion with what they chose to deem as fact or fiction. For instance, one trainee noted
that when she presented her client's story as factual, she tended to feel more "more
distant" from her clients. Another trainee noted that he tended to think that his client's
"subjective experience is factual." Still another trainee noted that while she did not think
her client's subjective experience was factual, she tended to treat it as if it were in the
context of clinical reports.
Trainees' efforts to "extract" themselves from reports to write more "objectively"
seemed like noble, but ultimately futile efforts if one ascribes to postmodern tenets. The
mere fact that they consider the power of language as a constructive and evocative force
led them down the garden path to postmodernism. Perhaps to some of their supervisors
regret, they returned sullied and messy in their thinking, frightened of asserting the
subjective "I," settling for the "we" of collaboration and constructivism. You will recall
one trainee's recollection of her supervisor's comments that seemed to work against
this
postmodern resolution; "No, it's not about 'you' or 'we, it s about the client.
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While the philosophical problem of objectivity and subjectivity is unlikely to be
resolved any time soon, it is worth noting one thinker's progress on the matter. For Renik
(1998) "it is when an analyst takes account of the fact that his or her subjectivity is an
absolute condition, instead of pretending that subjectivity can be minimized, that the
analyst is truly objective (p. 487.)" If anything, Renik's (1998) suggestion would
encourage greater communication between trainees and their supervisors with regard to
the import of their subjective experiences and how they might work to make explicit in
reports the manner in which "objective" claims are made. However, Renik (1998)
articulated the complex nature of claims of objectivity in the field, and the pull to leave
the problem behind to which trainees and supervisor might be drawn. He stated;
Any reader of the contemporary literature knows that the positivist
conception of an analyst's objectivity has come to be extensively criticized
and is seen as granting the analyst's opinions unearned authority by
denying the analyst's subjective involvement in every aspect of clinical
work.
. .Nonetheless, the positivist conception of objectivity is retained as a
cornerstone of the clinical method by analysts who believe, for example,
that it is possible to distinguish, to a significant degree, the analyst's
contribution to clinical events from those of the patient (Dunn, 1995).
There is still the expectation that an analyst can be at least "relatively"
objective, and pursue an "impersonal desire to know the lives of others"
(Hanly, 1996, p. 100, my italics). For some, the conflict between an
analyst's subjectivity and an analyst's strivings for positivist objectivity
remains a problem to be solved; whereas for an increasing number of
contemporary analysts, it is a misconceived problem to be left behind. ...(p.
492).
Renik (1998) leaves us with the dilemma in full force. In my view, this solidifies the
need for more conversation about these issues within the context of the training clinic or
the supervisor/trainee dyad.
Perhaps a correlate of trainees' more general views on their subjectivity is their
experience and interpretation of their own emotional experiences in the context of a
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treatment. The next section explores the impact of objectivity as a goal in the presence of
emotion and empathy.
Emotion, Empathy and Objectivity
Just as narrative form choices elucidated the problem of objectivity and
subjectivity in reports, so did trainee participants' descriptions of their struggle to
understand the complex emotions that arose in their work, and their efforts to make use of
them in the context of reports. Here too, trainees appeared to bump into scientific
rationalism dictating the extraction of these experiences from reports. Integral to a
discussion of emotion in this context, is the concept of empathy whose definition also
continues to be a matter of debate (Duan and Hill, 1996). The word empathy will be used
here to describe the acquisition of knowledge that is accompanied by a restored and/or
developed emotional energy on the part of the audience or writer of a report for the client.
What follows is a brief review of the import of empathy in the report writing context and
the conflicts arising when trainees struggled to incorporate their emotional understanding
of their clients.
While some trainees agreed that reports were empathic vehicles, still others
believed that the report writing process required gaining some emotional distance so that
their thinking could come into sharper focus. This seemed to include a shift away from
the emotional content of their work to achieve greater objectivity. As noted earlier,
trainees described an extraction of self from the process that by the very nature of the act,
seemed to oppose an empathic position if one buys the idea that empathy constitutes
joining with the client. For instance, in 1909, Titchener translated the term Einfiihlung
into “empathy” and defined it as “a process of humanizing objects, or reading
or feeling
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ourselves into them” (Duan and Hill, 1996, p. 262). Berger (1987) cited OED’s
definition of empathy as “the power of entering into the experience of or understanding
objects or emotions outside of ourselves” (p. 5). One way that Orange ( 1 995) defined
empathy was to describe it as an emotional knowledge gained by participation in a
shared reality (p. 21). Each of these definitions seems to connote that empathy requires
a movement toward the client rather than an extraction of oneself from therapeutic
encounters. What seemed more likely to occur were efforts made by trainees to consider
their audience with the hope that he or she might learning something "true" about a client.
Perhaps as Orange (1995) put it, the audience could then participate in the "shared
reality" (p. 21) acquired within the context of the therapeutic dyad. For instance, one
trainee noted that reports could work to restore empathy in a reader for a client. One
supervisor noted that he himself had written a clinical report in which he hoped to re-
engage a treatment team's empathy as they faced a client's behaviors which engendered
strong negative emotional reactions. This same supervisor also recalled that one trainee's
empathy was restored through the acquisition of knowledge of the intrapsychic logic
behind her client's off-putting behaviors. However, one supervisor pointed to the
romantic nature of empathy stating that writing about the "sunset" was inappropriate
content for a report, better left for case study writing. Nevertheless, some trainees who
recalled working to remove their emotional response to gain clarity described working to
re-infuse their reports with "emotion" so that the client might come alive for the reader.
Trainees seemed to convey that emotion inhibited the rational thought required for the
task of writing objective clinical reports. Nevertheless, some trainees reported valuing
the possible meaning of their Emotion Tone scores as an indicator of whether or not they
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understood their clients. Low Emotion Tone scores suggested to some that they might
wonder about the quality of their relationships with clients and their capacity to be
emotionally present or understanding
Many trainee participants, however, seemed to feel lost and alone with their own
emotional experiences as if the culture at large did not value the therapist's emotional
experience as a part of the shared clinical reality holding potential import for a report
audience. As the reader will recall, one trainee reported that she was instructed to "omit"
her emotional experiences from reports. Nevertheless, trainees seemed drawn to and
moved by their emotional experiences in a way that motivated them to convey more of
the "person" rather than a client with symptoms. Further, a former trainee with more
writing experience, seemed to experience less of the cultural prohibition against his
emotional experience just being with his clients.
In conclusion, trainees’ relationships with their own emotional lives in the context
of treatment is likely to be highly individual; one might begin to suspect, however, that
both cultural and developmental dynamics may work to make trainees' emotional
experiences more or less acceptable as a part of clinical report writing. From a cultural
perspective, some trainees clearly seemed to have been taught to exclude or omit the
emotional import of their work. At other times, it seemed as if trainees struggled to make
sense of their emotional experiences, pulling back to a more intellectual stance to
organize the experience of chaos in their semester's work with clients or the treatment as
a whole. On the whole, trainees seemed invested in making sense of their emotional
reactions to clients, their clients' emotions and ways they might incorporate
the two
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leading to writing that might bring the dyadic venture to life for themselves and their
perceived audiences.
Supervisors and trainees would also do well to explore their goals for report
writing. Those supervisors who believe trainees' emotional lives should stay out of
reports might work to find other venues in which they could explore these experiences,
helping trainees learn how to understand and use them in the context of treatment.
Otherwise, trainees might find themselves in the report writing phase, utilizing this
activity as a way to understand their experiences. Supervisors might view reports with
greater emotional content as a communication to them suggesting that the trainee is on a
valuable journey that is worthy of their company even if not deemed fodder for reports.
Theories of Psychotherapy
As if the above described morass of epistemological, narrative form, and
emotional conflicts were not bad enough, trainees also struggled to manage their more
specific psychological theoretical orientations to the work of psychotherapy. They noted,
as did Huber's (1995) research participants, that while feeling uncertain about their own
perspective, it was much more difficult to formulate their clients' problems. Greater
comfort with the language and meaning of the theory to which they ascribed led to
reports written with greater ease and "sophistication." There did appear to be some
tension around specific theories of psychotherapy that may add to trainees' difficulties
asserting their views on clients. Speaking again to the culture in which they worked to do
so, at least one supervisor who was interviewed seemed to abhor psychoanalytic ideas in
the context of the PSC. His ideas about psychoanalytic interpretation seemed embedded
in a modernist or Freudian view as evidenced by his focus on "Oedipal Complexes and
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latent homosexuality. Surely psychoanalytic theory has come a long way from this
position, embracing postmodernism and the concept of intersubjectivity'^ (Mitchell, 2000;
Orange, 1995, Shaffer, 1995; and Polkinghome, 1988). Nonetheless, trainees noted that
their ideas about what to convey in reports and what language to use shifted as they
moved from one theory or supervisor to the next.
Trainees reported that the incongruity of theory between themselves and their
supervisors worked to impede their expression of ideas in the context of report writing.
Alternatively, they described managing that incongruity by manipulating their language
in efforts to appease their supervisor's vision of the work. In the former case, as stated
earlier, trainees recalled requests that they omit portions of the report describing their
feelings or the client as a person. Succinct descriptions of symptoms generally were
preferred, particularly while working with cognitive behavioral supervisors. In this case,
trainees seemed more comfortable moving between language associated with various
theories to describe the same clinical phenomena. While there is very little literature
describing supervisor impact on report writing as it pertains to theory choice, there is
some literature exploring the relationship between theory congruity and supervisory
satisfaction and treatment outcome. For instance, Steinhelber, Patterson, Cliffe and
LeGoullon (1984) cited Spain (1977) who concluded, "congruent therapeutic orientations
predicted a good supervisory relationship" (Steinhelber, Patterson, Cliffe and LeGoullon
1984 p. 1347). Steinhelber, Patterson, Cliffe and LeGoullon (1984) also found that
theory congruency between the trainee and supervisor dyad was significantly related to
’ Broadly speaking. Orange (1995) described intersubjectivity as a theory which
"sees hunms as
organizers of experience, as subjects. Therefore, it views psychoanalytic
treatment as Ae dialogic attempt
of two people to understand one person's organization of emotional
expenence by makmg sense together
of their shmed experience (p. 8)."
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psychotherapeutic change in the cases they studied. In this study, theory congruency was
more significantly related to treatment outcome than was the number of supervisory
hours. This suggests that perhaps the quality of the supervisory relationship stands in
relief above and beyond its quantity.
Despite the fact that there is considerable literature describing cognitively
oriented narrative therapies embedded in postmodern thinking (Mahoney, 1993;
Goncalves, 1995; Van den Broek 1991; and Russel, 1991), this orientation seemed less
conducive to thinking about reports as narratives for the trainees who were interviewed in
this study, where these ideas are not routinely taught. They tended to view clinical
information in this context, with less personal strife, as a factual and objective account of
clinical data.
In conclusion, trainees have a lot ofwork to do with regard to sorting out their
own theories of reality and mind in the context of firmly entrenched, and, in the opinion
of some, outdated views of academic psychology. Difficulties are furthered in the sense
that they would like to be positively evaluated, reduce conflict in the context of their
supervision and supervisors themselves need to approve of their work via their licensed
signatures. Trainees working within this context would benefit from a forum in which to
discuss their epistemological and theoretical views. In such a forum, they might enhance
their understanding of their role in the context of report writing as the co-constructors of
stories, or identify other roles that are more in keeping with their own epistemological
beliefs, their sense of identity as report writers, and as therapists in training. With this
greater clarity, trainee and supervisor differences might more easily be articulated
leading
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to a point of negotiation in the context of their collaborative effort to document a
treatment.
Alternative Conceptual Frameworks for Clinical Reports
Before moving on to a more in-depth discussion about the language of clinical
reports, it is worth briefly noting here alternative conceptualizations of reports that were
voiced or rejected by trainee participants. In particular, these views seemed to stand
outside the realm of epistemological struggles. For instance, one trainee described
clinical reports as the client's "legacy." Her view echoed both Risse and Warner's (1992)
description of clinical records as a "surviving artefact [sic]." and Linde's (1999)
depictions of clinical reports as the "institutional memory" of clients and the treatment
therein. Linde stated;
The narrative and the act of narration become part of the memory of the
people and whatever relevant social structure in which they
interact. . .Particularly in an institutional context. . . it is necessary to have a
record available which can serve as an institutional memory in case of
necessary future actions, possible challenges, changes of personnel,
individual forgetfulness, etc. (p. 141).
St. George and Wulff (1998) similarly noted;
The case report is probably one of the most enduring legacies of therapy.
Reports may remain influential in clients' lives for years after the therapy
sessions have ended (p. 3)
Despite the fact that I thought clinical reports were narrative documents from the
outset, some trainees seemed more comfortable with the idea that their reports were
primarily a journalistic and unbiased account of facts. One trainee stated that reports
were "journalistic in the sense that [her] goal [was] to report the facts in as unbiased a
fashion as [she could]." Some trainees were asked if report writing could fall
under the
rubric of "rhetoric." This term seemed less attractive as the element of
persuasion
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inherent in the term was, for the most part, rejected by trainees. Nevertheless, some
trainees noted that their psychosocial histories informed their formulations and vice
versa, indicating that they might be selective in the presentation of history to make a
stronger argument to support their formulations. The term rhetoric seemed to obviate the
desire to write reports that reflected something true or factual about their clients,
unobstructed by their own points of view.
Language
While narrative voice as it pertained to these trainees' ideas about the meaning of
objectivity in reports was discussed earlier, it is worth noting here in more depth
additional aspects of the language of clinical reports that trainees and supervisors alike
deemed important. As earlier noted, some trainees implicitly ascribed to the more
postmodern belief that language influences thought, constructs reality, and facilitates a
portrait of a client. Language was further described as a powerful tool which could
"conjure up a whole image for the reader." Perhaps because trainees noted the evocative
capacity of language, they also seemed most interested in CRA as a possibly meaningful
measure. Almost uniformly, trainees expressed the desire to write reports that were
evocative and both relished and feared CRA as one indication of their success or failure
in this realm. Spence (1982) described a similar view of the "gifted author" that seemed
to echo trainee hopes about their reports and the language they used therein. He stated;
If [the gifted author] is successful... he will arouse in the reader a
particular set of images and associations which will add a certain texture
and tone to what is being described—the chordal accompaniment, so to
speak, to the melodic line (p. 42).
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Trainees seemed acutely aware of the evocative nature of language and paid close
attention to the words they chose to describe their clients' experiences, often with their
audiences in mind.
Trainees also noted the importance of including the words that clients' used to
describe their experience. They reported being encouraged by supervisors to "stay close
to" their clients' words while writing reports. Trainees believed that their clients' words
would provide something "true" about their experiences that an audience could share. I
argue that this may be a wish on the part of the trainee, but is unlikely to be accurate.
Words extracted from any context, whether they are the trainees' or the clients' are likely
to be interpreted differently by different readers. Despite Spence's (1982) earlier cited
claims with regard to the "gifted author," he (2001) noted that taken out of context, even
transcripts of analytic sessions are fodder for interpretation in which truth is not revealed.
He stated:
Letter-perfect transcripts with all capitals, apostrophes, and commas in
place, carefully marked for emphasis and omission, seduce readers into
believing that all the important facts have now been collected and blind
readers to the fact that the meanings traced in the record—no matter how
artfully construed—are probably not equivalent to the meanings alive in
the hour... If context does in fact make a difference, what is actually said
may be quite impossible to understand when repeated outside the clinical
moment (p. 453-456).
The reader will recall Katy's efforts to describe her client's troubling sexual
experience. She described a process of working through the client's experience and
coming to use the phrase, "an unwanted sexual experience," both in their dialogue and in
her report. Thus, the phrase was a representation of the therapist/client co-constructed
version of the experience. Katy appeared to assume that an audience would differentiate
between the above phrase and the word "rape." Spence might argue that if Katy were to
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include in her report portions of the dialogue that led them to collaboratively construct
the phrase, the reader might know something more of the experience and the manner in
which the client's sexual experience was explored. Spence (2001) noted that assumptions
such as Katy's and other trainees' are "projections" on the part of the authors that "may
account for the failure to describe happenings in their fullest detail or to provide a
detailed description of the reigning context (p. 459)." He added:
It is easy to make the mistake of believing that if you and I share part of a
happening, we must share all of it. The author can all too easily assume
that his reading audience—and particularly his colleagues—will
necessarily understand the material exactly as he did; he automatically
projects onto his reading audience his private awareness (p. 459).
It is noteworthy, that in the result section describing trainees ideas about language
it seemed to make sense to me at the time of analysis to share more of the process of the
interview itself including my own reactions and participant reactions to my statements.
Perhaps I too felt a greater pull to bring this section more to life with dialogue rather than
monologue.
Jargon and Diagnosis
As noted earlier, trainees and supervisors alike also described the importance of
choosing words wisely, avoiding derogatory remarks and phrases that could be hurtful
("do no harm") to clients. Conversations such as these generally proceeded in the context
of discussing jargon and diagnostic terms. Below is a summary of participant views on
those two topics.
With few exceptions, both trainees and supervisors reported avoiding the use of
jargon in reports. In fact, the PSC instruction manual begins its section on reports stating
the following: "Notes in the client files should be legible, clearly
written and free of
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jargon and pejorative descriptions of clients" (See Appendix A). Views ranged from one
supervisor stating that jargon is "hated" to one trainee noting that he used jargon when it
seemed appropriate to him. Jargon was viewed as language that could obscure a lack of
understanding on the part of the trainee, or as an occasionally useful tool. What seemed
particularly reprehensible about jargon was the way in which the client as a person could
be lost by its use. Trainees described words and phrases such as "social avoidance,"
lack of ego strength," and "narcissistic" worked to obscure the real experience of the
client, evoking generalities that did not speak to the person as a whole. Trainees sited
several examples of language they used in place ofjargon that would clearly give the
reader a "flavor of the person's dilemma" as opposed to a term whose meaning pointed
only to generalities.
Nevertheless, some trainees noted the occasional importance of communicating in
"shorthand." In fact, Berger and Luckmann (1966) also recognized the utility of language
to "typify experience (p. 39)." They gave a wonderful example that mimics jargon or
diagnostic categories psychologists use to communicate various human struggles. With
this example, they demonstrated the ways in which the objectification of subjectivity
permits us to communicate common experience, even if it excludes the subjective
particulars. They stated:
Language also typifies experiences, allowing me to subsume them under
broad categories in terms of which they have meaning not only to myself
but also to my fellowmen. As it typifies, it also anonymizes experience,
for the typified experience can, in principle, be duplicated by anyone
falling into the category in question. For instance, 1 have a quarrel with
my mother-in-law. This concrete and subjectively unique experience is
typified linguistically under the category of 'mother-in-law trouble.' In
this typification it makes sense to myself, to others, and presumably to my
mother-in-law. The same typification, however, entails anonymity. Not
only I but anyone (more accurately, anyone in the category of son-in-law)
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can have 'mother-in-law trouble.' In this way, my biographical
experiences are ongoingly subsumed under general orders of meaning that
are both objectively and subjectively real (p. 39).
Berger and Luckmann (1966) demonstrated the ways in which jargon or phrases that
have a cultural context can be used to communicate common experience in a meaningful,
if not specifically personal manner. However, they might not have succeeded in meeting
trainees and supervisors' criteria for non-derogatory jargon in the above example.
Trainees felt similarly conflicted with regard to formal diagnosis. While trainees
described the importance of communicating diagnosis in some reports, other noted that
diagnostic terms were too general to say much of anything about a client and his or her
personal struggle. Congruent with this view was Slovenko's (2001) understanding of
Karl Menninger's beliefs about diagnosis. He stated that "...dynamic psychiatrists like
Menninger.
. .would spurn diagnosis in favor of attention to the 'whole person' (p. 6)."
While trainees did not elaborate further on their thoughts about using diagnostic terms,
Menninger's elaboration might be in line with participants' thinking on the matter.
Slovenko (2001) cited Menninger as stating the following with regard to the impact of
diagnosis on practitioner's, clients and others affected by the words.
Every profession has its own jargon, and we psychiatrists have ours. But
while the strange terms of a lawyer or an archaeologist uses are harmless
enough—the worst they do is mystify outsiders—the terms psychiatrists
use can hurt people and sometimes do. Instead of helping to comfort and
counsel and heal people—which is the goal of psychiatry—the terms often
cause despair... Words like 'schizophrenia' and 'manic depressive' and
'psychotic,' for example, frighten parents and worry their anxious relatives
and friends. The use of these alarming terms also affects us psychiatrists.
They lead us back into the pessimism and helplessness of the days when
mental illness... bore a formidable label and gloomy prognosis...! avoid
using words like schizophrenia just as I avoid using words like 'wop' and
'nigger.' Some angry people don't call their opponents liars or skunks
anymore; they call them psychiatric names like 'psychotics' or
'psychopaths.' Why? Because these technical words have become
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pejorative. They no longer mean merely psychiatric illness; they mean
something despised (p. 6).
Contrary to this position, cognitive behavioral supervisors and trainees working
from that theoretical orientation reported a dependence on diagnosis to inform their
treatment. Most agreed that diagnostic terms were not enough to assemble a reasonable
treatment plan, however, one supervisor noted the importance of describing the
phenomenology" of the client's experience of those symptoms as it works to create an
individual treatment plan for one with a series of symptoms diagnostic of a psychological
disorder.
Imitation of Supervisor Language
In addition to paying close attention to their own words, these trainees described
the value of incorporating the words and phrases used by their supervisors to describe
clinical phenomenon in the context of writing clinical reports. Trainees also described
"hoarding the ideas" of their supervisors in efforts to ensure that they would have
something formative to write about their clients. While there is a dearth of literature
exploring the impact of supervision on clinical report writing, many studies suggested
that modeling played a primary role in trainee skill learning that included the acquisition
of language. This literature might more broadly apply to the process of learning to write
clinical reports as trainees described. In particular, Bailey, Deardorff and Nay (1977)
noted that students who watched a video-tape of a senior therapist at work led to
"increases in 'positive therapist behavior'" (p. 263). In particular, authors stated that
"modeling was especially effective in transmitting specific skills in the form of better
question asking" (p. 263). While the connection is dim, one might suppose that
trainees
learned how to use language through imitation as indicated by the development of more
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effective questions in the context of the trainee client dyad. Several other studies found
that modeling is a primary component of trainee development (Fyffe & Tian 1979 and
Goldstein & Sprafkin 1990). Trainees just beginning to write reports appeared to be
dependent on their supervisors' and other report writers as models in an effort to make
linguistic sense of clinical realities that would be difficult to articulate without them.
This behavior was in line with Stoltenberg and Delworth's (1987) earlier cited description
of their developmental "level one" characterized by trainee "dependence on" on their
supervisors (p. 53).
Developmental Changes in Language
While some trainees seemed to doubt that their language changed over the course
of their development, others noted that their language changed when the theory from
which they worked changed. They also noted that their language might have gotten more
sophisticated as they developed. Further, they recalled acquiring new words to describe
clinical phenomenon that they incorporated into their everyday language about clients.
This did not necessarily include jargon, but words that seemed to bring about a fuller
understanding of clients' experience. Trainees also noted that their language might have
become "less technical" as they developed other linguistic forms to describe their work
with clients. And finally, trainees noted that they developed the capacity to write in a
manner that would reflect speculation and degrees of certainty.
Clinical Report Writing Frustrations
Trainees described a number of frustrations associated with the process of report
writing some of which were more idiosyncratic, while others seemed to constitute a
theme. In particular, trainees expressed the desire for more instruction on report
writing.
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felt frustrated by time constraints, and more generally found the process of writing
burdensome.
Trainees reported feeling left to their own devices as they approached their first
reports, noting the lack of instruction from their supervisors. They recalled that their
earlier training on assessment report writing did not carry over to clinical reports, which
they noted were distinctly different. (This stands in contrast to one of my assumptions
described prior to the beginning of the project as was described in the introduction of this
study). These trainees lamented that not only was the PSC manual an inadequate tool to
this end, there were no classes that specifically addressed issues pertaining to clinical
report writing. One trainee noted that she got the PSC manual and was expected, without
further instruction, to generate a clinical document. Trainees also noted that without a
solid understanding of theories governing personality and psychotherapeutic change, the
formulation section was nearly next to impossible to write with a positive sense of self-
efficacy. This also mirrored Stoltenberg and Delworth's (1987) level one and two
developmental phases in which trainees remain confused about how to conceptualize
their clients' problems without an adequate facility with theory and the language to guide
them.
Along with the apparent lack of initial instruction, trainees described wishing for
more time to review reports with their specific supervisors. They hoped to compensate
for the early lack of instruction with more individual attention to specific reports
written.
Unfortunately, trainees soon learned that there was in fact very little time to do
so and
supervisors were more inclined to offer a seal of approval without much feedback.
While
some trainees were granted the gift of time, others lamented that
they both needed more
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time to wnte and more time to talk with their supervisors about their written formulations
of their clients, in addition to any corrections supervisors might recommend.
In conclusion, some trainees noted that regardless of time constraints, lack of
instruction and insecurities, they found the task of writing "burdensome," others
described "hat[ing]" writing in general. As many of these frustrations had as their source
disappointments with regard to their supervisors' input on reports, what follows is a
description of what might make the acquisition of greater supervisor attention more
difficult than one might expect.
Supervisor-Trainee Feedback Dilemma
This study provided a look at a number of ways trainees were affected by
feedback both from text measures and from recalled experiences of supervisory
evaluations of their clinical reports. While this discussion will focus on the latter, I am
no stranger to trainee evaluation anxiety and its effects on behavior. The reader will
recall my efforts to assuage trainee anxieties during the presentation of the text measures
phase of the interview process. Their concern and worry was palpable and led to a
decreased emphasis on the measures themselves in this project. Nevertheless, despite
their anxieties, trainees continued to maintain an interest in the measures with efforts to
make some meaning of them. Trainees appeared to be searching for some way to
evaluate their own work. This process in many ways may mirror the dynamics between
supervisors and trainees described in the following paragraphs.
Trainees at the PSC both yearned for and feared feedback from their supervisors.
In this context, trainees also confirmed that the lack of feedback or the laissez-faire
attitude" on the part of supervisors left them feeling confused about their competence in
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the report writing arena. While, on the one hand, little feedback was suggestive of a
"good job," trainees were acutely aware of the fact that areas that were in need of
improvement were ignored. Little feedback was a source of both relief and worry. Too
much feedback was a source of frustration.
Again, while there is little in the way of literature describing the impact of
feedback on trainee report writing, the results of this project, and some research are
suggestive of the complicated dynamics at work in this context. For instance, Kennard,
Stewart and Gluck (1987) stated the following;
When the supervisor perceives the trainee as interested in feedback and in
suggestions regarding professional development, trainees report a better
experience in supervision (p. 174).
As one might guess, trainee anxiety about feedback might be communicated or
interpreted as a lack of interest in what supervisors have to contribute to reports, ending
with a reluctance to provide feedback beyond the scope of meeting basic administrative
requirements of the task. Navigating this relationship might require that supervisors and
trainees address each other's needs so that both parties feel nourished in the context of the
dyad. Specifically, trainee anxieties must be addressed and explored, and supervisors
need to feel appreciated. With these needs met, the dyadic exchange might acquire a
richness that would allow for the guidance trainees long for with regard to putting their
thoughts and experiences of clients into words. Trainees and supervisors must also both
navigate the administrative, ethical and legal requirements of report writing whilst not
forgetting the importance of a collaborative thought process that trainees deemed
invaluable. In fact, while questions about supervisor input were framed in the context of
report writing in general, trainees seemed primarily to note the importance of thinking
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aloud about their formulations of clients with their supervisors. Given the performance
anxiety associated with the actual reports, trainees and supervisors might benefit from
spending more time on case formulation outside of the context of report writing. In this
case, trainees might feel greater freedom to express their ideas and acquire the guidance
they long for without the pressure of the written word. In turn, supervisors might also
experience greater trainee interest in their wisdom and feedback while avoiding the
anxieties of their legal obligations in the context of report writing.
Sub-Foci: Literary Trainees and Text Measures
At the commencement of this study, I held several implicit hopes that were
disappointed. For instance, I had hoped that the romantic notion that previous immersion
in literary studies would have had a greater impact on clinical report writing than was
evidenced by this study. While one participant spoke to these hopes, others found less in
the way of a positive transfer from one mode of human understanding to the next. What
was more evident were the highly individualistic ways that trainees conceived of their
work and the struggles inherent therein. In support of a more humanistic or literary
approach were trainees' (from both groups) desires to write reports that would describe
the client as a "person" as opposed to a list of symptoms and problems. That seemed,
from my perspective, to be at the heart of what is literary, but was apparently not some
other participants' conceptualizations of what academic psychology should be writing
about in today's climate. However, the desire to describe a "person" in clinical reports
may be cultivated by a variety of factors that were not explored in this study. For
instance, Jill's and other's struggle with the language used to describe patient-hood
s
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seemed tied to a broader level of thoughtfulness in this arena that does not require a
literary background and was apparent in many of the trainees interviewed for this study.
Additionally, I hoped to find results that spoke more to the utility of specific text
measures in the context of report writing. While some of the trainees worked to project
meaning onto the measures themselves, the results were more generally suggestive of
some of the drawbacks and benefits of using text measures in this context. In particular,
the measures seemed to heighten these trainees' anxieties about being evaluated. Despite
their concerns, trainees seemed to thirst for some kind of objective measure to help them
evaluate their reports in the absence of their supervisors' much desired feedback. We also
learned that the quality of being evocative (from CRA measure) and emotional (from ET
measure) were desirable clinical report qualities in the eyes of the trainees. While
language complexity (TTR) and abstraction (AB) were less desirable qualities associated
with the hypothesis that high scores on these measures were indicative of a lack of
understanding communicated or experienced by the trainee. In all, the strength of the
measures were found more in what they could tell us about what trainees' valued in
reports and the manner in which they both fear and desire an objective measure of their
work.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Introduction
This study was designed to explore several aspects of trainees and supervisors'
experiences of the construction of clinical reports in a training environment for beginning
therapists. As an exploratory study, without formally tested hypotheses, the results were
largely drawn within the context of conversations about the process of report writing in
this context. In my view, the yielded results presented the opportunity to broadly
describe what people talk about when they talk about clinical report writing in this
context. I would like to turn now to discussing the strengths and limitations of this
project as well as ideas for future research that arose as a part of the process of working
with the results described in previous chapters.
Strengths
The dearth of literature describing the process of writing clinical reports and
authors' experiences of preparing them suggests that this is one of the first glimpses of
some of the struggles, conflicts, and dilemmas inherent in the process, taking into
consideration the macro and micro environments and relationships in which they are
constructed. For instance, results suggest that trainees and supervisors would benefit
from creating forums for several important discussions. In particular, these dyads would
benefit from exploring or making explicit their epistemological beliefs and the manner in
which these ideas affect the report writing process. Trainees and supervisors would also
benefit from discussing the quantity and quality of feedback that would be most helpful
to trainees writing reports. Additionally, this dyad would benefit from finding more time,
0
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in or out of the context of report writing, to explore trainees' burgeoning capacities to
conceptualize their clients' struggles. This seemed particularly important for beginning
trainees who felt lost both with their own emotional responses to their clients, and with
the language of varying theories used to understand the process of psychotherapy.
I also began the study with several explicit assumptions that were debunked or
elaborated as a result of constructing a more open-ended design. As earlier noted,
discoveries that disconfirm original assumptions strengthen qualitative research
(Campbell, 1979). For instance, I conceptualized clinical reports as narrative, non-factual
data. While I may still hold that perspective to be true, I described and gave voice to
different perspectives held by some participants who were more wedded to the idea that
reports were factual and unbiased accounts of their work and their clients' experiences.
Additionally, it was thought that trainees might transfer their knowledge of writing
assessment reports to constructing clinical reports. While some participants stated that
they learned how to construct better formulations as a result of their assessment report
writing practica, most expressed the idea that their was not a direct transfer of skills from
one form of report writing to another.
Limitations
While there were several limitations to this study, the one that stood out most in
my mind throughout the whole project was its ambitiously large scope. While we did
learn a lot about trainee and supervisors' views of clinical report writing, each issue
seemed complex enough to warrant a further or deeper exploration. For instance, trainee
and supervisors' experiences of what constitutes the phenomenon of "clinical reality"
was
left relatively unexplored as it pertained perhaps to the concept of intersubjectivity
and
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what is relevant or valid clinical report fodder. Additionally, while meant to be sub-foci,
questions pertaining to the sub-group's literary history, and the broader trainee
participants' experience of text measures occurred at the end of the interview. Often, it
seemed as if these topics could have been explored at greater depth given more time. For
instance, trainees might have had more to say about the relationship between their scores
and the supervisors and clients with whom they worked, in addition to specific
developmental issues at hand given the different time periods each report represented.
As always, the perennial problem with qualitative research is sample size and how
the participants might, or might not, be representative of a larger population. The
sampling procedures for this study were not random, and the group of participants was
not culturally diverse, and not very large. Although there was a range of theoretical
perspectives represented by the study, individuals who were interviewed were somewhat
more open to varying theoretical views, writing reports from a more integrative position.
Also, all of the supervisors interviewed were male. The strength of this study would have
been augmented with female voices included in that sub-group. Additionally, while his
confidentiality would be compromised by an explanation, one supervisor was unable to
review his interview summary. While this does not change what he stated as was
recorded on audio-tape, we did not have the benefit of his further thoughts or
clarifications on the matters at hand. Lastly, the supervisor sub-group seemed to differ
strongly in some of their views about report writing. While this pointed to the ways that
report writing might be a more idiosyncratic process, one might imagine other
supervisors arriving at greater agreement across several domains than the three
interviewed for this study.
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Another complication of this study is that it was limited to a single program. The
participants in this study were all from the University of Massachusetts. It is therefore, at
best, representative of only the trainees and supervisors within this context. In the future,
it would be important to explore other training sites in the country before generalizations
about clinical report writing are asserted.
Areas for Further Research
As stated earlier, the experiences of those trainees with previous immersion in
literary studies might benefit from further exploration. In particular, one trainee noted
little positive transfer from one area of study to the next and one supervisor noted what he
called a "negative transfer effect" as trainees moved from the literary to the
psychological. More specific questions might be designed in the future to assess the
meaning of these statements and reasons this sub-group seemed more ambivalent about
the manner in which their previous studies might have influenced their clinical report
writing.
Also noted earlier were additional areas of interest with regard to the analysis of
text measures in this context. Future studies might include a larger report population
from which one might be able to establish norms for each of the measures explored.
With these norms established, one might be able to explore at greater depth changes in
report scores related to supervisor, level of training, relationship with client, report type
and/or theoretical orientation.
In addition to the above, my curiosity was piqued by several aspects of the study.
In particular, the dynamic relationship between trainees and their clients
appeared to have
some impact on report content. For instance, when I occasionally returned
to the reports
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written by those interviewed trainees, 1 discovered variability in the use of the first person
narrative. In at least one case, a trainee used the word "I" more than was usual for her in
a report describing a client who struggled with issues of dependency and a reliance on
others to feel real and present in the world. One wonders if the interaction between the
issues of the client and the trainees' perceptions of those issues influences report writing,
and if so, what can we learn about the therapist, the client or the treatment itself from
reading the reports. More generally speaking, it would be interesting to further elucidate
how the relationships between clients and therapists influences report writing in this
context. Learning more about this might have broader implications for training as well as
our understanding of reports when we are the next clinician in line for referral.
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APPENDIX A
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER (PSC) "YELLOW" MANUAL
(Included in Appendix A are the manuals' own appendices. These should not be
confused with the appendices of this dissertation.)
Records
The next part of the manual is a review of client records kept at the PSC. The
first section is composed of records completed by the client or intake worker. The second
section details reports written by the therapist. Any contact with a client (or other family
member, therapist, teacher, doctor, etc.) should be noted. Notes in the client files should
be legible, clearly written and free ofjargon and pejorative descriptions of clients. Be
aware that the client and other professionals have access to the complete file.
Forms Completed by the Intake Clinician or Client:
Intake Report . This is a structured form which is completed by the intake worker
after the intake interview. It includes basic information about the client (demographics)
as well as an initial formulation by the intake worker, a brief summary of the client's
history, and recommendations based on the intake interview and consultation with the
intake team. This entire form is available on the computerized database and the intake
clinician submits the report on disk or may enter the information directly onto the
computer. A paper copy is printed and kept in the client's file.
Informed Consent Form . This is a one-page description of the PSC and the
various constraints that clients should be informed of the training nature of the clinic,
taping, observation, research, the 24 hour cancellation policy, and limits on
confidentiality. All clients must read and sign this form during their first visit to the
clinic, and the form is kept in the client's file (Appendix H). For clients under the age of
16, this form is signed by the parent or legal guardian.
Fee Scale . This form is used by the Intake Worker to determine the client's fee.
The fee should be marked on this form during the intake interview and signed by the
client and clinician. The form is kept in the client's file. If the fee is renegotiated during
the course of therapy, a new fee scale should be marked and signed (Appendix I). For
clients under the age of 16, this form is signed by the parent or legal guardian.
Obtaining Information and Release ofInformation Forms. These forms are
signed by the client (and witnessed by the intake clinician), giving PSC staff permission
to contact, confer with, or request treatment records from other mental health
professionals (or relevant agencies or schools) regarding the client. This is usually
discussed at intake. When signed, the form is copied and the original is sent to the person
listed, while a copy is kept in the client's file. If a letter is sent with this
form, it is also
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copied for the file (Appendices J & K). For clients under the age of 16, this form is
signed by the parent or legal guardian.
History Questionnaire
. This is a multiple paged questionnaire filled outby the client at the time of intake. It includes demographic information and an extensive
history about clients’ relationships, employment, medical conditions, and family. Clients
must complete this form to be eligible for services at the PSC, although they may refuse
to answer any particular questions. When the form is completed, it is entered into the
computerized database by the office staff (Appendix L).
PAI and SCL-90-R. Personality Assessment Inventory and Symptom Checklist-
90-R. These are standardized assessment measures given to clients at intake and again at
the session prior to termination (with the termination form). The client's responses are
entered into the computerized database, and standardized scores are calculated. These
scores, as well as a graphic presentation of them, are kept in the client's file. Forms are
available from the front office.
Client Termination Form. This two-page questionnaire is completed by the client
one week before termination. It is up to the therapist to ask clients to come in early (or
stay fifteen minutes late) to complete this questionnaire at the time of the next-to-last
session (Appendix M).
Problem Re-rating Form . As part of the PHQ, clients complete a problem rating
form. This form is printed out and placed in the client’s file so that at termination the
client can re-rate the presenting problems. Clinicians should ask the client to complete
this form at the same time they complete the Client Termination Form (Appendix N).
Reports Written bv the Therapist;
Contact Notes . These are notes written by the therapist following each session or
contact with the client, regarding the client. They should be brief statements indicating
the nature of the contact (regular session, phone call, emergency session), the theme of
the session, and any significant material that emerged during the session. In cases
involving crises (e.g., suicidality), clear documentation of all treatment and intervention
steps should be noted, as well as supervisory contacts. These notes are written on forms
provided at the front office, and they are kept in the client's file (Appendix O). Each
entry should include the date of the contact and the date of the chart entry, and must be
followed by a full signature and date signed.
Treatment Plan . This document is completed by the therapist after four sessions.
It is a narrative summary of the treatment to date, including a set of goals for the
continued treatment or referral plans. This report should indicate the kind of therapy
being proposed, the estimated length of therapy, and in cases where more than one person
is involved, an indication ofwho will be involved in the therapy. It should not be a re-
statement of information from the intake report, but should include any new information
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gathered from the client's initial sessions and the therapist’s formulation of the client's
problems. This report is approved and signed by the supervisor (and, if different, the
licensed psychologist supervising the case). Once submitted to the clinic staff, these
reports are entered into the computerized database, and a copy is kept in the client's file
(Appendix P).
P_SYchotherapv Pro2ress Notes. These reports are written at the end of each term
(Fall, Spring, or Summer). They should include information gathered about the client
since the last report, and a restatement of the formulation (including new information if
relevant). The report should refer back to the treatment plan and note modifications that
have been made. This form is approved and signed by the supervisor (and team leader).
These reports, generally due at the clinic office on the last day of the term, are entered
into the computerized database, and a copy is kept in the client's file. Arrangements
should be made to submit the reports to supervisors for approval prior to the deadline.
Progress notes (Appendix Q) are due on ^ clients, unless the client begins therapy less
than four weeks before the end of the term (and a Treatment Plan is due), or if the therapy
is terminated at the end of the term, in which case a Psychotherapy Summary is due (see
below). A Progress Note is optional if the client is being transferred within the PSC to
another therapist, in which case a Transfer Note is due.
Psychotherapy Summary or Transfer Note . This report is written by the therapist
at the time of the termination of the therapy (or transfer to a new therapist). It should be a
comprehensive documentation of the entire course of therapy, and be suitable for sending
to other agencies, therapists, or the client him/herself. It should include the client's initial
reason for seeking therapy, the therapist's initial and revised formulation, mention of any
testing that was done, any concurrent treatment the client was involved in, outcome or
change which occurred during the course of therapy, any other changes in the client's life
during the time of the therapy, and recommendations or referral information. For a family
case, indicate which family members attended, and how frequently they attended. For
cases involving a transfer, explain briefly the reason for the transfer, including
recommendations (Appendix R). [The new therapist, after 3-5 sessions, writes a new
Treatment Plan] These reports are signed by the supervisor (and team leader), and
entered into the computerized database.
Correspondence . Copies of all correspondence to and from clients, client's past
therapists or other providers should be kept in the client's file. Before sending a letter to
a client, the letter should be approved by the supervisor. All correspondence to a client
should be sent from the PSC office on PSC stationery.
PSC Case Summary . This is a questionnaire filled out by the therapist following
termination or transfer of any case. This information is entered into the computerized
database (Appendix S).
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Assessment Reports
. These reports, written on the basis of testing
done by clinicians at the PSC, are placed in the client's file, along with all raw data from
the testing.
APPENDIX P (Of the PSC Manual)
after the 4th SESSIONS WITH A CLIENT FOLLOWING INTAKE OR TRANSFER. ALL NAMESSHOULD BE REMOVED FROM TEXT, EXCEPT OTHER PROFESSIONALS (Le.. PREVI()U^riIp!itAPICT^^^
TREATMENT PLAN
Client:
Date of Birth:
Date of Intake:
Date ofReport (Date written:)
Period Covered: (exact dates covered
Therapist:
Supervisor:
Supervising Clinician:'
Number of Sessions Covered:
by report; mo/day/yr)
1 • Identification of Client. Age, sex, marital status, children, occupational status,
student status, racial/ethnic background, religious affiliation, referral by whom
and for what reason.
2. Brief Summary of Presenting Problem(s) . Client's initial reasons for seeking
therapy. A description of the problem and the relevant background to the
problem. Include any previous therapy and any new information revealed since
the intake.
3. Psychosocial History . Brief summary of family history and close
relationships; comments about course of development; notation of any
significant events related to presenting problem or treatment issue.
4. Therapist's Formulation of the Problem. How do the presenting problems
and symptoms fit in with the client's life history and personality style?
How can the client's problem be conceptualized as a problem to be worked
on in therapy?
5. Treatment Plan. Long- and short-term goals for therapy,
modality/orientation of therapy planned, length of time the therapy is
expected to last, major areas that the therapy will cover. (For cases that
'include the name of the team leader as supervising clinician if the supervisor is a
Master's Level Clinic Associate. For all reports, include the title after the name of the
therapist or supervisor (e.g., Ph.D.).
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might involve more than one person, such as child and family cases,
indicate who will be involved in the therapy, and in what way).
Therapist Date Immediate Supervisor Date
Supervising Clinician' Date
APPENDIX Q (Of the PSC Manual)
REPORT DUE BY THE END OF THE SEMESTER. ALL NAMES SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM TEXT, EXCEPT
OTHER PROFESSIONALS (e.g., PREVIOUS THERAPISTS}
PSYCHOTHERAPY PROGRESS NOTE
Client; Therapist:
Date of Birth; Supervisor:
Date of Intake; Supervising Clinician;
Date of Report;(date written) Number of Sessions Covered;
Period Covered: (exact dates that this report covers, mo/day/yr)
Suggested issues to be touched upon in progress note;
The course of symptoms
Trends in therapeutic relationship
Performance in significant areas
Trends in interpersonal relations
New historical material
Restatement or reformulation of treatment goals
(short range and long range)
^Include the name of the team leader as supervising clinician if
the supervisor is a
Master's Level Clinic Associate. For all reports, include the title
after the name of the
therapist or supervisor (e.g., Ph D.).
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Modality of treatment
Current life situation
Medications-dosages, changes, and reasons for change
Make note of any psychiatric consultations
Change in diagnostic formulation or prognosis
(reinstate if unchanged)
Therapist Date Supervisor Date
APPENDIX R (Of the PSC Manual)
{DUE IMMEDIATELY UPON TRANSFER OR TERMINATION. ALL NAMES
SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM TEXT, EXCEPT OTHER PROFESSIONALS (e g.,
PREVIOUS THERAPISTS)}.
Transfer PSYCHOTHERAPY SUMMARY Termination
Client:
Date of Birth;
Period Seen;
Date of Termination;
Number of Sessions; (total)
Therapist:
Supervisor:
Supervising Clinician;'*
Date of Report ; (Date written)
^From first session to termination.
''include the name of the team leader as supervising clinician if the supervisor is a
Master's Level Clinic Associate. For all reports, include the title after the name of the
therapist or supervisor (e g., Ph D.).
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Identifying Information
. Age, sex, marital status, and occupational information
2. Presenting Problem
. Client's description of the problem.
3. Psychosocial History
. Brief summary of family history and close relationships,
comments about course of development; notation of any significant events related
to presenting problem or treatment issue.
4. Initial Formulation
. Therapist's understanding of the client's problem.
5. Treatment Plan . Therapist's initial plan for treatment, and changes that were
made in that plan as treatment proceeded.
6. Summary of Treatment Course
. Client's response to therapy, brief summary of
process, status of treatment goals at termination (achieved or not). Changes in
modality/orientation of therapy.
7. Final Disposition . Reasons for termination and information about the disposition
(transfer to another therapist, etc.).
8. Recommendations . Thoughts about the client's future needs
either in subsequent therapy or general life planning.
Therapist Date Immediate Supervisor Date
Supervising Clinician Date
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APPENDIX B
LETTER SOLICITING TRAINEES FOR PARTICIPATION IN STUDY
Dear Colleagues, December 19, 1999
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to participate in my dissertation research. 1
am interested in interviewing folks for approximately 90 minutes about clinical report
writing at the Psychological Services Center. If you agree to participate, prior to our
meeting, I will also ask you to review your won reports to refresh your memory and look
for ways that you believe your report writing may have changed over the course of your
development as a professional. I will be scheduling interviews over the course of
December, January and February and will be flexible in terms of meeting your own time
limitations. Because I would like to interview folks who have had at least one to two
years of experience, I would appreciate it if 3*^**, 4*^, and 5'*' year students gave my request
greater consideration.
My study is highly exploratory and qualitative in nature with the goal of being as
descriptive as I can about participants' experiences of constructing reports in the context
of a training clinic.
Please check one of the below boxes and return to my PSC mailbox.
I would like to participate
I would like to hear more before agreeing to participate
I would NOT like to participate
Your name:^
Phone No.:
Thank you for your consideration.
Gaiana Germani, M.S.
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APPENDIX C
MEMO TO FACULTY SOLICITING INFORMATION ABOUT TRAINEES WITH
LITERARY HISTORIES
To; Faculty
From: Gaiana Germani
Date; 11/01/99
Re; Dissertation Research
I am planning a qualitative dissertation project designed to explore tr^nees and supervisors
experiences with report writing in the context of the PSC. I would like to interview past or
present trainees who came to the program with a history of exposure to the literary arts.
Because many formidable psychologists and psychoanalysts (Freud, May, Marguiles,
Schnieder, Bruner, etc.) in the past have recommended that trainees be exposed to a broader
array of sources to illuminate the phenomenology ofhuman experiences, I am interested in the
experiences of trainees with this exposure and how it might have influenced their report
writing styles.
Currently, I am trying to generate a list of past and current trainees that I could solicit for an
interview with the above mentioned characteristics. I would appreciate your help in this
effort. Please review the attached list oftrainees and circle or highlight any trainees that you
recall having come to the program with past exposure to the literary arts (i.e., significant
formal or informal education in this arena). Also, ifyou recognize students who you
definitely know DO NOT have an educative history such as this, please cross these folks off
the list.
Sincerely,
Graiana Germani
(List of trziinees is not attached to maintain confidentiality)
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APPENDIX D
LETTER SOLICITING SUSPERVISORS FOR PARTICIPATION IN STUDY
Dear Supervisors, December 19, 1999
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to participate in my dissertation research. 1
am interested in interviewing folks for approximately 60 minutes about clinical report
writing at the Psychological Services Center. I will be scheduling interviews over the
course ofDecember, January and February and will be flexible in terms of meeting your
own time limitations.
My study is highly exploratory and qualitative in nature with the goal of being as
descriptive as I can about participants' experiences of supervising reports in the context of
a training clinic.
Please check one of the below boxes and return to my PSC mailbox.
I would like to participate
I would like to hear more before agreeing to participate
I would NOT like to participate
Your name;
Phone No.;
Thank you for your consideration.
Gaiana Germani, M S.
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PAST AND PRESENT TRAINEES WHO TRAINED
AT THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER
1 . How do you conceptualize the process of report writing?
2. What do you try to convey in reports about the client or the treatment?
3. What conceptual framework do you have in your mind when you write about the
clients psychosocial history; is it literary, is it reportage on historical facts gathered?
4. Other than satisfying administrative requirements, is there anything about report
writing that is useful to you in your work with clients?
5. Has your view of writing reports changed in any way over the course of your
development in graduate school? For instance, did different cases or supervisors
influence any changes in your writing?
6. Did your use of language change over the course of your development? For example,
as your vocabulary increased in psychology, did you use these words in reports more or
less as you developed?
7. Did it get easier to write reports with more experience? If so, to what to you attribute
that greater ease?
8. Are there things you leave out of reports when you write them, if so what kinds of
things do you leave out and for what reasons?
9. Are their aspects of your clients or the treatment that you might state tentatively
or
provide qualifying statements to suggest levels of uncertainty?
10. Is there anything that frustrates you about report writing other
than time constraint
issues?
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1 1 . Does writing reports help you to think more clearly or conceptualize your clients?
12. Does your theoretical orientation figure in the way you write reports?
13. How does an understanding of your reports’ potential readers affect the way you
write reports?
14. Looking back, did your past exposure to the literary arts affect the way you
constructed reports?
15. Was there anything about your style of narrating the stories of your clients that
changed with greater experience of report writing or greater degrees of
professionalization that you see as related to having a literary history?
16. How do you experience requests for revision from supervisors?
17. What kinds of advice did you get from supervisors as to editing or conceptualization
of clients, or errors of attribution (e.g., did you learn to make sure that tentative
statements about your clients were stated as such, verses direct quotes from your
interactions with clients)?
18. Did changes in supervisors change the way you wrote reports?
19. Were there some supervisors that focused more on report writing than others?
20. Was there a point in your report writing history where supervisors generally
suggested fewer changes in your reports? If so, how did you understand this
phenomenon?
21 . What did you learn about report writing that most affected the way you wrote reports
at the PSC?
22. If you participated on intake team, what affect did learning to write this kind of
report have on your other report writing responsibilities?
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*a. -
^5® currently writing reports at the PSC, what, if anything has changed
about your report writing style since then?
APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SUPERVISORS WHO HAVE TRAINED
CLINICIANS AT THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER
1. What is your overall philosophy about report writing?
2. What do you think is important to convey in reports?
3. What external factors (audience, confidentiality, and legal constraints) do you try to
help your trainees keep in mind as they construct reports?
4. How much input do you typically give to trainees on report writing?
5. What kinds of advice do you find you most often give to trainees about report writing?
6. Other than the administrative, what function does report writing have in the educative
process for trainees?
7. Are the reports that you encourage your trainees to construct driven by your
theoretical orientation?
8. Do you see report writing as a time for trainees to concretize their thinking about their
clients?
9. Have you perceived differences in report writing among trainees that you have
attributed to their earlier backgrounds or education?
10. In the list I have provided of trainees you have supervised, trainees who have a
history of exposure to the literary arts are highlighted. Do you remember any differences
in these trainees’ report writing styles that you think may be related to this history?
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APPENDIX G
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW FOR REVIEW BY PARTICIPANT
(Participant s name has been replaced by the letter X to maintain confidentiality)
HOW DID YOU CONCEPTUALIZE TFDE PROCESS OF REPORT WRITING WHILE
YOU WERE AT THE PSC?
I think I conceptualized them in terms of what my understanding of what 1 was
being asked to do, what areas I was being asked to cover and comment upon.”
X also described being guided by the PSC manual and the reports of others. He
stated “I think it would be very likely that I would have looked at other people’s
reports first to get a sense.”
X confirmed when I asked that other people’s reports gave him a sense of what
goes in to a report and what one should be writing.
DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOU TRIED TO CONVEY IN REPORTS?
.without being too simplistic, I wrote whatever the particular categories called
for in terms of providing specific information”
WHEN YOU WERE WRITING REPORTS, WHAT CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
DID YOU HAVE IN YOUR MIND ABOUT THE CLIENT’S PSYCHOSOCIAL
HISTORY? WAS IT LITERARY, OR WAS IT RECORDED AS FACT, OR WAS
THERE ANY WAY THAT YOU SAW IT AS A NARRATIVE?
“I think I would think of it in terms of reportage of facts along some sort of
narrative trajectory. But how much was included there and how much a narrative
was embodied was determined by probably space constrains and sort of meeting
the requirements of the reports.”
X also stated;
“At that level of my training as a beginning psychologist and a beginning
beginning therapist, my greatest interest and goal was doing a good job based on
whatever, other models I was able to kind of look at and then try to copy but
obviously infusing with the unique characteristics of whatever I m talking
about. . . but I don’t think that the way that I went about my report writing or
conceptualization or whatever, was particularly sophisticated or creative or
unique... but for me... I want to do the job, so what are the kinds of basic
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information and basic kinds of statements do I need to make to do a good job, not
to kind of
. .
.
publish this as a case study if that makes sense.”
DID BEING AN ENGLISH MAJOR AT ALL FIGURE INTO HOW YOU
CONSTRUCTED REPORTS INITIALLY?
“Yes and no...”
On the one hand, X stated that he brought his “general education and writing
skills” to the task of writing reports. But that he did not bring to bear what he
called a “conscious transfer” of what he learned as an English major to the
process. He stated that it is likely that aspects of being an English major might
have been infused in the process, but that it wasn’t a “conscious or premeditated
kind of process if that makes sense. It wasn’t like I had as an English major,
written my senior thesis or something on the life stories of mentally ill people.”
X remembers being more focused on doing “a good job” on his reports. He stated
“I remember being more anxious about my abilities to do well in graduate
school.”
X could not find any way that immersing himself in literature as an undergraduate
affected his approach or experience of the task of report writing. With the
exception that he writes well which may or may not be associated with his
undergraduate focus.
SO, WHEN YOU’RE WRITING REPORTS, OTHER THAN SATISFYING
ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS, WAS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT
REPORT WRITING THAT WAS USEFUL TO YOU IN YOUR WORK WITH
CLIENTS?
He stated that
1 . “the process of reviewing information” gathered on the client
2. a review of “my own experiences” “was useful.”
He furthered;
“I don’t think there were ever any major kind of revelations or epiphanies... but it
was useful.”
X goes on afler I asked more specific questions about writing reports as a useful
task stating;
That report writing “often provided an opportunity to get valuable feedback from
my supervisor in terms of the way that I was thinking about the patient or the
work that I had done.”
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He also stated however that writing Progress notes at the end of each semester
was sort of a pain in the ass”, because it seemed like an “arbitrary time frame”
rather than one guided by the time frame of the treatment itself.
DID YOU THINK YOUR VIEW OF WRITING REPORTS CHANGED OVER THE
COURSE OF YOUR DEVELOPMENT AT UMASS?
X did not recall a lot of change or “any radical changes”, but he speculated that he
probably got better on a “variety of levels.” He recalled that the “hardest part”
was the “case conceptualization and trying to come up with some sort of
formulation of why the person is experiencing what ever they’re experiencing
when they come into therapy, and who they are... One of the things that made that
challenging is that the more kind of grounded you are in a particular theory, you
know, theoretical background, and able to talk about your patient in that way and
with the right language and with a certain level of sophistication, the better off
you were and starting out, that was particularly hard and it got easier as I went
along”
DID YOUR THEORETICAL ORIENTATION GUIDE HOW YOU WROTE YOUR
FORMULATION OR ANY OTHER ASPECT OF REPORT WRITING?
“Yes.” stated X. He also stated that the way her wrote reports or formulated
depended on who his supervisor was. He described being on a CBT oriented
team and wrote reports using that language even though he might also be thinking
about a client from a different orientation like a psychodynamic one. He stated ;
“I would probably in my report writing, talk more in those terms.”
DID YOUR USE OF LANGUAGE CHANGE OVER THE COURSE OF YOUR
DEVELOPMENT WRITING REPORTS?
“Not that I am aware of.”
ASKED QUESTION ABOUT VOICE IN REPORTS WHETHER OR NOT HE USED
I/MEAVE IN REPORTS. HOW DID HE MANAGE HIS OWN PRESENSE IN THE
CONTEXT OF THE REPORT?
He stated ; “I think I would use we and I when necessary but try not to overdo
that.”
I asked him to explain. He stated;
“most good report writing, or like if you are doing a study, even if its a
qualitative
study, research study, if you can help using I or we, stylistically
that’s better. And
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while I don’t think that applies to clinical reports, in the same way at all, I still
think that to not overdo it is a nice middle ground.”
I summarized and he affirmed;
So there is sort of a general, you have a style of writing in a lot of different
genres as a psychologist, and for the most part they call for, you’re really not
using words like I and we. While in a clinical report you really are talking about
the work you’re doing with a client and you really are there, so you feel like its
hard to avoid not putting the word I or me in the report but you just want to make
sure that its not all the time because the report is about the client.”
He furthered;
“I just think its better, as long as you don’t lose what you’re trying to
communicate about a patient or anything you’re writing about by taking out the 1
or the we or the me, I think that if you can do it without it, its always, well 1 don’t
want to say always, but my sense is that in terms of writing style, its better.
That’s my thinking... when its possible to avoid the I, we and me business, too
much, I think its also nice to add it occasionally, you know. You know, work
together, or we discussed it, but do not overdo it.”
WERE THERE THINGS YOU LEFT OUT OF REPORTS, IF SO WHY AND WHAT?
X responded by stating that he had two focuses in graduate school
1. do a good job
2. get it done
He furthered by stating that if there was something he thought might “open up a whole
can ofworms” to describe, he might leave it out of the report “if it didn’t detract from the
overall integrity of the report .” Particularly if it would interfere with his getting the
report completed in a timely manner.
When I asked X more questions about leaving things out of reports he responded by
stating;
“I guess I would very possibly have left out any number of things that I didn t feel
was relevant to the person’s treatment or understanding the person.
EARLIER IN THE INTERVIEW X STATED THAT WRITING REPORTS COULD BE
FRUSTRATING. AT THIS POINT IN THE INTERVIEW, I ASKED HIM TO
ELABORATE ON THAT.
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He stated that For the most part, I don’t enjoy writing per se.
. . more often than
not, writing is burdensome for me and yet 1 understand why reports need to be
written and the value in terms of my own learning process and sort of ability to do
my job.
. .whenever I had to do a report it was like well, that’s something I gotta
do, that’s part of my job, part of my training. I’ll sit down and do it... and I always
took a lot of pride in my work so that when I sit down to do somethings.
. . 1
usually put a lot into it, but its not really a process I look forward to or physically
enjoy.
. . it’s burdensome.
. . it feels like a lot of work.
. to go back to the case
conceptualization piece, I think that that was fhistrating because I don’t feel like I
had the language or the, had developed the skills yet internally or educationally to
do a good job at that, so in that way it was frustrating because I can’t, no matter
how much work I put into it. I’m still not going to feel like, it looks really good or
it meets the requirement, then its fhistrating. I remember feeling that way. . .”
I stated; So in some ways you were fhistrated with the stage you were at
developmentally?
He replied:
“I would limit that piece more to the case conceptualization because the other
pieces I felt I could do fine. And I also understood the process, the learning
process, so in that way while its fhistrating, I didn’t, I wasn’t holding myself up to
some unrealistic standard. And I also knew that relative to my peers in graduate
school, I was pretty good at what I was doing. So those things mediated the
desire to write a really great report because I sort of had it in those perspectives.”
HOW DID AN UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR REPORTS’ POTENTIAL READERS
OR AUDIENCE AFECT THE WAY YOU WROTE REPORTS?
“Probably my supervisor was my biggest initial concern and the possibility of the
client would read it would be second, and then farther down the list would be, and
no, and then the person who might take the patient but often the patient was
terminated, that wasn’t usually an issue. Like I knew that he or she was being
transferred, but that would be an issue, and then further down the line would be
the possibility of some sort of legal arena. So those things did influence me.”
He specifically stated that it influenced the way he would present clinical material
for example he stated that he was taught to write empathically and non-
judgmentally and that he would describe “what the patient revealed to” him
“rather than what I think about the patient.”
I BROUGHT X BACK TO THE ISSUE OF PUTTING I/MEAVE IN REPORTS IN
RELATION TO THE ABOVE RESPONSE.
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He stated: I think it depends where in the report, but 1 think that I would use we
or I if I wanted to capture our relationship or something that happened in
particular between us in therapy as a clinical example or something, but the
overall thrust of the report would be to remove the I and the we for the reasons
that you just mentioned.”
Those reasons I had just mentioned were again stylistic and also related to considering
the audience. This was not clarified.
HOW DID YOU EXPERIENCE REQUESTS FOR REVISIONS FROM
SUPERVISORS?
“I don’t recall ever being asked to make a lot of changes.”
However, he stated that it “depended on the supervisor.” For instance, some
supervisors are more predisposed” to make “specific grammatical” changes.
I don t remember the revision process being a big issue or something that I had
to do much of”
Reported that the content of the report varied depending on the orientation of the
supervisor.
MADE AN ATTEMPT TO DISCUSS HOW X GOT AN IDEA OF HOW A “GOOD
REPORT” IS RECOGNIZED.
He stated that he got a sense of what a good report should look like by reading other
reports. He stated;
“I can judge what good writing is. . .1 think I am able to sort ofjudge on multiple
dimensions what a good report is and can then map that onto myself and my own
writing.
. .1 mean, its not rocket science.
. .It wasn’t that hard to understand what
the requirements were and then I knew intuitively what good writing is in terms of
capturing a patient in terms of their psychosocial background...! felt much less
certain about writing formulation. . .which was often a struggle. . .1 could read a
formulation and know that it was really good and sophisticated. . .but it was much
harder to map that on from where I was at the time. . .The art really is in the
formulation because that is where you’re beginning in your theoretical
understanding and a more broad and deep sort of consideration of the
patient... I’m still learning.”
X almost described a process of absorbing a style or format from one or two writers in his
early training. He also described generalizing from his assessment class in the first year
where he was required to write a number of assessment reports.
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HAS ANYTHING CHANGED ABOUT YOUR REPORT WRITING SINCE YOU
LEFT THE PSC?
I assume that 1 would be better at it now than 1 was then and that my case
conceptualization skills would be more sophisticated and less a source of
frustration...I'm relatively certain that my growth as a therapist would allow me to
assess or understand my patients more accurately or with greater understanding
than I did in graduate school and that would have an impact on the report writing
itself."
I ASKED X TO TURN TO THE REPORTS AND THE QUESTIONS 1 HAD ASKED
HIM TO THINK ABOUT.
He stated that he realized that he could not answer many of my questions, because the
process of re-reading was “evocative of his own memory” making it difficult for him to
read looking to see if any one report stood out for him in terms of it’s capacity to evoke
an image not previously there in the reader.
As I presented each measure and described it to X, he realized that his writing style and
use of language would supercede any other aspect of report writing such that he would
follow some basic rules for himself regardless of the kind or quality of the work he was
doing with his patients. He stated:
“I would have sort of a template in my head of what a good report should look
like or even if its an unconscious template in terms of what my writing style is,
and I would tend to duplicate that as much as possible, or would end up
duplicating that whether I was trying to or not regardless of my work with the
patient. . . for me it’s much more organic. I just know what good wnting is and
strive to emulate that in the best way I can.”
He also stated that he believed, after looking at reports that; “the quality and tone
were fairly consistent”
X also stated that he would have to know a lot more about the measures before he could
make sense of them. They did not seem particularly meaningful to him at this juncture.
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APPENDIX H
LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS ACCOMPANYING INTERVIEW SUMMARIES FOR
REVIEW
Dear Participant October 26, 200
1
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you again for supporting my research during
the Spring semester of 2000 and to thank you in advance for your continued support. I
have summarized our interview after listening to the audiotape and reading the verbatim
transcription of our conversation. Because asking you to review a 25-35 page document
would not be productive in my mind, what I have included here are direct quotes and
summaries that I think best represent or capture the main idea of your responses to the
questions we explored at the time of our interview. I would like for you to consider the
following while reviewing the summary:
1 . Is the summary an adequate representation ofyour responses at the time of the
interview to the best of your memory?
2. While your ideas about report writing might have changed since the time of the
interview, I would like to maintain your old ideas connecting them to that specific
point/stage in the context of your training course. Many folks discussed how they felt
their report writing was in a state of flux and I would like to be able to speak to that at
different levels of training as I describe the results of my research. So, instead of
reconsidering each question, I would like for you to try to confirm for me that the
quote or summary was an accurate representation of your position on the matter at
that time to the best of your memory. Data will always be presented in the past tense.
E.g.: "Jacob described his thinking at the time in the following way . . . " Rather than
"Jacob thinks..."
3. You will notice that I have cut words from your quotes as indicated by “. . .” This
notation could represent a number of things:
a. First, I typically eliminated utterances such as “uh huh,” “You know?” and so
forth. In other words, I cut from the text, words that did not further elucidate
your position.
b. Second, your initial response to a question might have been elaborated later in
the interview. For continuity sake, I connected the text indicating with “. .
.”
that some discussion has been left out. While I might discuss our
conversational process over the course of my dissertation, I chose not to
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present to you the text between your main points as it did not seem relevant
for the purposes of what I am asking you to do now.
c. There were also times when I might have cleaned up your speech so to speak
On occasion, you presented an idea that made perfect sense if you listen to the
intonation of your voice on tape, but without listening to the actual tape it
becomes less clear. In those cases, I might change a word, or the sentence
structure with the hope that your idea remains intact, but is easier for the
reader to understand without access to the audio recording.
4. Because your words are being taken out of context, (i.e., I am not presenting you with
an entire transcript) you might feel that something has been lost. Unfortunately, this
is inevitable in any research. While some qualitative researchers have in the past
presented unabridged transcripts of each interview without commentary in the results
section, this is not my plan. In my view, summarizing these interviews in many
respects has been somewhat parallel to the process of report writing itself As many
of the participants described, I have pulled out of context what I believe to be the
essential pieces of the interview in the same way a report writer pulls out of the
context of psychotherapy sessions what seems important to communicate to various
audience(s).
5. Over the course of my continued immersion in the data, I reserve the right to
reformulate my understanding or interpretation of our interaction in the context of our
interview. While I think it is unlikely that I would find additional quotes to support
the ideas that emerged, it may be the case that a sentence or two ends up in the
dissertation even if you have not reviewed that additional data. In most cases, I will
likely indicate to the reader that upon further immersion, this statement gained
significance, but the participant has not reviewed this piece of data. Likewise, if I
present an interpretation that goes beyond your responses it will be presented in a
similar manner.
6. You may also feel that I have over simplified your ideas or misrepresented them.
Please feel free to comment on or extend my understanding in writing on this copy.
However, please do keep the first premise above in mind.
7. You man find that there are statements in Italics and parentheses. These are only
notes to myself and may not make sense to you.
8. When you feel satisfied with your review. Please either e-mail me letting me know
that you have nothing to add or change, or send your copy with comments back to me
in the enclosed envelope.
9. Regardless which option you choose to communicate with me, please remind
me of
the following demographics;
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a. Your age and year in the program at the time of interview (Winter/Spring
2000)
b. The theoretical orientation from which most of your reports were written up
until that point.
c. The theoretical orientation you felt most spoke to your understanding of
human behavior or ideas about change at that time.
d. Your undergraduate major and minor. (I interviewed four participants who
had a literary background and it occurred to me that I would like to know all
participant’s educative backgrounds.)
e. Any post-graduate education other than clinical psychology.
10. If you do not respond within 6 weeks of the above date, I will assume that you are
satisfied with the summary presented. In the meantime, please e-mail me at
gaianal@aol.com with the above demographics.
11. If you are currently a student at UMass, you might find in your mailbox a survey
based on themes derived from all of the interviews. I will be asking other trainees to
let me know which themes resonate with their experience of report writing in the
PSC. If you would like, you may participate in this part of the research as well.
There is no need to indicate to me that you have already participated in the project in
another capacity. While this may seem redundant, other participants may have
spoken to issues pertaining to report writing that we did not address directly. Your
input at this juncture is welcome.
12. Finally as a reminder, pseudonyms will be used in the dissertation even though you
initials have been used for the summary. If you have a pseudonym preference, e-mail
that as well.
Thank you again for your participation. Your thoughtfulness and dedication have made
this an interesting and stimulating process.
Sincerely,
Gaiana German!
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APPENDIX 1
LETTER TO TRAINEE PARTICIPANTS ACCOMPANYING THEIR REPORTS FOR
REVIEW PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW
Dear Participant,
Enclosed you will find an informed consent form to sign and return to me at interview
time and 4 clinical reports you constructed as a part of your training at the Psychological
Services Center (PSC) at the University of Massachusetts. Client initials have been left
on reports, however if a significant amount of time has passed since their construction,
and you are having difficulty remembering the client(s) identity, you may e-mail me and
I will call or e-mail you back with the names of your clients. Please return these copies
to me on the day of our interview so I may destroy them properly.
While you read these reports prior to our interview time, I would like for you to think
about the following four groups of questions. If you have questions, please call or e-mail.
1 . Are any of the reports that you have read particularly descriptive of the client. In
other words, if you imagined someone else reading your reports are there any reports that
you believe would give a particularly good picture of what the client was like or what the
client was struggling with at the time of treatment? Would a reader finish the report
feeling as if he/she had a concrete image of the client or the client’s experience (or your
experience of the client)?
2. Were there any reports where you seemed to focus more on describing the emotional
life of the client? Were there reports that you seemed better or worse at describing
clients’ emotional experience?
3. Were there reports that seemed more intellectualized or abstract?
4. Were there reports where you used more technical language (maybe jargon, but not
necessarily)? If so, why do you think that was the case for that/those report(s)?
Finally, when making judgements about reports place them in the context of your early
development as a therapist at the PSC. This is a study of therapist development, not how
well reports were constructed during that time period.
Thank you and I will speak to you soon.
Gaiana German!, M.S.
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APPENDIX J
SAMPLE OF GRAPHIC HISTORY REPRESENTING TEXT MEASURE SCORES ON
TERMINATION REPORTS
The following five pages depict graphic histories of four termination reports reviewed by
one participant of this study. As this is just a sample of the manner in which scores were
presented to trainee participant, the pseudonym has been deleted. The graphs are
presented in the following order: (1) TTR; (2) CRA; (3) ET; (4) AB and (5) Word Count.
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APPENDIX K
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR TRAINEES
This project will explore clinical report authors’ and their supervisors’ perceptions of
clinical report writing within the context of the Psychological Services Center (PSC).
My participation in this study will consist of taking part in a ninety-minute interview that
will include a review of reports I have written and graphic histories of a content analysis
of said reports. In addition, I will be available for a possible follow-up interview
(possibly by phone) to clarify the researcher’s understanding of responses to initial
interview. I understand that I will be asked to describe aspects of report writing in the
context of the PSC, my supervisory relationships, the therapeutic relationships, as well as
my thoughts and feelings about my experiences in this context.
I also understand that I may ask questions of the investigator at any point during the
interview and that I may refuse to answer any questions asked of me. I understand that I
will not be penalized in any way.
I understand that all interviews will be audio-taped and that tapes will be transcribed
verbatim by research assistants and/or a professional transcriber hired outside of the
university system. All of the information I provide in this study will be kept completely
confidential. Results of this study will be published as a dissertation and possibly in
other professional psychology publications, therefore my name and other identifying
information will be altered to protect my confidentiality.
I also understand that general themes from all interviews will be extracted and submitted
for review by other report authors in the PSC to affirm as similar themes they might have
described had they been interviewed. All identifying information will be extracted from
this thematic summary.
I have read and understand the nature of this project and what is required of me. I am
willing to participate as a subject in this research study.
Signature Date
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APPENDIX L
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR SUPERVISORS
This project will explore clinical report authors’ and their supervisors’ perceptions of
clinical report writing within the context of the Psychological Services Center (PSC).
My participation in this study will consist of taking part in a sixty-minute interview and a
possible follow-up interview to clarify the researcher’s understanding of responses to
initial interview. I understand that I will be asked to describe aspects of report writing in
the context of the PSC, my supervisory relationships, the therapeutic relationships, as
well as my thoughts and feelings about my experiences in this context.
I also understand that I may ask questions of the investigator at any point during the
interview and that I may refuse to answer any questions asked of me. I understand that 1
will not be penalized in any way.
I understand that all interviews will be audio-taped and that tapes will be transcribed
verbatim by research assistants and/or a professional transcriber hired outside of the
university system. All of the information I provide in this study will be kept completely
confidential. Results of this study will be published as a dissertation and possibly in
other professional psychology publications, therefore my name and other identifying
information will be altered to protect my confidentiality.
I also understand that general themes from all interviews will be extracted and submitted
for review by other supervisors in the PSC to affirm as similar themes they might have
described had they been interviewed. All identifying information will be extracted from
this thematic summary.
I have read and understand the nature of this project and what is required of me. I am
willing to participate as a subject in this research study.
Signature Date
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